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13. A symposium on Polymeric Materials for Photonic and Optical Applications was held
as part of the 4th Chemical Congress of North America and 202nd ACS National
Meeting during August 25-30, 1991 in New York, N.Y. This symposium was sponsored
by the ACS Division of Polymer Chemistry and the ACS Division of Polymeric
Materials: Science and Technology with the cooperation of the Optical Society of
America. The symposium organizers were G. C. Bjorklund, G. Hadziioanou. .
Torkelson, and M. A. Winnik.
The goal of the sympsoium was to cover in depth the chemistry, characterizacion,
and device application of polymers for photonics and optics. The major objective
was to bring together leading experts from around the world to elucidate the
major scientific challenges and hurdles that must be overcome for photonic
polymers to reach their full potential and find major device applications.
The symposium consisted of a tutorial session, a poster session, and five oral
sessions, extending over three frull days. A total of 32 distinguished
scientists presented invited papers. Of these, 21 were from North America. .
from Europe, and 2 from Japan. In addition, 28 contributed papers were
presented. Interactions among the attendees were quite good and the overall
attendance was strong, with some of the sessions being he.1 by more than 250
people.
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ORIENTATION OF ORGANIC MOLECULES IN SOL-GEL MATRICES
FOR QUADRATIC NONLINEAR OPTICS. NH2  COOH N_- H - SI(OEt

h

Germain Puccetr. Eric Toussaere. Isabelle Ledoux and J.Zyss t)CHJ OH N02

Centre National d'Etudes des Tldcommunications
196 Avenue Henri Ravera. 92220-Bagneux, France No2 NH, NO,

Pascal Griesmar and Clement Sanchez
Laboratoire de Chimie de a Matiere Condensbe

Universit Pierre et Marie Curie MNA AAS Si(OEI)3 N'O
4 Place Jussieu 75252-Paris. France

ABSTRACT: Orientation of nonlinear organic molecules in ion-free sol-gel matrices
uponapplication ofan external D.C. electrical field is being evidenced. The quadratic (CH2)2
nonlinear response of silicon oxide and transition metal oryde based gels containing NO2 NO2
orgamc molecules have been determinedfrom Electric Field lnducedSecondfHarmonic
(EFISH) measurements. Large concentrations of optically Nonlinear Organic Mole-
cles (NOM) have been either incorporated inside the macromolecular network or
chemically bonded to the oxide backbone of the gels. The feasibility of permanently NCH20H
corona poled films has subsequently been demonstrated. Moreover EFISH measure- N C
mentsofferan originalpointofview on conformational changes occuring in theprocess CN NC-H2C CH3

of sol-gel transformations.
OMACH3 NPAN NPP

The relevance ofconjugated organic molecules towards the enhancement of nonlinear
optical susceptibilities is now well documented and rests on the higher polarizabilities
of eventually asymnmetrized it electron systems which can be tuned to application

- requirements.ii The unlimited possibilities of organic synthesis may then be fruitfully
exploited follwing the indications of molecular engineering design rules. However. ,-- N--=
the next step aiming at the organization of molecular entities in macroscopic assemblies N N = NO,
is mastered only to a lesser extent. - a

CHOH
Although single crystals are of great interest as they allow to connect macroscopic NDBP

observations to molecular phenomena, based on well defined crystallographic data.
their structure is in general unpredictable and they may be difficult to grow. Besides, Fig.l Nonlinear chromophores which have been inserted in the silica sot-gel
thin films and waveguides are required for integrated optics and may not be readily matrices
obained in single crystalline fonnat. although some promising eary demonstrations The organic nonlinear chromophores investigated in this work ar displayed in
have recendy come out. These difficulties have spurred the introduction of organic Fig. I. Their quadratic hyperpolarizabilities have been determinated by the usual ERSH
polymers, mainly in the context of quadratic nonlinear optics, as a host passive matrix measurements performed in solution.
where active nonlinear molecules (subsequently refeed to as NOM) are being either
introduced as dispersed guest-entities at a limited concentration level, or anchored to Organic groups can be bonded to an inorganic silica based network in two
thepolymeric chain at higherconcentrations. Subsequent electric field orientation above different ways. respectively as network modifiers or as network formers. Both functions
Tr either via electrodes or corona poling is then possible to provide the required dipolar have been recently achieved in the so-called ORMOSILS.0 The precumrs of these
orientation for ' prcesses.0 ' compounds are organo-substituted silicic acid esters of general formula R',Si(OR),_

where R' can be any organo-functional group. R' is a non hydrolysable organic group
It seems worthwhile to explore a similar strategy with a mineral matrix as the which can have a network modifying effect (R'=CH, or C.H.) or/and any desirable

passive backbone; however, usual glasses are processed at temperatures precluding the optical property.
incorporation of organic molecules which will not be able. in general, to sustain heating
above 100"C. It is thus impossible to reach the glassy viscous phase required for poling However the chemical tailoring performed with silicon alkoxide precursors
without irreversibly damaging the material Alternatively, sol-gel glasses offer atirac- cannot be directly extended to tras ition metals or aluminium alkoxide precursors
tive possibilities perettiingto comply with the themal requirements. So-gel cheisry because the more ionic M-C bond would be cleaved upon hydrolysis. Chemical
ix mainly based on inorganic polymerisation reactions at room temperature. Starting modifications could however be performed using complexing ligands preferably with
from molecular precursors, a macremolecular oxide network is formed via A-diketones and allied derivatives or polyhydroxylated ligands such as a or 13-hydro-
hydroxylation-condensation reactions.n) An additionnal important condition for the xyacids.These derivatives appear to be stable because ofchelating and steric hindrance
applications in view here, is to avoid the presence of charged entities, such as catalytic effects. Therefore, they are not removed during hydrolysis leading to new mixed
residues, that would prevent the application of a poling field as demanded by EFISH organic-inorganic materials. Hybrid inorganic-organic transparent networks have been
orsubsequent permanent orientation of a thin film. obtained using amino salicylic acid as complexing reagent In- a transition metal

alkoxide.
This condition can be met when perfectly tiansparent sol-gel matices are

synthesized without the participation of acid catalysts.44 We have thus been able, to EFISH measurements have been undertaken following a well documented
demonstrate, for the first time to the best ofour knowledge, electric field induced second experimental procedure. t

'The applied field value is of the order of 3-10kV/mm over
harmonic (EFISH) generation in sol-gel glasses where non linear molecules are eitherincorporated as guests or anchored to the polymeric backbone. Moreover, the rheolo- a plateau of 2 is duration. The fundamental wavelength is generated by a Nd:-YAG
gical properties of sols allow for the easy deposition of films on a variety of substrates laser emitting at 1.34 pro. The absorption of both fundamental and harmonic waves is
such as glass, ceramics, semiconductors or polymers. then negligible. The SHG macroscopic third order susceptibility r originates from the

contribution of microscopic susceptibilities attached to the organic clromophores ( n
The fabrication of the polymeric gels requires a decrease of the functionality of molecules either doped or anchored per unit volume) to which the "background"

the molecular precursor towards hydrolysis so as to allow for the decoupling of susceptibility of the sol-gel medium must be further added following Eql:
hydrolysis and condensation rates. Furthennore. condensation must be slowed down r = r, + my Eq.I
with respect to hydrolysis. Acid catalysis is a classical means, however inadequate in
the present context, to activate the reactivity of Si(OR), silicon alkoxide precursors Calling it, N, andy,. the dipole and the first and second order hyperpolarisabilities
towards hydrolysis. Activation of silicon alkoxide precursors towards hydrolysis can of the NOM's. x and M their mass concentration and molecular weights, f the local
aa be perfornted by increasing the electrophilic character of the Silicon atom. This field factor. p the density of the sol-gel medium, the following relation can be used to
has been performed by adding dimethyl aminopyridine (DMAP) that catalyses the derive V"
nucleophilic reaction via a mechanism named SNASi.* SiH(OR) precursors which t _ M Eq.2
exhibit a higher reactivity towards hydrolysis probablydue to the presence of SiH bonds Y 5 T Nfr-
have also been used for the synthesis of transparent polymeric gels within relatively
shon gelation times.

-, may then be neglected for the conjugated molecular size of interest here.
The synthesis of transparent polymeric Transition Metal Oxide (TMO) gels can The viscosity experienced by optical probes follows a Stokes-Einstein law. As

be performed by using complexing ligands."'Such a synthesisdoes not generate charged soon as the reorientational correlation time of organic molecules surpasses the duration
species. Alkoxy groups are replaced by new ligands that can be less easily removed
upon hydrolysis. Thusalkoxy ligands are ratherquickly removed at first upon hydrolysis of the poling field plateau (i.eI Is). the EFISH signal will vanish. Assuming a
while chelating ones ( the modifiers) act as termination agents, that inhibit condensation reorientational time of the order of 10-"s for a mean molecular size of 5 A. the EFISH
reactions thus slowing down the polymerisation process. Complexation decreases the signal at times t<c<t,, for molecules embedded in sols is comparable to that from
functionality of the precursor promoting anisotropic growth that favors the formation molecules in regular solutions.
of transparent polymeric gels. 0 values of the various nonlinear organic molecules shown in fig. I (MNA, NPP,

DMACB ) have been measured in sol-gels and compared to those reported in the
Following the synthetic routes undermentioned, gels having good transparency, ite.atureY.'The similarities between 0 values measured for NO.M. dissolved inreasonable mechanical integrity and relatively short gelation times were obtained

without the presence of charged species which would prevent EFISH measurements, organic solvents and for NOM. embedded inside sI-gel systems also evidence the
good stability of the non-linear molecules when embedded inside inorganic polymers.
Detailed values are to be found in ref. 5 When large concentrations of N.O.M. (typically
O.SM) are incorporated inside wet sol-gel systems, drying lead to a partial crystallisation
of the N.O.M. preventing measurements.61



The functionalized silicon a] koxide (SiNOi(OEtl)) precursor exhibits a quite strong In the course of ageing (between t/t,7 and t, =10) in a close vessel, the zirconium
EFISH signal (P = 13 lO'esu.X = 1.3"4m) close to that reported for MNA in dioxane oxyde based gels exibit a slight increase of the SHG macroscopic susceptibility F.

This increase can be accounted for either by a local depolymensation occuring upon12.8. 10"3°esuX = 1.3
4
pin). Large concentrations (0.2-0.5M) of chemically bonded electrical and laser solicitations or by condensation of smaller polymers along larger

N.O.M. ((SiN4(OEt).) or ASA) can be incorporated inside silica based sol-gel systems ones at the surface of the porous medium. This latte. phenomenon must restrict the
without any crystallisation even upon drying. amount of polymeric species hindering rotation in the liquid phase of the gel and thus

decrease the viscosity experienced by the MNA probe~consequently leading to an
At longer timescales the different sol colloidal solutions lead to the formation of increase of F.

gets through a transformation process which can be also followed phenomenologically
by changes in the viscosity. The evolution of a Zirconium oxide based system doped In the last sequence of the process, the macroscopic susceptibility F reaches a
with MNA is described in Fig.2. plateau which remains quite high ( 90% of the initial EFISH signal is still observed)

-4a- This observation indicates that the fluidity around many dye molecules is important1 1 even a long time after the sol-gel transition has been passed (t> 30-40t,). EFISH
measurements can lead therefore to an estimation of the wet porosity of gels.

EFISH of optcal probes anchored at higher concentrations on siloxane based4, 10 gels and transition metal oxide based gels has also been monitored versus the reduced
7 gelation time t/t,. The behaviour is then significantly different from that previously

reported in the case of doped cheomophOres.

The macroscopic susceptibility Fdecreases as soon as the polymerisation reaction
starts in contrast with the case of doped molecules where the decrease is smoother.

8 When the N.O.M. is chemically bonded to the metallic center (Zr) the onset of the
gelation is clearly detected by an immediate decrease of F until I/t, = 1. This first transition
observed by EFISH must reflect the percolation of a few larger polymers, those thatlead to the macroscopic phenomenon of gelation. Then the evolution of F is roughly

0 10 20 30 comparable to that previously reponed. During the ageing period adecrease ofrwhich
reflects the crosslinking of the inorganic zirconium oxyde based network ia observedt II during a period of time extending from I to l0 t. (many ASA should be trapped in

medium size polymeric clusters). Aftera long ageing period (tut,> 100 ).a slight decrease
of I is observed showing that the crosslinking step has reached the micoscopic level

-4 b- These results compared with those observed for MNA embedded in zirconium
11 oxide based gels show that a molecule anchored on the metallic center (i.e. Zr ) is a

more intimate and sensitive probe of textural and structural changes occuring upon
sol-gel transforations.

Furthermore, sol-gel glasses containing NPP molecules (031 0 molecules/cm)
or anchoring (SiN(OEt),) molecules (4.3310' molecules/cm') were spin coated on

S9 glass plates and oriented by corona poling. The mamces are mixed Zirconium oxyde -9 organo-substituted sililic acid ester based materials. Maker fringe measurements were
t. performed to measure the xe suscepfibility.In the case of (SiN#(OE&)), a coefficient

8 of 0.02pm/V wasobtained I month afterpoling Optimisaion of the content and polingconditions are currently under way.
In conclusion, we believe that investigations of sol-gel processes by nonlinear optical

experiments will help further evidence, in conjunction with other methods, microscopic7 phenomena underlying theological properties of importance for applications. Among
0 1 2 3 4 5 these applications, nonlinear optics itself stand-out as a most promissing area towards

optoelectronics devices based on functionnalized poled sol-gel thin films.t/tg
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Electron Correlated States and makes a positive contribution to Y,1 k1 (-A04;MIIO°2,3). involves a
Nonlinear Optical Properties of Linear Chains previously unexpected, high-lying 51 A, state that is strongly coupled to

by the large oscillator strength 1 IBu state and cannot be properly described

A. F. GARITO and J, R. HEFLIN by uncorrelated, independent particle models. This virtual process.

Department of Physics together with a smaller, negative virtual process that involves only the

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 1 lBu state and the II Ag ground state, determines the sign, magnitude.
and dispersion in this archetypal class of conjugated structures.

The same basic mechanism for 7,jJ(-W4;tj,Wo2,W3) holds for all
The electronic origin and mechanism of the comparatively large chain lengths calculated from N = 4 to 16. For chains of increased

nonresonant second order x(2(-o)3;01,w2) and third order length, there are a larger number of virtual excitation processes that

Xj';;$-O.4;w0l,(2,o3) nonlinear optical susceptibilities of conjugated make a significant contribution to yk(-(o4;oW,(02,o(3); but, in all cases,
organic and polymeric structures have been the center of intense there is always at least one important highly correlated, two-photon tAg
scientific investigations for many years. 1 Fundamental understanding state. The dominant tensor component of the susceptibility,
of the second order optical properties such as the linear electrooptic Yxxxx(-O)4;O1,O2,W3) with all electric fields polarized along the
effect and second harmonic generation in terms of a microscopic many- molecular axis of the conjugation, can be diagramatically represented in
electron description is fairly well established both theoretically and terms of transition density matrix diagrams that graphically illustrate the
experimentally. In light of this fact, numerous new noncentro- large charge separation that occurs upon virtual excitation between the

symmetric molecular and polymeric structures with enhanced 1 1Bu state and the strongly correlated, high-lying two-photon lAg state.

X/IT)(-43;0,t02) have been successfully designed and synthesized. (Figure 2)

Tough efficient device designs and architectures, electrooptic It is found that "xw(-ox04;wI,(o2,o3) increases dramatically with

polymers are now being implemented into novel electrooptic and chain length as evidenced, for example, by the calculated power law

nonlinear optical devices. In contrast to the considerable progress dependence of the dc-induced second harmonic susceptibility

realized with second order optical processes, the first successful '-2;c,0) on the number N of carbon atom sites in the chain

microscopic many-electron description has been achieved only recently with an exponent of 3.9 for the trans polyenes in the range N = 4 to 16.

for nonresonant third order optical processes such as third harmonic The supralinear chain length dependence of i'xx.x(-C)4;tol,0)2,W3)

generation, degenerate four wave mixing, and the optical Kerr effect in originates in the increased transition moments between the principal
virtual states, the decreased excitation energies of those states, and the

conjugated structures, and it is this recent advance24 which is the main increased number of significant virtual excitation processes.
subject of this paper. Comparison of calculations for the cis structural conformation of

Up to the mid-1980's, progress in understanding third order polyenes with results for the trans conformation demonstrates that the
optical processes in conjugated structures had been largely slowed due fundamental origin of Yijk1(-o4;ui,(o2,(03) remains basically the same,
to incomplete descriptions based on noninteracting, independent particle irrespective of the structural conformation. The only significant
models such as Huckel theory which, surikingly, in several important difference in the results for the two conformations is that, in all cases.

(3)cases even fail to correctly predict the sign of X kI(-4wtI,02,M3). let the value of yxx x(-to4;ol,o,,2,(3) for a cis chain is smaller than that of
alone the actual magnitude and dispersion. By natural development of the corresponding trans chain of the same number of sites. The results
the many-electron formalism and methodology established in the case of are unified by a power law dependence of y xx(-ca4;oul,02,03) on the

second order optical processes, a new successful microscopic physical end-to-end length of the chain L with an exponent of 3.5.

description of third order optical excitations in interacting many-electron (Figure 3) The cis conformation results in a smaller L for a given N

systems has been achieved that is generalizable to different conjugated than the trans conformation. Conformation affects T1x(xA-0M;W1,o2,O)3)

organic and polymeric structures.2 ,3 The key central finding from this only inasmuch as it affects the physical length of the chain.

work is that repulsive Coulomb interactions natural to confined 7E- Furthermore, extrapolation of the power law dependence of

electron systems cause the electrons to be highly correlated in their 'Yxxxx(-o(4;o01,o)2,O,3) on L indicates that the values of

X( 3 )(-o04;o)1,o)2,A03) measured in conjugated polymers correspond to
motion, and it is these electron correlation effects among the many effective lengths of only 50 - 100 A. We infer that yxux(-N;(ol,o2,)3)
electrons that determine the sign, magnitude, and dispersion of must therefore deviate from the power law dependence and begin to

X,/(-(a4;(ol,2,wo3) for third order optical processes in conjugated 7t- saturate at a length shorter than 1OA.
electron structures. Experimental measurements of the dispersion of the isotropically

In this paper, we review the basic concepts and microscopic averaged dc-induced second harmonic susceptibility <Y(-20;C0,wo,0)>
description for third order optical processes in conjugated structures and the third harmonic susceptibility <y(-3o;oto)> in two key
based on comprehensive theoretical and experimental studies of the polyene structures have demonstrated that the electron correlation
nonresonant molecular third order susceptibility y"kj(-o 4;al,(12,O3) in theoretical description of the nonlinear optical properties of conjugated
conjugated chains.2 -4 We show how the origin of yk1¥i(-o4;w01,,O2.3) linear chains is quantitatively correct.4 The measured values of
can be directly understood in terms of highly correlated virtual excitation <y(-2(o;(o,wO)> and <y(-3w;(o,o),w)> at the fundamental wavelengths X
processes and, in particular, the fundamentally important role of = i907, 1543, and 1064 nm for hexatriene (HT), the N = 6 site chain,
previously unknown, strongly correlated two-photon states energetically are in excellent quantitative agreement with the calculated magnitude.
high-lying in the excited state manifold, sign, and dispersion. (Figure 4) For example, while the dispersion of

Electron correlation theory for 'yijkl ('w4;(01,o2,o") of trans and <y(-2(o;co),0)> is found to be weak in this wavelength region,
cis polyenes reveals that for short polyene chains, yijk (-c4;(ol,t2,(0,3) experiment and theory are in agreement in the fact that <'y(-3w;wo,co)>
is dominated by two competing third order virtual excitation processes at X = 1064 nm is 1.8 times larger than the value at X = 1907 nm. For
that involve just three states. (Figure 1) For the N = 6 site chain 0-carotene, a substituted, N = 22 site chain, the nonresonant
hexatriene, for example, the largest virtual excitation process, which experimental values of <'y(-2o;w,w,0> and <y(-3o;o,wo)> are in
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agreement with extrapolation of the calculated power law dependence of
<Y(-(04;t01,o2,o3)> on chain length L. Thus, together with the results
for HT, these measurements quantitatively validate the power law . " .. " t"D< .> I
dependence on chain length L. Furthermore, based on our theoretical
understanding of yijk(-(o4;tot,0o2,o3), a three-level model was
developed that adequately describes the experimentally measured

dispersion of <y(-2to;tu,w,0)> and <y(-3w;co),o)> for n-carotene. Figure 2. Transition density matrix contour diagram of trans-
The basic origin and mechanism for i(-o4;o,co)2,w3) of linear chains hexadecaoctaene (HDO). N = 16, for the 10IAg state with the 1 B,
reviewed in this paper is generalizable to other conjugated structures, for state. The corresponding x-component of the transition dipole moment

example, cyclic rings, rigid-rod poly mers, and polythiophenes. Finally, is 19.38 D.
these results have led to the discovery that excited state nonlinear optical
susceptibilities originating from the ral population of electronic excited Sites (N)
states can be enhanced by orders of magnitude compared to the usual
ground state properties.5  5 10 20 30
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Linear and Nonlinear Optical Properties of Highly conducting polymers.
Ordered Conjugated Polymers in Polyethylene: There is evidence in the literature that the measured values for

Orientation by Mesoepitaxy X(3) can be significaniy increased through improvement in the
structural order; the reported values for X (3) (from third harmonic

C. Halvorson, D. Moses, T.W Hagler, K. Pakbaz and A.J. Heeger generation) are greater by more than an order of magnitude in
Institute for Polymers and Organic Solids highly aligned samples of polyacetylene (mosaic spread of =30)
University of California at Santa Barbara prepared by the Durham precursor polymer route 3 then in

Santa Barbara, CA 93103 samples with more moderate structural order (mosaic spread of
=200) prepared by other methods.

There are two principal reasons for the interest in conjugated It is clear, therefore, that there is an important technological
polymers as nonlinear optical materials: need for optical quality thin films of aligned and highly ordered

1) Delocalized x-electrons of conjugated polymers provide a conjugated polymers.
mechanism for a large third order nonlinear susceptibility, The simplest method of achieving chain extension and chain
X(3). which leads directly to active device configurations by orientation of a polymer is by tensile drawing. Unfortunately, the
means of an intensity dependent index of refraction: relatively high density of entanglements present in most polymers

n = no + n21 limits the available draw ratios (k) to modest values. A principal
where I is the intensity of the li:nt and n2 = 4n 2 X(3)/cS1. advantage of gel processing is that because of the dilution of the

2) Sub-picosecond response time. polymer in the gel (e.g., UHMW-PE forms gels at volume fractions
The sub-picosecond response has been demonstrated in a even below 1%), the density of entanglements is far lower than in

number of real systems and even in waveguide configurations, polymers prepared from the melt, etc.4 Moreover, the low
However, although polymers from this class have been shown to entanglement density remains even after removing the solvent.
have relatively large x(3), the established values (-10 -10 esu) are Thus such gels (or gel-processed films and fibers) can be tensile
not large enough --- required values for use in digital optics are drawn to remarkable draw ratios (X>200) during which the
V610"8 esu. In addition, the actual figure of merit (F) is the ratio macromolecules are chain extended and aligned.of x~3) to the absorption coefficient, a, F = X( 3)/oa. cooeue r hi xeddadaind

Typically x has been too large for constructing useful devices, Can this high degree of structural order achieved through gel-
and T( 3 ) has been too small to allow the fabrication of small scale processing be transferred to a conjugated polymer in a UHMW-PE
devices at moderately high densities (in waveguide blend? On first thought, this would seem unlikely, for the two
donfegurations,etc), component polymers are typically immiscible (since the entropy of

A survey of the available materials shows that an increase in mixing is essentially zero for macromolecules). However, there is
the magnitude of (3 ) (or n2) by one-to-two orders of magnitude is evidence of a strong interfacial interaction when conjugated
needed before conjugated polymers can satisfy the minimum polymers are added to an UHMW-PE gel; the frequency
mateil requremonjts pdependent conductivity results 5 suggest that the conjugated
material requirements polymer adsorbs onto the PE and decorates the complex surface

Calculations 1 have predicted a dramatic increase in the of the gel network, thereby forming connected (conducting)
nonlinear optical response with chain length; the results indicate pathways at volume fractions nearly three orders of ma.nitude
that X(3) is proportional to Nv where N is the polymerization index, below the threshold for th.ee-dimensional percolation.T The
and v Is in the range 4-5 (the precise value is sensitive to the implied strong interfacial interaction suggests that gel-processing
detailed approximations in the method used). Since x( 3 ) is an of conjugated polymers in PE may lead to orientation of the
intrinsic quantity, it must saturate to a finite value in the conjugated polymer component.
thermodynamic (long chain) limit. The calculations imply, PE/MEH-PPV blends have been prepared and processed into
however, that this saturation does not occur until N reaches values highly aligned free standing films.6 Once processed, the films are
of order 102. found to be extremely durable; repeated thermal cycling and

Thus, remarkable enhancements of X(3 ) are predicted for constant exposure to air caused no ill effects. This is presumably
conjugated macromolecules compared with those of the due to a combination of the stability of MEH-PPV and to the self-
corresponding short oligomers; i.e enhancements of order 10v  encapsulation advantage of utilizing polymer blends.
where v is in the range 4-5. The absorption spectra6 for an oriented free standing film

The achievement of ordered, chain-aligned films should lead to (draw ratio, X = 50) of PE/MEH-PPV are shown in Figure 1 for
increases in the magnitude of X(3 ) over that of random material in polarization both parallel to (11) and perpendiculpr to (i) the draw
two independent ways. First, since X(3 ) is a tensor, there is a axis and for a spin-cast film (both at 80K). The spectra were
simple geometric projection factor (the average of I<cos 3 0>12 , scaled to that of a11(o) which has maximum value of 2.2x10 3 cm- 1

where 0 is the angle between the electric field of the incident at 2.2 eV (1% MEH-PPV in PE). A high degree of macroscopic
radiation and the chain axis) which ranges from 3 to 5 depending orientation of the conjugated polymer has been achieved by
on whether the chains are random in a plane or in three tensile drawing the gel-processed blend. Moreover, oa,(w) shows a
dimensions.2 Second, and more important, one can expect a distinct red shift, a sharper absorption onset, and a reduced total
major enhancement in X(3 ) from delocalization of the electronic width compared to a(o) for the spin-cast film. These features,
wavefunctions. together with the appearance of resolved vibronic structure,

The latter effect, with an implied enhancement of order 10v  indicate a significant improvement in the structural order of the
compared with oligomers with N=10 is not evident in the data conjugated polymer in the oriented blend.
reported in the literature for conjugated macromolecules. This is The transverso 'absorption" in Figure 1 is dominated by
perhaps not surprizing in view of the well-known tendency for scattering from residual microstructure in the PE. This is
localization of the electronic wavefunctions in quasi-one- demonstrated by comparing ac(w) with the artificial "absorption,
dimensional systems. Thus, the actual localization length, I(E), due to residual scattering, obtained from an undecorated UHMW-
may in fact be much less than the chain length, particularly at PE film of comparable thickness and draw ratio; the initial slope is
energies, E. close to the band edge where the localization lengths the same and the overall spectral shape is similar. To circumvent
limited by disorder are particularly small. This same disorder- the problem of residual scattering, the dichroism of selected IR-
Induced localization is responsible for the modest electrical active modes associated with MEH-PPV have been studied as a
conductivities in all but the most highly ordered samples of doped function of the draw ratio; ire dichroic ratio continues to improve
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monotonicajiy with . to c 11/cz>100.. 7  The spectrum obtained from the non-oriented bleno is
The PE scattering has been investigated 6 by passing a He-Ne intermediate between that of the spin-cast film and the oriented

laser (632.8nm) through the various samples and examining the blend; it shows the red shift, the sharper absorption onset, the
reduced total band-width and the emergence of vibronic structure.

1.0 ......... ................ Thus, even in the non-oriented blend, the MEH-PPV spectra are,
in every way, consistent with a significant enhancement of

microscopic order. Comparison of a,(,() of the oriente film of
PE/MEH-PPV with c(w) of the non-oriented film of PE/MEH-PPV

0.8 shows that there is a sharpening of all spectral features and a
clear redistribution of spectral weight into the zero-phonon line.
The data thus indicate a further enhancement of structural order by
tensile drawing.

The inset to the previous figure compares (%(w) of an oriented

Zi 0.6 free standing film of PE/MEH-PPV at 80K with that at 300K. 6 As
z the temperature (T) is raised, the peak shifts (thermochromism),
0 the onset of absorption broadens and there is both an overall lossIof resolution as well as a clear redistribution of spectral weight out
0" of the lowest energy vibronic feature. The changes in a,(co) at

0.4 300K are indicative of increased disorder, in many ways similar to

the changes induced by the structural disorder of the spin-cast
films.

The nonlinear optical properties of MEH-PPV have been

0.2 investigated through third harmonic generation (THG)
........... spectroscopy with the pump frequency varied over a wide range of

frequencies within the gap. We have characterized the THG

response in thin spin-cast films of MEH-PPV, in no ,iented MEH-
PPV/PE blends and in ordered and in the most highly oriented

0.0 ......... - ..... MEH-PPV/PE blends (see Figures 1 and 2). The ordered blends
1.9 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.9 3.1 exhibit large values for X(3 )/ in the infrared. The results will be

ENERGY (eV) presented and analyzed in the context of the effect of disorder on

the THG response.

speckle pattern. For oriented samples, analysis of the pattern
indicates that the scattering is from elongated microstructure with
length (along the draw ratio) more than 100 times the wavelength REFERENCES
and diameter less than one-tenth of the wavelength. Efforts to 1. R. Silbey, in "Conjugated Polymeric Materials: Opportunities

modify the gel-processing to reduce the scattering by the oriented in Electronics, Optoelectronics and Molecular electronics",
film are underway. NATO ASI Series, Seres E: Applied Sciences- Vol. 182,

Figure 2 compares a(o) of a non-oriented tree-standing film of Ed. by J.L Bredas and R.R. Chance; and references

PEIMEH-PPV, ot (O) of the oriented film of PEIMEH-PPV, and () therein.
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DETERMINATION OF THIRD-ORDER NONLINEAR SUSCEPTIBILITIES OF
SEMICONDUCTING POLYMERS. COMPARISON WITH THEORETICAL i r 2po ]
CALCULATIONS. I(r .. 3
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Third-order nonlinear optical phenomena are particularly ( I ( 2M I £]30

important in polymers, or long molecules, having a
one-dimensional TI-electron system, the linear polarizability Here I is the homogeous linewidth of the two-photon
of which being much larger than that of polymers with Z

saturated bonds. state.

We will be concerned here with the third-order phenomena Taking into account equation (I). (2). and (3). one can
responsible for harmonic generation, wave mixing, in the express 7(w) as a sum of contributions of the various

optical range and which are due to electronic conformations using a small number of adjustable parameters
hyperpolarizability. They should not be confused with those concerning the two-photon excited states (E2, pIz). With the
responsible for the variations of the index of refraction and additional simplifying assumption that E2-El and p are
which often originates from other phenomena (generation of
charged species, thermal gratings produced by an energy independent of the individual conformation considered
absorption. etc...). (E2-EI=) one obtains the relation (41

We will describe first the case of polydiacetylene which F _2 2
has the advantage of having well defined conformation in thin ml(6))= - )--

( 2 G + 8 )

layer.Two- and three-photon resonances, vibronic (8-0)(8-301

contributions, are observed then easily in the variation of (4)

the X-(3w;w,,w) coefficient with the frequency. One can give
an account of it by a simple three-energy-level model where 2 - r "£2 1 1ot1
the nonlinear coefficient per monomeric unit r(w) is given by + P130)j 1 (3)- L [ -2-- [
the relation: 20 -6) 4011

v(W)=P2. 112 "i .( l-p 1 .g(u)l 1 (11
0 12 01 FIG I shows as an example the absorption spectrum of two

f and g are functions of the frequency and are given by different soluble polythiophene having very different

the usual perturbation theories Ill. They depends on the conformations in thin layer. The argument of r(w)] was

energy of the one- and two-photon excited states El and E2, on determined by comparing the third harmonic generation due to

the dipolar transition moments between fundamental (0) and the substrate and that of the covered substrate with the

excited states (1.2) o and ;i,,. polymer layer (3.4,51.

In the general case however , the polymers have a large
number of conformations to which corresponds broad dispersion
of the optical spectrum and of the ?,(w) values. The

measurement of the generated intensity at 3w, I(3i), gives OPTICAL DENSITY
only an average of the module of 1(0) not very significant.

On the other hand the simultaneous measurement of the 1.0
one-photon absorption spectrum and of the argument of 3,(w)

allows a better analysis of the experimental results. Indeed,
with the reasonable assumption that the homogeneous linewidth

is much smaller than the inhomogeneous one, the optical 0.5 (a)
absorRtion spectrum permits to determine the function
P(Q).A'OP) where PlQ) is the probability density of having an

absorbent monomer at energy 0 13). One has 0.0 * ' I I I

hcn Ln(10) DO(Q) I 250 300 350 400 450 SO0 550 600nm
PIO).p (0) = 121___ ___

0 EK tN 0 F 1.0

where DO() is the optical density at 2, KI a numerical (b)

factor taking account of three-dimensional orientation 0.5
distribution of molecular axis (KI=t/3), t the thickness of
the thin layer or of the solution, N the number of molecules
per unit volume, n the real part of the refractive index. The

local-field factor F is taken equal to unity in O.0 I I I I 
one-dimensional system 121. 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600nm

In addition it i important to point out that the

imaginary part of r(w), imr(w). is due only to the molecules

having a resonance at 2aj or 3w. With the above assumptionthat
means that a very small number of molecules contribute to FIG.l Linear absorption spectra: a) Al p-octylbithiophene.

lmT(w) at a given frequency w. Hence it is possible to t= 0.26 Pi

separate explicitly the contributions of two- and three-photon b) BI p-octylthiophene.

resonances as shown by the relation 13) below. 1= 0.28 Vm
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On FIG 2 the experimental data are compared with Y/N 1o-60s,

theoretical curves calculated with the parameters of FABLE I.
150

pDOBT pOT 1 CIO

A B

Ipl 2/e (Al 4.0 4.4 50 a,,

a (eV) 0.57 0.51 '

T(O) (1lO S I) 3. 1 5.7 0 .................. ..............I_ _ _ _ _I I I I

0 5' 30' 45' 60' 75" 90"
TABLE I

DEFORMATION ANGLE (e)

(to(3-. .I) (5 S1 FIG.3 Variation of y at zero frequency with 8
THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF THE NONLINEAR THIRD-ORDER

0.5 1 COEFFICIENTS. By quantum chemical calculations (CNDO with
configuration interaction) it is possible to calculate the

E,-El- -0.57 ,, 0.0 ..... variation with polymer length of the transition moments and
... ...... the value of W() extrapolated for an infinite polymer.

A.12 A. -05 a) For flat thiophene oligomers we have calculated the
0.5 Re( ;) a variation with the monomer unit number N of p i/N and iJ. The

00 first quantity is proportional to the polarizability per unit

volume. These two quantities reach, as expected, a limit value

-0.5 when N tends to infinity, respectively (1.35 e.A)
2 

and 5.5 e.A

0.0 0.2 0 4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1 On condition of renormalizing suitably 171, in the formula
l, the negative term proportional to -p.the

. "'hyperpolarizability per monomer unit. 7/N, also reaches a

finite value.
The so calculated value for an infinite flat polymer of

o.5 . polythiophene 7(01=15 10 SI, is in reasonable agreement
E 2-E1--. 5- eV with the experimental data (cf TABLE 1) in view of the

0) ui2 4.4 A.e 00 distorsions of the polymers with respect to planarity in thin

- layer. Indeed it will be shown that this limit value depends
-0.5 e p-octylthiophe. on the localization of elementary excitations. In a flat

0.5 Re(i) polymer this results from electronic correlations

(electron-hole pair interaction mainly I. All distortion of

00 othe polymer backbone increases this localization. FIG 3 shows

-0.5 for example the reduction of the 7 value produced in a
00 helicoidal polythiophene by the increase in the torsion angle

I 8 between two successive thiophene units.

0.0 0.2 0 4 0.6 0 8101 2 14 1 In conclusion in conjugated polymers it is possible to
determine experimentally and to model the variations with the
frequency of the nonlinear coefficients due to electronic

hyperpolarizability even when the polymer exhibits numerous

conformations. The point in the interpretation of such

measurements is the description of two-photon states. We have
FIG.2 also shown that quantum calculations on the monoelectronic

Experimental complex value of hyperpolarozability per states permits to calculate some basic parameters with a good

thiophene unit 1(3w;w,w, t) obtained by third-harmonic approximation.
generation as a function of fundamental photon energy. The REFERENCES
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A SURVEY OF THE NLO-POLYMER PROGRAM AT THE MPI b) Electronic coupling between chromopLoresThe close interrelation between the detailed molecular ftructure of the
chromophore, the suprarnolecular arcitecture of the matrix into which it is incorporated,

by and the linear and nonlinear optical properties of the resulting functionalized materal is
C. Bubeck, G. Duda, A. Grund, W. Hickel, A. Kaltbeitsel demonstrated for various thin film samples of phthalocyanines (PC) These dyes axe of

A. Mathy, W.A. Meyer, D. Neher, T. Saner general interest because of their excellent light and temperature stability. The chemical
H.-U. Simnixrock, C. Wegner, A. Wolf and W. Knoll structure and a few details of the different systems used in these studies are given in Table

Max-Planck-4nstitut fur~ Polymerforsichin2g 2 For system 1, the interconnect, R3, between different phthalocyanine rings had the
Ackermanweg t0, W-6500 Maiaa/FRG following chemical structure.

CHj Cit

R5=-0-(CH2),-Si Q Si -(CI1) 4 -0-
toduoCE _ CH

The nonlinear optical polymer program at the Max-Planck-Institute for Polymer
Research started about 5 yeas ago. Focussing mostly on phenomena related to the third In system 4 the phthalocyanine moieties were incorporated into a copolymer with styrene
order nonlinear optical susceptibility Xt 3), various polymeric materials with conjugr.ted Fig 2 shows the linear absorption spectra and the decay curves as obtained from
-. e5ctron systems were developed and investigated by means of third harmonic generation DFWM experiments at A m 650 am. Remarkable differences for the varous systems are

(TOG) and degenerate far wave mixing (DF M). The X( s'-values obtained by THG ' found
5

. An isolated PC molecule like, e g., in system 4, gives a sharp absorption spectrum
these materials increase strongly with the spectral position of their longest wavelength This leads to a very slow decay time of the transient grating beyond the resolution of the
(lhnar) absorption, A. The response times, Y, in most cases, were below the lps set-up. Increasing aggregation eventually leads to an inhomogeneous broadening of the
jesolution limit of the DFWM set-up. Interesting scaling behavior of X( 3) at near absorption band and a concomitant reduction of the transient time (by orders of
r condition were found: For the -conjugated polymers a linear increase of Xaspi magnitude!). Obviously, the electronic coupling between individual resonators affects both,

(from DFWM experiment) with increasing absorption coefficient, a, as one approaches a the linear and the nonlinear, response of a chromophore system.
resonance seems to be adequately described by a recently developed phase-space filling Various contributions to the observed phenomena may include i) fluorescence
model of ID exotonic excitations. Contrary to this, localized two-4evel systems like lifetime reduction by aggregational quenching, it) energy migrationis), eg exoton
rhodamine 6G or phthalocyanne thin films show a quadratic increase of xt 

le as n diffusiOn into the not illuminated area, iii) energy trapping at lower states, iv) bimolecularsncreases. In addition, the latter systems show a strong dependence of the linear and
nonlinear optical properties on the sample preparation condition resulting in different exciton quenching"

) , etc.
degrees of electronic coupling between individual chromophores. The response times of the conjugated polymers described above are presumably alSo

Within this program, also a lot of work is devoted to the development and related to the relaxation processes iii) and iv). The extended Y-conjugti th a tigt
characterization of polymeric materials that might act as passive elements in future electronic coupling via intra- and interchlan energy migration leads ,o the ultrafant
integrated optics devices. As most promising examples some results obtained with glassy transient times of these systems, even near resonances.
polyelectrolyte based on quaternary ammonium salts are presented. Low-loss waveguide
strsctures (IdB/em) can be fabricated, with indices of refraction n between 1.50 and c) Scaling laws for Y,2 per resonances
1.2 and with high Abe umbers (low dispersion) up to sn>70.0. Another class of DFWM experiments (at various wavelengths At with conjugated systems like PT-

and PPV - thin films on one side and rhodamin-(P16G-) dye films cast from methanol
mateials that can be manipulated at the molecular level to build supramolecular solution on the other side show interesting differences as to the dependence of the nonlinear
structures by the Langmair-Blodgett-Kulsn technique includes polyglutanates, response X5 s) on the linear oscillator strengthly). This is shown in Fig.3 where Xt 3 is
ceuloseethers and polysilanes. These rod-like polymers with flexible side chains ("hairy plotted as a function of the extinction coefficient a = a (AL) on a log--og scale.
rods") behave like molecularly renforced liquids with excellent optical properties that
allow aso for a wide range of different fuactionaisations. For the R6G sample a scaling law X% si - o is derived. This can be understood on the basis

of a theoretical model for the saturable absorption in a two level system") -
SThis is significantly different for the strongly delocadized excitations in ID

THG experiments were performed with infrared light pulses (A = 1064 am, P = 0.4 conjugated polymers like PPV or PT. In analogy to exciton theories in semi-Conductorslse
mJ, duration m 30 pa) from an actively/passively mode locked Nd: YAG laser'. The the recently developed model of phase--pace filling by one-dimensional excitons3G

) 
should

= were focused on the sample mounted in a vacuum chamber on a rotary stage. Maker be a more appropriate description. As shown by Greene et al. this treatment, indeed, leads
were analyzed taking into account also back-reflection effects including all bound to a proportionality between the resonant X(3) and a, in agreement with the data of Fig 3.

waves in the leyer systems3), and using fused silica with X's) (-3 ,. s, ti, w) = 3.11 Strong support for this picture comes also from the fact that this relation should be
10-1

4
eu at 1064 am as a references), independent of the specific material, again in accordance with the data of Fig.3.

DFWM experiments were done in a folded BOXCARS configuration4l. The output As far as applications are concerned the important menage of Fig.3 is that it might
of a synchronously pumped cavity dumped dye laser (wavelength variation between 560 nm be possible for certain systems to resonantly enhance the nonlinear response of an organic
and 160 rm) was split into three beams with variable delay and focused onto the thin material into the required x -cange ( 0" esu I by working at wavelengths near an
films'. The intensity at the sample was ca. 1 GW/cms, the pulse duration m lps. X(s) electronic transition ( M ' a ) without buring tne device because the beat deposition
values were derived by comparison with CS2, taldng into account the effective sample would increase only linearly with a. However, tc obtain materials that can be operated at
thickness d, refractive index a, and the absorption coefficient a such high light intensities is still a severe problem.Waveguide properties of the thin film amples were studied with prism couplers in
various, conflgurations'-'. From angular mesurements of the mode oupling onditions d) Talorinn Doolvmers for inteerated otics
tre (anisotropic) indices of refraction were obtained. Optical dispersion data were For future device applications not only the nonlinear "optically active" properties
determined by using various lnes of Ar+, Kr+, and HeNe-asers. Mode-ttenuation (XIs3, Xi2

)
) of a polymeric material need to be optimized - what is equally urgently

("waveguide losses") were measured by imaging the straylight of the guided beam onto a needed are passive units: materials that can be processed, e.g., in the form of planar
diode array" . waveguide structures, that can serve as substrates or superstrates, that can be further

Thin polymer films were prepaed by ether spin-coating from solution(followed in structured, e.g. to build-up channel waveguides, etc. Their linear optical properties need to
some cases by thermal treatment, see results) or by the Langmuir-Blodgett-Kuhn be tuned either so low refractive index values, e.g. for cladding, or to high indices but with
technique . Film thicknesses were determined opticaly" or with a mechanical step low dispersion. In addition, one needs highly transparent polymers for low-loss structures.

profiler. Polyelectrolyte glassesl2i (ionenes) are promissing candidates in this respect. Based
on polymeric quaternary ammonium salts refractive indices n between 1.50 and 1 72 with

high Abb6 numbers (low dispersion) v, > 70.0 have been described23). Matrix properties

Sa i n that determine, e.g., the transparency of the material are controlled by the polymeric
a)onisated -electron systems backbone whereas the indices of refraction can be tuned over this wide range by the

able t summaries some of the results obtained by THG (X' si) and by DFWM(r) appropriate choice of suitable counterions.
fr vs on conjugated polymers. Thin films of poly (p-phenylenevinylene) (PPV) an A An example for a planar wavegude structure (chemical composition of this material

nsly tehthylenevsnyleae) (PNV) were prepared by spin-casting from precursor solutions shown in the inset) with a series of guided modes is given in Fig.4. In addition to these, a
m ebytbermal treatment in vacuo

o
li. Samples of poly(phenylacetylene) (PPA) broad surface plasmon can be seen at a high coupling angle (o a 730). From Fresnel

dvative prepared by the method of Masuda et alli) were cast from solution. The calculations (full line in Fig.4, for clarity somewhat shifte relative to the experimental
o0-.eved X( ')--values are in the range typical for conjugated polymers. Despite possible data points) one thus obtaines accurate thickness (d = 1.85 pm) and index of refraction
resonance contributions in most cases the relaxation time r derived from the decay of the data (i = 1.49)21).
transient grating in the DFWM experiments is shorter than the resolution limit given by Another most critical property of waveguides is their scattering loos which
the laser pulse width. determines for non-absorbing materials the propagation length of the guided modes. Fig.5

The spectral position of the linear absorption, A.a, is also shown in Table I for shows the result for an optimized polyelectrolyte glass. Shown are attenuation data as
Compariwn. Treating the conjugated polymers as one-dimensional systems with a obtained for various laser wavelengths. The full line corresponds to a A-4 - proportionality
--eectron delocalisation length Ld, AgrawalS and Flytzanisli ) 

derived a scaling law for given by a Rayleigh-Scattering mechanism. Losses in the range of 1dB/cm can be achieved
the third order susceptibility for wavelengths A > 650 rum.

Other examples for materials with a controllable supramolecular structure and very
X S i- Ld)S (1) interesting properties are rod-like polymers decorated by short flexible side chains ("hMry

rods") that self-organize to form monolayers of nematic texture at the air-water interface
If Lg is taken to be inversely proportional to the optical gap then X(3) 

should scale with of a Langmuir--troughSiSi). Applying the LBK- techique'i, layered structures of
(A,,n)$. This is qualitatively found for a wide range of polymers (Fig.l) although for moleculary defined thickness and excellent optical quality can be build up. The type of
certain systems true non-reonant x '-values would be required for a rgorous testing of layered architectures which has been tested in our Institute for wave-gwiding propertiessi,
this theoretical approach14i for storage of optical information using surface plasmon excitation

s ) 
and as a component

In view of possible applications of these materials for all-optical information of sensors"') is depicted in Fg.6. Here copoly(methyl, octadecyl-L--giutamate) in its
procsin where (non-esonant) xisvaues in the range of 10" mu or larger are helical form was used as the example. Other polymers which are also suitable are
stimated to be required it is, however, highly doubtful whether linearly polyconjugated celluloseethers, poly(diphenylsilne)s, phthalocyaninatopoly- (siloxane)S' etc Physically.
olecule allow to reach this non-resonant X13) value at all. However, it is an open these layered polymer structures behave like molecularly reinforced liquids, since the

question if optimized figures of merit and larger device lengths can fulfill application rod-like backbones are embedded in a liquid-like matrix of the side chains The
ruqirements. macroscopic orientation of the layers is achieved by the flow-field induced orientation of

the long rods in the monolayers at the air-water-interface during deposition in the
LBK technique
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Pry 460 1.2;0.6-10-10 1 Ficure 3 Double-logarithmic plot of resonant X43)' values determined by DFWM, f the
laser wavelength is tuned in the low-energy tails of the absorption bands of the conjugated

prv440 6 polymers PPV, PT and the dye R6G as described in the text. (a): data from Ref. 21. The
&N, full and dashed lines represent the slopes 2 and 1 respectively. Data from Rdf. 17.
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List of conjugated polymers and survey of their linear and nonlinear optical properties. 6- f~\E
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CUBIC NONLINEAR OPTICS OF POLYMER THIN FILMS. R
1. MOLECULAR ENGINEERING AND PROCESSING

OF POLYMERS WITH LARGE THIRD-ORDER OPTICAL CC-C-
PROPERTIES FOR PHOTONIC SWITCHING 2 R

Samson A. Jenekhe*, Ashwini K. Agrawal, R, R R
Chen-Jen Yang, John A. Osaheni, Wen-Chang Chen,R

and Michael F. Roberts t ^Department of Chemical Engineering and
Center for Photoinduced Charge Transfer, R,2  4

University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627-0166 6

Introduction. Polymers with large cubic optical nonlinearities R, R,

and picosecond or subpicosecond response time are among the C n
important emerging photonic materials [1-I]. Envisioned applications R2  R2 H H
of such materials in photonics and integrated optics include ultrafast 7
photonic switching devices, optical interconnection of electronic
devices, self-switching devices to protect optical and electrooptical R,-N=C-R2 -C N- - -N= =N
sensors from laser radiation damage, and others (2]. However, il /n
research in the field is only in the early stages as significant advances H H

in nonlinear optical (NLO) materials synthesis and optimization, thin R
film processing, fabrication of materials into device structures such as R
waveguides, and testing of device concepts and prototypes are all JaC -_CN
required for progress towards these important applications. In thisand subsequent papers in the series [91, we will present results that R
exemplify our laboratory's approach to the molecular engineering and 12 R 1

processing of polymers with cubic optical nonlinearities for photonic
applications. 0 0

Molecular Enginering of Cubic NLO Polymers. One of the 13 R
often cited advatages of organic nonlinear optical materials is the
virtually imit]e number of materials potentially accessible by the
synthetic chemistry and the possibility of materials by design. This N N RXI
assumes that the rules to guide such materials design or optimization
are known, presumably from theory or experimental R2  R2  0 0

structure-property correlations. Although the third order optical 14

susceptibility of many conjugated polymers has been reported [1,3-8], R,there is currently no detailed fundamental theory or experimental _

understanding of the underlying structure-( 3 ) relationships. Early I N N n
studies [10-12] established the requirement of a conjugated molecule g )O NRN 4 17
with a large electronic delocalization length, and hence a small optical R2 16
band gap, to achieve a large second hyperpolarizability (-y) and bulk
third order optical susceptibility X (

3). These earlier or more recent ................ ABABABABABABAB .......................
theoretical studies do not provide a sufficient basis for a rational
molecular engineering of materials. I(ALTERNATING)

The following structures 1-17 represent some of the main
conjugated polymers whose NLO properties have been reported by ......... AAABABBABBBBAABAAABABB .............
others or under investigation in our laboratory. Most of the literature II(RANDOM)
data on the X( 3) of polymers consists of one wavelength
measurements with little or no information about the wavelength
dispersion of X(3). In fact, until recently the X( 3 ) spectrum was ......... AAAAABBBBBAAAAABBBBB ................
reported for only -olyacetylene (1) 113] and polydiacetylenes (2) 114].
Thus, a meaningful comparison of the currently known third order JR(BLOCK)
NLO properties of these conjugated polymers is nearly impossible. It
is clear that without a rigorous comparison and systematic study of Processing of Conjugated Polymers. Advances in processing of
the X(3) spectra of conjugated polymers the underlying conjugated polymers to thin films, coatings, or fibers will be crucial to
structure-x( 3) relationships will remain obscure and there will be no developing cubic NLO materials for photonic applications for practical
rational basis for molecular engineering or optimization of the and fundamental reasons. An obvious practical consideration in
materials for devices. Also, without a common basis of assessing the selecting a material for a device application is the ability to
NLO properties of the currently known polymers, the advantage of reproducibly fabricate the material into the desired device structures.
choice offered by organic NLO materials would turn into a On the other hand, processing determines thc bulk morphology of a
disadvantage and slow progress towards photonic applications due to polymer and hence both linear (a) and nonlinear (X 3)) optical
the problem of choice: i.e., how does one choose one or a small properties. The often used device figure of merit X(3) /a is thus a
number of NLO polymers for a detailed device work from these sensitive function of processing, especially since a large contribution
polymers 1-17 and possibly scores of their derivatives or others? to the bulk optical loss is from scattering due to defects in

morphology.
Our approach to these problems is a systematic investigation

of the X( 3), and its wavelength dispersion, in different classes of The problem of processing of conjugated polymers has been
conjugated polymers, e.g. 5-17, and their derivatives with the goal of known to those in the field of conducting polymers for many years.
establishing the structure-X(3 ) relationships and a X( 3

) (A)data base There are currently three approaches to the solution processing of
for testing theoretical models. In addition to the effects of molecular conjugated polymers: (1) soluble precursor polymers; (2)
and electronic structure on X( 2) , the effects of polymer chain derivatization via long alkyl, alkoxy, or other bulky side chain; and
structure, morphology, and composition is being investigated via (3) soluble complexes of the conjugated polymers. The precursor
copolymers I-I and blends or molecular composites. NLO results polymer approach (151 has been successfully used to process I, 4, 6, 7
illustrating these approaches will be presented in this and the and 10. The derivatization approach has been used to prepare soluble

following papers. derivatives of 2, 5, 7 and 11. A major drawback of the derivatization
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approach is that it is not really a solution to the problem of processing Bubeck, C.; Kaltbeitzel, A.; Lenz, R.W.; Neher, D.;of the original polymers but a clever avoidance of the original Stenger-Smith, J.D.; Wegner, G. In ref. id, pp. 143-147. (c)polymers. Although interesting in their own right, such derivatives Kaino, T.; Saito, S.; Tsutsui, T.; Tokito, S. Appl. Phys. Lett.are not the same thing ab the original polymers and in fact may be 1989, 54, 1619. (d) Kaino, T.; Kubodera, K.; Kobayashi,inferior particularly in physical properties such as the glass transition If.; Kurihara, T.; Caito, S.; Tsutsui, T.; Tokito, S.; Murata, 11.temperature (Tg). For example, whereas poly(2,5-thiophene) is an Appl. Phys. Lett. 1988, 53, 2002.
excellent high temperature material with a very high Tg (probably 5. (a) Houlding, V.H.; Nahata, A.; Yardley, J.T.; Elsenbaumer,> 200--300"C), its soluble derivative poly(3-hexyl-2,5-thiophene) R.L. Chem. Mater. 1990, 2, 169. (b) Sugiyama, T.; Wada, T.;cannot be used at above room temperature since its Tg is -26-35" C. Sasabe, 11. Synthetic Metals 1989, 28, C323.

6. (a) Jenekhe, S.A.; Lo, S.K.,; Flom, S.R. Appl. Phys. Lett. 1989,The third approach to processing, i.e. soluble complexes, was 54, 2524. (b) Jenekhe, S.A.; Chen, W.C.; Lo., S.K.; Flom, S.R.
recently introduced by our laboratory [161 and is the most general Appl. Phys. Lett. 1990, 57, 126.
approach to the processing of conjugated polymers. For example, the 7. (a) Roberts, M.F.; Jenekhe, S.A. Chem. Mater. 1990, 2,conjugated NLO polymers 8-17 and many others have been 629-631. (b) Roberts, M.F.; Jenekhe, S.A. to be submitted.successfully processed from organic solvents via a simple reversible 8. (a) Vanherzeele, H.; Meth, J.S.; Jenekhe, S.A.; Roberts, M.F.Lewis acid-base complexation. Th, , )roach is illustrated by the Appl. Phys. Lett. 1991, 58, 663. (b) Jcnekhe, S.A. Eitended
solution processing of a member of 11 in the following scheme. Abstracts, vol. 90-2, Electrochemical Soc. Mtg., Seattle, WA,Results on different classes of conjugated polymers will be presented Oct. 14-19, 1990, p. 966. (c) Lindle, L.R.; Bartoli, F.L.;
to demonstrate the approach. Hoffman, C.A.; Kim, O.K.; Lee, Y.S.; Shirk, J.S.; Kafafi, Z.H.

Appl. Phys. Lett. 1990, 55, 712. (d) Jenekhe, S.A.; Roberts, M.;
Agrawal,A.K.; Meth, J.S.; Vanherzeele, H.; Mater. Res. Soc.

N CH CH=N- Symp. Proc. 1991, 214, p. xxx. (e) Osaheni, J.A.; Jenekhe, S.A.;
Vanherzeele, If.; Meth, J.S. Chem. Mater. 1991, 3, 218-211.

9. Parts 2-5 in the series, this volume.1 10. (a) Hermann, J.P.; Ricord, D.; Ducuing, J. Appl. Phys. Lett.
CHOH 1973, 23, 178. (b) Hermann, J.P.; Ducuing, J. Appl. Phys. Lett.3- 2 1974, 45, 5100.

11. (a) Rustagi, K.C.; Ducuing, J. Opt. Commun. 1974, 10, 258. (b)
Mehendale, S.C.; Rustagi, K.C. Opt. Commun. 1979, 28, 359.

12. Agrawal, G.P.; Cojan, C.; Flytzanis, C. Phys. Rev. B 1978, 17,
N776. +1 n 13. Farm, W.-S.; Benson, S.; Madey, J.M.J.; Etemad, S.; Baker,

G.L.; Kajzar, F. Phys. Rev. Lett. 1989, 62, 1492.
"GaCI3  'GaC 3  14. (a) Messier, J. In: ref. ld, pp. 47--60. (b) Kanetake, T.;

Ishikawa, K.; Hasegawa, T.; Koda, T.; Takeda, K.; Hasegawa,
Summary. Although conjugated polymers with large ultrafast M; Kubodera, K. Kobayashi, H. Appl. Phys. Lett. 1989, 54,

cubic optical nonlinearities (X(3), n 2) represent an important 2287-2289.
emerging class of materials for photonic applications, progress towards 15. Karasz, F.E.; Capistran, J.D.; Gagnon, D.R.; Lenz, R.W. Mol.
the fabrication and testing of photonic switching devices requires Cryst. Liq. Cryst. 1985, 18, 327-332.
advances in synthesis, optimization, and novel processing of materials. 16. (a) Jenekhe, S.A.; Johnson, P.O.; Agrawal, A.K.
We have initiated a systematic study of structure-X( 3) relationships Macromolecules 1989, 22, 3316. (b) Jenekhe, S.A.; J.)hnson,in polymers as an approach to the molecular engineering of materials. P.O. Macromolecules 1990, 23, 4419. (c) Roberts, M.F.;
We have successfully prepared optical quality thin films of many Jenekhe, S.A. Polym. Commun. 1990, 31, 215.
classes of conjugated polymers, e.g. 8-17, using the novel approach of
complexation mediated solubilization and solution processing from
organic solvents. This has allowed us to measure the third order
optical susceptibility X1 (3) and its wavelength dispersion in a large
number of conjugated polymers, forming the most comprehensive
experimental data base on structure-x( 3) correlations on polymers.
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HIGHLY POLARIZABLE METALLIC COMPLEXES FOR NONLINEAR OPTICS coefficients ( MS) by the equations

by f
by 2&tcos 3

o(

Jacques SIMON, Thierry THAMI, Michel A. PETIT--ZZ. 
I c s

ESPCI-CNRS f = zy z~~cs sin

Chimie et Electrochimie des Matriaux Molculaires 
wher 2 ia t a w ch

10, rue Vauquelin, 75231 ?aris Cedex 05, France where 20(is the angle between the charge transfer axes of
the two molecular subunits. In this approach, the two polari-

zation subunits are considered to be completely independent,

Abstract. The synthesis of -p-phenyilhydrazono-2-phenyl- the overall hyperpolarizability coefficients may be calclat-

imino-ethane derivativea unsymmetrically substituted in the ed from the tensorial sum of the individual hyperpolarizabil-

para-position with an electron acceptor (-NO2 ) and an ity coefficients.
electron donor (-OMe or -NMe2 ) are described and the corres- itcofcens

In the case where the two molecular subunits are linked by a
ponding cobalto's complexes are prepared. X-ray diffraction transition metal ion with d-orbitals, 5 other terms are in-

on a single crystal of the dimethylamino-complex has been troduced

performed (space-group : PT) showing that the coordinate

site around the cobalt ion is nearly tetrahedral. Thie complexIZXX = XZ
itself is approximately of C2 symmetry. The inversion center

of the space-group transforms one optical isomer into the

other. The hyperpolarizability coefficients (p) of the XYZ 
=  

ZX 
=
PZXY

ligands in their cis and trans-forms, and of the neutral

cobaltous complexes, have been determined in solution by the This paper describes the synthesis of highly polarizable di-

Electric Field Induced Second Harmonic (EFISH) technique. dentate ligands the hydrazone-imine glyoxal derivatives

The magnitude of the A-value obtained for the complex is (Fig. 2).

larger than the value calculated from the tensorial addition

of the molecular hyperpolarizability coefficients of the

ligands. The importance of the cation on the nonlinear

optical properties of metallo-organic complexes is out-

lined.

The use of organic molecules for second harmonic generation

(SHG) in nonlinear optics (NLO) is well documented - The trans E
NLO properties of standard molecular units may be fairly

accurately predicted from the donor/acceptor characteristics =Hc,- I I

of the substituents and from the nature of the conjugation

path linking these substituents. Only a few studies were O=(CHAN- 2 2E

concerned with metallic coordination complexes- Metallic

coordination complexes may yield original NLO properties

in two respects. Firstly, coordination complexes have

geometries (tetrahedral, octahedral, square planar ) which

are extremely difficult to attain with purely organic mole- Figure 2. The ligands synthetized and the corresponding

cules. Secondly, the molecular orbitals of metallo-organic anions formed in basic media.

complexes involve d-orbitals whose symmetry properties 
are

different from a- and p-orbitals found in standard organic In basic conditions, the corresponding anions salts are

chemistry. In organic molecules, the charge transfer band prepared. They can be metalled with various metallic salts

which is the most efficient for SHG is either uniaxial or, to form L2 M complexes (L: ligand ; M: first row divalent

more rarely, planar. In conventional disubstituted 
nitro- metalli 1co

aniline derivatives (symmetry :C-), cnly the term z__ ons). The X-ray structure of one of the complexe,
anilinedrivthithes diymmet i o Cl 2(2 ) Co has been determined. The second order hyperpola-
coliear with the dipole moment is not negligible (Fig. 1) rizahility coefficients of the various ligands and of thecobaltous complexes have been measured by the Electric Field

Induced Second Harmonic generation (EFISH) method.

X

y

igure 1. Charge transfers in tetrahedral comple'es.

n the C 2 symmetry with two unidimensional polarization

xes, the crossed termstoYYZ_ =ZYY appear. These coeffients

ay be related to the unlaxial molecular hyperpolarizability
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unsymmetrically substituted tolans with moderate dipole
moments. Their results show that these compounds are likely

INVESTIGATION OF NEW MOLECULES AND MATERIALS to adopt chiral non-planar conformations in the solid state,
FOR QUADRATIC NONLINEAR OPTICS which in addition, leads to a high proportion of non-

centrosymmetric space groups. The effect of the free
by rotational distortion of the diarylacetylene backbone on the

molecular hyperpolarizability has been calculated by a
J.F. Nicoud Finite Fiel, .NDO method. The results, reported elsewhere,

show that even when the two aryl rings are perpendicular to
Institut de Physique et Chimie des MatAriaux de Stras! irg each other, the charge-transfer interaction is still

Groupe des Mat~riaux Organiques present, leading to a molecular hyperpolarizability of half
ICS- 6, rue Boussingault F-67083 Strasbourg, France the value of the maximum obtained for a full planar

conformation. We can then conclude that whatever the
conformation of the push-pull tolan in the solid state, it

Introduction always retains an appreciable hyperpolarizability. We
measured the 6 values of our ten samples using the EFISH

The search for organic materials with large second-order technique". From the results, we pointed out that the
optical nonlinearities is presently intense owing to their thiomethoxy (Me-S-) group leads to a noticeable increase of
potential use in various applications such as optical signal 6 without loss of transparency in comparison with the
processing'. To design such materials one must attempt methoxy (Me-O-) group. We also notice that the bromo (Br)
firstly to achieve adequate molecular hyperpolarizability P substituent, though electronegative, can allow a relativelly
relative to a given transparency range, and secondly correct large 6 and good transparency when opposed to the cyano and
alignment of the molecules in the bulk material in order to nitro groups. The data together with the qualitative SHG
maximize each molecular contribution. A lot of work has been powder tests at 1.06pm are summarized in Table I.
carried out on the first point since it is well established
that a large hyperpolarizability # originates from the
presence of a highly polarizable dissymmetric -electron Table I. Qualitative SHG powder tests at 1.06Am. static D(O)
cloud. A typical nonlinear system consists of a compound values (in 10

-Ju  
esu) and maximum electronic absorption

bearing an electron acceptor group and a donor group at each (Amax in tm in CHCl3) of 
4
,
4
'-diarylacetylenes 1.

extremity of a conjugated system. Such compounds present a
typical intramolecular charge transfer electronic transition I D 0 ---C A
and are often considered as chromophores or dyes'

.

A good understanding of each effect that could influence
the properties of such systems is useful as the next step in D A - NO2  6(0) Amax A - CN f(O) Amax
engineering suitable nonlinear optical materials, whatever
the form of the bulk material that is investigated: crystal, Me2N- 0 42 415 0 32 373
polymer or LB films. Many chromophores have been examined
for second-order nonlinear properties. The best known are MeO- ++ 25 357 0 13 328
1,4-disubstituted benzenes or 2,5-disubstituted pyridines,
which have led respectively to the discovery of the nearly MeS- +++ 29 362 0 15.5 334
optimized crystalline materials NPP

2 
and PNP

3
. Then and

still now, more exttnded conjugated systems have been Br- ++ 21 335 + 9 310
investigated: 4,4'-disubstituted stilbenes' and 4,4'- C
disubstituted tolanss. We wish to report here our recent CN 3- ++ 21 342.5 + 10 314
results concerning both these kinds of conjugated systems.

Results and discussion Given the broad range of sizes of crystalline particles inthe samples, and possible preferential orientation, the
Tolan derivatives. The tolan skeleton presents the advantage powder test were not quantified: + denotes a signal

comparable to or a few times greater than that of urea,
of avoiding the facile chemically and photochemically whereas ++ and +++ refer to one order and two orders of
induced ZE (cis-trans) isomerism that is often observed magnitudes greater signal respectively. 0 denotes no
with the corresponding stilbenes. Some second harmonic detectable SHG signal
generation (SHG) efficient derivatives have already been
reported

5-7
. We have synthesized a set of 4,4'-disubstituted In summary, we indeed observed a high proportion of non-("push-pull") tolans 1, and studied their nonlinear optical centrosymmetric crystal structures, especially for compounds

properties. All the compounds have been prepared using a bearing weak donors. Both the methyl and one bromo
palladium/copper catalyzed coupling reaction between an derivatives are new. The cyano derivatives are colorless and
arylacetylene and an arylhalide in a dialkylamine solvent in this respect could be interesting for blue light
according Hagihara's procedurea. In some cases a catalytic frequency conversion.

.phase transfer Pd/Cu coupling reaction proved usefulg
.

Classical considerations about conjugated systems reveal Stilbazolium derivatives. Meredith
12 

and Marder
3 

have
that the most stable conformation of each push-pull tolan is demonstrated that a variety of 4-N-methylstilbazolium salts
obtained when the phenyl rings lie both in the same plane, can give rise to large quadratic nonlinearities, when
Contrary to the biaryl or stilbene analogues, no steric associated to the correct anion. This was due to the high
interactions between the ortho-hydrogens occur here. From molecular hyperpolarizability of the 4'-donor substituted 4-
calculations of the molecular structure and the heat of N-methylstilbazolium cation- Since these materials are ionic
formation by using the AMI semi-empirical method, it has species the EFISII measurement of their hyperpolarizability
been found that the resonance energy difference between an is not possible. The only values reported so far for such
all planar geometry and an orthogonal orientation of the chromophores come from D. Lupo et al.

14 , 
These authors

aryl rings is less than 0.3 k.al.mol-1. The consequence is a determined X
(2) 

values of Langmuir-Blodgett monolayers from
quasi-free rotation around each aryl-ethynyl C-C bond and second harmonic generation measurements at 1.06 pm, then
thus all conformers should coexist at room temperature. We deduced the molecular 6 values by using an oriented gas
predict from this result that we can observe any value of model. For example the 6 value of compound 2 is 150 x 10

- °

the Interplanar angles in the crystalline state, since as is esu, that is one order of magnitude greater than p-
well known, the crystalline environment can effect such nitroaniline though having almost the same maximum
torsional changes easily. This has been actually observed absorption band (Amax - 360nm). We therefore chose to
recently by Deslraju and Krishna

l  
from a study of examine the NIL properties of various derivatives bearing
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the stilbazolium chromophore which without being salts would an optimized packing would be at least four times more
allow EFISH experiments. This led us to the synthesis of efficient than )_a, that is one order of magnitude over NPP
zwiterrionic stilbazolium alkyl-sulfonate of general In order to fully characterize materials of type 3, we
structure ., where the pyridinium ring is a powerful undertook dipole and EFISH measurements, unfortunatelly
acceptor group, and SO, a covalently attached anion to the compounds 3 are not soluble in classical organic solvents.
pyridinium. We then prepared a derivative 1c, (: D - C10H 21-S- , n-3)bearing a long alkyl chain to improve its solubility. We

H H found that 1-c has p - 16 Debye and 6 - 61 x 10
-3
0 esu at

1.32 pm (in both cases CHCl3 was the solvent). The\\C / CH OC corresponding static Oto) value, calculated by modelling the
S~dispersion of 6 for a two-level system is f(0)- 37x0l-3 esu

This value, compared with those of Table I, shows that

2 a: D-NeS , n-3 derivatives of type ) present a good nonlinearity-transpency
b: D-H ,n3 trade-off. Work is in progress for the complete characteri-
c: D-CloH2 1S n-3 zation of 3b.

In addition, the pyridinium-alkylsulfonate part acts as a Conclusion
highly polar substituent placed independently of the charge We have studied the molecular nonlinearity of 4,4-
transfer system. This could lead to an optimized crystal disubstituted-diarylacetylene derivatives, and evidenced
packing, as we have shown recently in the NPAN material [N- their propensity to get a non-centrosymmetrical crystal
(4-nitrophenyl)-N-methylaminoacetonitrile] where the cyano packing. We have found that two zwiterrionic stilbazolium
group is the extra charge transfer substituent". propanesulfonate derivatives possess a large powder second

We synthesized several derivatives of type 2 (various D, harmonic generation, relatively to their transparency range.
n-2,3,4) according to known procedures1

6
,
17
. All the These later compounds have high molecular hyperpolarizabi-

compounds showed satisfactory elemental analyses and 
1
H NMR lity and large permanent dipole moments, which make them

spectra. They were screened for second harmonic generation potentially useful for inclusion in polymer matrices
powder efficiency at 1.06 and 1.32 pm. Among them we found followed by orientation of the chromophore by electrical
two high SHO efficient compounds relative to their trans- poling.
parency range: 2A( , D-S~e, n-3) and 2(2, D-H, n-3). 21 is
a yellow crysta.line material when recrystallized from Acknowledgements. JFN wishes to thank M.Barzoukas, A-Fort
aqueous ethanol, which has a SHG powder efficiency higher G.Klein and A.Boeglin of GONLO-IPCMS and also C.Serbutoviez

than that of NPF, typically - 250 times that of a urea and LOswald of GMO-IPCMS for valuable collaboration. It is
reference, whereas 2b is nearly white and has a higher SHG a pleasure to thank A.De Cian, University of Strasbourg, for
efficiency than that of POM (- 15 times that of urea). It is crystal structure determination as well as I.Ledoux and
to be noticed that stilbazolium salts bearing a thiomethoxy J.Zyss of CNET-Bagneux for their expertize in EFISHgroup were all previously reported as SHG inefficienth

13.  
measurements. The CNET (Centre National d'Etudes des Tdle-
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Preparation of Prepolymers.

Preparation of Polymeric Films We have prepared homopolymers of isocyanato-
for NLO Applications ethyl methacrylate, and isocyanatostyrene. Polyiso-

cyanatoethyl methacrylate was prepared by free
radical polymerization of isocyanatoethyl methacry-

R.P.Foss, _ , and F.C. Zumsteg late using c,a-azobis(isobutyronitrile) initiator

Central Research and Development Department, in THF to give the desired polymers with Mw(ave) of

Du Pont, Experimental Station, P.O. Box 80328, 4,900 to 24,000. Polyisocyanatostyrene was

Wilmington, Delaware, 19880-0328 prepared similarly by free radical polymerization
in toluene of isocyanatostyrene, which had been

Introduction prepared from the reaction of p-aminostyrene-HCl
with phosgene. The Mw(ave) of the polyisocyanato-

The study of poled polymers is an active area styrene was 3550. We have also prepared ccpolymers
of research because of the potential for large of styrene/isocyanatostyrene and methyi methacry-
nonlinear optical coefficients, ease of late/isocyanatoethyl methacrylate. These copoly-
fabrication, and high optical quality afforded by mers have Mw(ave) in the range of 11,550-25,300.
these polymers. Organic molecules with delocalized Preparation of Cross-Linking Agents

IC-electronic structures and large charge-transfer
resonances are known to be capable of having very The following cross-linking agents have been
large molecular hyperpolarizabilities. Materials prepared.
with second-order nonlinear optical properties,
suitable for nonlinear optical and electro-optic HO
devices, can be prepared by incorporating organic 1 N-{ A AN2,C 2
molecules either in side-chain or in cross-linked "O CQ
polymer networks. Dipolar orientation has been
induced by electric field poling of these systems OH
(1,2,3). To obtain large nonlinear coefficients, N S -CF2-c-
the desired polymers should 1) have a large number 2 Ph
density of nonlinearly active organic components, Ph

2) contain molecules with large molecular dipole HO

moment and hyperpolarizability product (go),and 3) _& OH
be able to substain large electric poling fields to 3 SOZ(CF2)-C -H
maximize orientation of nonlinearly active I
components. Of practical importance is the ability HO

to form good films of the desired polymers, since

device applications will most likely utilize the Ho
polymers in thin film configuration. To satisfy
requirements 1 and 2 for side-chain polymers, one 4
would like to have homopolymers containing pendent s°2CF7

nonlinearly active molecules with large go. Such
molecules are derived from the use of strong donor HO

and acceptor moieties attached to a conjugated X- HO

electronic system; these molecules are generally 5
highly colored (4,5). The good electron- N N
transferring ability of these molecules and their N NO
deep colors make homopolymerization of derivatives
containing nonlinearly active compounds difficult HO
either by radical initiation or photolysis. The HO
highly polar nature of these molecules may result
in poor solubility of the homopolymers which makes 6
casting of films from solution difficult or
impossible. Better temporal stability has been o
observed for cross-linked polymer networks than for HO
side-chain polymers(2,3) . However, solubility
problems prevent spin casting of these polymers The bis(2-hydroxyethyl)aminophenyl derivatives
from solution. (1) with nitro, fluorinated sulfone, and aldehyde

Our approach to preparing polymeric films acceptors were prepared from the reaction of N,N-
suitable for NLO applications is initially to diethanolamine with the corresponding 4-acceptor-l-
prepare a film from a solution containing a fluorobenzene(6). Bis(2-hydroxyethyl)aminophenyl
prepolymer with active pendant groups and a non- derivative with the tricyanovinyl acceptor was
linear dye, containing complementary reactive prepared from the reaction of bis(2-hydroxy-
groups that can act as a cross-linking agent. The epadfom th reac no bis(2-husrngya
prepolymer must have the ability to form a film. ethyl)aminobenzene with tetracyanoethylene using a
In order for our approach to succeed, the dye must The derivative containing the -phenyl-
be miscible with the prepolymer so that phase sulfonylethanol acceptor (2) was prepared by
separation does not occur at high doping levels
when the mixture is spin cast. Once the film is nucleophilic substitution of fluoride from 2,2-
formed, it is processed by heat to generate the difluoro-l-phenyl-2-(4-flouro)phenylsulfonylethanol
final network. Due to the improved temporal with (S)-(+)-2-pyrrolidinemethanol. Difluoro-l-

stability of cross-linked systems, we have phenyl-2-(4-flouro)phenylsulfonylethanol was pre-
pared according to a literature procedure(8).

concentrated our efforts toward the use of dyes [4-(2-hydroxymethyl-l-pyrrolydinyl)phenyl]-
containing more than one reactive group. (l,1,2, 2 ,3 ,3 ,4,4-octafluoro-5-methyl-5-hydroxy-
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hexyl]sulfone (3) was similarly prepared from (4- methyl-l-pyrrol-idinyl)-phenyl] [1,l-difluoro-2-
(l-fluorophenyl]-[l,l,2,2,3,3,4,4-octafluoro-- hydroxy-2-phenyl-ethyl]sulfone at 150'C overnight,
methyl-5-hydroxy-hexyl]sulfone by nucleophilic a polymer with a Tg of 78sC was obtained. l
substitution with (S)-(+)-2-pyrrolidinemethanol Corona poling of these films can lead toThe preparation of the starting fluoro compound is materials with good orientational stability at 80Cshown below. for several weeks. Poling conditions are important

I(CF 2)4I for obtaining optimum nonlinearity and excellent

SNa F S(CF2)41 orientational stability.

Summary

n-BuLi Our approach for the preparation of thin films
F-( -S (CF2) F SCF2)4C(CH)20H  for NLO applications appears to be general;

incorporation of dyes containing various acceptors
acetone (-N02,-SO 2Rf, -CHO,-C(CN)=C(CN) 2 ) into cross-linked

polymer networks has been demonstrated. Good
orientational stability at 80*C has been achieved.

Fa S(CF2 ) 4C (CH 3 ) 2OH Literature cited

1. Meredith, G.R.; VanDusen, J.G.; and Williams,
F S0 2 (CF 2 ) 4C(CH3 ) 20H D.J., Macromolecules, 1982, 15,1.

Cr0 3

2. Bjorklund, G.C.; Ducharme, S.; Fleming,W.;The derivatives containing the bis(2- Jungbauer, D.; Moerner,W.E.; Swalen, J.D.;
hydroxypropyl)amino donor (4,5,6) were prepared Twieg, R.J.; Willson, C.G.; and Yoon, D.Y. in
from the corresponding aminobiphenyl, aminoazo- Materials for Nonlinear Optics; Marder, S.R;
benene, or aminostilbene with propylene oxide. The Sohn, J.E.; and Stucky, G.D.Eds., ACS,
starting aminobiphenyl containing the fluorinated Washington, 1991,Chapter 13, 216.
sulfone acceptor was prepared using the palladium-
catalyzed cross coupling of (4-trimethyl- 3. Dai, D.-R.; Hubbard, M.A.; Li, D.; Par,J.;tin)phenylperfluoropropyl sulfone with 4-bromo- Ratner, M.A.; Marks, T.J.; Yang, J.; and Wong,bis(N,N-acetyl)aminobenzene followed by depro- G.K. in Materials for Nonlinear Optics; Marder,tection with HCl(9). The azo compound with bis(2- S.R; Sohn, J.E.; and Stucky, G.D.Eds., ACS,hydroxypropyl)amino donor is more soluble than Washington, 1991,Chapter 14, 227.
Disperse Red-19 (which leads to thicker films (1-2
11m)). 4. Cheng, L.-T.; Tam, W.; Meredith, G.R.; and

We have also examined commercially available Rikken, G.L.J.A. Proc. of the Int. Soc. for
materials including: Disperse Red-19, 4-nitrocat- Optical Eng., 1989, 1147,61.
echol, I- (4-nitrophenyl) glycerol, p-nitrophenyl-a-
L-arabinofuranoside, and 4-nitro-1,2-phenylene- 5. Katz, H.E.; Singer, K.D.; Sohn, J.E.; Dirk,
diamine. C.W.; King, L.A.; and Gordon, H.M.; J. Am. Chem.

Soc. 1987,109, 6561.
Preparation of Films and Properties of Final
Polymers 6. DeMartino, R.N.; U.S. Patent, 4,757,130, 1988.

In order to prepare good films with thick- 7. McKusick, B.C.; Heckert, R.E.; Cairns, T.C.;Coffman, D.D.; and Mower, H.F. J. Am. Chem. Soc.nesses of 1-2 gm, the dye must be relatively 1958, 80, 2806.soluble in a solvent compatible with the
prepolymer. Reaction must be slow enough to avoid 8. Stahly, G.P. U.S. Patent, 4,837,327, 1989.
precipitation of the final cross-linked polymers
before spin casting. We have found THF to be a 9. Tam, W.; Cheng, L.-T.; Bierlein, J.D.; Cheng,suitable solvent. All of the above cross-linking L.K.; Wang, Y.; Feiring, A.E.; Meredith, G.R.;agents have been incorporated into films of the Eaton,D.F.; Calabrese, J.C.; and Rikken,prepolymers with the ratio of reactive group (-OH G.L.J.A. in Materials for Nonlinear Optics;or -NH2) to active group (-NCO) in the range of Marder,S.R.; Sohn, J.E.; and Stucky, G.D. Eds.,0.8 to 1 or higher, without phase separation. ACS, Washington, 1991,Chapter 9, 156.
Monitoring of the reactions in the films by IR
indicates that the intensity of the -NCO band
decreases by 40-92% after heating at 150*C for one
hour. The prepolymers themselves undergo little
reaction (6-8%) under these conditions. Slower
reactions occur with the dyes containing the propyl
alcohol groups. The reaction can be catalyzed by
the addition of dibutyltin dilaurate. Once cross-
linking has been completed, the films are hard and
brittle and are not soluble in common organic
solvents (THF, CHCI 3 , DMF,etc.).

The Tg of cross-linked films increases with
processing temperature and time. For example, a
film formed from polyisocyanatoethyl methacrylate
and 4-bis (2-hydroxyethyl) aminonitrobenzene yielded
a polymer with a Tg of 1350 C after heating the
film at 150*C for 1 hour. The Tg increased to
160*C after heating the film further at 180*C for 1
hour. After heating a film formed from
polyisocyanatoethyl methacrylate and (4-(2-hydroxy-
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Synthesis of Side-chain and Main-chain Figure 1. Side-chain NLO polymers.
Nonlinear Optical Polymers with Sulfonyl Acceptor Groups

1 olas R. Robello, Jay S. Schildkraut, Nancy J. Armstrong,
T rm "aL.Pier, Werner Kohler, and Craig S. Willand

Corporate Research Laboratories, Eastman Kodak Company 1
Rochester, New York 14650-2109

Introduction
Practical second-order nonlinear optical (NLO) materials

require many properties in addition to large nonlinear
susceptibility (X(2)), among these: ability to form thin films,
low dielectric constant, negligible scattering and absorption of
propagated light, chemical, photochemical, and thermal stability,
etc. Organic materials may be successful in this area because
they can possess very large X(2) values,' -3 and their material
properties can be tailored to meet the demands of the desired Table 1. Properties of side-chain NLO polymers.
application using well-developed synthetic techniques.

In organic molecules, large molecular hyperpolarizabilities, aPrRo
are usually obtained with an extended x-conjugated system Polymer X z R m/n Comon. QW 'C) r3 3 c (prrv)

substituted at the extremes by electron-donating and electron-

accepting groups. Sulfonyl acceptor groups are particularly 1 N 2 CH3 1/0 - 46,000 140
advantageous because (unlike well-studied nitro and cyano groups) 2 N 6 CH3 1/0 - 89,000 99 3 8 .7 ,d l2 e

their bifunctionality allows for chemical substitution at the
second valence. This synthetic flexibility permits the 3 N 6 CH3 1/5 MMAf 92,000 109 12 .9 d
incorporation of NLO-active species into a number of different 4 CH 6 H 1/9 t-Bu Sig 177,000 127 2.6 d

material embodiments. 5 CH 6 H 1/13 MMAf 111,000 109 -
We have demonstrated in model systems that sulfonyl-

substituted compounds can possess relatively large y bBy DSC. CElectrooptic coeff. dAt 632 nm via
hyperpolarizabilities, accompanied by significantly short By SEC, PS stds.

wavelength absorbances. 4 In this preprint, we present some ellipsometry. eAt 830 nm using a Mach-Zender interferometer.

aspects of our efforts to produce polymers that contain fMethyl methacrylate. g4-t-Butyl styrene.
covalently-bound, sulfone-substituted NLO chromophores.

Figure 2. Synthesis of acceptor portions of NLO dyes.

Side-Chain NLO Polymers
We have synthesized a number of homopolymers and copolymers C - . , 1202 O

that contain pendant 4'-amino-4-methylsulfonyl-azobenzene or ,o -> -

-stilbene chromophores (Figure 1). Key in the synthesis is the Eto T 2) aM CE 4

ability to functionalize the sulfur atom to produce arbitrarily- I _ I
substituted acceptor portions of the NLO dyes (Figure 2). A
convergent strategy in which the donor and acceptor portions are
later joined (Figure 3) allows for the "mixing and matching" of
components to provide many different compounds from a common pool
of intermediates. t N2

High polymers were readily obtained from methacrylate esters ci o - 1) A,C, Y ) NK .0 )

of the sulfonyl-NLO dyes via free-radical polymerization. Both -0 H2 ,------ Wf (CI
homopolymers and copolymers with conventional monomers were ob- a, EtoH sSHS0---- =0 0= =
tamined (Table 1). The copolymers appear to be random because I I
size exclusion chromatography (SEC) using differential refractive CIt. 04e'

index and visible absorption detectors gave identical MW
distributions. All of these side-chain sulfonyl-containing
polymers were amorphous solids, in contrast to two analogous Figure 3. Synthesis of side-chain monomeric NLO dyes.

nitro-containing polymers that exhibited liquid crystallinity.5 ,nW..,,-- M
(Although liquid crystalline polymers possess desirable order, WU
grain boundaries often lead to an unacceptably large amount of 2' 

°  ..l., l
light scattering in waveguide applications.) As noted by us5 and £ + 2 M. . 0 t-

by others, 6.7 stilbene-containing polymers crosslinked slightly 00 W-n

when the concentration of monomeric dye was high.
High optical quality waveguides could be fabricated by spin-

coating these polymers from solution. The only optical losses
appeared to come from adventitious contaminants such as dust 1 .
particles. The polymers were coated onto conductive substrates .
and poled at Tg using either a second electrode deposited on the .
polymer surface or a corona discharge. Typical poling fields +20 ,
were approximately 106 v/cm. After cooling to room temperature "2043

with the field on, second-order NLO susceptibilities were
measured at 632 nm by an ellipsometric techniqueg and at 830 nm
by construction of a Mach-Zender interferometer. Relatively Langmuir-Blodgett Polymers
large electrooptic coefficients were found (Table 1), although it By a synthetic route analogous to that shown in Figure 2 and
should be noted that the coefficients for azobenzene derivatives 3, we constructed side-chain polymers with long, nonpolar groups
measured at 632 nm were subject to resonance enhancement (factor on the sulfone and polar spacer groups between the nitrogen donor
of 2-3) because to slight absorption by the chromophore. and the polymer backbone (Figure 4).

These amphiphilic polymers formed excellent Langmuir
monolayers when cast on water (Figure 4), and the films could be
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transferred to solid supports.9 By alternating deposition with long-range motion above Tg that causes the SIIG decay (Figure
cadmium arichidate, multilayer noncentrosymmetric films were 8 ).i1 This high temperature relaxation was absent in related
produced, in which the expected quadratic dependence of SHG side-chain and doped systems.
intensity vs. thickness was found even for many layers (Figure
5).9 The SHG signals from these LB films remained unchanged even Figure 7. Polycondensation to form NLO main-chain polymers.
after weeks of storage at room temperature.

Figure 4. Amphiphilic NLO polymer 6 and its surface pressure- ,to 2 ) _-C..-H2)-C

area isotherm on a Cd-containing subphase.
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Table 2. Properties of main-chain NLO polymers.Q"20.

at Polymer y z R 1q T b ('Q) Tmb (C
U):= 0 w g

S A'o 4o 0 ,60 e0 100 8 5 6 CH3  70,000 59 -
oIArea per repeat unit (A
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6 ci*13 10 1 3 n1C4H 9 39,000 92 -

Figure S. SHG intensity as a function of the number of layers of aBy SEC, PS stds. bBy DSC.
6 alternated with cadmium arichidate.

Figure 8. Simultaneous SHG and TSDC measurements as a function
of temperature on main-chain NLO polymer 10.
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SYNTHETIC APPROACHES TO NLO POLYMERS We have examined a variety of potential chromophores for
introduction into these polymers, but tentatively have focused

R. Twieg, D. Burland, M. Lux. C. Moylan, on utilization of the polar tolan (diphenylacetylene)
C. Nguyen, P. Walsh, C.G. Willson, R. Zentel chromophore. The tolans have a number of real (and perceived)

virtues. There is little ambiguity in the direction of the micro-
IBM Research Division scopic nonlinear tensor along the director axis of these polar

Almaden Research Laboratory molecules. The thermal stability of the tolan unit is appreciable
San Jose, CA 95120 and at least commensurate with the epoxy backbone itself. The

rigid tolan chromophore has a respectable aspect ratio which
INTRODUCTION independent of the mode of attachment to the polymer will deter

A gradual enhancement of basic understanding and a cor- relaxation of the poled order. As a function of the particular

responding optimization of the functional properties of second- acceptor (A) and donor (D) pair the chromophore and molecular

order nonlinear optical polymers has brought them closer to hyperpolarizability can be systematically varied over an appre-

practical applications in a variety of integrated optoelectronic ciable range and a wide variety of these polarizing pairs of

devices, such as modulators and harmonic generators.1 3 A groups are readily introduced by virtue of the synthetic meth-

wide range of polymer and nonlinear chromophore combina- odology. The following table contains data for some of the tolan

tions have by now been evaluated and their structure and proc- chromophores prepared and studied to date:

essing correlated with the resultant magnitude and stability of
the poling induced macroscopic nonlinearity. Numerous addi- A
tional combinations of polymers and chromophores can be en-
visioned; these systems may be classified by application of the
following general criteria: A D ).m (nm) U(O) /106 o

1) What is the bonding relationship between polymer and
chromophore, no bond (guest-host) or covalently bonded? If the
latter, is the chromophore attached as a mainchain or Fidechain NO NMe2 402 71 101 37
component? Exactly what is the nature of the linking group and S02CH3 NMe2 358 7.5 40 19
how many and where are the points of attachment between SOCF3 NMe2 388 8.4 86 35
chromophore and polymer? NO2 OCH- - - - 16"

2) Is there any significant molecular weight change of the S02CH, OCH3  310 5.9 11 7
system during final processing, particularly during the electric S02CF3 OCH, 327 6.2 21 12
field poling step? Does this change of molecular weight influ-
ence processing or function of the materials in particular as re- The fl. is a two-level correction to t (106) both in undtts ot 10 "esu; all

lated to the magnitude and stability of the poled order? measurements in dioxane except * in acetone (ref 18)

3) In addition to the covalent interactions among the polymer
and hroophre ompnens, hat the fator afecttheThe sulfone acceptor ,group has found recent application inand chromophore components, what other factnrs affect the

macroscopic order? For example, does liquid crystallinity, hy- a variety of NLO potymer structures since this group seems to

drogen bonding or some other colligative interaction influence provide a good hyperpolarizability vs. transparency tradeoff

the magnitude and stability of the polar order? and is bifunctional to permit "building through- the
chromophore.8 1t 1 Like the nitro group (-NO,), the alkyl sulfone,

RESULTS perfluoroalkyl sulfone, bisaryl sulfone and other relatives

Most of our own past effort on the synthesis and charac- ( -SO 2R, R = (CH2),H, (CF2),F, Ar, OR. NR'R', etc.) are well

terization of NLO polymers has focused on epoxy-based sys- known electron-accepting groups from powder screening of

tems.4-7 In all cases we have examined thus far the single crystal SHG candidates. t 2-t5 The large positive Hammett
chromophores are covalently bound to the polymer and both o constantst 6 for these substituents containing the -SOR group

linear and crosslinking systems have been examined. Amongst are, of course, good indicators of their potential value as
the many opportunities for propagation chemistry typical of acceptors. This correlation is particularly true as the group R

itself becomes more electrophilic and further enhances the in-
epoxytic reins have csen ether one i reaio c n ductive effect of the entire substituent. For example, as a func-
aromatic amines and glycidyl ethers. This approach is lo fR h ~vle o S, nraea olw:O

convenient in the sense that the aromatic amine serves a dual

role: first. it is a useful donor In the NLO chromophore sense (0 50), NH, (0.57), CH, (0.68), CF, (0.93) (compare for the nitro

and second, in the chemical sense it may serve as both the substituent itself with ap 0.78).

nucleophile (-NHR, primary or secondary aromatic amine) and The synthesis of the tolans is very straightforward. Starting
also an intermediate for preparation of the glycidyl ether com- with an acceptor group (A) activated bromobenzene 1 the fran-
ponent. The reactivity of this aromatic amine and glycidyl ether sition metal mediated ethynylation is done with a
pair is usually such that the molecular weight advancement can monoprotected acetylene and the intermediate 2 deprolected
be staged to provide stable and soluble prepolymers of suffi- giving the acceptor substituted phenylacetylene 3. This
cient molecular weight for film processing by spin coating, in phenylacetylene is then reacted with iodoanitine 4a or its
contrast to the much more reactive formulations containing bisglycidylether 4b to give 5a or 5b respectively. The
aliphatic amines. The overall polymeric and nonlinear proper- bisglycidation of the either aromatic amine 4a or Sa is straight-
ties of these materials are a complex function of the exact na- forward in two steps via epichlorohydrin. Both the
ture, number and location of the polarizing substituents and bromonitrobenzene ( 1 A = NO) and the methylsulfonylbromo-
reactive sites appended to the functionalIzed aromatic benzene ( 1, A = .SOMe) are commercially available while the
chromophores. perftioroalkylsufonyl analogs (1 A = SO.(CF),F) are efficiently



prepared in two steps from bromothiophenol by reaction with a
perfluoroalkyl iodide to give sulfide 8 which is subsequently
oxidized to give su'tone 9. "7 The different lengths of
perfluorocarbon tails (n = 1,2,6,12) have been examined to assay A -(Q)-r Or-(" -SH 7
any Influence on important physical properties such as nonline-
arity, dielectric constant, refractive index, and perhaps even the
stability of poled order.

We have examined two general classes of linear tolan con- A'( - =-TMS 2 Or S(F)F 8
taining polymers. In the first class 10 only the amine component
contains a high nonlinearity chromophore which is reacted with
the dliglycidylether of bisphenotA 6 (numerous other
bisepoxides are obviously possible). The second class 11 have A Or S0(F2
a nearly doubled loading of nonlinear chromophores and are f2 Jn .
prepared by condensation of the polar aminonitrotolan with is
diglycliated counterpart. In both classes of linear tolans and
related crosslinking systems very interesting behavior has been I_ _R
found In both dielectric and NLO studies. RH-

RFERNCES4b R=CH2CH-CH 2 J
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NOVEL SIDECHAIN POLYMERS FOR ELECTRO-OPTIC APPLICATIONS GPC equipped with a Waters 410 RI and a Viscotek Model 100 differential
viscosity detector, and the mobile phase was THF. Molecular weights were

Diane E. Allen, Richard A. Keosian, Garo Khanarian, calculated from a Universal calibration curve. Tg was determined on a DuPont
Jane E. Hudop, Stephen J. Meyer. 9900-910 Thermal Analyzer. Melting points were obtained on a Thomas Hoover

Hoechst-Celanese Corporation Capillary Melting Point Apparatus and are uncorrected. Elemental analyses
86 Morris Ave were performed by Robertson Laboratory, Madison, NJ.

Summit, NJ 07901.
Materials: NMP was distilled from CaH2 prior to use. Methyl methacrylate was

A tremendous amount of interest surrounds the use of organic and polymeric passed through a styrene/DVB ion exchange resin to remove inhibitor prior to
materials for advanced electro-optic device and systems applications. The use. All other reagents were used without further purification. All reactions
appeal of organic compounds lies in the flexibility in which one can tailor the were run under an inert atmosphere in oven-dried glassware.
molecular and macroscopic properties to achieve high activity, desirable
mechanical characteristics, and processibiity. Synthesis of 1-(4-dimethylaminophenyl]-4-{4'-nitrophenyl-1,3-butadiene

Numerous studies on the factors affecting the second order response have To a stirred solution of 1.0 g (5.7 mmol) of 4- dimethytlaminocinnamaldehyde, 0.52
documented that the nature of the electron donor and acceptor substituents, the mL (5.7 mmol) of aniline, and 10 mg of toluenesulfonic acid monohydrate in 40 mL
conjugation length, and the type of conduit all contribute to the nonlinear optic of toluene was heated at reflux for 16 hours with the azeotropic removal of
activity.' In general activity increases with the strength of the donor/acceptor water. After cooling the reaction to room temperature, the solvert was removed
groups and with increasing conjugation length. To realize bulk second order in vacuo. The residue was dissolved in 35 mL of glacial acetic acid, and 1.03 g
activity the molecular dipoles must be aligned non-centrosymmetrically. Since (5.7 mmol) of 4-nitrophenylacetic acid was added to the solution with stirring.
NLO active small molecules tend to crystallize with their dipoles paired, resulting The reaction was then stirred at room temperature for 16 hours and at 500C for
in the loss of second order properties, it is desirable to incorporate the active 96 hours. After cooling to room temperature the solution was poured into water,
units into a polymer and orient the dipoles via an external field, and the solid product was collected by filtration, washed with water and ether,

and vacuum dried. The reaction yielded 0.93 g (55%) of product as copper
In a logical extension of our work with the stilbene sidechain polymersz our crystals. mp = 246-247°C. 1H NMR 2.98 (s, 6H), 6.56 (d, 1H), 6.67 (d, 2H). 6.75
attention turned to increasing the length of the conduit between the donor and (d, 1H), 7.08 (dd, 2H), 7.32 (d, 2H), 7.48 (d. 2H), 8.14 (d, 2H).
acceptor groups since it is known that increasing the conjugation length increases
the second order hyperpolarizability. In a direct analogy to DANS (A), 1-[4- Synthesis of copolymer 1:
dimethylaminophenyl[-4-[4'-nitrophenyl]-1,3-butadiene (DMANPB) (B) was
synthesized as model compound in order to demonstrate the concept and to 1-4[N-2-hydroxyethyl-N-methylaminojphenyl-4-[4'- nitrophenyl]-1,3-butadiene
provide a straightforward comparison with the stilbene. Solvatochromism
measurements for DMANPB gave a 0 value of 121 x 10-30 esu, which A stirred solution of 20 g (96 mmol) of 4[N-2-hydroxyethyl- N-
represents approximately a 70% increase in activity over DANS as a result of methylaminojcinnamaldehyde, 8.8 mL (96 mmol) of aniline, and 0.2 g of
increased conjugation length.3 EFISH measurements of DMANPB vs. DANS toluenesufonic acid monohydrate in 600 mL of toluene was heated at reflux with
appear to be solvent dependent. In nitromethane DMANPB shows a slight the azeotropic removal of water for 16 hours. After cooling to room

temperature, the imine product was collected by filtration and washed with
increase in activity relative to DANS with a value for g x =500 x 10-48 esu additional portions of toluene.
vs. 470 x 10-48 esu for DANS. However, in cvclohexanone it x 0= 327 x 10-48
esu for DMANPB and 436 x 10-48 esu for DANS. 4 The lower activity of The crystalline imine was then dissolved in 590 mL of glacial acetic acid, and 17.6
DMANPB compared to DANS is at odds with solvatochromism data but is not g (96 mmol) of 4- nitrophenytacetic acid was added to solution with stirring. The
inconsistent with the EFISH observations of other researchers.lb,c reaction was stirred at room temperature for 2 days and at 500C for 5 days.

After cooling to room temperature the solution was poured into 2500 mL of
water, and the solid product was collected by filtration. Recrystallization from

r - - -  methanol gave 12.61 g of a mixture of diphenylbutadiene alcohol and
,O WIN diphenylbutadiene acetate.

The above acetate/alcohol mixture was dissolved in 260 mL of THF. To the
DA NS tJ O~ ) stirring solution were added 260 mL of water, 260 mL of methanol, and 9.8 g of

potassium carbonate, and the reaction was stirred at room temperature
overnight. As the reaction progressed the product precipitated from the solution.
Upon completion of the reaction the product was collected by vacuum filtration.

The diphenylbutadiene moiety was incorporated into a polymethacrylate system and recrystallized from methanol to give 9.12 g of a brown solid. 1H NMR 3.05
via the multistep sequence in Figure 1 in order to evaluate the material's poling (s, 3H), 3.55 (t, 2H), 3.85 (t, 2H), 6.60 (d, 1H), 6.70 (d, 2H), 6.75 (d, 1H), 7.10
characteristics and device-worthiness. Equimolar amounts of the monomer C, 1- (dd, 2H), 7.35 (d, 2H), 7.50 (d, 2H), 8.16 (d, 2H). Calculated for C19H20N203: C.
4 [N-2-methacryloxyethyl-N-methylamino]phenyl-4[4'-nitrophenyl-1,3-butadiene, 70.3; H, 62; N, 8.6; 0, 14.8. Found: C, 69.11; H. 626; N, 8.31; 0, 14.73.
and methyl methacrylate were copolymerized under radical polymerization
conditions to provide copolymer 1 of low molecular weight (Mw=25,000) and a Tg 1-4[N-2-methacryloxyethyl-N-methylaminolphenyl-4[4'- nitrophenyl[-1,3-butadiene
= 1230C. A thin film of the material spun out of cyclohexanone was electroded (structure C, figure 1)
and poled at low fields near Tg and exhibited an electro-optic coefficient, r, 25%
greater than that for copolymer 2 (Figure 2). The magnitude of the increase in To a stirred solution of 8.77 g (27,0 mmol) of 1-4[4-N- hydroxyethyl-N-
activity is in close agreement with guest-host measurements of r for the methylaminojphenyl-4[4'-nitrophenyl-1,3- butadiene in 266 mL of pyridine were
monomer C and the stilbene monomer D as shown in Table 1.5 added 8.04 mL (54.0 mmol) of methacrylic anhydride and 180 mg of DMAP.

After 16 hours at room temperature, the reaction mixture was poured into 1 L of
Experimental Procedure water, and the solid monomer was collected by filtration. The product was then

stirred in 600 mL of water for 2 hours, and the product was again isolated by
Instrumentation: NMR spectra were obtained on either a Varian XL200 or a vacuum filtration Recrystallization from ethyl acetate gave 7.79 g of the
Bruker MSL300 spectrometer, and chemical shifts were reported in ppm monomer as a red solid. mp = 146-150'C. IH NMR 1.92 (s, 3H), 3.05 (s, 3H),
downfield relative to TMS. All NMR samples were solutioned in CDC13 unless 369 (t, 2H), 4.34 (t, 2H), 5.56 (d, 1H), 6.17 (d, 1H), 6.59 (d, 1H), 6.72 (d, 2H), 6.82
noted otherwise. Polymer molecular weights were determined on a Waters 201 (d. 1 H), 7.10 (dd, 2H), 7.36 (d, 2H), 7.5 (d, 2H), 8.16 (d, 2H).
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Copolymer 1

A solution of 6 g of the comonomer C in 72 mL of dry, distilled NMP was cK,degassed with argon for 45 minutes at room temperature. This was followed by
the addition of 1.62 mL of methyl methacrylate and argon degassing for 30 C-o C,.
minutes. Finally 0.05 g of AIBN as an initiator was added, the solution was 0 1 1

degassed with argon for 5 minutes more, and the reaction vessel was placed in/ " 4,
an oil bath heated at 680C. After 2 days at 680C, some monomer remained, and N

an additional 0.059g of AIBN was added. The polymerization proceeded no further
so the solution was precipitated into MeOH. The polymer was dissolved in hot
THF, and MeOH was added dropwise with stirring until the solution went cloudy.
The solids were collected by filtration, and the process was repeated. The AJB

material was then dissolved in ethyl acetate, and MeOH was added dropwise
until the solution again became cloudy. The polymer was collected by filtration.
1.76 g (This is the result of the combination of material in the precipitation step
Nrom two equal size runs.) Tg = 1230C; Mw = 25,000 and Mn = 14,000.
Calculated for C28H32N2O6: C, 6828; H, 6.55; N, 5.69; 0, 19.49. Found: C, 68.20; "a ,,o
H, 6.52; N. 5.87; 0, 19.39.

Acknowledgments: We wish to thank Jim Sounik and Jackie Popolo for the
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insoluble material. This material displays many of the
S T SOLLEST characteristics of the parent system. Substituents that
POLYOLEFINS bear a secondary substituent adjacent to the chain

ROBERT H. GRUBBS produce polymers that are soluble in both isomeric forms
and show moderate conductivities on doping with iodine.

Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering Tertiary substituents give highly soluble polymers that
California Institute of Technology show very low conductivities on iodine doping. Modeling
Pasadena, California 91125 USA studies show that solubility and conductivity are both

related to the degree of twisting induced by the

substituent. 5  The greater the twist angle, the higher the

ABSTRACT: As a result of the developments in solubility in the trans form and the lower the

organometallic chemistry, new catalysts are available for conductivity on doping. The full range of substituents

the synthesis of polymers with high levels of control of that should result in changes due to steric effects has

structure. Outstanding success has been achieved in the been explored. Of major interest are chiral substituents.

area of Ziegler catalysis for polyolefin synthesis. Parallel Chiral substituents could increase solubility by producing

developments have been made in ring opening stereo random polymers or, if the substituents are

metathesis polymerization (ROMP). 1  Some developments enantiomerically pure, the substituents could induce a

in this area will be reviewed, helical twist to the conjugated backbone. This effect has
been examined using the following set of substituents.
The amount of heiical chromophore formation appears to

be significant.
6

SYNTHESIS OF POLYACETYLENE CH, H OSMe2-t-Bu

H 4CH,

Over the past few years we have demonstrated that [ W=CHR]
cyclooctatetraene (COT) can be polymerized using ROMp 2  I Icis-isomer
(ring opening metathesis polymerization) catalysts to
form excellent quality polyacetylene. These techniques t1)BFa-OEt2  hvhave been used to prepare polyacetylent based 2) t-BuMe2SICI
devices. 3 .4  A major emphasis has been placed on the 2 t

synthesis of substituted polyacetylenes that have
controllable properties. The factors that control CH3
solubility, conductivity and optical properties in these CHf - HH HCH3

systems have been examined and modeled. To date, the + U - ;
major substituent effects that have been probed are

associated with the steric effects of the substituents on 560 nm
the polymer chain conformation. 5  Random copolymers
were prepared to study the effect of conjugation length

on conductivity and block polymers were prepared to
examine the effects of phase separation on conductivity The photoisomerization of the high cis polymers is
and optical properties. of considerable theoretical as well as practical interest.

The cis polymer isomerizes to the trans with an isobestic
SUBSTITUTED POLYACETYLENES point. This shows that the polymer isomerizes without

.the formation of stable intermediates and is consistent
The olyeriatin o monsubtitted COT with the excited state of the cis polymer relaxing to an

derivatives produces polymers with substituents that are io teited segme of polymer hat i a

on the average every eight carbons apart on the PA conuaion lent

backbone. It has been found that primary alkyl

substituents produce cis-PA that is soluble. However Only preliminary results have been obtained with
photoisomerization to the trans isomer results in substituents that should result in large polar effects on
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the polyCOT properties. It has been found that alkoxy References
derivatives of COT are straightforward to prepare and can
be polymerized to high molecular weight materials. The (1) R.H. Grubbs and W. Tumas, Science 1989, 243, 907-
conductivities of these materials are low. 915.

An electrochemical application in which soluble (2) F.L. Klavetter and R.H. Grubbs, J. Am. Chem. Soc.

poly-COT materials may be used to great advantage is 1988, 110, 7809-7813.

the fabrication of semiconductor based devices. The ease (3) D.V. McGrath, B.M. Novak, and R.H. Grubbs, in Olefin

with which semiconductor surfaces can be coated with Metathesis and Polym rization Catalysts, Y.

soluble polyacetylene contrasts the more technically lmamoglu, Ed., Kluwer Academic Publishers: the

challenging methods of film preparation used presently. Netherlands, 525-536 (1990).

We have already reported on the fabrication of solar cells (4) R.H. Grubbs, C.B. Gorman, E.J. Ginsburg, J.W. Perry,

from the solvent deposition of poly-trimethylsilyl-COT S.R. Marder, in Materials for Nonlinear Optics, S.R.

onto silicon surfaces. After doping of the thin polymer Marder, J.E. Sohn, G.D. Stucky, Eds, American

layer to the metallic regime, a solar cell results, whose Chemical Society: Wpshington D.C., pp. 672-682

performance rivals that of conventional (1991).

semiconductor/metal solar cell devices. 4  These devices (5) C.B. Gorman, E.J. Ginsburg, S.R. Marder, R.H. Grubbs,

hold great promise, and continue to be studied. The Angew. Chemie 1989, 101, 1603-1606.

advantage of poly-COT materials may be further (6) J.S. Moore, C.B. Gorman, R.H. Grubbs, J. Am. Chem.

demonstrated in cases where polar substituents Soc. 1991, 113, 1704-1712.

significantly alter the work function of the doped (7) S.R. Marder, J.W. Perry, F.L. Klavetter, R.H. Grubbs,

polymer, thus effecting the solar cell performance. In Chemistry of Materials 1989, 2, 171-173.

this way, it may be possible to optimize cell performance (8) F. Stelzer, 0. Leitner, K. Pressl, C. Leising, R.H.

by tuning the organi, metal, This is not possible for Grubbs, Synthetic Metals 1991, in press.

traditional semiconductor/metal systems.

It was earlier demonstrated that the

copolymerization of cyclooctadiene and COT resulted in a
polymer whose composition was near that of the feed
ratio. Independent measurements of reactivity ratios
suggested that the polymerization was nearly random.
Since the introduction of a cyclooctadiene into the chain
introduces an sp 3 defect, the probability of forming a
given conjugation length with a specific feed ratio can be
calculated. Preliminary measurements were made of the
conductivity and doping levels as a function of the
copolymer feed. 7

As has been shown in the styrene-butadiene
triblock polymers, the periodicity of the morphological
features is controlled by the regularity of the polymer
structure. For the synthesis of new materials with
interesting macrostructures new techniques are required
that will allow the synthesis of triblock polymers with
Dearly monodispersed blocks of controlled length. One
such system has been studied The synthesis of this
material is based on a difunctional initiator. The
difunctional initiator insures that the block segments are
nniform.8
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CHROMOPHORIC SELF-ASSEMBLED SUPERIAT ICES. of the resulting rims are indistinguishable). Multilayer assembly was carried
NLIER OST TION OTIFILM out under inert atmosphere in an apparatus8 

that allows the simultaneousNONLINEAR OPTICAL MATERIALS preparation of 6-10 specimens. Progress of the surface reactions was
by

D. S. Allan, F. Kubota, Y. Orihashi, D. Li, and T. J. Marks monitored by advancing contact angle measurements using DI water as the

Department of Chemistry and the Materials Research Center probe liquid. Ion exchange experiments on assembled films were carried cut
Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60208 in 0.1 M acetonitrile solutions using gentle sonication. Second h armonic

generation (SHG) measurements were carried out at . = 1064 nm 3 ,4 
with

T. (. Zhang, W. P. Lin, and G. K. Wong automated, computer-interfaced instrumentation for angle-dependent data

Department of Physics and the Materials Research Center acquisition and analysis.
8  Single-sided s r1es for angle-dependent

Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60208 transmission SHG measurements were prenared by diamond polishing to
remove films from the back of double-sied, as-prepa-ed samples. The SHG
reaction cell and instrumentation for the in situ observation of the NL) filmINTRODUCTION assembly process will be described elsewhere. 9 

All other physical measure-

Key requirements in the design of efficient macromolecular second- ments (advancing contact angle, optical spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron
order nonlinear optical (NLO) materials include maximizing the number spectroscopy, FrIR-attentuatei total reflectance spectroscopy) employed

density of constituent high-0 molecular chromophores as well r ; achieving and apparatus described previously.
preserving maximum acentricity of the microstructure. We recently reported RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
a new approach to such materials which utilizes the sequential construction
of covalently self-assembled, NLA) chromophore-containing multilayer
structures (Figure 1).1,2 The result is a robut new family of thin film NThe present chemical strategy for the construction of self-assembled
materials with bulk 2)values near 2 x 10

- esu at = 1064 na. These chromophoric multilayer NLO materials is shown in Figure 1.1' Importantmaterials represent a complement to, and possible improvement upon, N aspects of this approach include the use ofa stilbazole chromophore precursor,which becomes a high-0 chromophore upon quaternization, and transversematerials composed of either poled, cross-linked chromophore-functionalized structurally stabilizing/planarizing layers introduced using silicone self-
polymers, 3 '4 

or acentric Langruir-Blodgett films.5 6 
In this contribution, we assembly technology originally developed by Sagiv.10

'
1

' Our initial synthetic

approach employed X- = I- in step i, and m=l, n=1 or 2 in steps iii and iv.
1

,
2

We now focus upon the degree to which the parameters in Figure 1 can be
modified and the properties of the resulting films. Key issues discussed here

cH2x CH2X are the substrate generality, the efficiency with which multilayer structures
can built up, and the susceptibility of the X ion to controlled exchange.

(CH2)
i (C(H) (CH2) In our initial work, %e reported that n'ultilayer construction could be

SiX, I I carried out on clean glass surfaces to yield chromophoric assemblies with high
+ o ~.0o.Sc--- OH OH OH structural uniformity as judged by SHG interference patterns from double-

0H OH sd Si I f I2
- - si-SS- sided samples and the quadratic dependence of 1 on the number of

Vlayer 0 0 0 chromophore layers. 1
,2  

Angle-dependent SHG data could be fit 12 
to a

PVAI structural model in which the average deviation of the chromophore dipoles
layer n from the substrate surface normal (YI) is in the range 35-39 ° . We now find

0 . 0 0 0 that multilayer construction can also be carried out on the oxidized (110)
HO OHOHOH S --- i---~ surface of single crystal silicon. As assessed by reflectance SHG measure-

HO OH 0 O O O ments, the NLO characteristics of such films are very similar to those
N N. ) () deposited on glass, and we find that I - 440" In preliminary experiments, we
N N also find that chromophoric layers can be formed on the oxidized surface of

N NN single crystal germanium (for FTIR-ATR studies) as well as on ITO-coated
Ch glass surfaces.

layer In regard to maximizing the chemical efficiency of the construction

N X process, which is essential for building up micron-scale films, we find that stepCH CH2  iIJ 1 i (Figure 1) can be readily carried out with the commercially available X = Cl
-20 O, iv,4~ , N.X N silyl reagent. As judged by advancing contact angle measurements, step i is

m=O or 1 [11 2 complete on glass after 2-3 minutes reaction time followed by curing in air at(CH2) (CH2). (5115 0 C. By XPS, we find that the benzylic chloride produced in step i (X = Cl)
S( .i layer can be readily converted to the more reactive benzylic iodide by exchange with

KI in CH 3 CN. However, we also find that the X = Cl derivative is sufficiently

Si -Si reactive to readily effect quaternization step ii. Defining the exact rate of this
0- 00 0 chromophore-forming step is crucial to optimizing the assembly process, and

we have therefore developed in situ SHG measurement methods to monitor the

quaternization. 9 As illustrated by Figure 2, the rate of chromophore layer
i. Benzene, 25°C followed by ii. Reflux in n-PrOH evolution is satisfactory for efficient multilayer synthesis at at 60*C, but

cure at I 15C impractically slow at 20°C. In situ SHG techniques should be invaluable in

iii. CI3SiOSiCI2 OSiCI 3 in THF iv. Polyvinylalcohol in DMSO monitoring many other temporal and structural aspects of the self-assembly

followed by cure at II 5C process.

Steps iii and iv in Figure 1 effect a transverse "capping off' of the

Figure 1. Scheme for the construction of chromophoric self-assembled chromophore layer so that the iii reaction sequence can be repeated. Earlier
multilayer NLO materials. work showed that the iii,v sequence involving both a chlorosilane reagent andpolyvinylalcohol is also essential for chromophore alignment and the ultimate

temporal stability thereof. 1, 2 
We now find that step iv can be eliminated ifprovide an account of our continuing efforts to elaborate/streamline the the product of chlorosilane step iii is cured in air at 115°C for short periods uf

multilayer construction methodology and to assess/understand the effects time (-15 min). Advancing water contact angles indicate that the curing
thereof on film micros#ructure and NWD characteristics, affords a more hydrophilic surface. As judged by relative film SIIG intensity

EXPERIMENTAL (an increase of 18(6)%) and derived ' values (40.6(42) vs. 43.8(55)*) e-ght-
layer films prepared with the aforementioned cure but without polyvinylalcohol

The, ources and purification of all reagents were as described layers have comparable or superior chromophore alignment and have a

previously. 
,  

ubstrate surfaces were cleaned as reported before,1 but with significantly higher chromophore number density. Importantly, the temporal

H 2 0 2 + H 2so 4 substituted for an 02 plasma where appropriate (properties alignment i
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Finally, the salt-like nature of the chromophore layers in these
materials raises the intriguing question of whether ion exchange processes can
be effected and, if so, how the properties of film microstructure respond. For
single chromophore layer films, we find that C1- or I- can be readily exchanged
by solution diping for a variety of anions of differing size, shape, and
polarizability. As illustrated in Figure 3, XPS can be employed to monitor the
exchange off- for p-toluenesulfonate. Here, diminution of the 1(3d5/ 2 ,3d=)
signals is accompanied by growth of the S(2p) signal. The SHG characteristics
of these ion exchanged materials are presently under examination.

Before Ion Exchange

Alle ion Exchange

61 Bnding Energiy (cY) W)10 Binding Energy (eV) 19

Figure 3. Ion excharge of X- = I' for IC = p-toluenesulfoniate insa single
chromophore layer material as assessed by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy. Intensities are ratioed to the Si(2s) feature.

CONCLUSIONS

These results demonstrate that the scope of thin film NI.O materials
.hat can be synthesized via the scheme in Figure 1 is very broad in terms of
nibstrate identity, layer formation methodology, and charge-compensating
ounterions. Our results also demonstrate that considerable improvements in
.he efficiency of the multilayer assembly process are achievable without
legradation of the NLO charseseristics.
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A NEW MOLECULAR DESIGN FOR THE POLED POLYMERS Finally, the macroscopic hyperpolarizability can

-UTILIZING THE OFF-DIAGONAL COMPONENT OF THE MOL- be derived by the following equation.

ECULES- f 333=L3(p)* 8 x x+l.5 { Li (p)-L (p) ) # - (4)

T. Watanabe, M. Kagami. I. Yamamoto. A. Kidoguchiw
A. Hayashi. I. Sato and S. Miyata where Li (p) and La(p) present first and third
Department of Material Systems Engineering order Langevin functions respectively.

Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology. 3. EXPERIMENT

Japan The molecular hyperpolarizabi I ities were cal-
culated according to the finite field method.

1. INTRODUCTION which gives a off-resonant 8 value at frequency

Recently. there is a rapidly growth of in- 0. A model compound. N,N'-bis-(p-nitrophenyl)-

terest in guest-host polymer materials due to methanediamine(abbreviated as p-NMDA). of a
two-directional charge transfer molecule.

their large nonlinear optical effects and as a

means of the introduction of the noncentrosym- possessing a R xvy component, was synthesized by

metric structures). However. these systems show a reacting p-nitroaniline(p-NA) with formaldehyde in

decay of SHG activities
2 )

. In order to overcome methylalcohol. The obtained material was
t h i s problem. we propose a new molecular design characterized by nuclear magnetic resonance(NMR).

for the poled polymers whose nonlinear infrared absorption spectroscopy(IR). and

susceptibilities of the poled molecules possessing differential scanning calorimetry(DSC).

large off-diagonal components such as 0 VV Both p-NMDA and PMMA were desolved in

decay only a few. even if the order parameter of N.N-dimethylformamide(DMF) and the nonlinear

the dipole is relaxed from 0.26 to 0.15. In this optical films were prepared by spin-coating from

presentation, the nonlinear susceptibilities of the mixed solutions.

molecules, possessing off-diagonal components will The electric field is applied above 90 C by

be discussed according to the theoretical corona poling method. The refractive index of the

calculation as well as some preliminary host-guest films was measured by m-I ne method at

experimental results. 532nm and 1064nm. The nonlinear optical

2. THEORY coefficient of the poled polymer including p-NMDA.

The nonlinear polarization at frequency 2 ( d33 and d3i, was measured according to the Maker

induced in the bulk media can be expressed by Eq. fringe method.

(1). 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 shows the calculated molecular

2 & (2) (D W hyperpolarizabilities of different kinds of
P I 6 o(I/2) X (-2 W (0 . W )E E (I) molecules possessing two pairs of donor and ac-

ceptor. In thes- calcu!ations. x axis of molecule
where X (2) (-2 0 ; . (0 ) =2 d (-2 ( ( (0 is directed along a dipole moment and y is

perpendicular to the dipole moment, within the

The relationship between the macroscopic mo- molecular plane. Two-directional charge transfer
lecular hyperpolarizability < P IJK> which is molecules possess a large off-diagonal tensor

related to the averaging of the molecular components such as R .yv instead of R x. or
hyperpolarizability and nonlinear optical 1 VYy . Especially for t.3-diamino-4.6-bis-

coefficient can be expressed by the following (2-4"-nitrophenyl)-benzene(abbreviated as DABNP),

equat ion
3
) the 8 xyv value is larger than the 8 xxx value

of 4-amino-4'-nitrostilbene(abbreviated as ANST).

2( W ( The P x value of ANST obtained from the electric
d =Nf If f < A IJK> (2) field induced second harmonic generation (EFISH)

.JK I J1 K is larger than that of calculated value because of

where N is the number density of the dopant mole- the resonance effect. The dipole moment of DABNP
cules. The f terms are the local field factors, is higher than that of ANST which is preferable to
< 8 tjx> cooperated to the electrically poling, the electrical poling, since the nonlinear
can be calculated from the integral of the coefficient is proportional to the absolute value
molecular tensor properties( 8 IJk) over all the of dipole moment at weak electrical field. Figure
possible orientations weighted by the distribution 2 shows the macroscopic hyperpolarizabilities of
function which is given as follows

)
. DABNP and ANST that were theoretically calculated

according to Eq. (4) as a function of poling

< 8 tJK>: f d ' f sin 0 d O f d 41 biuaijaKm electric field. At weak electric field, the slope
X R i k*G( 0 ) of 8 333 of DABNP is almost proportional to the

poling field, and the 8 333 value is larger than

where rotation matrices aiL between the molecular that of ANST. However, the DABNP shows a

frame and the laboratory frame is given by saturation of 8 333 at 4MV/cm electric field and

the Euler angles( 0 . 0 and 4 ). and biL is the hereafter almost keeps constant. On the contrary.

inverse matrices of ail . G( 0 ) is the the 8 3:3 of ANST is still increasing above this

distribution function. In the case of poling electric field and exceeds the z333 of
two-dir -! " -,-I charge-transier .no u Icules. large DABNP at 6MV/crn. Compared with ANST. in the case

8 yv still remain as well as .
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Table 1. Calculated molecular hyperpolarizabili- since the half-wave voltage also would not be
ties of two-directional charge transfer molecules, changed.

SAMPLE 0 Components (x 1O'
0 

esu) In order to confirm these theoretical
xxx xyy calculations, the macroscopic hyperpolarizabili-

-0. 28 -7. 85 ties of two-directional charge transfer
(ADA) molecules. p-NMDA with PMMA. was measured and

compared with the result of one-directional charge
G" ) -2. 85 -20. 30 transfer molecules such as p-aminobenzoic

acid(abbreviated as ABA) in a PMMA matrix. Figure
(DDCV) 2. shows the nonl inear optical coefficient of

these molecules as a function of the applied
-0. 66 7. 40 electrical field.

(DNCB z)

0. 37 1 1. 86 5

(OANN)

p-NMDA

IV M1 0. 03 1 1. 87 0 ABA

(MANN)

-0.0 2 11. 35 .2. 5

ii T -9. 40 -47. 36

Q n (DABNP) 0

-46. 27 1. 91 Ep (MV/cm)

(ANST) Figure Z. Macroscopic hyperpolarizabilities of

p-NMDA and ABA.

The obtained d33 almost corresponds to the
25 calculated values as expected. However. the

saturation of 1 333 of p-NMDA as a function of
633 (JAB8P)! appl led electric field cannot be observed. r ince

the dipole moment of these molecules is smaller

193 (MIST) than that of DABNP. The more prec iselIy
discussions about this theory will be published in
elsewhere by using molecules with much larger

- . 5 I(DABNP) dipole moment.
5. CONCLUSION

We found that the molecules possessing large
off-diagonal components are preferable for optical

P / / 31 1(AMT) devices, since the X (2) values of these
molecules decay only a few. even if the dipolar

0 Aorientation is relaxed. Therefore, two-directional
4 charge transfer molecules will be a good candidate

Ep (MV/cm) for nonlinear poled polymers.
:igure 1. Calculated macroscopic hyperpolari- 6. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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The general formula of this new class of materials is:

R

D /, \ i / \ A

R

"Novel Polymers with Photorefractive I

and NLO Properties" n = 2, 3, 4 etc

R = Me, Et, Pr etc

Georges HADZIIOANNOU, Jurjen WILDEMAN, D = NMe 2
Jan HERREMA, Pieter SOETEMAN, Diny HISSINK, A = F, CF3, SO 2Ph, CH=C(CN) 2

Jeannet BROUWER and Rien FLIPSE.
ALI synthetic manipulations were performed under a dry argon at-

Laboratory of Polymer Chemistry, mosphere with the standard Schlenk techniques and following the
Department of Chemistry, University of Groningen, general scheme:
Nijenborgh 16, 9747 AG Groningen, The Netherlands

Me Me

Recent effort on the synthesis of hybrid Organic-Inorganic gr CI"SI--CI I+e

small molecules and macromolecules towards materials with the A-,+ 1 i C- il1

desired Optical and Electronical properties will be described. More Me Me
specifically the design of materials with high microscopic and macros-
copic optical nonlinearities with the appropriate transmittance thus
leading to various trade-offs between efficiency and transparency (1). U* Me
The final goal within our research effort is the design of new high A- I-4SI-- CI - Mgr F I I

performance functional polymer materials for various optical and -O I , I I \ --I
electronic components for the present macroscopic and the future MS Me
Molecular Optoelectronic Devices.
In order to accomplish the above goal we employ the following
methodology. First we imagine the molecules with the necessary We have prepared successfully so far three compounds:
desired functions, then we synthesize them and then we characterize
their properties and correlate them to the a priori desired functions. Me
The second step will be to put these functional molecules in the requi- u.,N-// Si F (FN2)
red material form for the device application by incorporating them into I /
a suprarnolecular structure such as an amorphous polymer matrix or an me

organized mesomorphic structure which can be achieved by appro- Me
priate self-assembling processes (e.g. block copolymers). Then the MeN-/ - Si- (FN4)
properties have to be studied again in order to see if the resulting / 4
material has the prerequired function also at this level. The third and Me
final step will be the incorporation of the functional material into the Me
device, thus integrating it with the other components and evaluate once _ CF 3N2)
more its functions. On this paper we will present the first results of the 1 i 2
first step for two kinds of molecules. A) The synthesis and charac- Me
terization (structural and optical) of small molecules with unusually
high second order molecular hyperpolarizability and transparent for the All of the above materials were characterized with spectroscopic
most part in the visible spectrum. B) The synthesis and structural techniques: NMR ('H, 1C, "Si, "F), IR (CCI), MS and DSC (melting
characterization of macromolecules with possible a) high third order points, FN2: 580C; FN4 42*C; CF3N2: 88C). The results are in
molecular hyperpolarizability, b) high conductivity upon doping but agreement with their proposed structure. We have determined also the
sufficiently transparent for its use as material for transparent electrodes crystal structure with X-Ray diffraction. Again the results confirm the
and c) the same macromolecules can be imagined to behave photo- proposed molecular structure and gave us the supplemental information
refractively either by appropriate external doping or internal self that in the FN2 crystal the molecules are arranged in the head to head
doping. configuration, however in the CF3N2 the molecules are arranged in the

A) The quadratic nonlinear effects are usually obtained with highly head to tail configuration, indicating the higher charge delocalization

polarzable molecules which a re doted with electron donor and elec- in the CF3N2 molecules. The electronic properties of these new

tron acceptor groups linwed via a -conjugated molecular system. materials and their relation to their structure were investigated with the

Typically these molecules are disubstituted stilbenes and push-pull use of the absorption (UV) and emission (fluorescence) spectra in dif-

polyenes which exhibit large molecular hyperpolarizabiliies but ferent solvents. The UV-spectra of all compounds show an absorption

usually are not transparent. For many applications (optical processing, maximum at about 273 nm with small solvatochromic shifts. The
frequency doubling, etc.) new compounds combining high nonlinear maximum can be assigned to a local excitation of the it-electrons of
optical activities (NLO) with good transparency are needed n the dimethylaminophenyl ring. In the fluorescence spectra (excited at

o Tica ac te he whoo trynthspre ar need class ofhighly 263 nm) we observed an emission band at about 350 nm, from a local
Thus we have chosen to synthesize a new class of highly excited state. The solvatochromatic shifts are small.

polarizable molecules where the electron donor and electron acceptor

groups are linked via silicon backbone, because of its good transparen-
cy and a-" conjugation through the Si-Si bonds.
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Only CF3N2 shows a charge-transfer emission band with a large All polymers showed a red shift of their UV absorption maxima
solvatochromatic shift of 350 nm (cyclohexane) and 520 nm (acetoni- compared to the corresponding monomers (Fig I and 2). The extent of

ile). Preliminary measurements and calculations of the second order this shift seems to be dependant on the degree of polymerization (6).

, olecular hyperpolarizabilities show promising results comparable to
the recently reported values on similar compounds (2). Extensive
EFISH measurement and ab-initio calculations are under the way.

B) Relatively high values of third order hyperpolarizabilities are .

obtained usually with highly conjugated linear macromolecules (3). For
die most part all investigated materials having the above properties I
were homopolymers with entirely n- or a-conjugation. Recently the
synthesis of poly[(silanylene)diethynylenels polymers which become
conducting (4) upon oxidative doping have been reported. For opto-
electronic properties it is of interest to see whether these polymers 200 250 200 350 200 250 300 350
exhibit delocalization of the 7c-electron density along the main chain
through the Si atoms, achieving thus highly conjugated systems with w,.. t,-) Wof,,,(,)
relatively good transparency in the visible. In this context we syn-
thesized alternating copolymers of mono-, di- or tetrasilanylene units Fig 1. UV spectra of (SiT), (- ), Fig 2. UV spectra of TSiT (-)
as one block and thiophene, 2.2'-bithiophene or 2.2' : 5'.5'-ter- (Si2)N (- ) and (Si 4T), ( .......) TSi 2T (-) and TSi4 T (.......)
thiophene as the other block. Similar type of polymers and their con-
ducting properties have been reported recently (5). We have used All the above suggest that a a-it coupling and delocalization through
different synthetic routes as is depicted in scheme 1 (6). the Si-Si bonds is present, the extent of which is dependant on the

silanylene unit between the thiophene groups (Fig I and 2).R R R This extent of delocalization is comparable with the results obtained
I-" " ctI-' -t,- -ci by West (4a) for poly[(disilanylene)ethynylene]s. More detailed studies

it1IJ + on the spectral properties of these polymers are currently pursued in
R R R order to elucidate the origin of the red shift. Also investigations of the

__fx *,. - ."h conducting and the NLO-properties of the reported polymer materials
u, .,, ~ are currently in progress.

R In summary two new types of material components, with inter-

1 Jesting preliminary results on their spectroscopic behaviour, signature of
1t I promising opto-electronic properties, have been synthesized Further

Cb Joel investigations are in progress following our initial scheme described in
or .dehi.t" ,w. the beginning of this abstract.

R Acknsowledgement. This work was fsnancially supported by the Dutch
TMEOA.Li l*'.TUCDA Ministry of Economic Affairs, Innovation Oriented Research Program

I t on Polymer Composites and Special Polymers (IOP-PCBP Project
R BPIO8).

Some of the properties and spectral data of the synthesized polymers BIBLIOGRAPHY
are listed in the Table below. 1) J. Zyss in "Conjugated Polymer Materials: Opportunities in

Electronics, Optoelectronics and Molecular Electronics.' J.L.
Brdas, R.R. Chance, Ed. NATO ASI Series 182, p.545 (Klu-

Polymer. M b M./M N mp.(C) X.nm) wer, Dordrecht 1990)
2) G. Mignani et al. Organometalics, 9, 2640 (1990)

_ 3) D. Neher, A. Kaltbeitzel, A. Wolf, C. Bubeck, G. Wegner in
(SiT), 4350 1.4 30 120-130 252 "Conjugated Polymer Materials etc." I.L. Br~tas, R-R. Chance

S 5 14 30 Ed. NATO ASI Series 182, (Kluwer, Dordrecht 1990)
(SiSiT) 3700 1.6 17 155-165 270 4) (a) T. Iwakara, S. Hayase and R. West, Macromolecules, 23,

1298 (1990) (b) RI. Corriu, C. Gurein, B. Henner, T. Kuhl-
- -0 mann and A. Jean, Chem. Mater., 2, 351 (1990) (c) 1. Ohsihita,

(SiSiSiSiT 4  4150 1.7 14 110-115 248/'274 D. Kanaya, M. Ishikawa and T. Yamanaka, I. Organomet.

, 40 . 16 1 13 25/Chem., 369, C18 (1989)
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THERMALLY STABLE ELECTRO-OPTIC POLYMERS Available as polyarnic acid solutions, which are the initial condensation product of the
reaction between an aromatic dianhydnde and an aromatic diamine in aproc solvents such
as N-methyl pyrrolidinone (NMP). these resins are easily coated as thin films using a

Susan Ermer John T. Kenney, Jeong W. Wu, John F. Valley and Rick Lytel variety of techniques (e.g.. spin and spray coating). During final heat curing, the
polyamic acid resin completes the condensation process to irreversibly form imide ringLockheed Missiles and Space Co.. Inc. linkages which account for the high degree of thermal and mechanical stability achieved

Research and Development Division with this class of polymer. This thermal cure process results in a film thickness change
Palo Alto. CA 94304 of the order of 40%. and essentially all of the volume loss is in one dimension. The

and resulting morphology of these thin imidized films prepared by spin coating closely

Anthony F. Garito resembles that of smectic liquid crystal, in which thlong axis of the polymer chain is
f hy . rityo Ppreferentially oriented parallel to the film surface. Polyimide(lilms consequently

Department of Physics, University of Pennsylvania exhibit substantial optical, mechanical, and diffusion anisotropies. This implies t
Philadelphia. PA 19104-6396 the free volume available for guest molecule occupation is highly oblate. The size of the

free volume is influenced by the structure of the polymer. Polyimides based on tightly
INTRODUCTION packed rod-like structrures exhiiting small free volumes and low coefficients of thermal

Recently the development of higher speed electronic systems has led to proposals for expansion have been reported.t
the application of organic electro-optic polymers in inegrated optical devices, which Guest Selection
include electio-optic modulators and optical waveguides. In addition to the intrinsic low The optimal size and shape of the guest for a given host system is determined by the
dielectric constant essential to high speed operation, organic polymers are attractive free volume present in the polymer after cure. By using a guest that closely matches the
because their ease of peocessibility as thin films is compatible with semiconductor device host free volume in overall size, rotational diffusion resulting in loss of alignment can be
processing techniques. These same techniques are also suitable for the fabrication of significantly reduced. In the original gues-host systems, the typical optical moieties had
single mode electro-optic devices. In device applications, thermal stability is one of VDW volumes of 200 A3 

or less.
several major criteria in selecting appropriate polymers for optical applications because Segmental motion in PMMA-type molecules ipyolves the side chain for the
electronic assembly (e.g., solder) temperatures easily exceed 300'C. This thermal transition and main chain motion for c transitions. " The loss of dipole alignment,
requirement is met by a class of polymers known as polyimides, which already receive which is associated with the ct transition in these systems, occurs due to a rotational
wide spread use in the microelectronic industry as dielectric insulators for semiconductor diffusion which is related to the free volume tpugh the polymer conformation and
chips, die attach adhesives, and interlayer dielectrics for thin film interconnects. In the morphology changes propagating along the chain. The effective rotational free volume
field of photonics, the application of polyirides as passive optical waveguide materials for an optical molecule disalignmens is reduced by bonding to the main chain; therefore
for ipficsI interconnects has been reported. The fabrication of micron-size structures in side-chain attachment results in enhanced thermal stability. By addressing the relative free
polyimide films suitable for single mode devices has been demonstrated using integrated volume of the polymer and EO moiety high thermal stability can be achieved in guest-
circuit process technology. 3  

host systems without side chain attachment. When the free volume of the polymer at a
For active opti l wavegusde strutu poled Clectro-optic (EO) polymer Pin films specific temperature is less than the VDW volume of the molecule, rotational diffusion is

have emerged in the photonies field as a promising new class of EO mateias.- The net significantly reduced and the active EO moieties tetain their poling-induced alignmenL
alignment of molecular dipoles induced by the electric field poling of a polymer sy tm The VDW size of NLO molecules that undergo rotational difusion from an aligned
doped with nonlinear optical (NLO) guest molecules gives rise to a linear EO effecLv In state should be treated as a series of temperature activated segmental size dependent
this way, it is possible to make high speed active EQ modulators for electronic systems motions, rather than as a rigid body. This is analogous to the treatment of segmental
including, for instance, phase shfters, directional couplers, and intensity modulators (e.g. motion in polymer systems that give rise to the c, 0. y, etc.. transitions at different
Mach-Zehnder interferometers.)0 Such an active EO waveguide is very attractive in a new temperatures.1 This leads to a lower VDW volume when adding the segment sizes than
architecture of high speed inter-chip intereonnections because of the high bandwidth when treating the molecule as a single unit that undergoes rotational diffusion about a
operation (low dielectric constant) as well as the relative ease of processibility central rotation axis.
characteristic of organic polymers. The integration of opto-electronic technology into the Because polyimides are highly anisotropic, the shape of the guest molecule is also a
current semiconductor electronics, however, has only been demonstrated at a research level factor in guest selection. An elongated molecule can be effectively trapped in the oblate
and was not feasible in electronic system fabrication. This has been mainly due to the free volume of a densified polyimide. We have therefore chosen relatively planar dye
failure of existing EO polymers to meet the thermal stability requirements dictated by molecules in order to take advantage of this anisotropy in free volume of the polyimide.
standard electronic assembly processes. It is now realized that thermal stability of EQO We have examined a series of dyes belonging to the fluorescein class. The chemical
materials, and of the poled EO response in these materials isa cril cal issue in meeting structures of four of these dyes are shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 depicts two views of a
the thermnal stability requirements of an integrated device as a whole. space-filling model of the free-acid form of Erythrosin B, the dye that was used in the

We have already reported a new poling process for creating active EQ polyimide thermal stability studies described in the preceding section. It can be seen from this
waveguidestructures based on molecular doping of polyimide thin films with NLO guest model that the structure of Erythrosin B molecule deviates only slightly from planarity
molecules.* In an initial proof of principle study, the resulting polyimide guest-host film and occupies a relatively large VDW volume (ca. 350 A).
was cured at 250"C to demonstrate a thermally stable EO response at 150*C. We have
recently demonstrated an improvement in the thermal stability of the EO response to s=N
tempeaures of 2000C and 300*C. respectively, for poled polyimide systems cured at
3600

C. These results have been achieved by using a new approach to the design of
guest-host EQ polymer systems.

GUEST-HOST SYSTEM DESIGN
The preferred approach for EO polymer materials has been the synthesis of side chain

polymers based primarily on ester, yliyl, and other linkages used in glassy polymers such fluor. .c. dichloofl o..r tn .rythmsn B flimmocein
as polyacrylates and polystyrenes. The EO moiety, consisting of donor and acceptor Isiit l nate.

groups connected by a conjugated m-electron system.'I has been attached as a side group
to the polymer main chain. Initially these moieties, such as dimethyaminonitrostilbene Figure I. Structures of Fluorescein Dyes flactone isomers shown)
(DANS), Disperse Red I (DRI), etc., were mixed into polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
and other polymers as guests in the polymer host system. These guest-host systems had
limited thermal stability and limited miscibility kept the concentration of the active
optical moieties below 15%. The side chain polymers increased thermal stability and
allowed loadings of up to 60%. Other approaches to incrflsing thermal stability include
crossinking the active moiety into the polymer system, and consgTrting covalently
self-assembled superiattice structures containing oriented chromnophore.

We have taken the approach of regarding the guest as a solute in a polymeric host
solvent. By matching solubility parameters for the guest and host we have achieved
>50% loadings of the active EO molecule in polyimides. To increase thermal stability of
the guest in the host, we consider the way the active EO molecule fits into the free -

volume of the polymer. By choosing the appropriate molecular Van der Waals (VDW)
volume of the guest and polymeric free volume of the host, we have achieved thermal
stability of EO response at 300'C for 2 hours and 200"C for over 80 hours in polyimide
gu-host systems.SelectionFiure 2 Snace-fillin Model of Errythosin B (front and side views)

Selection of a host polymer for use in a thermally stable EO guest-host system is
govemed by several major criteria. First, the polymer chosen must have the inherent Another criterion in guest selection is resistance of the guest molecule to thermal
thermal stability to withstand electronic processing conditions without structural decomposition at the temperatures required for polyimide cure and densification. We have
deterioration. The polymer must also be optically clear at the operating wavelengths of studied the decomposition of a series of fluorescein dyes by UV-visible spectra in
the device, and must be compatible with other materials and processes used in electronic polyimide materials. As can be seen in Figure 3, the intensity of the optical absorption
assembly. Finally, the morphology of the polymer must be such that the guest is near 500 nm of Erythrosin B is significantly diminished after high-temperature cure in
constrained after orientation is induced by electric field poling. Based on these polyimide. indicating decomposition of the dye. Other members of the fluorescein class
requirements we have chosen to investigate the polyimides as host polymers. are more thermally stable, however. On the right this region of the absorption spectrum

Polyimides are well-known polymers used n the semiconductor industry as thin film of fluorescein isothiocyanate in polyimide is shown, before and after cure. In this case,
dielectric insulators. They are chemically stable at temperatures as high as 400C. the oscillator strength remains relatively unchanged after the same curing procedure, along
Polyimides are available which have high optical transparency, a coefficient of thermal with a uniform dielectric shift.
expansion comparable to silicon, and refined micro-electronics process compatibilities.
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, is.obtain EO thermal stability at 300oC in polyimide guest-host systems, and that a
densification curing step should be included in the poling process in order to reduce the/, rfree volume and inhibit the guest NLO molecules from becoming unaligned.

il We have also determined that two condiUons in the poling process are of major
importance for the EO thermal stability that we report here. First, the poling field is
applied during the cure process so that the dipole alignment is achieved before imidization

when the available free volume is much larger and the film is less rigid; and second, the
guest molecules are aligned in the same orientation as the conforming morphology of the
host polymer. That is, the material poled is located between coplanar electrodes which lie
in the plane of the spun polyimide and thus. for many linear or planar dye molecules, this
results in a coincidence of the aligned NLO molecule with the fully cured polyimide's

- - highly oblate free volume.
Experimentally, the high temperature curing with a high poling electric field (order of

waa,,,a a" t V NWe, 100 V/gm) becomes more challenging due to the change in eJtncal conductivity of
Figre 3- Ervtmsin B (left) and Fluorescein Isothiocyanate (right) in riolvimides (30%) polyamic acid and polyimide over a wide range of temperatures .' The presence of guest

before ( ---- ) and after (,- ) curing at 360'C for 30 min. molecules inside the host polyamic acid further complicates the conductivity at high
temperatures: this is often due to the increased mobility of undesirable ionic impurities
present in the guest-host system. We find that the high conductivity leads to dielectric
breakdown of the thin film samples resulting in unsuccessful poling. By selecting

We have investigated a series of fluorescein and other dyes in polyimide hosts, cleaner, lower ionic impurity NLO molecules as guest, we succeeded in curing at 360'C
omlatibility of dye and polyimide was studied by mixing guest and host and checking with a poling electric field applied.
3 the formation of crystals or domains by optical microscopy and optical waveguide It should also be noted that we observed an EQ signal in the cured Erythrosin
tlenuaion. In some cases the active EO moiety is more compatible with the polyimide B/polyimide film despite the decrease of the absorption peak for Erythrosin B after high
tan with the polyamic acid solution or film and thus time from dissolution to cast and temperature curing which was described earlier. This result indicates that either
ry and imidization is a relevant parameter for generation of optically clear films. In each decomposition of the dye was incomplete or that the molecule fragmented to produce
Me, the sample was cured while a dc poling field was applied to the film. This field was products with some EO activity. We are currently addressing the issue of thermal
waintained after imidization during the high-temperature densification of the films as stability of the active guest moiety by evaluating a number of different classes of

iThe following procedure describes an example in which the guest molcule is compounds in polymide systems.

ythosinB and the host polymer is yralin 261D The guest molecule was dissolved CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have described an approach in which the active EO moiety is treated

rytlrou/2611D) ot the etched chromium electrodes (100 nsn thdeosied ott f d as a solute in a host polymer solvent. Loading levels are increased by selecting guests and
sant substrates. The poling electrode geometry was a coplanar structure, and the hosts with compatible solubility parameters. By matching the Van der Waals volume of
t t mea nt set-up has been described in Ref. 6. Residual NMP solvent the guest to the free volume and morphology of the polyimide host, the thermal stability

The curing temperature profile am shown in Figure 4. The 250C for I hour profile of these guest-host systems is enhanced. The films are imidized and densified during high
temperature curing under an applied dc poling field. Using this approach we have

urve I, adopted for sample curing as reported in Ref. 6) is shown as a reference. 'Me demonstrated thermally stable EO response in poled polyimide films at temperatures up to
aiperature profile adopted for the fluorescein series is 250*C for I hour plus 360°C for 300oC.
2 hour labelled (2) or 360*C for 1/4 hour plus 300

0
C for 1/3 hour labelled (3). For

ting process (2). the films were imidized by heating to 2501C at a rate of P°C / Min ACKNOWIEDGMENTS
ith a de poling field applied. After holding the sample at 250 C for 1 hour. the sample The authors gratefully acknowledge the cooperative efforts of the Lockheed Photonics
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eld iroc (3).,the film was heted to 360mC (10
0

C/min) and held
we for 1/4 hour and cooled down to 300*C (12*C/min) and held for 1/3 hour for
vealing. In both processes (2) and (3), the dc field was removed upon reaching roomACe
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DESIGN AND SYNTHESIS OF A NEW CLASS OF substrates such as glass, quartz, thermally grown silicon dioxide
PHOTOCROSSLINKABLE NONLINEAR OPTICAL on silicon, etc. Thickness ranging from 0.5 to 2.5 gzm was

POLYMERS ootained by optimizing tiic spiniiing spced and he ,'isccEity of
the solution. Non-centrosymmetric organization of NLO

Sukant Tripathy, Braja Mandal, Ru Jong Jeng, Jun Young Lee molecules in the polymer matrix was introduced by corona
and Jayant Kumar* poling 3. The poling temperature was properly selected as

dictated by the concentration of NLO molecules in the polymer
Departments of Chemistry and *Physics matrix. This temperature is usually close to Tg of the polymer

University of Lowell matrix.
Lowell, Massachusetts 01854 Main chain NLO polymers with the photocrosslinking

groups on the side chain have also been synthesized. One of the
Nonlinear optical (NLO) polymers have attracted much representative structures is shown in Figure 4. These polymers

attention due to their application possibilities in a number of are produced by reacting an epoxy with an NLO unit containing
photonics technologies 1 . We have developed a new class of an amine group. This prepolymer is subsequently derivatized
photocrosslinkable polymers with stable second and third order using cinnamoyl chloride to provide the photocrosslinking
nonlinear optical properties 2 . The polymers have significant groups functioning as guests. These polymers can be processed,
processing advantages over their inorganic counterparts. poled and subsequently photocrosslinked. They also allow

The NLO polymers have been designed as guest-host incorporation of different types of NLO chromophore-.. The
systems and as polymers with the NLO and photocrosslinkable number density of NLO units in these polymers can be
units in the main chain and in the side chain. Each of these significantly increased. These polymers are also used as host in
classes of materials presents unique features and advantages, guest host systems with NLO dyes functionalized with the

A guest host photocrosslinkable NLO polymer has been photocrosslinking groups. In addition to the cinnamoyl group
designed where the host polymer is polyvinylcinnamate which is reactive at 2.-0 nm, styrylacrylate groups have been
(PVCN), a commercially available photosensitive polymer. A used, allowing photocrosslinking at 360 rm. The second order
new azo dye, 3-cinnamoyloxy-4-[4-(N,N-diethylamino)-2- nonlinear coefficients, d33, have been measured for the poled,
cinnamoyloxy phenylazol nitrobenzene (CNNB-R) has been crosslinked system by second harmonic generation.
designed as the guest NLO molecule. The photocrosslinking Electrooptic coefficient has been measured using
groups are present in both the host polymer and the NLO dye, interferrometric techniques.
facilitating intermolecular linkings. An azo dye appropriately The stability of the poled and crosslinked polymers has
substituted with donor-acceptor groups is selected for its large been investigated by monitoring the decay of the second
molecular hyperpolarizability and ground state dipole moment. harmonic signal. No measurable decay in optical nonlinearity is
Presence of the bulky photocrosslinking groups was also observed for one of the photocrosslinked polymers up to
expected to inhibit trans-cis isomerization and improved temperatures of 160 'C for a period of several hours. These
compatibilization with the polymer is possible. The system as results are also confirmed by monitoring the stability of the UV-
synthesized meets all these design expectations. visible absorption spectrum at these temperatures 4 . Channel

Figure 1 shows the diazo linked Tr-extended system (i and waveguides and diffraction gratings have been fabricated using
ii) that has been synthesized by aazo oupling reaction of lithographic techniques.
aromatic molecules appropriatel) ,-i-.,tituted with donor-

acceptor groups and hydroxyl groups. Nitro- and N,N- Acknowledgement
diethylamine are chosen as efficient acceptor and donor groups,
respectively, and placed at either end of the n-extended We acknowledge the Office of Naval Research for their
molecule, in order to obtain large second-order electro-optic support of this research.
effects. Likewise, one hydroxyl group in each aromatic ring is
appropriately substituted for coupling with the photosensitive References
chromophores (ia and iia). The preparation of i, ia, ii and iia
(shown in Figure 1) was achieved via the reactions of Figure 2. 1 R.D. Small, K.D. Singer, J.E. Sohn, M.G. Kuzyk, S.J.

Crosslinks are formed by 2 + 2 photo-dimerization Lalama, in: "Molecular and Polymeric Optoelectronic
between an excited cinnamoyl group of one chain with a Materials: Fundamentals and Applications", edited by G.
ground-state cinnamoyl group belonging to another chain. The Khanarian, Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
photo-dimerization between two CC double bonds of cinnamoyl Engineers 682 160 (1986).
groups is very effective because of the adjacent carbonyl group -. B.K. Mandal, J. Kumar, J.C. luang and S.K. Tripathy,
which provides desirable polarization towards the reactivity of "Novel Photo-crosslinked Nonlinear Optical Polymers",
the double bond. The phenyl group, on the other hand, Makromol. Chem., Rapid Commun. 1263-68 (1991).
increases the polarizability and the absorption coefficient of the 3. G.M. Sessler, "Electrets", Springer-Verlag, Berlin 1987.
chromophore. The intermolecular photocrosslinking reaction 4. B.K. Mandal, Y.M. Chen, J.Y. Lee, J. Kumar and S.K.
between the photosensitive chromophores of the polymer and Tripathy, "Crosslinked Stable Second Order Nonlinear
the active molecules is represented in Figure 3. Optical Polymer by Photochemical Reaction". Applied

The conventional spinning technique used in Physics Letters, to be published, June 3, 1991.
microfabrication was employed for coating thin films of various
combinations of the NLO molecules and PVCN over different
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WC16  -- = C -yr--

Toluene I
TOWARDS HIGH SUSCEPTIBILITIES IN SOLUBLE .(0

POLYACETYLENES FOR NON-LINEAR OPTICS

COOR
by J. Le Moigne, A. Hilberer, C. Strazielle R = (CH2)n - H

Groupe des Mat~riaux Organiques
Institut de Physique et Chimie des Mat~fiaux de Strasbourg The polymerization of the acetylenic derivatives was obtained by

and ICS, 6, Rue Boussingault Strasbourg, 67083 Cedex France. reaction in solution with the group 5 and 6 transition metal halides
(MoCIS, or WCIt), without cocatalyst. The reaction was carried out at

a temperature of 30-35°C in toluene or dioxane as solvents under
INTRODUCTION vacuum in a glass vessel, using the Schlenk technique. The polymer

was checked by NMR tH and 13C spectroscopy on a Brfker AC 200F
The very high optical nonlinear susceptibility X(3 ) of spectrometer. As an example for pPEBC 4 , 13C NMR (CDCi 3) S, 165.9

polyacetylene (CH), in the pure trans conformation, given recently in ppm, C=O; S, unresolved spectrum between 143.3 and 132 ppm,

the literature (1, 2), has led to the search for new derivatives with the (C=C)G; S, 129.3, phenyl ring, S 64.7, 30.7, 19.2, 13.7 ppm, for the
same conjugated chemical architecture. The polyacetylenic unsubsti- 4 alkyl carbon atoms, the two peaks xC-H (82.7) and -C-Ar (79.9) of
tuted backbone of (CH)x is perfectly planar and conjugated, while those the monomer disappear in the polymer.
of substituted polyacetylenes can be conjugated or non conjugated, The polymer characterization has been realized by gel
depending of the side-chain steric hindrance (3). However by a careful permeation chromatography (GPC) in eluent THF using the standard
choice of the subtituents, which do not perturb too much the backbone, methods with a polystyrene calibration. The GPC was also carried out
a conjugated chain can be made soluble or to exhibit several thermal coupled to light scattering and refractive index measurements (6).
transitions. In a previous work (4) we have studied substituted
polyacetylenes, whose substituents present the intrinsic self-ordering RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
properties of a mesogenic group. We reported on the investigation of a
soluble conjugated polyacetylene with cholesteryl side-groups at the end The polymerization results are given in the table I for different
of flexible spacers. The thermotropic liquid crystalline properties of the alkyl length n= 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 using the "classic" catalysts MoCI5 , or
side-chains are joined to the optical properties of a -n electron WCI6. in toluene or dioxane as solvent. The most active catalyst is
delocalization of the backbone. A relatively low X(3) value, measured WC16 for the monomer series PEBC n, a good polymerization yield
on the polymer film, is consistent with a moderated planar chain length.
Moreover a loss of conjugation of the polymer, takes place in solution (60-96%) and high molecular weight are obtained with the
or in the liquid crystalline phase. We presently attribute the progressive WC16/toluene mixture; the couple WC16/dioxane gives a lower yield
!.'wering of he conjugation !ength t- the rolaion motios along the (40%) with a = 1 and 2, whereas the couples MoCIs/toluene or
single bonds of the backbone. The flexible spacer induced a strong MoCl5/dioxane have a very low activity for the PEBC. series.
decoupling between the ordered cholesteryl side-group and the All the polymers of the pPEBCa series are highly soluble in
polyacetylenic ribbon. In order to increase the stiffness of the common solvents, such as toluene, chloroform, CH2CI2 and THF. The
polyacetylenic chain in solution or in the melt, we have synthetized UV-visible absorption spectra of polyPEBCi6 in THF (figured exhibits
polyphenylacetylene derivatives with alkyl side-chains. The stacking of
the phenyl rings in a plane orthogonal to the backbone should preclude a large absortion band in the visible range with a cut off at about
the torsional motion of the backbone. This paper describes the 600nm. A very important shoulder, centered on 450nm, indicates the
characterization results, in solid film or solution of a series of new presence of large conjugation lengths in the polyacetylenic chain. A
polymer derivatives obtained from para-ethynyl-benzoic-alkyl-esters very slight change in the deep red color of the CH2CI2 solution was

detected only after a long observation period of several weeks. The
EXPERIMENTAL conjugation lengths in the present polyacetylene backbones are much

greater than in the cholesteryl side-chain derivatives (3) and the steric
The synthetic route used for the preparation of the poly(para- effect of the phenyl substituent should introduce less strains in the

ethynyl-benzoic-esters) with different length of the aliphatic chains planar chain than the methylene substituents. A deep red film of very
(hereafter abbreviated polyPEBC, whose n represents the number of good optical quality was obtained on a silica glass by dipping in
carbon atoms of the aliphatic chain) has been conducted according the CH 2CI2 solution of polyPEBC4 or polyPEBC 16 .
schematic procedure reported here (5): Another interesting point lies in the thermal properties of these

polyphenylacetylene derivatives. The appending of flexible side-chains
) C ROH - on a stiff polymer chain may introduce a lowering of the melting pointBr -- COOH DCRDA 

"  
1r 4 -COO R

DCCI DMAP and liquid crystalline behavior. Therefore the flexible chains act as a
"bond solvent" for the main chain (7). For the polymer samples of the

TMSA M _ -C PEBC. series no liquid crystalline phases can be observed, but a direct
Pd(U)Ac / PPh3  M 3  C'C transition from the solid to the liquid phase is observed at the very low

temperature of 40'C for the long side-chain derivative (C16), whereas a
- T IF H-C C COOR temperature of I 80"C is measured for the short-chain derivative (C4 )

GPC characterization: From the coupled on line GPC-light

scattering measurements (GPC-L-S) on the polyPEBC4 and polyPEBCI 6

the the refractive index signal versus elution volume is plotted in figure
2. The dashed line represents thc PolyPEBC 4 chromatogram and the
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continuous line the polyPEBC16 chromatogranm The shift of the
maximum of the polyPEBC4 curve indicates a lower molecular weight Figure 1. UV-visible absorption spectra of polyPEBC 16 in THF.
than that of the C16 derivative (polyPEBC 16 , Mw = 12.0 x 104, 2.0
POIYPEBC 4, Mw = 7.2 x 104). While the two polymers are obtained in
the same polymerization conditions, the low molecular weight of the
short chain polymer may be due to the *bond solvent effect*, i.e. the 1.5
short chain does not give enought solubility to allow the high molecular
weight of the C 16 polymer.

c1.0The figure 3 represents the relationship between the intrinsic
viscosity and the molecular weight for the polyPEBC 4 and
polyPEBC16. The calculated intrinsic viscosites [n), calculated from the -0 0.5
universal law, are plotted versus the molecular weight from light
scattering, respectively for polyPEBC4 and polyPEBC 16, for
cholesteryl derivative of ref (3) and for the polystyrene standards. The 0.0
values of At in the Mark-Houwink. equation [qi] = k M, estimated 200 400 600 800
from the last square fit of the logarithmic representation gives a(= 0. 92, Wavelength (rn-)
the same for the two polyPEBC, with n=4 and 16. This value is FIgure 2. GPC chromatograms of polyPEBC4, and polyPEBC16 ,
significantly different from the polyacetylene with cholesteryl groups at respectively dashed line and continuous line.
the end of a flexible spacer where A= 0.66.

The results of the viscosity law imply that the polyPEBC,
derivatives are more rigid than the previous derivatives with a flexible
spacer and mesogenic groups. The stacking of lateral phenyl rings
increases the stiffness of the backbone and, at the local range, the/
electrons are delocalized over a longer conjugated length. Nonlinear
optical measurements on the thin solid films of the polyPEBC, series -

are in progress in order to confirm these results./
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Table 1. Polymerization yield of different lengths of side-chain in the
Monomer series, PEBCII, by diffent catalyst/solvent couples.

Monomer catalysts/solvent polym. yield%

PEBC1  WCl 6ldioxane 40
WC16/toluene 95 ri
MOCI 5/dioxane f 10 3 10 4 10 5 10 a
MoC15/toluene C UirL9

PEBC 2  WC16toluene 70
PEBC4  WCI 6 toluene 60
PEBCS WC16/dioxane 40

WCl~toluene 96
IPEBC16  WC16Itoluene 67
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Orientation and Decay in PoledPolymer Nonlinear Optical Materials Figure 1: Electric field induced second harmonic generation coefficientby as a function of temperature for a constant heating rate of 1.7*C/min forKenneth D. Singer DR1/PMMA system. Line is function fit to Equation 6 with parameter-
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Poled polymer materials for second-order nonlinear optics have be- df 1f/do

come the subject of Intense interest due to their potential application as 0.4

electro-optic and frequency conversion materials. [1] The electric field
poling process is necessary in order to break the center of symmetry of 0.2

the polymer so that it can exhibit second-order nonlinear optical effects.
In this process, dipolar nonlinear optical moieties which are incorpo-
rated in the polymer rotate through the coupling of the dipole to the 03,% 3 0 i05o 3;0 30 360 370

electric field when the polymer is in a state allowing the rotation. After TEMPERATURE (K)
the dipoles are aligned, the polymer must be put into a state where the
dipole rotation is inhibited in order to minimize the orientation decay.

It is generally assumed and found that in the rubbery state, the Figure 2: Isothermal decay of the second harmonic coefficient for a
molecular dipoles associated with a variety of nonlinear optical moieties series of temperatures.
exhibit rotational motion consistent with that found in liquids, and the
nonlinear optical properties follow a local field corrected oriented gas
model. In this model, the polymer elecric polarization is related to the
molecular polarization by (2] _0

Pi(t) = N~pt(t))., 1

F ~~25C
where N is the number density of the nonlinear optical moieties. The 0.s Uc I
angle brackets denote that a statistical average over the molecular ori-

Cndiaib 1s 1wrfurinerr . Thus, ihe second order suscepi ibiijty is given d 1 1/do 4 t
by [2]

x.k= Nfi;JK Idf~aia,akKG(l, Ep), (2)

where MIuJK is the local field dressed molecular nonlinear optical sus- .J____________________
ceptibility, the a,,u are coordinate transformations from the molecu- ss'

lar (IJK) to the laboratory (ijk) systems. The G(fQ, Ep) is the poling 0.1 0 i 0 0 150 i 2field dependent orientational distribution function. The integral can
be partially evaluated by expanding in Legendre polynomials, P(cos 0) TIME (sec)

yielding for the nonlinear susceptibility

33= N -E, .(I + (P) + (P.)) (3) Samples were prepared by dissolving purified Disperse Red I dye
T 5 N+(DRI) in polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) to 10% by weight in a com-

where m is the local field dressed molecular dipole moment, and kT mon solvent, and spin coating thin films on indium tin oxide coated
the Boltzmann factor. The values (P 2) and (P4 ) are microscopic order glass slides. A double electrode structure was formed by placing two
parameters which are statistical averages of the appropriate Legendre of these films face to face and fusing them. The films were placed in a
polynomials. These order parameters describe the degree of axial order temperature controlled cell in a second harmonic generation apparatus.
of the molecule in the polymer due to forces independent of the poling The second harmonic intensity from a 1.58 pm fundamental wavelength
field, such as stresses in a polymer or liquid crystalline forces. This was monitored while the sample temperature was heated at a constant
oriented gas model has been shown relevant to a variety of polymeric rate with a 30 V potential applied. The sample was then cooled to a
and stressed polymeric systems. fixed temperature, the potential removed and the electrodes shorted.

This oriented gas model describes the static behavior of the orien- The decay of the second harmonic intensity was monitored over time.
tation in the polymer. The nonlinear susceptibility it describes will This measurement was repeated for several final temperatures.
be observed just after the poling field is removed. It is found that The data during the heat ramp are shown in Figure I where the
the nonlinear optical susceptibility decays with time due to relaxation heating rate, h, was 1.7*C/min. The data for the isothermal decays are
processes in the polymer. (3,4,5,6,7] In addition, the process of poling shown in Figure 2. In both figures, the vertical scale is the square root
is a dynamic process involving a time, temperature, and electric field of the intensity which is proportional to the nonlinear optical polar-
program. It is found that the orientation dynamics depends on both ization, and thus the second harmonic coefficient. The data of Figure
time and temperature. We have studied the nonisothermal electric field 2 cannot be fit to a single exponential, a biexponential, or a simple
poling process as well as the subsequent isothermal decay using second single diffusion model. The data suggests behavior consistent with a
harmonic generation. [8] distribution of local relaxation rates. These relaxation rate- would be
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[4] K.D. Singer, M.G. Kuzyk, W.R. Holland, J.E. Sohn, S.J. Lalarna,
R.B. Comizzoli, H.E. Katz, and M.L. Schilling, Appl. Phys. Lett.

determined by the distribution of free volume. In this type of model, 53, 1800 (1988).
the relaxation would follow the set of differential equati,..os [9]tr w d f[5] B. Reck, M. Eich, D. Jungbauer, Ri3. Twieg, C.G. Willson, D.Y.

dPi(i) + °(T)P,(t) = 0, (4) Yoon, and C.C. Bjorklund, Proc. SPIE 1147, 74 (1989).di

where Pi(t) is the nonlinear optical polarization of the ith relaxing [6] H.L. Hampsch, J. Yang, G.K. Wong, and J.M. Torkelson, Polym.

lipole with relaxation rate cai(T) in the distribution of temperature Commun. 30, 40 (1989).
iependent relaxation rates. The relaxation for each dipole follows a
,imple Debye relaxation for a local relaxer. A continuous distribution [7] M. Eich, H. Looser, D.Y. Yoon, R. Twieg, G. Bjorklund, and J.C.

sf relaxation rates can be described in a variety of ways. We have found Baumert, J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 6, 1590 (1989).

t convenient to describe it by a Williams-Watt-Kohlrausch stretched [8] K.D. Singer and L.A. King (to be published).
!xponential where [10]

[9] J. van Turnhout, "Thermally Stimulated Discharge of Electrets",
P(t) = Poexp[-(cs(T)t)1] (5) in Electrets, G.M. Sessler, ed. (Springer-Verlag, 1980).

here the parameter / describes the width of the distribution.
We fit the data to the relaxation time, r = /, and / by plotting [10] F. Kohlrausch, Pogg. Ann. Physk. 119, 352 (1863); G. Williams

n[- In(d.j j/do)] versus In(t) for each data set. The width parame-
*er was found to be relatively temperature insensitive, and describes a
ather broad distribution for this material system. A linear tempera-
•ure dependence fit the data for 83 with the regression parameters given
n Table 1. The relaxation time 7- fit well to an Arrhenius plot with the
it parameters also given in Table 1.

The nonisothermal temperature ramp data would follow a related
lifferential equation for each relaxation which leads to the following
mxpression for the temperature dependent poling process [9]

P(t) = '- {1 - exp[-(o(T)tY']} (6)

vhere P! is an amplitude constant proportional to the applied electric
ield. With a constant heating rate, h (leading to T = ht), and again
vith the relaxation time obeying Arrhenius behavior, and assuming the
vidth parameter / linear in temperature in this range, we fit the data
if Figure 1 to Equation 6 with the resulting parameters given in Table
.. The fitted line shown in Figure 1 describes the data well except at
igh temperatures where the increased space charge due to the rise in
)olymer conductivity screens the poling field.

Examination of Table 1 reveals that both experiments result in the
ame phenomenological parameters indicating that the dynamical be-
,avior is locked in during the poling process. Thus, an experimental
,rogram varying the poling process while monitoring the susceptibility
'ill directly measure the expected lifetime. For example, a poling rate
-ading to a higher temperature peak, a higher glass transition temper-
ture, or a steeper temperature dependence will result in a longer lived
,olarization. This was directly verified for a side-chain copolymer. [8]
'his process involves a rather broad distribution of local Debye relax-
tion rates which may follow Arrhenius behavior. The exact form of
he distribution which governs these processes cannot be discerned from
be data obtained here, due to a limited dynamic range. Typical distri-
,utions differ most in the distribution tails. The rates are related to the
otational binding forces in the polymer such as the stearic forces be-
ween the molecule and the local polymer environment. Understanding
.f the underlying physical mechanisms requires further study.
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Second-Order Nonlinear Optical Onset and Decay Similar information on f may be obtained from SHG decay

if poling is done in the macroscopic rubbery state,
and Their Relationship to Polymer Physics followed by quenching Into the macroscopic glassy state,

followed by removal of the electric field. Fig. 2 shows
results for a system poled at 115 C. followed by quenching

All Dhinojwalaa, George K. Wong , and John H. Torkelsona"c to 55
0
C, followed by removal of the field. Assuming that

Dept, of Chemical Engr., Dept. of Physics, and the liquid- like sites follow Boltzmann statistics,
Dept. of Materials Science and Engr.

Northwestern University f = A(x ()/X(2))(TG/TL) (2)

Evanston, IL 60208
In eqn. (2), X(2)/X(2) is the ratio of X

(2 ) 
obtained after

quenching (with the field still applied) from the already
Recent experimental studies

1 -5 
have indicated that poled rubbery state to that obtained in the poled rubbery

second-order nonlinear optical properties of doped, poled state. (This ratio is about 1.13 in Fig. 2.) A Is the
amorphous polymers are sensitive to the basic physics fast decay fraction of the X

( 2 ) 
at TG.

associated with polymers in both glassy and rubbery states. Regardless of the details of how A is determined
In particular, effects of temperature, physical aging, (biexponential fit or relative decay of x 4

) 
1.5 min after

polymer species, and dopant size have been documented, removal of the poling field), similar values of A are
However, much of this work

2 - 4 
was performed with corona obtained. For the system in Fig. 2 A = 0.41 - 0.42

poling which complicates the analysis of the second resulting in f = 0.39 to 0.40 at SS C. When samples are
harmonic generation (SHG) data (often reported in terms of poled at 1150C followed by quenching to 30

0
C, the SHG decay

the second-order nonlinear susceptibility, x(2)), as the data yield f = 0.27 to 0.289 at 30'C. This is in excellent
SHG decays reflect a complex combination of effects from agreement with SHG onset results at 300C which yielded f =
corona poling (surface and space charges) and polymer 0.29. This suggests that this model holds significant
physics.

3  

promise in explaining the relationship between SHG onset
In the work reported here, contact poling has been used and decay results and between SHG results and the basic

to impose a noncentrosymmetric orientation of an SHG physics of doped polymer systems.
dopant, 

4
,
4
'-dimethylaminonitrostilbene (DANS), in poly- Finally, Fig. 3 illustrates the relative X(2) decays of

methyi.-.,thacrylate (PMMA). Preliminary investigations by systems poled for several minutes at 11°C followed by
us and others

5 
Indicate that, in contrast to corona poling, quenching to various temperatures in the macroscopic glassy

contact poling (with chrome electrodes) results in at most state. In contrast to previous studies
3 

on In-situ corona-
small effects on the observed SHG decay behavior, ; e., the poled systems which did not allow for adequate modeling of
SHG decay may be ascribed largely if not exclusively to the X(2) decays by a Williams-Watt stretched exponential
polymer physics and not to extraneous poling factors. Based (often used to model glassy polymer relaxations), all of
on the work reported here, a "two-phase" model has been the data in Fig. 3 may be fit with the Williams-Watt model,
developed to explain both X(2) onset (poling field on) and including the rapid decay features at t ( 1.5 min. This
decay (poling field off) results in terms of local "liquid- further indicates that careful analysis of the results of
like" and "glassy" sites surrounding the dopants. Alter- contact-poled samples can result in a direct understanding
native formal1sm5S,

6 
are available for Interpreting at least of the SHG of doped, poled polymers and the governing

some part of the data reported here, and we acknowledge the polymer physics.
influence these formalisms have had In the development of
the model presented here. REFERENCES
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f = (X(2)/X(2) )(TG,/TR ) o x  (1)

where T. and TR represent poling temperatures in the
macroscopic glassy and rubbery states, respectively, and
(2)/'2))x is the ratio of the steady-state x(2) for

samples poled at TG to that for samples goled at T R. For
3 wt.7 DANS in PNMA, f - 0.29 at T, - 30 C.
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Fig. 2. Normalized 1 (2) for sample poled at T =ilSOC

(0 < t < 5.7 min), quenched (with the field
applied) to SS

0
C (S.7 min < t < 13.4 min),

followed by removal of the field (t > :13.4 min).
Fig. 1. Decay of X(

2
) upon removal of electric field. (Applied field is the same as in Fig. 1.)

Decays are measured at the same temperature
used in poling the sample. Normalized X(2

Is relative to X 2 when the electric field 1.20
is first removed. (Applied field =2.2 x
10 V/cs.)
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Fig. 3. Decay of normalized IM2 for samples poled at
115

0
C and quenched to various temperatules.

(Applied field Is the same as in Fig. 1.)
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SECOND-ORDER NLO AND RELAXATION PROPERTIES The nonlinear optical doubling cocfficients d3l and d,, for the second
OF POLED POLYMERS harmonic generation (SIR(i) were determined fromn Maker-fringe meas-

urements for incident light of ).o6 pm wavelength using a quartz refer-
D. Y. Yoon I). tnngbauer, I. Teraoka, It. Reck, ence; the details of experiments and data analyses were described

R. Zentel, R. Iwieg, J. I). Swalen, and C. (. Willson previously.2' "- A Mctricon PC 2000 prism coupler was used to measure
the refractive indicies for s- and p-polarized light. Temperature

IBM Alnaden Rescarch (:enter dispersions ofthe dielectric response were measured in the heating process
650 1larry Road, San Jose, CA 95120-0099 at 10011z, 40011z, Ikll,, 4kllz, l(khIz, 40kllz, and 100 kliz, using the

Ill' 4274A LCR meter, employing the heating rate of 1.0 - 2.0 K/min.
Further details of our experimental setups and corona poling arePoled amorphous polymeric materials for second-order nonlinear described elsewhere. 2. 

s
optical (NLO) devices have been intensely investigated in recent years,,-2
owing to their advantages over conventional inorganic crystalline N[O Nonlinear Optical Properties
materials, such as higher figures of merit, easy processibility into thin For corona poled IIISA-ANT polymer, second harmonic generation
films, and low manufacturing cost Ilowever, their NLO properties, aris- at fundamental wavelength of 1.06 ,un gave the nonlinear doubling coef-
ing from the noncentrosymmetry of chromophores achieved by electric- ficients div-89 pm/V and d , -25 pmo/V, respectively, from the analysis of
field poling above the glass transition temperature F, are usually subject Maker-fringe data. These values of the nonlinear susceptibility are to be
to thermal relaxation in the glassy state.3"6 I lence, initial high values of compared with those of BISA-NA for which d, -31 pm/V. Among vari-
their nonlinear optical susceptibilities tend to show a slow decay even ous factors which determine the doubling coefficients, the number density
at ambient temperature wll below 7, unless prevented by extensive of NI.O moieties is almost the same for both BISA-ANT and [ISA-NA.
chemical crosslinking.7 ,  

Also, the ground-state dipole moment attached to the NLO moieties
The stability of the poling-induced alignment in linear epoxy (4-amino-4'-nitrotolane or 4-nitroanilinc) should not be much different,

polymers which incorporate one end of each N.O-active moiety to the since its magnitude shows only a slight dependence on the NLO species
chain backbone was recently reported.6 'I heir stability characteristics were when they belong to a similar class of NI.O moieties.i ° It appears that the
studied in detail by relating the decay of NLO doubling coefficients to larger nonlinear susceptibility of BISA-ANT can be accounted for pri-
the measured decay of birefringence at ambient temperature and the marily by a larger molecular hyperpolarizability due to a longer conju-
dielectric relaxation results. One of the polymers has 4-nitroaniline (NA) gation length and a larger contribution from resonance enhancement in
as its NLO-active group, designated as BISA-NA (see Fig. I). the tolane moiety.

Hlere we first compare the NI.O and relaxation properties of
BISA-NA with a new linear epoxy NILO polymer of the same chain Decay of Poling-Induced Alignment
backbone, containing relatively long rodlike chromophores of As discussed in detail in references 6 and II, the change in poling-
4-amino-4'-nitrotolane (ANT), designated as BISA-ANT. 9 It has nearly induced alignment can be followed most carefully by the birefringence
double the length of 4-nitroaniline, and its n electrons can be extended An, defined as a difference of refractive indices between the TE and TM
over the full length. We will then present results on new polymers con- modes. This is due to the fact that the linear polarizability tensors of the
taining nearly twice as large number densities of substituted NA and ANT moieties have their principal axes parallel to the permanent
aminonitrotolane NLO moieties as that in IIISA-AN'i. (ground-state) dipole axes. The hirefringence of poled BISA-ANT

polymers did not show any decay in two weeks at room temperature.
Experimental whereas the BISA-NA polymer exhibited a considerable decay in

The detailed characterizations of tile molecular weights of BISA-NA birefringence at room temperature (see Fig. 2). So, we raised the temper-
and BISA-ANT, referenced to polystyrene standards, and their glass ature to 100 °C (still below 7, - 125 'C) and obtained a decay of An.
transitions, determined by )SC, are also shown in Fig. I. plotted in Fig. 2. The data points are well fitted by a stretched exponen-

tial function (Kohlrattsch' 2 -Williams-Watts [KWW] equation):
An(t)lAnt(O) = cxp[ -(i~] 1

with parameters t.448 hrs and ff 0.446, plotted by the solid line in the
same figure.

BISA-NA
0.07

RT
0.06

C"0.5BtSA-NA 0,

00 004

BISA-ANT a.o
0.03 o
0.02 0.04

Orr

oISoAN BISAN .101I3SA-ANT8E1s- EJAnA o o,2>
M 240 000 1030 200 300 40 O0 20 40 60 Wo 100 120 140

Adn 10800 2 700 time [hour] {ow
r 9  125"M 861C

Figure 2. Decay (haracfristics of the bircfringemnce An at 611r nm For a
poled BISA-NA fil(I (a) and ISA-AN Film () as a function of

Figure I. Molecular structures, mnlccular weights (referenced to annealing time at room tempcrature and 1o0 'u, respectively; this decaypolystyrene standards), and glass transition temperatures of IIISA-NA is well fitted by a stretched exponeritial function, Kohlrausch-Williass-
and BISA-AN V" polymer%. Watts equation, shown by the solid lines with the relaxation time -

2,400 hrs and the broadening index / 0 17 For IllSA-NA and r- 41-IS

hrs dnd fl 0446 for IIISA AN I
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)ielectric Relaxatiorv; tem~peraitures of WI]1 -type. We c:an sce clearly that the peak temiper-
atures of the poled samiples arc shifted h)' several (legrees toward higher

T[emperature dispersions of dielectr ic relaxations of ISA-AN Nt re temperatures as compared to the unpoled sarropics. [Ihis is in remiailkable
Icasurcd from - 70'C to 205'(' upon heating. Fig. 3 shows teipCi ture contrast to thle opposite tend~ency ohsei \Cd for poled IlISA-NA. Also,
ispersions of the dielectric coinstanit r' and the dielectric loss r"' foi an thsere s'ais no significant depeodencc oil ilic filin thickness ranging be-
npolcd BISA-ANT film of I1,78 pinl thickness a( thre frequenrcies indi- tween 1.2 pim and 10 poll 'I his shows that ilic poling- induced aligrnment
ated. Two dispersions are observed; the r elaxation in tlic lower temiper. of the ANT groups is not accompantied hv increased mjobility. Onl the
ture rangc below 1, is denoted as fl relaxation, andi [li higher contrarv, thre poling appecars to jeiluice tire mobility of NI.) mroieties and
-rmperature relaxation above 1130'C xith a large dielectric inci cosct raise the glass transition teolpeiure.

,t7 is designated as a relaxation according to the well-estahlishicd

roceurc 14Relaxation Diagram
12

-100Hz -0kHz Next we conmpare thle tinme constants of the dielectric a and fl relax-
10 40H 41~ '~ations of poled IIISA-ANI with those of the (decay in tile birefringeuce

a . ..ikz -'ookHz f1 Ar and the nonlinear optical susceptibility 4, at INJI'C. In Fig. 4 alie
4kHZ ~plotted thie frequencies of both a and( fl relaxations of a poled sariple

-~ 6 (circles and squares) and the relaxation frequency associated with the
0/1*where T' is the abI.o-4 birefringene decay (open triangle) against V I a is

2lute temperature. [he relaxation frequency f.associated with (lie2 hirefiigence decay 6 
was calculated by fm = l/6msrp. Also showni in tile

10 same figure by closed triangle is a rough guess of the relaxation frequency
a relaxcation ,fD of thc d33 decay, estimated from thle K WW equation assuming the sanme

value of/fl as obtained for the birefringence data and/n = 1/271tn. (r, and
1 T are the relevant relaxation times in the KWW equation.). In Fig. 4,

it is clear that the a relaxation is well extrapolated to (lie bircringence

1Wrlxto decay (and the d,, decay); the solid line ill the Figure is for cyc-giiide

6
7 ~ 4 a relaxation

-100 -50 0 50 100 150 200 trelaxation
terlsierature ('CI -2

igut-a 3. Temperature dispersions of tile dielectric consstat r' andl thle jdcyo 3electric loss C" for an unpoled IIISA-ANi film measrured in the hiearintg -6 T9  ,-dcyo 3
-ocess. The frequencies are 10() I Iz, 400 l Iz, I kiIlt, 4 kiIt, 10 kIltz, 40 -8 . 5 ea fA
Iz, and 100 kIlIz. 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5

1000/T [K'1J
It was shown previotusly that for IIISA-NA the peak temperatures

arc shifted toward lower temperatires by at least several degrees by th e Fiue5 Rlatonfqecesfthdeetrcand eaxin
ahing.6 Furthermore, this tendenicy was more conspicuous fOr thinner Figues (cr.e R n qae) n helaxation frequencies othdilcrc assocrlatwion
ins. probably due to a higher elec tric Field experienced by thinner filmts oe rlsadsurs n h eaainfetece soitdwt
ia corona discharge. I lowever, in the dielectric relaxatints of the decay in the birefringence (open triangle) and thme d, (closed triangle)

ISA-ANT, we could not observe anyv lowerinp of tile peak temiperattures for poled BISA -ANTl are plotted against 1000/1, where I is the absolrite
ie to the poling. In Fig. 4, circles conniected by solid lines represeit temperature.
A temperatures 7; ofa relaxation for the unpoled [lISA-AN I samples.
the same figure, peak temperatures of a relaxation for the poled sami- Dicson

2s are shown by squares connected by dashed lines.. D~ifferent litnes are The longer pendant NIA) moiety in [lISA-ANTI is responsible for (lie
rdifferent samples with variouis thicknesses. All of thenm show peak increased glass tramnsitioni temperature by 40 *C, as compared with thiat

of [lISA-NA. More importantly, tile polimig rlnes apprear to decrease thie
mobilitv associated with tile glass transition for BISA-ANI, while anl

IA opposite effect was found for IIISA-NA. Therefore, it seems that the

upoe poling induces more thian alignment of NIX) mnoieties its the aniorphous
N polymers, possibly by the interaction of high electric field with the

electrostatic forces atid the Mlaicr-Satipc therotropic forces;" bewecon
tie neighboring NI.O moieties. ' Iti this regard, the decreased mnobility
in BISA-ANT due to poling, in contrast tn (lire increased mobility in
BIISA-NA, maybhe attributed to (lielarger polarizahility anisoropy of the
ANT mroiety, that favors prrallel alignment of arljiment NI.( moieties.

I Cap,:otsistenit with this; conijectumre, the rd igomers wit Ii dou ble thle nill-
_______ her density of aminoniliotolane cltroninphoi cs, prepared by reachilig

150 160 170 180 190 200 210 4-amino.4'-nitrotolayie (AN I) with the uiepnsv conlaitiig a substittd

TP f'C) ANT (see Fig. (6a), exhibit a smuctlic hlinud cmvsiallinic structure)" I Ion%%
ever, this liq uid cry'st aliline phtase c(tn be sopressed by thle i ncoi pmiati m
of chemical c rossl ink itg by react up lb s diepo v ssif ti(le let ra hinctloila

,ure 4. Plot of log (frequenicy) vs. peak tenmperature 1, of the diatnine of nitmotolane (see lig 6hb) I lie resuiltant Poled crosslinked
persions of r.- for the relaxatiotn of 1IISA -A N I. Circles contirecd polymer exhibitedl a large hire[ ringem e. is large as (a 0 1 S at 631 trim. and
solid lines, and squares conmiected h% dashed hlnes rep-resemit those oh little decay in alignment duriiig extended amtoealiiug at 80 ~( -V foi V)

poled samples and poled samtples, icepect ivchy. days, as moonitoredl by thle birecfringemo e resuilts shiowsn in lipire 0
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(a) IN1

(b) (N2 0095 hI

000 i~

NO 2  0246 10 -/ 20 3

Figure 6. Schematics of thc chemnical structures of the diepoxy (a) and
diamine (b) both containing substituted amjinonitrotolanc NI.O
chromophorcs, and the change in birefringenec of tllc poled crosqlinked
polymer prepared by the two reactants of Figure 6, measured as thc
sample was annealed at 80 *C for ca. 16 days followed hy annealing at
90 'C for additional ca. 14 dlays.
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NONLINEAR OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF POLYMER/SILVERMICROSPHERE COMPOSITES cooled to 150 K in an evacuated rotatable glass cryostat. The rate of Agevaporation was held constant from run to run. The total loading in the
M.P. Andrews polymer depended on the duration of the evaporation. Particles grew to aDepartment of Chemistry maximum size of 15 nm by diffusion and aggregation in the liquid organic

McGill University medium. Typically, enough metal was evaporated to give metal loadings in

801 Sherbrooke St. West the PMMA of less than 0.1%. The resulting golden-yellow silver organosol
Montreal, Quebec, Canada was filter-cannulated at 150 K through a column of Celite A (4x5 cm) heldH3A 2K6 in a special low-temperature filter flask. Pressurized argon was used toforce the liquid through the Celite. A 500 ml Schlenk flask maintained at

M.G. Kuzyk 200 K collected the filtrate. Solvent was removed with a rotary evaporator
Department of Physics over a period of 2 h, while the flask warmed gradually to 273 K. An

Washington State University intensely colored orange to red-orange solid polymer film eventually
Pullman, Washington deposited on the walls of the Schlenk tube. The PMMA/Ag composite was

USA removed from this container in an argon-filled (< 2 ppm 02) dry-box. The
composite could be reversibly dissolved in THF and propylene glycol
methyl ether acetate (PGMEA) with no evidence of decomposition or
aggregation of the metal particles.

Electronic absorption spectra were collected from solid films or solution of
.aornogeneous composites of semiconductor or metallic microstructures the composite in organic solvents. Manipulations were conducted in a clean
fef new opportunities for studying optical nonlinearities as functions of room. For the QEO measurements, a robust sample cell was fabricated.
ime and volume fraction of the nonlinear material and guest/host chemical Solid PMMA/Ag composite was dissolved in PGMEA to give a final
mposition. Such studies can be combined with examinations of composite concentration of 15% w/v. An aliquot of the solution was filtered by

properties including mechanical, chemical and optical stability that syringe through a 0.2 micron membrane and deposited onto a glass plate
Simpont for long term appications. Recent research has explored the patterned with transparent indium-tin-oxide (ITO) electrodes. A 3 micron

ossibility that enormous enhancements in cubic iusceptibilities can be thick film was spun from this solution and baked at 373 K to remove
c1from inclusions of Rayleigh limit (<200 A) metallic spheres.l PGMEA. Two square sections were cut from the plate, overlapped and

eenhancement is accomplished by increasing the local field within the compressed in an oven programmed to cycle the sample through a
ceby exciting surfaeplasmon resonances. Quantum mechanical 2] temperature ramp from 298 K to well above the glass transition of the

i mean-field (effctive medium) theories[3 1 have emerged to describe the polymer (403 K). This thermal treatment bonds the ITO plates into a
spouse of the paricle or the composite. Degenerate four wave mixing has sandwich, providing a nearly hermetic environment for study of the
=- the dominant spectroscopic probe of media ranging from water, polymer-metal composite.
latin or glass. We have chosen to study the third order response of a
vcessible poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) composite consisting of The third order nonlinear optical susceptibility was determined with
jb-8 nm diameter silver spheres dispersed in PMMA. We introduce a electrooptic phase modulation. The sample was placed in one arm of a
-w, intrinsically clean batch technique for preparing the composite by Mach-Zehnder interferometer with the film perpendicular to the laser beam.
:positing atomic silver into solutions of the polymer. The electric field polarization was in the plane of the film while the

modulating field was applied with the transparent ITO electrodes
tegrated nonlinear optical devices such as Mach-Zehnder interferometers perpendicular to the film plane. The experimental layout has been
i directional couplers rely on the electrooptic effect. These devices can previously discussed.4],[Sl The phase modulation results in an intensity
: made from materials with thud orer nonlinearities. For our modulation of the light out of the interferometer. An apertured silicon
vestigations, a quadratic electrooptic phase modulation technique was detector collected the light and the output was sent to a lock-in amplifier. A
ed to explore the nonlinear response of the medium.[ 4]1,[5 QEO phase computer controlled interface was used to measure the amplitude of the
odulation spectroscopy appears to probe the electronic response of the modulated beam at both the modulating frequency and at twice the
.face of the spherical particles because the modulated DC field cannot modulating frequency as a function of phase difference between the two

.netrate the interior of the silver spheres. The polarization relevant to the arms of the interferometer. The relationship between the measured
.ical Kerr effect would then be non-zero only at the surface of the sphere. interferograkm and the third order susceptibility is described in detail
the present work, we show that the off-resonant third order susceptibility elsewhere.1 4] .[51

a dilute dispersion of metal spheres in the polymer is much larger than
t susceptibility of pure PMMA and may be attributed to electronic Results and Discussion
citations of the metal.

Figure 1 shows a linear absorption spectrum of the silver spheres embedded
Exptrimntal in a thin film of the polymer. The absorption profile is characteristic of the

dipolar surface plasmon mode of small silver particles in a dielectric host.L9]

ie PMMA host was selected because it is optically transparent in the The arrow at 633 nm locates the frequency of the He-Ne laser used in the
gion of interest in this experiment, it is commonly used to make optical electrooptic modulation experiment. The absorption spectrum is fairly well
vices 161 and it is a macroscopically rigid material suitable for stabilizing reproduced by the Maxwell-Garnet expression[81 for the absorption
ver particles against agglomeration. PMMA (Aldrich, M w = 5x10 4) was coefficient of the PMMA/Ag composite medium. The expression requires
rifled by reprecipitation 3 times from tetrahydrofuran (THF) into that the bulk dielectric function of silver be weighted by the distribution in
hydrous methanol. The polymer was then dried at room temperature particle size, and that the imaginary part of the dielectric function be
der vacuum. corrected for the reduced mean free path of the conduction electrons. Figure

2 shows the particle size distribution determined from electron micrographs
zasurement of the third order susceptibility relies on a Mach-Zehnder of films containing 0.045 weight % of silver in PMMA. Before
erferomeric technique. Because high electric fields are used to modulate compression, the microspheres are observed to be associated into clusters
; refractive index of the sample, conventional methods for producing that arc for the most part non-contiguous. After compression they
ver colloids that lead to adventitious charged species cannot be used. aggregate and evolve into somewhat larger sized particles. The bright field
isead, atomic silver was evaporated quantitatively Into cold, turbulently image of the silver particles showed that they are grouped in colonies of
xod organic solvent solutions of PMMA.171 The procedure yields silver 200 to 500 non-overlapping spheres, some of which exhibit dark bands
anosols and PMMA/Ag composites directly.181  from twin dislocations and/or stacking faults. The colonies at separated

over distances greater than 100 nm. The mean particle size before
ver rod (99.998%) was obtained from Johnson-Mathey. The metal was processing between the ITO patterned plates is 7.9 nm, with a standard
Torated from a Sylvania alumina coated tungsten strand spiral crucible deviation of 3.6 nm. After processing we observed that both the average
1007). A quartz crystal microbalance positioned nearby was used to particle size and also the number density of particles increased. The colloid

mitor the Ag deposition rate. Atomic silver was vaporized over periods was then more evenly distributed throughout the PMMA matrix. This
0.75-2 h into 200 ml volumes of 2-5% w/v solutions of PMMA in THF, suggests diffusion and growth of spheres smaller than 2.0 nm in diameter
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when the medium is annealed above the polymer glass transition In summary, we have used quadratic electrooptic modulation to measure the

temperature. nonresonant third order susceptibility of a composite medium comprising

The film thickness in the sandwich was d = 6.8x10-6 microns and the light Rayleigh-limit dilver particles dispersed in PMMA. The mechanism of the

intensity at the detector at twice the modulating frequency (f) = 4.0kHz) is nonlinearity is consistent with electronic effects intrinsic to the metal.

shown as a function of phase difference in Figure 3 for an R.M.S.
modulating voltage of VRMS=8 3 .4 V. The arrows show the phase Acknowledgements
difference where the modulating efficiencies are expected to be the greatest
as determined from the phase difference dependence of the light output We thank Debbie Fish for help with sample preparation, T.T. Sheng for the
from the interferometer with no modulation, transmission electron microscopy.

The measured value of the quadratic electrooptic coefficient of the
composite is s1133 = 2.0 (±0.5)xl022m2 -V 2 . A similar measurement of References
pure PMMA shows that the coefficient is smaller than si33 = 4.2
(±0.5)xlO23 m2 -V-2 . The laser wavelength of both measurements was at X 1. Ricard, D.; Roussignol, Ph.; Flytzanis, C. Optics Lett. 1985, 10, 511.
= 633nm, located away from the absorption maximum at X = 435nm (see 2. Hache., F.; Ricard, P.; Flytzanis, C. J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 1986,3, 1647;
Figure 1). Although the enhancement is expected to be much smaller here Hache, F.; Ricard, D.; Flytzanis, C.; Kreibig, U. Applied Phys. A 1988,47,
than for a resonant measurement, the third order susceptibility of the 347.
composite at low levels of loading (0.045 weight % or a volume fraction of 3. Haus, J. W.; Kalyaniwalla, N.; Inguva, R.; Bloemer, M.; Bowden, C. N.
f = 4.5 x 10-4) was at least 5 times larger than that of undoped PMMA. J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 1989, 6, 797.
Ricardll], Hachet 2 l and coworkers consider two mechanisms that produce 4. Kuzyk, M. G.; Dirk, C. W. Applied Phys. Lett. 1989, 54, 1628.

5. Kuzyk, M. G.; Sohn, J. E.; Dirk, C. W. J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 1990, 7, 842.
a third order susceptibility in plasmon-enhanced optical phase conjugation: 6. Thackara, J. I.; Lipscomb, G. F.; Stiller, M. A.; Ticknor, A. J.; Lytel, IK
an enhanced electronic susceptibility from the metal and an enhanced Appl. Phys. Lett. 1988, 52, 1031.
susceptibility of the dielectric host. They conclude that the nonlinear 7. Andrews, M. P. Using Metal Atoms and Molecular High Temperature
response is dominated by the electrons in the metal particles. More recent Species in New Materials Synthesis, in Experimental Organometallic
studies indicate that conjugate reflectivity relaxation times depend on Chemistry, Wayda, A. L.; Darensbourg, N Y., Eds.; ACS Symposium
particle size through a temperature dependent contribution to the third order Series 357; Washington, DC: 1987, ch. 7, p. 158.
susceptibility. This effect appears to be limited to particles having diameters 8. Andrews, M. P.; Ozin, G. A. J. Phys. Chem. 1986, 90, 2929.
a 15 nrn. We consider the former two effects in the off-resonant quadratic 9. Kreibig, U. in Contribution of Cluster Physics to Materials Science and
electroptic measurement of silver-doped PMMA. The enhancement of the Technology, Devenas, J.; Rabette, P. M., Eds.; NATO ASI Series 104,
square of the modulating field in the polymer host at low loading gives an Martinus Nijhoff Publ., Dordrecht: 1986.
expression that is similar to the average dielectric function as predicted by
Maxwell-Garnet theory, and is of the form

E2av = E2 o 1 + 2/3 f [e- 1/+2]2] OA - Fig. 1 Linear absorption spectrum of the
dipolar surface plasmon mode for silver

where E is the average field amplitude, E 0 the field with no metal, f the 0.3 spheres in PMMA. Arrow marks He-Ne
volume fraction of the metal, and e is the composite medium dielectric o wavelength used in the QEO experiment.
function. Here the modulating frequency is far away from the plasmon S02.
resonance and f is so small E = E0, and there is little enhancement. i A
Because the third order susceptbility of PMMA is much smaller than the o-
measured susceptibility of the composite, enhanced host effects can not
account for the signal. However, there are several mechanisms that can 0o
produce an electric field dependence of the refractive index.141 These 300 400 500 600 700 800
include electrostriction, trapped charge movement, electrode attraction, and WAVELENGTH tnm)

heating. We have eliminated these sources as causes of the aticlesue s n l
modulation . Our resistivity measurements revealed the current response of
the sample to be independent of He-Ne laser illumination. Photoelectrons
therefore do not contribute to the signal. Electrostriction effects are
calculated to contribute 5 x 10.2 2 V to St1133' and so cannot account for Fig. 2
the response. The electrooptic measurement is less sensitive to heating ,.
effects than a pulsed nanosecond pum.p-probe experiment. The heating .0
contribution to the Kerr coefficient, 3 33, for typical modulating
frequencies of 4 MHz is less than 0.3 x 10m!19 m2- 2. Electrode attraction E
also cannot explain the presence of signal. The interferometric experiment
is sensitive to changes in sample dimensions through a change in phase of
the light. Indeed, determinations show that the contribution to 1133 due to 3.0 0 70 0 '110 13.6 15.0
electrode attraction can dominate; however, motion of the polymer film is LFaN e Sie- (nm)I
strongly clamped by the heavy mass of the electrodes and the contribution
due to changes in path length turns out to be smaller than the nonlinearity of I0

undoped PMMA.

The third order susceptibility calculated from the quadratic electrooptic
coefficient is X(3)l 13 = 24xl0-9 esu.ll Using optical phase conjugation _

techniques(ll, a thir order susceptibility, enhanced at the maximum of the
plasmon absorption, was calculated to be X(3) 133 = 1.6xl0-14su[l The
enhancement factor as determined by the quotient of the phase conjugation
measurement and our measurement, is 8.5x10 5 when the difference in -- - ,- -- _"

concentration between the two samples is taken Into account. This Al.

compares favorably with the predicted enhancement factor of 3.6x10 6 .[ ll 00

The difference in the enhancement factors may be accounted for if the QEO 00 10

experiment is most sensitive to changes at the surface of the spheres. We 60,(Arts)
are presently examining this possibility. Precluding any other nonlinear
mechanisms, it appears likely that the resonant measurement results from Fig. 3 Electrooptic modulation as a function
the electronic mechanism in the metal as predicted from Maxwell-Garnet of phase difference between two arms of the
theory as applied to the third order dielectric function. interferometer. Arrows show positions

where phase difference is expected to be a
maximum.
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THE PHOTOREFRACTIVE EFFECT
IN NON-LINEAR POLYMERS 1

DOPED WITH CHARGE TRANSPORT AGENTS , OH YH OH
2NCwH -Cj61-CH-

0 6-C~tj- O -- OC,&
J. Campbell Scott, Stephen Ducharme, Robert J. Twieg A N CH3

and W.E. Moerner N02

IBM Research Division H' H  
C74AlmadennResearch ose Center ,...CHN C CH-Cl-(

San Jose, CA

introduction B NO2  N02

Polymeric photorefractive materials offer a number of potential advan-
tages over inorganic ones, particularly low cost of components, low dcu NH CA,"H 0

dielectric constant, ease of fabrication, and compatibility with integrated N-
optics. However until recently,1.2 no such materials were available. . N C A '51
This paper describes an approach to formulating polymeric
photorefractive materials, presents data which demonstrates the D E
photorefractive effect and discusses the differences between the mech-
anisms involved in amorphous organic materials and In crystalline Figure 1: Polymers and transport molecules studied in this wort
Inorganic materials. 3  Polymer binders are (A) bisA-NPDA and (8) NA-APNA. Crosslinking occurs at the

multifunctional amines. The transport molecules are (C) DEH. (D) DENH. and (E) DECH
Photorefraction occurs in certain materials which both photoconduct
and exhibit second-order optical non-linearity. The effect arises when
charge carriers, photoexcited by a spatially modulated light intensity, As a particular example, we report here data for the combination: DEH
separate to produce a non-uniform space charge distribution. The in bisA-NPDA. t 5 The component materials were dissolved in propylene
resultant space charge field, via the electro-optic effect, then modulates glycol monomethyl ether (or its acetate) in various weight ratios and
the refractive index to create a phase grating which can diffract a light films cast by either spin or draw-bar coating techniques. For the thick
beam. (several hundred micron) films required for demonstration of grating

formation, a special coating technique was used: the solution was fed
The formulation of a photorefractive polymer therefore requires the drop-wise onto a two heated ITO-glass slides, with partial drying be-
combination of chemical species to perform four physical functions: tween drops, and 30 minutes of further drying and curing at 95*C when
charge generation, charge transport, trapping and optical non-linearity, sufficient material had accumulated. Then the two glass slides were
We have chosen to use polymers which contain covalently bonded pressed together to form a sandwich structure with electrodes on
non-linear chromophores. and to dope them with small-molecule charge either side of the polymer. Crosslinking of the epoxy groups was
transport agents. Second-order non-linearity is achieved by poling, i.e. deliberately limited by ensuring that the samples never exceeded 95'C.
aligning the dipolar chromophore In an electric field. Thus the polymer Such light curing retains considerable molecular motion, and permits
provides both the charge generation and the second-order non-linearity; alignment of the non-linear moieties by an external electric field. Thus
charge transport occurs via the dopant molecules; trapping sites, al- it is possible to switch on and off the electro-optic response.
though not deliberately added, turn out to be sufficiently abundant in
this amorphous medium. The experimental proof that materials formu-
lated in this way behave as expected relies on a combination of ab- Experiments and Results
sotption, photoconductivity, electro-optic, and four-wave mixing mea-
surements. Photoconductivity was measured by two different techniques. First, a

conventional two electrode sandwich arrangement was used to deter-
It should be noted that transport molecule doping of a non-linear pol- mine the conductivity change resulting from illumination with a dye
ymer Is not the only conceivable approach. One might instead dope laser. Cecond, the rate of decay of a corona-deposited surface charge
a charge transporting polymer with a non-linear small molecule, or was measured. This second method gives a much more accurate
both species might be made part of the polymer structure. In addition, determination of the conductivity at low intensity, and eliminates the
the photorefractive response could be optimied by addition of a more possibility of sample heating. There was no significant difference be-
efficient charge generation dye or pigment (sensitizing agent 4 ) and of tween the results from the two methods.
trapping sites for the charge carriers. Our early attempts to achieve
photorefraction did employ all four ingredients, but since only two are The photoconductivity increases with concentration of DEH, up to 10 12

sufficient, we have concentrated on more complete characterization of (icm)1 per W/cm 2 at 30% by weight, and its spectral response follows
the simpler system. the absorption spectrum of the NPDA chromophore. Therefore we

conclude that NPOA is acting as the charge generation material, with
transport occurring, as expected, via the DEH dopant molecules.

Materials
The electro-optic coefficient (r= rl3cos 2ao r3 3 sin 2

go where a0 is the
Todate. we have results on four combinations of two different non-linear angle between the direction of propagation and electric field) was
polymers and three hole transport agents. The polymers (see Figure determined in a Mach-Zehnder inlerterometer. reaching 90% of its
1) are diglycidylether derivatives of bis-phenoIl-A or nitroaniline partially long term value within a few minutes. This response can he attributed
crosslinked with non-linear chromophores which are nitroaniline de- to the time required to establish equiilibrium dipolar orientation of the
rivatives. The molecular dopants are hydrazones, which because of NLO chomophore. The steady-state electro-oplh coefficient, plotted
their low oxidation potentials and extended -electron systems, are as (n3r) at each value of applied el .ic field is .hown in Figure 2
hole transport agents. (right abscissa).
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25 2.5
Material bisA-NPDA bisA-NPDA bsA-NPDA NA-APNA/

20Property /EH /DENH /DEC DEH

20 a 10-12 006-120 002-07 33 02-28
00>

15 0 1.5 E cm-2
I *30

10 (. 00 n
3r (pm/V) 01-5 02-1 j 0 15-1 2 14-17

o 1.0 5 x 10
- 7 

1o 4 x 10 toi.1 f 9.1n 12.10 - 5

***oo
°°  5x10

-  10-s to 1x10-3

5o0.5 at field 125 110 110 855 
l0oO (kV/cm)

0 1.0 Table 1: Photoconductivity. electro-optc and diffraction efficiency data for

0 40 80 120 several materials combinations

E. (kV/cm)

Figure 2: Electro-optlc coeffilcent and diffraction efficiency as a function of applied Discussion
electric field

The inset shows the ratio of the two quantities. The line is the fit described in the text. Several of the details of the pholoretractive mechanism must be dif-
ferent in these organic polymers than in the inorganic crystals studied
most extensively to date.3 Charge generation is expected to be highly

Thus three of the four properties necessary for photorefraction are field dependent, with Onsager behavior8 modified by the hopping trans-
established by Independent measurements, namely charge generation, port in the surrounding matrix. The mobility is relatively low (e.g. DEH
transport and electro-optic response. We have no independent measure in polycarbonate has a mobility of 10-7 to 10 - cm 2

/Vs for this concen-
of the trapping, but this is provided by the photorefractive effect itself, tration range at room temperature9 ) and may set a limit to the speed
generated as follows. Two coherent writing beams (wavelength I = of response. Traps have not been deliberately added to the materials
647 nm) were Incident on the sample (e.g. thickness L = 350 pm, discussed here, but are presumably provided by defects intrinsic to
between electrodes) at angles 300 and 60° on the same side of normal, the amorphous state. Lastly, the second-order nonlinearity appears
such that the resulting grating had a component of its normal along only when the polymer is poled to break its inversion symmetry. In
the electric field. This geometry is necessary in order that the applied this work, we have taken advantage of ability to turn the polarization
field assist in separation of phologenerated charges. A third, p- on and off in a material with a low glass transition temperature. The
polarized, reading beam counterpropagated along the 600 beam, and dipolar relaxation is highly dispersive. It is also possible to freeze in
the fraction qf of its intensity diffracted (at an angle given by the Bragg permanent polarization by fully curing the epoxy in the presence of an
condition) determined. The diffraction efficiency is shown in Figure 2. electric field5 or by using other optically non-linear binders poled above

The standard theory
6 of diffraction for a phase grating gives a high glass transition temperature.

j=(gnL An/A
2 (where g, is a known geometri: factor). The index

modulation, due to the electro-optic effect, is proportional to the space
charge field, (An= 1/,n

3 reff Esc) The effective electro-optic coefficient References

(reff) depends on the geometry For diffus,.n only,7 
Esc has a value

Ed=kgkTIe (where kg is the grating wavenumber, and k. T, ande are 1. S. Ducharme, J.C. Scott, R.J. Tweig and W.E. Moerner. Phys. Rev.
Boltzmann's constant, temperature and electric charge). and on the Left. 66, 1846 (1991).
ratio of r13 to r33 . The space charge is enhanced by drift in the externally 2. The photorefractive effect has also been observed in a doped
applied field, with a component Eog along kg. In the standard model,7,1 organic crystal: K.Sutter and P. Gunter. J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 7, 2274

(1990).

E 2_2E 3. P. Ginter and J.-P. Huignard Photorefractive Materials and Their
2 d+ - Applications, Vols I and I (Springer Verlag. Berlin, 1988, 89).

(1 + A)2+ A
2(Eti / E,)2  4. The sensitization of non-linear polymer has been described by J.S.

Schildkraut, Appl. Phys. Lett. 58, 340 (1990)
Fitting 2he ratio P 2(n3)2E2 5. M. Eich, B. Reck, D.Y. Yoon, C.G_ Willson and G.C. Bjorklund. J.

r) -Esc permits the determination of the trap Appl. Phys. 66, 3241 (1989).
density NT=k2utoATIAe 2 

= 2x 10
- 1
5 cm "3 , with r =2.9 the dielectric 6. H. Kogelnik, Belt Syst. Tech. J., 48, 2909 11969)

constant. In an applied field of 126 kV/cm the space charge field 7. V.L. Vinetskii and NV. Kukhtarev, Sov. Phys. Solid State 16, 2414
reaches 26 kV/cm. (1975).

8. A. Twarowski, J. Appl. Phys. 65, 2833 (1989).
Preliminary results for several other material combinations are pre- 9. J.X. Mack. L.B. Schein and A. Peled. Phys. Rev. 8 39, 7500 (1989).
sented in Table 1.

It is observed that the external field is required for generation of a
detectable diffractive grating. However, once the grating (i.e. the space
charge field) is established the diffracted signal switches on and off
with field induced poling of the sample (independent of the sign of the

polarization) demonstrating that the electro-optic response is also a
necessary component of the diffraction. Finally. the diffraction grating
is erased, most readily in an applied field, by uniform illumination.
These features, together with the indepentently measured
photoconductivity and electro-optic response, prove that the diffraction
observed is due to the photorefrartive efle-t and not to some other
mechanism such as photochromism. photochomical bleaching or
isomerization.
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SECOND-HARMONIC GENERATION FROM

HYPERPOLARIZABLE AMPHIPHILES AT

POLYMER-POLYMER INTERFACES Figure 1. Structures of Hyperpolarizable Amphiphilic 'Dyes'

Jian in and Graham D. Darling* R R

Department of Chemistry, McGill University

801 Sherbrooke St. W., Montreal, QC, Canada H3A 2K6

INTRODUCTION
Organic molecules with conjugated n-bonds connecting electron-

donating to electron-withdrawing groups possess large hyperpolarizabilies

(n). Efficient second-harmonic generation (SHG) becomes possible only if

swh molecules are arranged in a non-centrosymmetric fashion. Past ap- H

proaches to sqtch arrangement used materials which spontaneously form H

aon-centrosymmetric crystals or liquid crystals, or which have been "poled"

in strong electric fields; or oriented thin films, self-assembled or deposited IPEMA]

with a Langmuir-Blodgett apparatus1 -3 . We report here the preparation, by a I. -R' = -R2
= -CH,

relatively simple and inexpensive spin-coating technique, of robust SHG- U. -R1 = -CH3, -R2 
= -(CH2-CH 3

active samples in which amphiphilic hyperpolarizable molecules are IM. -RI = -CH3 , - 2 
= -(CH2)17 CH3

permanently oriented between solid layers of hydrophobic and hydrophilic

polymers.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
EXPERIMENTAL Scanning electron micrographs (75,OOOX, Au + Pd coating), front-

Organic dyes shown in Fig. 1 were synthesized and characterized on and in cross-section, confirm the surface of PEMA films to be very flat

according to literature procedures4 . Poly(ethylenetmaleic acid) ("PEMA") and smooth both before and after application of dye. The change in colour

solution was prepared by dissolving 10% w/w of commercial 1:1 ethy- from yellow to red-orange (Xmax = 470 nm) confirms protonation of the

iene/maleic anhydride copolymer (Aldrich) in distilled water and filtering basic dye as it bonds (ionically) to the acidic hydrophilic polymer; this
irough a 0.45 g±m membrane. Samples for SHG measurements were pre- "chemisorbed" species tenaciously remains while toluene easily washes

pared thus: a few drops of PEMA solution were placed on a circular glass away the excess free dye. The optical density (X = 470 nin) of the final
-ver slip (Fisher, 18 mm x 0.21 mm), which was then spun at 3000 rpm coloured film increases from 0.05 to 0.30 with increasing content of dye

r 2 min., and dried at 20*C under vacuum for 1 hour to give a smooth and and/or methanol (in which the hydrophilic polymer is soluble) in the
.niform clear coating about 0.5jtm thick (Dektak profilometer). The film colouring solution (O.D.4 7 0 = 0.02 in known monolayers of similar

was then wetted with 0.1-0.2 mL of dye solution (0.01-0.05% w/w in molecules 5 - hence, Fig. 2). Spectral characteristics (and SHG intensity) of

"4eOH:toluene 1:9), spun dry, rinsed with toluene, dried by spinning and in the dye change little with application of the PS layer, which, besides provid-

vacuo. Polystyrene ("PS"; Sp2 Inc."45,000 g/mol") was overlaid in similar ing a sharply distinct hydrophobic environment "or "solvation" of long alkyl

lashion from a 10% w/w toluene solution. tails to induce (with hydrophilic PEMA) net orientation of the amphiphilic

Contact angle was measured by the sessile-drop method with a dye, can also act as a protective coating for the "active" dye layer, as a sub-

rome-made video microscope system (Concordia University, Montreal), strate upon which to deposit further PEMA/dye/PS layers for multiplied
ising 1 g±L drops of distilled water measured within 4 seconds of applica- SRO efficiency in the "vertical" direction (Figure 2); and as a medium for

ion- "horizontal" propagation/SHG of IR/visible light ("organic waveguide").

SHG measurements were made using s- or p- linear polarized light

mm a Q-switched Nd-YAG laser (1064 nm, 10 ns pulse duration. 5 rrJ Figure 2. Arrangement of Dye Molecules at Interface

,lse energy) directed at a 450 angle onto the sample. The SHG signal 12w
PS

532 nm) was isolated and resolved into p- and s- polarized components

ising 3 interference filters and a polarizer, and quantitated by a photomul-

iplier (Hamamatsu R928). Each output signal was normalized by dividing

)y the square of the corresponding input signal, as measured with a photo-

liode. PEN"
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Contact angles 0 which start (Table 1) and remain (with time) large 2. (a) Singer, K. D.; Kuzyk, M. G.; Sohn, J. E. J. Opt. Soc. Am. B y19 87

for dye-treated films confirm the presence of coatings which are outwardly v4 p968. (b) Park, J.; Marks, T. J.; Yang, J.; Wong, G. K. Chem

hydrophobic ("water-repellant"), particularly with longer alkyl chains (Dye Mater. y1 9 9 0 v2 p2 2 9 .

III). 3. Li, D.; Ratner, M. A.; Marks, T. J. J. Am. Chem. Soc. y19 9 0 v112

p 7 3 8 9 .

Table 1. Contact Anle 0 of PEMA Films Before and After Dye Treatment 4. Kost, A. N.; Sheinkman, A. K.; Rozenberg, A. N. J. Gen. Chem.

Film PEMA PEMA-I PEMA-I1 PEMA-Ill USSR (Engl. Tansl.) y1964 v34 p4106.

0 35-400 50-550 75800 85900 5. Steinhoff, R.; Chi, L. F.; Marowsky, G.; Mobius, D. J. Opt. Soc. Am.

B y198 9 v6 p8 4 3 -8 4 7 .

6. Marowsky, G.; Gierulski, A.; Steinhoff, R.; Dorsch, D.; Eidenschnik,

SHG signals 120 of PEMA-I,IIII films in p-p and s-p geometries R.; Rieger, B. J. Opt. Soc. Am. B y198 7 v4 p956.

at 450 incident angle were recorded and compared. The relative intensities 7. Williams, D. J.; Penner, T. L.; Schildkraut, J. J.; Tillman, N.; Ulman,

were: PEMA-IT > PEMA-i1 >> PEMA-I. Glass or glass-plus-PEMA alone A.; Willand, C. S. In Nonlinear Optical Effects in Organic Polymers-, J.

showed no SHG. The PEMA film coloured with dye I (shortest alkyl) Messier et al, Eds.; Kluwer Academic Publishers: Boston y1989 p195-

showed only a very weak SHG signal. 12,o values of PEMA-II and -I1 218.

fluctuated between zero and maximal intensities as incident angles were

varied. Under the assumptions of = being dominant and a sharp distribu-

tion of the molecular axes characterized by an angle a (tilt angle) from the

perpendicular, Eqn. 1 applies6 :

I P-P / s-P [(2/tan 2a) - 112 Equation 1

Our results show that this ratio is between 5 and 3 for PEMA-Il and
PEMA-I1, implying an average orientation angle a in the range of 28-300

from the vertical, which compares favourably with materials prepared by

Langmuir-Blodgett techniques 3 .6 7.

In summary,we have demonstrated a very simple method to prepare

thin films with second-order nonlinear optical properties. The results sug-

gest that amphiphilic dyes I and III are adsorbed on PEMA surface in an

oriented fashion, with a certain degree of penetration of the hydrophilic end,

and with the long alkyl chain extending to the top of the surface (Fig. 2).
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OW-LOSS GRADED-INDEX AND SINGLE-MODE POLYMER OPTICAL mechanism is the gradual diffusion of the PMMA molecules

FIBERS dissolved from the PMMA tube into the center region. Here
MMA is used as the M, monomer, and vinyl benzoate (VB), vinyl

Yasuhiro Koike and Eisuke Nihei phenylacetate (VPAc) or benzyl methacrylate (BzMA) etc. are
used as the M monomer.

Faculty of Science and Technology The refractive index distribution of the GI POF for the

Keio University, Yokohama 223, Japan MMA-BzMA monomer system is shown in Fig.l, in which the
monomer feed composition, MMA/BzMA (wt/wt), is 3, 4, and 5,
respectively. Here R,. is the radius of the fiber. The preform

INTRODUCTION rods of these GI POFs were polymerized at 95'C for 24h. The
normalized index distributions of these fibers are almost the

There has been considerable interest in the development same as those of the preform rods.

a polymer optical fiber (POF) as a short distance The bandwidth of the GI and SI POFs was measured as

mmunication such as local area network (LAN), datalink, follows: A pulse of 10-MHz from an InGaAIP laser diode

ultinoded bus network, etc., because of its easy processing (wavelength =670 nm) was injected (N.A=0.5) into a 20-m length

id handling. In short distance communication, many fiber. The output pulse was detected by a sampling head. The

inctlons and connections of optical fibers would be result for the MMA-BzMA GI POF is shown in Fig.2, compared

scessary. In the single-mode glass fiber, the core diameter with the commerciLily available SI POF. Although the output

about 5 # m, so when connecting two fibers a slight amount pulse through the 20-m length SI POF is quite spread, the

* displacement such as ± a few ji m causes a significant pulse through the GI POF is almost the same as the input

upling loss. Polymer optical fiber with a large diameter such pulse.

I mm is one of the promising candidates to solve this The bandwidth of the SI POF estimated at 3dB level in

-oblem. However, all commercially available POFs have been pulse-response-function is 6 MHz-km, while the bandwidth of

e step-index (SI) type. Therefore, even in short-range the MMA-BzMA GI POF in Fig.2 is about 500 MHz-km. Figure 3

,tical communication (e.g. indoor use), the SI POF will not be summarizes the normalized bandwidths of the various GI POFs

ue to cover the whole bandwidth of the order of hundreds of
-1z which will be necessary in LAN, or datalink, because the 0
mdwidth of the SI POF is only about 5MHz- km.

On the other hand, graded-index (GI) POF is expected to
we a much higher bandwidth than that of SI POF, while
dntalnlng a large diameter. In this paper, the author
-scribes a graded-index POF in which the bandwidth is more
an 50OMHz-km, and a single-mode POF which has been
iveloped by us very recently. 0

-0.010 C
GI POLYMER OPTICAL FIBER

In the SI POF, lights pass through the fiber by reflecting
f the wall at different angles, which spreads an Impulse over
time Interval that Is equal to the difference of the arrival

Pea of the slowest and fastest modes. On the other hand, in
e GI POF, if the index profile is optimum, all modes propagate

the same velocity without spreading an Impulse, which -00200
markably increases the bandwidth. 0 0.5 to

It is well known that the bandwidth can be maximized by (r/Rp)
wtimiing the shape of the graded-index distribution of the
3er core. When the index distribution is expressed by a Fig.l. Refractive-index distribution of the MMA-BzMA GI POF.
,wer law of the form Monomer feed composition MMA/BzMA (wt/wt):

n(r)=no[1-(r/a)
0

A] (1) (A), 3.0 (wt/wt); (B), 4.0 (wt/wt); (C), 5.0 (wt/wt).

e bandwidth is maximized for

a =2-(12/5) A (2)

this formula A is a parameter that measures the
lative-index difference, A = (no-nJ)/no, where no and n, +

e the index values at the core center and in the fiber /-
adding respectively, and a is the radius of the core. The
.rameter a is the exponent of the power law. Since A
.01-0.02 for the GI POF, the maximum bandwidth is achieved
en a is about 2. - --
Such a GI POF has been developed recently at Keio - " - - S I POF

iiversity
3 '

. The GI preform rod is obtained by the - -

terfacial-gel copolymerization process', and is heat-drawn- ./ t- -

190-280T into the GI POF. A pure PMMA tube filled with M-
d M2 monomer mixture is placed in a furnace at 80-1009C. -

.re the inner wall of the polymer tube is slightly swollen by - -

* monomer mixture, then a gel phase is formed on the inner INPUT PULSE
dl of the tube. It is well known that the reaction of the - - i
.lymerization Is accelerated in the gel state. Then, the - I
polymer is gradually formed from the inner wall of the tube, - - -1-

tally solidifying up to the center axis of the tube.

The refractive index distribution is obtained by the 200 ps
Ilowing two mechanisms: The M, monomer which has a higher
fractive index than that of the M, monomer is gradually Fig.2. Bandwidth measurement by spreading of the output
,ncentrated in the center region of the tube. The other pulse through both GI and SI I'OFs with a 20-m length.
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against the a in Eq.(2), along with that of the SI POF. The
bandwidth around a =2 achieved by the MMA-BzMA fiber is
about 50OMH. km which is one hundred times larger than that
of the SI POF. 500-

The total attenuation of the light transmission through -

these GI POFs is 150-200 dB/km at 652-nm wavelength. It :
should be noted that these values are comparable with the 400-
attenuation (100-300 dB/km) of the commercially available Sl
POF. The MMA-BzMA GI POF is especially flexible and the A

tensile strength is 1600 kg/cm1 which is comparable to that of \ 300-

the commercially available SI POF. X

- 200-
SINGLE-MODE POLYMER OPTICAL FIBER

C
A single-mode POF in which the core diameter was 3-15 9 m 100- '

and the attenuation of the transmission was about 200 dB/km co S POF .A

at 652-nm wavelength was successfully obtained'. As far as
we know, this is the first single-mode POF. 0 I .

The basic mechanism for forming the index distribution in 05 O 2.5 3.0
the preform rod of the single-mode POF is the same as in the Index gradient a
GI POF. The preform rod which was heat-treated to complete
the polymerization was heat-drawn at ca. 2009C to obtain the
single-mode POF (One-step process). When the core diameter Fig.3. Bandwidth of the GI POFs against the exponent of the
was larger than the single-mode condition, the resulting fiber power law in Eq.(2).
was inserted into a PMMA tube, filling gaps with MMA monomer, (0), MMA-VB system; (A), MMA-BzMA; (0), MMA-VPAc.
and this was polymerized. This second preform rod was again
heat-drawn into the fiber to satisfy the single-mode condition
(Two-step process).

Figure 4 shows the end-surface of the single-mode POF
with a 50-m icngth and the intensity display of the core, in
which the fiber diameter is 600 g m and the attenuation of the
transmission at 652 nm wavelength was 190 dB/km. Figure 5
shows the index distribution of the POF prepared by the
two-step process as follows: The graded-index (GI) preform
rod was prepared by the interfacial-gel copolymerization

technique under the condition of MMA/BzMA=4/I(wt/wt) and
was heat-drawn into the GI POF, followed by the two-step
process mentioned above to obtain the single-mode POF. The
core and clad diameters are 5 u m and 250ju m respectively, diameter
and the index difference A n is ca. 0.003, which satisfies the
single-mode condition (V parameter), Eq.(3):

V (3) Core
where a is the radius of the core and I is the wavelength of
the light. Equation (3) is for the case in which the core index
distribution is of an SI type. Since the index distribution of
the fiber in Fig.5 is of a GI type single-mode, the cut-off Fig.4. Photograph of the end-surface of the single-mode POF.
wavelength is shorter than the value estimated by Eq.(3). The The fiber diameter is 600 Al m.
single mode was also confirmed by the far field pattern

measurement.
0.000 -

CONCLUSION

It is experimentally and theoretically confirmed that the GI
POF is quite superior to the conventional SI POF in the
bandwidth, while the attenuation and mechanical properties of
both fibers are comparable. The low-loss single-mode POF in
which the core diameter was 3-15 ju m was successfully "

obtained, we believe, for the first time. <
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fibers to optimize guide-to-fiber optical coupling. Multimode
guides typically have 50-jim-square cross sections with a relative

PLANAR POLYMER WAVEGUIDES FOR OPTICAL INTERCONNECTIONS guide index in excess of 0.04, through use of higher-index

by constituents such as aromatic monomers, and process conditions
B. L. Booth, J. E. Marchegiano, C. T. Chang, T. K. Foreman, with higher temperatures and exposure levels for enhanced

J. L Hohman, S. L. Witman diffusion. Exposure energies range from 10 to 100 mJ/c 2 for the
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) initial primary exposure. The ratioing of monomers of different
Wilmington, Delaware 19880-0357 molecular structure and functionality combined with selected

process conditions noted above results in excellent guide-index
Optical interconnect technology is being increasingly consid- control. Excellent waveguide properties, as well as performance

ered as necessary to resolve the bottlenecks resulting from high of all splitting and coupling functions, have been achieved for
circuit densities, multiple pin outs, high data and processing both multimode and singlemode waveguiding and will be
rates, electromagnetic interference, and the growing demand for summarized in the presentation.-
data and services. To satisfy these applications low-cost, versatile The primary critical issue for creating practical optical inter-
optical and system performance capabilities are required involv- connects is the ability to effectively couple light between two
ing backplane-to-backplane, board-to board, and within-board op- waveguides, between waveguides and fibers, and between
tical interconnections utilizing optical fibers, connectors and waveguide and electro-optic components. Matching of both the
integrated optics. A number of polymeric materials have been in/out optical cross sections referred to as overlap and the
explored for integrated optical systems that indicate considerable allowed angle of guide propagation or numerical aperture is
potential to meet many perceived requirements. This paper required for efficient coupling from one guiding system to
reviews the polymer integrated optic system technology referred another. Compromises must be made to achieve overall system
to as Polyguide* that is currently under development at Du Pont. optimization since, typically, waveguides may have a higher
Polyguide refers to a core technology currently employing a numerical aperture than fibers to facilitate, for example, high-
polymeric binder and acrylate monomers precast on Mylar® radius-of-curvature guides and maximize input coupling of
polyester film carrier layers. Using multilayer lamination diode laser light.
techniques, a symmetric structure is assembled around an Fiber-to-waveguide self-alignment is achieved in Polyguide
embedded waveguide photolithographically created by a UV-to- by first creating and then inserting the fiber in an open square
blue light exposure process. A specific effort will be made to re- alignment channel. This is accomplished by first excimer-laser
late polymeric properties to the resulting optical or applications- aliget chan T is mplis by first iner-laseablating at 248 nm a 500-gm-long by 120-jim-wide slot in a 120-
specific requirements. The intent is to demonstrate the versatil- pu-thick structure containing a centered buried waveguide. All
ity of polymers and, specifically, Polyguide for integrated optical these dimensions are tolerant to plus or minus several microns.
interconnection applications. Thick outer layers are then laminated on top and bottom of the

A high-index waveguide region results from photopolymer- waveguide structure. This creates a square opening with the
ization-induced monomer diffusion into the polymerizing waveguide located precisely (± 0.5 pm) in the cente: with ± 0.20
guide region through the exposed waveguide layer. The core angular deviation. A beveled 125-Wn glass fiber is inserted into
technology noted above plus solvent-free photopolymerizable an s dvaiiaer, nominaliy 25-prm, square channel, which provides
liquid Polyguide formulations (LPG) and excimer-!aser machin- equal self-centering pressure for alignment. The fiber is bonded
ing all combine to provide a broad range of optical, physical, and permanently with a silanated photopolymerizable and/or
mechanical properties. Formulation and process variations ex- thermally polymerizable LPG to complete the low-optical-loss,
ploit the broad and unique properties of Polyguide to satisfy di-
verse integrated optical interconnect requirements. robust coupling. The process is amenable to automation and

Creation of the waveguide regions in Polyguide is achieved Waveguide-to-waveguide coupling is achieved using ablated
by lamination of the waveguide-forming layer directly to the slots described above without the laminated outer layers. Slots
photomask, followed by waveguide exposure. This initiates a slots ds ri e withouhe teuter layers. Slo
primary diffusion reaction whereby monomer and other low- at the ends of two buried waveguide structures are inserted into
molecular-weight constituents move into the guide region. A eacer hetey ae "st orine mit s ormton
secondary diffusion reaction results when Polyguide buffer lay- waveguide-to-waveguide "slot' coupling permits construction
ers of similar or different formulation are laminated on both of optical board-to-board coupling systems and connectors which

sides of the waveguide layer, ha- ing removed both the mask will be described in the presentation.

and the Mylar@ carriers. These buffer layers come from adjoin- Diode lasers have been embedded and permanently inter-

ing regions of the cast material roll and are thus identical in faced, via LPG, directly to waveguides, enabling construction of
thickness, ensuring a highly-centered buried waveguide. robust components and connectors. Performance of these sys-thicnes, esurig ahigly-cnteed urie waegude. tems will also be reviewed.
Diffusion from these layers further enhances the magnitude and Te willa e reviewed.
profile of the refractive index of the waveguide relative to the Tepraetatcmn fPlgiewvgiesrc

tures to both ceramic and fiber-reinforced circuit board materials
surround. The structure is then totally photopolymerized, fol- has been achieved that is stable over a -65'C to 1501C range. No
lowed by the addition of subsequent layers, creating different ad- change in optical propagation of the guides has been observed
hesion and/or mechanical properties. Process control is with these configurations. Low-modulus formulations were
achieved through exposure energy, power, temperature, and developed to buffer the widely different thermal expansion co-
time variations which can directly modify the diffusion into the efficients associated with board attachment. Additionally, using
guide region. cross-linked Polyguide, heat spiking for 30 seconds, typically used

Singlemode guides are typically around 7 gtm thick and 6 to for IR sold2r operations to attach surface mount electronic com-
7.5 pim wide. The refractive index of the guide relative to the ponents, has demonstrated no loss in guide properties with re-
surround is approximately 0.004 at 1300 nm. This is essentially peated cycles to 230'C. Compatibility with higher spike tempera-
-quivalent to the relative core-to-cladding index of glass optical tures appears likely and is under investigation. Finally, to opti-

cally interface surface mounted electronic components on boards
Du Pont tradeark to optical waveguide layers, excimer-laser-ablated reflecting mir-

rors are constructed and are under ongoing investigation.
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Overall, a number of formulation variations readily available
to the Polyguide system have been developed and utilized to
achieve the results for singlemode and multimode wave-
guiding, interconnection, and board-associated applications.
Although Polyguide technology is still evolving, to date we have
created a versatile polymeric approach to form integrated optical
interconnects, connectors, and components, with a goal of
demonstrating real-world applications. The Polyguide system
capitalizes on the significant potential of polymer chemistry to
create, in a dry, light-exposure-induced process, well-controlled,
interconnectible waveguides highly compatible with many elec-
tronic processing and optical requirements.
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Guided-wave nonlinear optics in DCANP Langmuir-Blodgett

films

P. GUnter._Ch. Bosshard, M. Ktilpfer and N. Florsheimer

Institute of Quantum Electronics, Nonlinear Optics Laboratory, Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology, ETH Hdnggerberg, CH-8093 Zfirich,

Switzerland

2-Docosylamino-5-nitropyridine (DCANP) is a molecule displaying stmng
nonlinear optical effects in Langmuir-Blodget! (LB) films. DCANP is a
molecule having a chromophere which is tilted with respect to the long
chain alkyl axis used for ordering the molecules before deposition. LB
flms made from these tilted chrmohore molecules (TC-molecules) can
have a net dipole moment in the plane of the substrate which is
advantageous for the deposition of high quality multilayer films. Its linear
and nonlinear optical properties have been described in [1] and [2]. Due to
its ability to form multilayers (up to 600) of high optical quality,
waveguiding with low attenuation has been observed in these films [2].

We will review the preparation of DCANP LB films and its physical
properties, including the measurement of dispersion of refractive indices,
nonlinear optical susceptibilities and waveguide attenuation losses. Fo the
first time guide-wave second-harmonic generation of Nd:YAG lasers in a
nonlinear optically active LB film will be reported. The frst waveguiding
experiments were canied out using a grating coupler. The grating was first
etched into the pyrex substrate through ion etching. Subsequently the LB
film was deposited with the dipping direction parallel to the grating grids.
TMo- and TEo-modes were observed for layer thicknesses between 177
nm and 442 nrn.

Phase-matched frequency-doubling was investigated in these LB films
employing the Crenkov-type configuration. This method is simpler than
phase-matching of guided modes where very strict conditions on the
waveguide thickness are required and where both fundamental and
second-harmonic waves have to be guided. In Cerenkov-type phase-
matching with DCANP only the fundamental beam is guided in the LB
layer, whereas the second-harmonic beam is radiated into the substrate.
Since the charge-transfer axis of the DCANP molecules lies in a plane
parallel to the dipping direction, the largest nonlinear optical coefficient d33
- 8 pm/V could be used with guided TE modes. Experiments at different
wavelengths and waveguide dimensions and efficiency studies of the
frequency-doubling process werde performed. In addition the dipping
process was adjusted for optimized waveguiding.

[1] G. Decher, B. Tieke, Ch. Bosshard and P. Guinter,
Ferroelectrics 91, 193-207 (1989)

t2] Ch. Bosshard, M. Kiapfer, P. Giinter, C. Pasquier, S. Zahir and M.
Seifert,
Appl. Phys. Lett. 56 (13), 1204-1206 (1990)
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OPTICALLY NONLINEAR POLYMERS IN Langmuir-Blodgett layers (time consuming processing, low

WAVEGUIDING PASSIVE AND ACTIVE DEVICES optical quality); polymeric solid solutions (segregation,

by small nonlinear effects) and main chain polymers
G.R. M6hlmann and W.H.G. Horsthuis (intractable, difficult to process systems thus far). The

Akzo Research Laboratories Arnhem, Corporate Research, attractive features of nlo-side chain polymers are: large

P.O. Box 9300, 6800 SB A-rnhem, The Netherlands nonlinear effects; fast switching and modulation; easy
processing into thin film multilayer structures; channel

Introduction: Optically nonlinear side chain wavegqide formation by UV-irradiation; large compatibility
polymers, containing hyperpolarizable molecules as the side with other materials permitting integration; low dielectric
groups, have been developed over the past years. These constant permitting high speed operation; tailorability of
optically nonlinear (nlo) polymers have been applied for optical, mechanical, electrical, etc properties by organic
making electro-optically active devices [1,2J. In electro- synthesis and molecular engineering. Moreover, in nature only
optic devices, the nlo-active material exhibits a shift of a limited number of materials possesses spontaneously
refractive index if placed in electric fields thus noncentrosymsetry and nlo-properties, whereas virtually every
influencing the propagation and permitting the manipulation nlo-group containing polymer can be converted by electric
of light; in this way, optical functions can be performed, field poling into an n]i-polymer.

Polymeric nlo-devices such as phase shifters, Thin Film Multilayer Structures: The basic
Mach-Zehnder interferometers, directional mode couplers, structure for making the waveguiding devices, consists of a
etc., are usually made by starting with a multilayer sandwich polymeric thin film multilayer, comprising: a substrate
structure containing the nonlinear polymer, in which channel (glass, silicon, III-V, etc.); a lower metal electrode (gold,
waveguides can be realised via UV irradiation. By electric silver, etc.); a lower polymeric optical cladding; a central
field poling of the polymer in the sandwich, electro-optic (core) polymeric nonlinear layer; the polymeric upper
coefficients in excess of 20 pm/V have been induced. Device cladding, and the top metal electrode (see Figure 2 left
switching and modulation voltages achieved, are of the order side). The polymer layers are deposited via spincoating or
of 10 Volts; the corresponding modulation ratio's are in dipping, applying polymer solutions. The thickness of the
excess of 10 dB. By applying different nlo-polymers, device different layers are of the order of micrometers. The central
operation in specific parts of the optical spectrum (400 - (nonlinear) layer possesses the highest refractive index of
.600 rm) can be achieved. Active and passive waveguides can the various polymeric layers and acts, therefore, as an
be made, applying virtually the same processing techniques, optical waveguide. By heating the sandwich structure close to

the Tg of the central layer (a typical Tg value is 140*C),
Optically Nonlinear Polymers: In order to show the polymer becomes soft enabling the side groups to move.

second order nonlinear effects (e.g.the electro-optic effect Application of'a strong electric field (of the order of 100's
and frequency doubling), the nlo (side group) molecules as V/pm) causes the side groups to reorient owing to the
well as the bulk nlo-materials, are subject to a symmetry interaction between their dipoles and the field, yielding a
constraint: only noncentrosymmetric systems are useful. net polar order. By cooling down to sufficiently below Tg,
Noncentrosymmetry on the molecular level can be obtained via the induced polar order is frozen in. Electro-optic
asymmetric substitution by electron donating groups such as coefficients up to 34 pm/V have been achieved in poled
alkoxy, amino, etc., and by electron attracting groups such polymers [1], which is close to the value of the often
as cyano, nitro, etc. These groups are often asymmetrically applied inorganic single crystal lithium niobate (32 pm/.).
substituted to conjugated s-electron systems; the resulting
molecules are called: D-i-A molecules. Typical examples are Thermal Stability of the Electro-optic Effect:
4-alkoxy-4'-nitro-stilbene and 4-dimethylamino-4'-nitro- Since the electro-optic effect can be obtained via electric
stilbene (DANS). The D-w-A groups are covalently attached to field induced molecular segmental reorientation at Tg, it is
polymerizable moieties; after polymerisation, a nlo-polymeric expected that thermally induced relaxation of the effect will
material is obtained (see Figure 1). The concentration of the occur if, later on, the temperature of the poled polymers
covalently attached nlo-side groups in polymers can be up to. approaches Tg. The electro-optic effect in polymers, in
60-70 %, and is much larger than can be achieved in solid principle, suffers from thermal instability. Measurements
solutions of nonlinear molecules in polymer hosts. By varying have been carried out on the thermal stability of poled
the side group, mainly the functionality of the polymer is polymers. For a poled polymer with a Tg of 142'C, the time
determined; by varying the back bone or the spacer connecting required for a 50 % decrease of the effect (half life), as a
the nlo-group to the backbone, mainly the mechanical function of temperature (T), is presented in Table I.
properties (glass transition temperature Tg, etc.) can be
varied. To achieve noncentrosymnetry on the macroscopic Table I
(bulk) level, electric field induced polar orientation of the Half life (,P) of a poled polymer with Tq equal to 142*C
permanent dipole moments of the side groups is carried out.

T' (years) 4 (days)
It is now widely believed that nlo side chain polymers .9

offer the best compromise with respect to desired optical, 40 9:10: 3:109
mechanical, electrical, processing, etc., properties as G0 2 1 0

4t 1I0+3
compared to other forms of organic nonlinear materials such 80 2:10 2 -710
as: organic single crystals (difficult to grow and process); 100 ")0 2 10

17 0[----electrode

C (laddrnq layer

HC\
Hc O-(CH 2 )6 -O c N 2 adderg layer -

Figure 1. Schematic reprr,:;rirnt.t on l n f i :;i,. chain polymer. ,f<rnI ; , ( itt.1 ,| , ;*'.r Inru Ore
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cross state, was about 10 Volts; the intensity modulation

It can be seen in Table I that nlo-polymers with a Tg ratio's were in excess of 15 dB.

of 1420C are reasonably stable up to 60°C. However, it is

highly desired that nlo-polymers with improved thermal Thermo-Optic Switching and Biasing: instead of the

stability become available. Two possibilities are currently electro-optic effect, the thermo-optic effect can be applied

tried to improve the thermal stability, both aiming at to vary the refractive index for switching. The switching

reducing the mobil ity of the side groups after poling by: 1) electrodes are then used to carry electric currents instead

increasing the Tg; 2) introduction of a crosslinks. Both of fields only, and act as heating elements raising the
methods are explored by various workers and have yielded temperature of the polymer underneath. The refractive index
promising results and are continued; it has not yet become decreases up to 0.1 have been measured for increasing
clear which is the preferred one. For passive devices, temperatures. A disadvantage of the thermal effect is the low
thermal stability is less of a problem (no poling required). speed: 1 klz versus >>l GHz for electro-optic effects.

Various integrated polymeric waveguiding switches and
Wavequide Realisation: By irradiating the nlo- modulators have been made, requiring a few milliwatts only of

polymers with UV light, a photo-induced process, causing a electrical power for switching.
decrease of the refractive index, occurs. For DANS containing
polymers, the original refractive index of 1.63 is lowered by The thermo-optic effect can be applied to fine-tune
values ranging from 0.001-0.09 depending on the (monitoring) the bias point of polymeric electro-optic devices. In (high
wavelength, intensity and bleaching time used. By applying speed) Mach-Zehnder interferometers, bias tuning has been
proper masks and UV bleaching conditions, monomode and thermo-optically achieved, while (high speed) modulation has
inltimode channel waveguides can be realised (see Figure 2, simultaneously been performed by electro-optic means. The

right hand side). For optimised combinations of channel electrode covering one arm of the interferometer is used as a
widths (typically 3-5 pm) and refractive index contrast strip heater, thereby changing the refractive index and phase
(typically 0.003-0.001), monomode waveguides result at 1.3 velocity in the arm, hence shifting the bias point of the
M. The intensity contour plot of the monomode output of a interferometer. The electrode system at the other arm of the
passive 1*2 splitter, as measured with an infrared camera, is interferometer is used for (fast) electro-optic modulation; a
shown in Figure 3. Increasing channel widths or refractive voltage difference here, will generate an electric field
index contrasts, convert the channels from monomode into across the waveguide and permitting (fast) electro-optic
multimode waveguides. Depending on whether the poling step is phase shifting and thus output intensity and modulation.
.pplied, passive or active waveguides are obtained.

Thermo-optically biased Mach-Zehnder interferometers
Electro-Optic Devices: A variety of polymeric (similar to that in figure 4 but with optimised electrodes)

electro-optical devices has been made by starting from the have been realised and tested. Typical electrical power
multilayer sandwich structure as shown in Figure 2, including valugs needed for a r-radians phase shift are about 0.25
)ANS containing polymers. W/cm . This corresponds to a current of 0.5 mA for a 5 lm

wide strip heater. Geometries with strips up to 200 pm wide,
Arrays of active linear waveguides, performing as required currents up to 90 mA. The electro-optic V was equal

?hase modulators arrays, have been made by poling the to 20 V for this particular device with an electrode length
ilo-polymer at a temperature close to the Tg of 1421C with an of 20 m. An advantage of using the thermo-optic effect in-
ilectric field of 170 V/pm for about 10 minutes and by stead of the electro-optic effect for DC bias tuning is that
ipplying a mask for bleaching. The best half wave voltage no compensation for electrical drift is required. Such drift
V ) measured thus far for a 28 rmn long device was about 2 phernoena, owing to electrical stress in polymeric integrated
lolts at 1.3 pm wavelength; this V value corresponds to a optic devices, have been observed.
" 3 of 34 pm/V in the channel of the

5
device. The optical loss

.n the waveguide was equal to about 0.9 dB/cm at 1.3 pm.
patterned electrode

Similarly, after poling at slightly lower temperature
rith 205 V/pm and bleaching, an array of 30 integrated top cladding
olymeric Mach-Zehnder interferometers has been made. The
witching voltage on the 14 mn long active arm, was about 8
olts, corresponding to a r of 18.5 pm/V; the intensity
odulation ratio was about 2o dB. A schematic view of a
ingle element of the device is given in Figure 4.

Another type of polymeric switching device, that has
een made similarly to the process as mentioned above, is the
irectional mode coupler which can be regarded as a 2*2
witch. The switching voltage for going from the bar to the

50.0 susrt

waveguide -bottom cladding

-Figure 4. Schematic view of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
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NLO Polymers for frequency doubling: methacrylate of 5 ) the value of d33 was 46 pm/V, at 840 nm, for

Synthesis, characterization and photochemical stability, the 75 % w/w copolymer. This value exceeds that of the best
inorganic NLO material LiNbO3 (d3n= 30 pm/V [7] ) at that
wavelength.

Emiel G.J. Staring, G.L.J.A. Rikken, C.J.E. Seppen, For application of these poled polymer materials in frequency
S. Nijhuis, A.H.J. Venhuizen doubling devices the temporal stability of the induced polar order

Philips Research Laboratories, P.O.Box 80.000 is essential. Relaxation of the polar order arises from thermal
5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands randomization processes due to the molecular mobility in the

amorphous polymers. This mobility is a function of(1) the structure
of the polymer backbone and chromophore, (2) the amount of free

Introduction volume frozen in the glassy state and (3) the temperature of storage.
A suitpble approach to an increased temporal stability of the polar

An important potential area of application of second order order is to increase the T, of the polymeric materials [8,9] . For
nonlinear optical (NLO) effects is frequency doubling or second most practical purposes, a T. of > 130 'C will result in sufficient
harmonic generation (SHG) of the emission of a common temporal stability, even at elevated temperatures [9]. We have
GaAs/AIGaAs semiconductor diode laser in order to achieve a prepared copolymers of MMA and the methacrylates of 3 , 4 and
4-fold increase of information density in optical data storage 5 to investigate the influence of the spacer length on the temporal
systems. For this application highly nonlinear materials are stability of the polar order. Polymers were prepared in the molar
required with zero absorption at the fundamental wavelength ratio 0.81:0.19, by the procedure described above. Again, these
around 820 nm and at the second harmonic wavelength around 410 polymers are amorphous, glassy materials. The highest T, was
nm. At our Labs the NLO research program is aimed at obtaining observed for n =2 : 127 *C . For n =4 the T, is 109 *C. All three
poled polymer side-chain materials for frequency doubling of these polymeric materials have, within experimental error, identical
diode lasers. In our view, complete transparency around 410 nm d3rvalues of 10 pm/V at 1064 nm after poling just below their T,.
can only be achieved if the wavelength of maximum absorption Experiments to compare the temporal stability of these copolymers
A. of the charge transfer (CT) absorption of the chromophore lies at elevated temperatures are currently underway.
well below that wavelength. Because of the transparency-high Sofar few experiments have been described in literature about
nonlinearity trade-off [1,2] efficient molecules and materials of this the photochemical stability of NLO polymeric materials. Organic
type are difficult to obtain. Our investigations showed that NLO materials are reportedly able to withstand high intensity radiation.
molecules containing the sulphone electron acceptor group are However, the demands on these materials are truely phenomenal in
especially suitable [3,4,5] . The narrow CT absorption band of frequency doubling devices. For write applications in optical
these NLO molecules [4] allows a small energy separation between recording systems power densities larger than 0.1 MW/cml are
2,,. and the second harmonic wavelength, which is advantageous required, at a wavelength close to the absorption band of the NLO
because of the resonance enhancement of/. chromophore. Therefore we have started a systematical inquiry

into the photochemical stability of chromophores and polymers to
Results and Discussion be used in frequency doubling. Our preliminary experiments have

been performed with copolymer 7 which we described earlier
We now report on polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) copolymer [3,4,5]. This NLO material was irradiated with focussed 413 nm

side-chain materials based on the 4-(dimethylamino)- radiation from a CW Kr-ion laser, this wavelength being just above
4'-(alkylsulphonyl)biphenyl chromophore. The parent A,,,-,of for this material. According to the Grotthus-Draper principle
chromophore 5 represents one of the best examples that combines [10] a photochemical reaction only takes place if light is absorbed.
transparency around 410 nm with a high nonlinearity. For this The CT band in the UV-VIS spectrum of our material is a measure
chromophore, 2, is 342 nm, is 410 nm and fl is 110 x 10-0 of the concentration of the chromophore and thus a measure of the
esu at 820 nm. nonlinearity of the material. Figure 2 shows a strong and

The synthesis of the monomeric chromophore is summarized in irreversible decrease of the CT band for a power density of about
Scheme I. The commercially available 4-nitrobiphenyl I is 0.1 kW/cm' for a period of 26 minutes, although the resiual
converted into the sulphinic acid salt 2 [6], which allows the absorption of the chromophore at 413 nm is less than I cm-1 . The
preparation of various 4'-(w-hydroxyalkyl)-sulphonyl substituted pure polymer PMMA is effectively ablated in seconds at power
biphenyls. We prepared compounds 3 , 4 and 5 with respectively densities of 0.3 MW/cm' and poly(ez-methylstyrene) at I MW/cm'.
Cr, Cd- and C-alkylchains. Several copolymers 6 were prepared Probably a radical mechanism is responsible for the degradation
from the methacrylate of 5 (n =6) and methylmethacrylate of these pure polymers. This idea is supported by the fact that pure
(MMA), by thermal radical polymerization in chlorobenzene, at poly(bis-phenol-A-carbonate), which is not formed by a radical
100 *C. Colourless materials were obtained by precipitation with polymerization, does not show any ablation up to the highest
methanol. The results of these polymerization reactions are available power densities of 60 MW/cm' . Since the presence of
summarized in Table I. The molar mass A,. of the polymers, as radicals in the NLO materials may be of negative influence on the
determined by GPC was in the range of 66- 207 x l01 g/mol (vs lifetime of the NLO chromophore we are currently studying (I)
PMMA standards). All polymer materials listed in Table I are NLO side-chain polymers that are based on polycondensation or
amorphous, glassy materials, with T, values varying from polyaddition reactions (polyesters, polyepoxides, polyurethanes)
100 to 110 'C. Measurements of SHG to determine d13-valus were and (2) the influence of radical scavengers on the photochemical
performed on corona-poled films of I pum thickne.s. The stability of NLO chromophorcs and polymers.
di-values increase super-linearly with the chromophore
concentration. At the highest concentration (75 % w/w of the
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Conclusions

We have prepared various PMMA copolymer side-chain \ / / NO,
materials based on the 4-(dimettylamino)-
4'-(alkylsulphoflyl)bipheflyl chromophore system. These materials0
are especially designed for application in frequency doubling. The
copolymsers are amorphous materials up to 75 %/ w/w of the + - CH,

methacrylate of the chromophore. The d33 -value of this material No 02S / \ / 2
exceeds that of LiNbO3. By variation of the spacer-length, the T, CH,
could be raised from 106 "C to 127 *C. Therefore the temporal
stability of the polar order in these materials is expected to be0
sufficient for practical purposes. However, the photochemical -- CH3  n=2
stability of the chromophore and of the polymer backbone under HO(CH2)S /~/ 4 n= 4
the strenuous conditions in frequency doubling must be improved. n CH 5n1
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I'able I. Structure and properties of polymer 6 ,designed for
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN EFFICIENT FREQUENCY Cs
DOUBLING IN POLED POLYMER FILMS. G. Khanarian S.
Meyer, R.A. Norwood, H.A. Goldberg, D. Holcomb and [ T/
J.Stamatoff, Hoechst Celanese, 86 Morris Ave., Summit, N.J. c 0
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Introduction (c4)

Frequency doubling is becoming increasingly important in a o
number of areas such as optical data storage and displays.
However compact solid state lasers are only available at 0.63 n
and longer wavelengths which limit their application. For this
reason there are great efforts underway to frequency double
existing near-infrared light sources to the blue/violet region of cH
the spectrum. Frequency doubling is inherently a weak and
inefficient process because the transfer of energy from the (,

fundamental to the harmonic is limited by dephasing due to
the mismatch of refractive indices at the fundamental and
harmonic. A number of techniques have been developed to
match the effective indices at the fundamental and harmonic
wavelengths and the process is called phase matching.

Waveguides are attractive for efficient doubling because high 4,4'Oxynitrostilbene Copolymer for Frequency Doubling
power intensities result from low power lasers in channel Fig. 1
waveguides, long interaction lengths are possible (several
millimeters) without diffraction and the waveguide dispersion Phasematching in Frequency Doubling Waveguides
properties can be used for phase matching. Also waveguide
doublers can be integrated with other sources, detectors and Polymer waveguides are made by spin coating a polymer
other waveguide components to make a compact light weight solution onto a substrate such as a silicon wafer. The active
system. nonlinear optical guide has cladding polymers of lower index

to confine the radiation. Then the waveguide is poled to obtain
Waveguide frequency doublers have been fabricated from many a X(2) waveguide. It is a well known result from waveguide
materials.It presents a special challenge to chemists and theory that the effective indices NO) and N 2 (o of the
material scientists to create nonlinear optical materials that are fundamental and harmonic are dependent on th e waveguide
transparent at both the fundamental and harmonic funametal a hrmoide pende on thcwaveguid
wavelengths. They must also be processible to form thin films parameters such as the guide/cladding indices and thickness ofwhose refractive indices can be accurately controlled. The te wavegude[4]. In order to obtain efficient second harmonic

whos reraciveindies an e acurtelyconroled.The generation (SHG) the effective indices must be equal or the
condition of phase matching puts additional demands on the mismatch of indices must be compensated (phase matching).
material such as the need to periodically pole. Amongst the Also one tries to optimize other properties such as phase
materials under study for waveguide frequency do-iblers are matching the largest nonlinear optical (NLO) coefficient,
inorganic crystals such as KTP, organic crystals and most maximizing the overlap of the optical fields of the
recently polymers. fundamental and harmonic radiation and finally designing the
Nonlinear Optical Dyes and Polymers waveguide to be insensitive to fabrication variabilities such as

index and thickness fluctuations. The last aspect of quasi phase
Recently nonlinear optical polymers have been studied for matching enables the fabrication of longer frequency doublers.
electrooptical and frequency doubling applications. They [5J
present an interesting challenge to chemists to design dyes that
have large activity whilst being transparent at the harmonic One approach that meets the above criteria for efficent SHG is
wavelength (0.4-0.5 mm) They must also be photolytically quasi phase matching [2,6,7,8]. The basic idea is to modulate
stable. Cheng et al[l1] have made an extensive EFISH study of periodically the NLO waveguide to compensate for the
activity versus transparency and conclude that 4-methoxy 4' mismatch of refractive indices. This allows one to phase
sulphoxide stilbene(MOS02S) has good activity ( jib= 292 x10-4 8  match the largest NLO coefficient, use zeroth order modes for

the fundamental and harmonic waves with a resultant largeesu at 0.8 mm) with a -max =0.336 mm. overlap of optical fields and,finally, the waveguide parameters

can be adjusted to make it relatively insensitive to random
Then the dye can be attached to a polymer backbone in order to thickness/index variabilities (noncritical quasi phase
increase the number density of dyes and obtain a spin coatable matching). This approach has been implemented in two ways.
polymer which also has good mechanical properties. An Khanarian et al [2,81 have fabricated periodically poled slab
example of a nonlinear optical polymer that has been used in waveguides using the polymer shown in Fig. 1 and used 1.34
frequency doubling is shown in Fig. 1. The active dye is 4- mm fundamental radiation to observe the highest reported
methoxy 4'-nitrostilbene[2] which has a Xmax =0.370 mm, X(2)= efficiencies to date. Rikken et al. [9] made a slab waveguide
8 pm/V when poled at 70 V/pm and measured by SHG using from a polymer containing the MOSO2S dye, poled it
1.3 mm fundamental wavelength. Rikken et al.[3] have also uniformly, etched the top electrode and then periodically
made a copolymer incorporating the MOS02S dye and they bleached the NLO polymer. They observed phase matching

obtain X(2)= 18 pm/V when poled at 120 V/pm and measured using 0.8 mm radiation. The efficiencies of these two
at 0.8 mm. demonstrations is given in Table 1.
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Table I

Comparison of Polymer Frequency Doubling Results
with KTP and LiNbO3

Material Waveguide Length(P.M} Effidin Ref
Forma (mm (%/watt)

KTP channel 5 10 7

LINbO3 channel 1 0.24 6

Oxynitrostilbene Slab 5 0.01 8
Copolymer

Oxynitrostilbene Slab 0.1-1 3xl0
7  

11
copoim-

Oxysulphoxidestilbene Slab 9
Copoty-~

MNAfPMMA Slab 1.7x10
4  

10
Guet/Hom

onclusions

relimary studies of frequency doubling in slab waveguides
low that it is a promising approach to making efficient
3ublers. It presents a challenge to chemists to design high
-tivity dyes that are also transparent at the second harmonic,
id also to the polymer material scientists to fabricate smooth
aveguides which can be phase matched. More work remains
I be done on different phase matching schemes such as
:riodic poling and bleaching and the fabrication of smooth
w loss channel waveguides in polymers.
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PHOTOCHEMICALLY DELINEATED REFRACTIVE INDEX position in the film and photochemical dose allows us to apply a "WKB

PROFILES IN POLYMERIC SLAB WAVEGUIDES model" to determine the effective index of the propagating modes in slab

by waveguides generated in this manner.

Keith A. Hgn, David B. Schwind, and James T. Yardley
Allied-Signal Inc. Results and Discussion

Research and Technology We have previously described a model system for the photo-

101 Columbia Road chemical delineation of waveguides in polymeric films which consists of

Morristown, NJ 07962-1021 a monomeric nitrone dissolved in a polymeric film such as PMMA. The
photochemical reaction of (4-dimethylaminophenyl)-N-phenyl nitrone

Introduction (DMAPN) is shown in Eq. 5. The quantum yields for the conversion of

Thin organic polymeric films are promising materials for planar nitrones such as DMAPN to the corresponding oxaziridines typically range

integrated optical waveguides and devices.' Several recent papers2" have from 0.1 to 1.0. Since the oxaziridine absorption maximum is at ca.

described a direct one-step ultraviolet photolithographic method for the 270nm, irradiation with 410nm light results in a clean bleach of the

formation of polymer waveguides via lamp exposure through a mask. In nitrone absorption without interference by the photoproduct.

general the polymeric systems utilized in these systems require high
fluences (10-1000 J/cm2) to achieve waveguiding. Two fundamental
phenomena combine to cause this low sensitivity or photospeed. In the NM e 2 NM e 2
cases described to date, the quantum yields (4') for photochemical reaction
are low (< < 12) thereby requiring the high doses reported. In addition
these systems often contain high oscillator strength chromophores resulting (5)
in large optical densities at the wavelengths used to induce the
photochemical reaction responsible for the refractive index change. The h V

lithographic light is not uniformly absorbed by these highly absorbing H N H N
films and graded refractive index (GRIN) structures result. In order to
model the propagation of light in organic thin film waveguides and devices
it is important to be able to model the GRIN profile produced by these
photochemical reactions and to calculate the propagation constants for
such structures.

For a slab waveguide film of thickness d, which contains a photo-
chemically reactive chromophore, the light intensity as a function of depth Thin films of DMAPN/PMMA were spin coated on quartz
and the number density as a function of time are related by the Beer- substrates and irradiated at 410nm (xenon iamp/monochromator source,
Lambert equation and the rate equation l0nm bandpass). The transmitted intensity was monitored as a function

of time. Figure I shows the fit of Eq. 3 to the transmitted intensity data.
dl (N) From this fit the absorption coefficient a and K were determined to be 3.1

- -(cm-' and 3.4 x 104 s'- . Substitution of the transmittance T for ell, in Eq.
3 and rearrangement suggests that a plot of ln((l-T)/ vs time should be
a straight line with a slone of -4,eyl as snwn in Figure 1.

d N N (2)

dt VFigure I

where o is the absorption cross section, N/V is the number density and 4' 0.30 3
is the quantum yield for the photochemical reaction. Eqs. 3 and 4 are the
integrated analytical solutions to these equations 7 (a = o(N/V)) for the

case in which the chromophore bleaches to give photoproducts which are 0.24 1

transparent to the lithographic source. 0

E~ 
--I -ax '..-

I e (3)
0.12 -3Io e-X'(1-e-'X) + e-.4-. -

0.06 -S

(NITP) e -( .6

(4) o0on -7
(N/V ) e -K(l-e-a) + e- 0

a  0 6 12 i 24 30
(Thousands)

Time (s)
Few photochemical reactions are sufficiently free of absorbing photo-

products for verification of these exact solutions. These rate equations
have, however, been adapted to describe the growth of phase holograms. 9

Use of this photochemical model to determine N/V as a function of
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The refractive index profile determined from this photochemical -Chemicl Perspectives, S.R. Marder, I.E. Sohn, and G.D. Stucky,
bleac~hing model was then used to determine the stab waveguiding Eds., American Chemical Society, 1991, 303. (c) Beeson, K.W.;

properties of this film at 8l5nm using the WKB approximation."0 The Horn, K.A.; McFarland, M.; Yardley, J.T., AppI. Phys. Lett.,

Xfective indexes of the single slab mode carried by this 0.68 micron thick 199l, in press.
film (measured as a function of irradiation time) are plotted in Figure 2. 7. Simmons, E.L., J. Phys. Chzem., 1971, 75, 588.
rhe conditions for guided waves in the WKB approximation are given by 8. Bjorlund, G.C.; Burland, M. and Alvarez, D.C., J. Chzem.
3q.6 Phys., 1980, 73, 4321.

9. Burland, D.M. and Brauchle, C., J. Chem. Phys., 1982, 76(9),
X2 1 4502.

(nn,,)- 2 d. (+!)l (6) 10. Hocker, G.B. and Bumns, W.K., Appi. Opt., 1977, 16, 113 and
(nM, \2) references therein.

iere I,= 21/X., mn is the mode index and the x axis is the depth
lirection in the film. The solid line in Figure 2 is a fit of Eq. 6 for m
I(the lowest order guided mode) to the measured effective indexes.

Figure 2

1.500

IS

S 1.498

1.485
0 6 12 18 24 30

(Thousands)
Time (s)

:ouctusions
Graded refractive index profiles generated by photolithographic

rocesses in thin organic polymer films can be effectively modelled (in the
msence of absorbing photoproducts) by the integrated rate expressions
iven by Simmons.' Use of the WKB approximation allows the effective
dexes of the guided modes to be efficiently calculated.
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CUBIC NONLINEAR OPTICS OF POLYMER THIN FILMS. We have also synthesized random copolymers of the conjugated
2. STRUCTURE -)RELATIONSHPS IN RIGID-ROD rigid-rod polyquinolines in order to investigate the effect of disorder in the

2.RU _ORLAION SIN Rmain chain of the polymers on their third-order optical nonlinearities.
POLYQUINOLINES. Copolymerization also provides a way to reduce or eliminate the crystallinity

Ashwin K. Agrawal and Samson A. Jenekhe, Department of Chemical of the polymers and hence possibly reduce optical losses due to scattering.

Engineering and Center for Photoinduced Charge Transfer, University of EXPERIENTAL
Rochester, Rochester, N.Y. 14627-0166. Herman Vanherzeele and Jeffrey Syntheis: The monomers were synthesized according to the methods
S. Meth, Du Pont Central Research and Development Department, reported in literature: 3, 3'-dibenzoyl benzidine[4. 61; 2, 5-dibenzoyl-l, 4-
Wilmington, DE 19880-0356. phenylene diamine[71; 5-acetyl -2-amino benzophenonel8l; diacetyl

Many conjugated polymers have been tested for their third order stilbene[9]; diacetyl biphenylacetylenel 10]. Diacetyl biphenyl and diacetyl
nonlinear optical properties but fundamental understanding of the trdore benzene were obtained commercially and were purified[ I I].

A mixture of DCP/m-cresol was used as a polymerization medium
X(3) relationships is not yet established. It is important to investigate the and was synthesized as reported by Beever et al.[ 12]. The method of

wavelength dispersion of X( 3) in series of systematically synthesized polymerization was similar to that adopted by Stille and coworkers[41.
Equal moles of each bis(amino ketone) and bis(keto methylene) monomers

polymers to establish such structure-x) correlations. The present results were reacted in DCP/m-cresol at 1400 C under Ar for 48 hrs. The resulting
are part of such an on going research effort in our laboratory(l]. polymerization dope was precipitated in 10% triethyl amineJethanol mixture

Conjugated rigid-rod polyquinolines are thermally stable (500-6001 to obtain a pure polymer which was dried overnight at 80 C under vacuum.
C), high mechanical strength, film- and fiber-forming materials(21 that can All of the polymers were obtained in high yield (>95%). The intrinsic
be doped to a high electronic conductivity (10 S/cm)[3]. These polymers are viscosities obtained in each case are reported in Table 1.
soluble in high concentration in their usual polymerization solvent, di-m-
cresyl phosphate (DCP)/m-cresol[4J or in Lewis acids (AICI3, GaCI 3, Filmpreparion: Isotropic solutions of polyquinolines (1-3%) obtained in

etc.)/nitroalkanes(51 to form lyotropic liquid crystalline solutions and hence DCP/m-cresol (1:5) medium were used to cast thin films. These films were

are processable to thin films and fibers. One of the most attractive features obtained by shearing a thin layer of polymer solution between two optically

of this class of conjugated polymers is the flexible synthetic scheme with flat silica substrate (5 cm in diameter). The coatings on silica substrates

which the basic polyquinoline molecular structure can be modified. This were kept at 950 C for 5-7 hrs under vacuum to remove the solvent (m-
makes the conjugated polyquinolines an ideal class of polymers, or model cresol). The resulting thin films of polymer/DCP complex were precipitated

in 10% triethyl amine/ethanol mixture and kept in this solvent overnight.
systems, for the investigation of strucrure-X(O) relationships. Films of the pure polyquinolines were dried under vacuum at 950 C for 4-6

We propose a series of conjugated polyquinolines in which hrs.

molecular structures have been modified to vary the extent of effective it- (3)
electron delocalization along the backbone of the polymer chain. In the Xmeasurements: THG experiments were performed with a picosecond
molecular smcture of the most commonly studied rigid-rod polyquinoline, laser system continuously tuneable in the range of 0.6-4 ;tm. This source
poly(2, 2'-(p, p'-biphenylene)-6, 6'-bis (4-phenyl quinoline) (PBPQ), three has been described in detail earlier[ 131. For this work, we have used a
rgionls lgion C. repetition rate of 10 Hz and a pulsewidth of 30-50 ps. Using the method

region A explained elsewhere[ 141, measurements were made in the fundamental
wavelength range of 0.9-2.4 i. The reported (3) values are the average
values, corrected for absorption at the third harmonic wavelength and are

obtained relative to X(3) for the fused silica (= 2.8 x 10-14 esu at 1.9 im).
..... .Ph Ph----g The error in X(3 ) values of the films, typically ±20%, reflects mostly the

(A, B & C) of steric hinderance due to the adjacent ortho-hydrogens of error in film thickness measurement since the repeatability of individual

aromatic rings can be identified. We have systematically modified these results for each material is ±5%.

regions to seek the effect of x-electron delocalization on the c(3) of these
materials. The following structures art being investigated in this study: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The absorption maxima of conjugated polyquinolines lie around 400
R rum and the polymers are essentially transparent above 500 rim. Typical

electronic absorption spectra of three derivatives of polyquinoline are shown
in Figure 1. Optical Loss measurements on these polymers gave a values of

the order 1-10 cm- t in the region 0.8 to 2.0 am.
Table I shows the values of linear optical properties and intrinsic

viscosities for seven homopolymers and three copolymers. The polymers
I exhibit decreasing band gaps and hence increasing degree of x-lectron

b delocalization in the order: PSDA > PBADA > PBDA > PSPQ > PBAPQ >
PBPQ. Introduction of biphenyl acetylene- linkage (in PBAPQ, PBADA) in
place of biphenylene-linkage (in PBPQ, PBDA) has reduced the adverse

Neffect of steric hinderance in the region A, which when replaced by stilbene-
R linkage (in PSPQ, PSDA) has resulted in further improvement of the x-

electron delocalization. When structures II and III are compared, better
electron delocalization is shown by III due to absence of the steric

hinderance in region C of the latter. We expect that polymers Ille and IlIf
d when synthesized, will exhibit the smallest band gaps among the polymers

under study.
Figure 2 shows the wavelength dispersion of the Xf(-3w; w, (o, w)

e of the three homopolymers: PBPQ, PBAPQ, and PSPQ The X(3) spectra

N of these polymers exhibit a resonance peak at about 1.2 pmo and off-

Rt resonance X( 3) values in the region 1.8-2.0 jpm. Occurrence of a resonance
[In = PPQ peak at about three times the m . and absence of any absorption features intla = PPPQ tlta = PPDA
lib = PBPQ tlb = PBDA the 0.5-2.0 gm range in their absorption spectra suggest that the peaks are
tic = PSPQ llc = PSDA due to three-photon resonance. Based on various theoretical models(lS.,
lid = PRAPQ Uld = PADA which predict a strong dependence of XO) on hand gap of the material, one

lie = PVPQ Itle = PVDA
IlII PAPQ till = PADA can expect increasing values of X1 with the decreasing hand gaps of the
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reported polymers. However, we do not observe any significant effect of Table 1 Linear optical properties of polyquinolineS.
th structure in the off-resonant region where all of the polymers show
about the same value of X (3) ~2xl0-12 eSu. The values Of X(3) increases POLYMhdERS (film) E" (film) Xnx(soin.) log C
above this by about an order of magnitude in the resonance region. X' at ((rq1 at 250C; dl/g) (nm) (ev) (nm) (soln.)
the resonance peaks for PBPQ, PBAPQ, and PSPQ are l.92xl0-",
2.66xl0_1", and 8.12x1012 esu, respectively. In this resonance region, the PPQ (0.95) 410 2.65 389 4.16
effect of structures is much more pronounced but does not lie in the
predicted order for the polymers. These results clearly indicate the presence PBPQ (8.5) 394 2.81 429 4.83
of other factors which have stronger influence on X(3 than that of the band PBAPQ (8.9) 399 2.72 436 4.86
gap. Elucidation of these additional factors in future studies may result in PSPQ (31.3) 408 2.65 467 4.88
possible approaches to enhance the X (3 ) of polymers without having to PBDA (6.85) 414 2.56 484 4.67
reduce the trantsparent region.

In the X(3) spectra of PBAPQ, PSPQ and their random copolymer PBADA (7.65) 426 2.57 490 4.65
(50:50), a resonance peak corresponding to three-photon resonance is PSDA (30.3) 448 2.46 547 4.78
objserved in the copolymer as well as the homopolymers. Similar to the B /PAQ(5 392.941.8
linear optical properties, third order nonlinear optical properties of the PBOBAQ(5 392794148
copolymer lie in between those of constituent homopolymers. x0 at the PBPQ/PSPQ (22.6) 402 2.72 440 4.77
resonance peak for PBAPQ/PSPQ is L.?8xlO-ii esu which is very close to PSPQ/PBAP Q (14.3) 404 2.72 445 4.81
the molar average value of 1.74xl0-I" esu calculated from the ___________________________
contributions of 50% each of PBAPQ and PSPQ. The disorder introduced
in the main chain of the copolymer, apparently, does not have any influence
on the optical nonlineary of this series of polymers. 1 2 1 PBP

CONCLUSIONS 2 PBAPO
We have successfully synthesized a series of polyquinolines of 3 PSPQ

systematically derivatized molecular structures and prepared their optical
quality thin films. Reasonably large values of )t(') - 10- 11_10-12 eSu with 2
significantly small optical losses (-l- 10 cm-i) were found for this class of .

Polymers. From the wavelength dispersion of e), three-photon resonance
and interesing structure-property relationships were observed. Although, W
there was no significant effect of structure on the nonresonant optical Z
nonilinearities, resonant region indicated the effect of factors other than the C

booi gap. The copolymer showed linear and nonlinear optical properties in o
between those of constituent homopolymers. '
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A Study of the Competition Between Electric Field Induced Another alternative is to use a polymeric material where the
Molecular Ordering and Chemical Cross Unking in Vitrified nonlinear units form part of the molecular chains, for example

Nonlinear Optical Polymer Films side groups[1 . However these materials, although they
contain a far higher concentration of NLO units, still suffer from

J. D. Bewsher, G. R. Mitchell the problem of a gradual relaxation of the noncentrosymmetric
alignment

Polymer Science Centre
University of Reading Perhaps the most promising idea of recent years is to add

Whiteknights functional groups onto a central nonlinear molecule[95 .

Reading RG6 2AF These individual units can then be aligned with an electric field
U. K. and then chemical cross links formed between adjacent

functional groups give rise to a long range, three-dimensional
Introduction network, effectively locking in the induced molecular order. The

glass transition temperature of such a system once linked will
Since the introduction of optical fibres there has been a be extremely high, thereby reducing the effect of possible
movement to replace the traditional electronic based data thermal relaxation of the molecular alignment.
manipulation systems with a much faster and more reliable
system employing light. Traditionally the specialised switches As with previous materials the individual units that make up the
and modulators required for such a system have been prepolymer are heated to allow greater molecular mobility and
manufactured from optically nonlinear inorganic crystals such to reduce the curing period. However at these higher
as UNbO3 and KDP. However with the need to produce temperatures the prepolymer becomes very fluid, leading to a
integrated optical circuits on a sub-micron scale, these crystals drop in the resistivity of the material and a risk of electrical
have had to be rejected because of their bulk and their breakdown when the poling field is applied, resulting in
complicated processing routines, damaged material. The solution to this problem so far has

been to precure the material, form some of the crosslinks
Instead attention has been turned to organic materialsi1 , between molecules thereby increasing the resistivity before the
where molecules with very large nonlinear optical properties field is applied. However, precuring leads to restrictions on the
can be synthesised and, with the support of polymer chemistry, molecular alignment, resulting in a material of reduced
used to produce films which are easily processible and ideal for nonlinear optical performance. It is this apparent competition
integrated circuits. between the resistivity of the prepoled material and the

effective poling of the NLO units that is the subject of this
The initial idea of introducing highly nonlinear guest molecules
into a host polymer has proved to be quite successful in
yielding operational devicesO but this regime does have its Discussion
limitations. Although the nonlinearity of the guest molecules is
high they can only ever be present in small concentrations We have set out to explore this competition through two parallel
before they phase separate from their host and crystallise to programmes of activity. The first is a detailed experimental
form light scattering centres reducing the performance of the assessment of the levels of polar alignment which can be
device. Also the practice of thermopoling, the technique used achieved using differing chemical configurations of the network
to generate the noncentrosymmetric alignment of the NLO and differing non-linear optical chromophores. The second
groups whilst effective has only limited long term applications, approach is to model the various processes of chemical
The glass transition temperature of most of the host materials reaction and electric field alignment using a Monte Carlo type
used to date is not high enough to prevent the thermal system.
relaxation of this induced molecular ordering (see Figure 1).

The non-linear optical response of a particular material is
311 Signal (au) directly proportional to the number density of active units, their
2 5 1 non-linear optical susceptibility and the level of polar alignment.

2 The model is concerned with evaluating the level of polar

alignment commensurate with inherent chemical restraints of a
2polymer network. The chemical reaction of N reactive units to

form a three dimensional cross-linked material remains a
considerable problem within molecular modelling in its own

. ... .. J right. We have therefore partitioned our model into two levels.
0 20 40 60 80 100 The first of these is concerned with the detailed conformational

TI me (1in interaction between the functional units. In essence what
Temp 7( TXpossible angular configurations are possible? The restrictions

1m ,. iarising from the particular stereochemical geometry are related

to detailed atomistic molecular modelling'7. Using various
Figure 1: A Graph to Show Molecular Relaxation with Time sampling techniques this modelling gives for any particular

molecular pair the probabilities of each possible angle between
the dipole moments of the non-linear optical chromophore. The
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second part of the model is performed within a lattice 2. K. D. Singer, W. R. Holland, M. G. Kuzyk, G. L Wolk, H. E.
approximation. Within the three dimensional system, Katz, M. L. Schilling, P. A. Cahill, "Second-Order Nonlinear
cromophores N, with functionality f and non-chromophoric Nn Optical Devices in Poled Polymers", Pfoc. SPIE, vol. 1147, pp.
groups it appropriate are placed using Bernoullian statistics. 233-244, 1989.
upon application of an electric field which may have some time
dependence relating to the level of curing, the chromophores 3. J. H. Wendorf, M. Eich, "Nonlinear Optical Phenomena in
we assigned a Boltzmann type distribution of angles between liquid Crystalline Side Chain Polymers", Mol. Cryst. Liqu.
thie dipole moments pi and the electric field vector E(t). By Cryst., vol. 169, pp. 133-166, 1989.
Monte Carlo sampling techniques particular pairs of
clromophores are examined and their angular correlation 4. M. Eich, B. Reck, D. Y. Yoon, C. G. Willson, G. C. Bjorklund,
assessed. Through a standard acceptance test taking account "Novel Second-Order Nonlinear Optical Polymers Via Chemical
of the probability of that angular correlation from the atomistic Cross-Linking-Induced Vitrification Under Electric Field", J. Appi.
modelling, the units are connected or alternative action is Phys., vol. 66, no. 7, pp. 3241-3247, 1989.
taken. Since the energy of chemical reaction is high this will
lead to modifcation of the alignment of the chromophores as 5. B. Reck, M. Eich, D. Jungbauer, R. J. Twieg, G. C
cuing proceeds. The basic output of the modelling is <V> Bjorklund, D. Y. Yoon, C. G. Willson, "Cross Linked Epoxy
where V is the angle between F(t) and i±', and the level of Polymers with Large and Stable Nonlinear Optical
curing. These may be related to the SHG signal through a Susceptibilities", Proc. SPIE, vol. 1147, pp. 74-83, 1989
knowledge of the appropriate molecular parameters. Within the
model the number of chromophores and their functionality 6. D. Jungbauer, B. Reck, R. J. Twieg, D. Y. Yoon, C. G.
represent important parameters and the results of variation of Wilson, J. D. Swalen, "Highly Efficient and Stable Nonlinear
such parameters may be related to similar variation in the Optical Polymers Via Chemical Cross-Linking Under Electric
experimental series described above. For example at low Field", Appl. Phys. Left., vol. 56, no. 26, pp. 2610-2612, 1990.
concentrations of the multi-functional groups the non-linear
optical response is linear with concentration (Figure 2), the key 7. RU-Prism Users manual, University of Reading, 1989
question is how to maintain this linearity. Using these
approach we are able to build up a comprehensive appreciation
of the structural features required to maximise <V> whilst
maintaining a large number density of chromophores and long
term stability of the non-linear optical response.

SH Signal (au)
2.5

2

0.5

1olecular Conc
Fl9gre 2: A Graph of Nonlinear Optical Response vs
ConcerWation
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Block Copolymer Synthesis
METAL NANOCLUSTERS WITHIN Ring opening metathesis polymerization of a strained cyclic

BLOCK COPOLYMER MICRODOMAINS olefin, such as methyltetracyclododecene (MTD) or norbornene

(NBE), with a well-defined metal-alkylidene catalyst (I) yields a
G .Cair R. E. Cohen, Y. Ng Cheong Chan, R. R. Schrock living, monodisperse homopolymer.4 Subsequent addition of the

Deparments of Chemical Engineering and Chemistry organometallic compounds palldium(allylbenzene)(cyclopentadien-
Massachusetts Institute of Technology ylmethylnorbornene) (PdACpN) or platinum(timethyl)(cycloenta-

Cambridge, MA 02139 dienylmethylnorbornene) (PtMe 3 CpN) and termination with
pivaldehyde results in a diblock copolymer in which each repeat unit

Introduction in one of the blocks contains a metal complex. An example of the
Nanoscale metal clusters have physical, electrical, and optical polymerization is shown in Figure 2.

properties that differ from those of the bulk metal. Quantum size
effects that occur in metal clusters less than 100 A in diameter can
lead to interesting physical, electrical, and nonlinear optical Nro-MN toluene Bu
behavior. For example, gold colloids have been shown to have ut "r + "
large nonlinear susceptibilities. Physicists have predicted that X(3)  93F\"M/F [MI
for metal clusters scales with the inverse third power of the radius.' ['-'
An ordered dispersion of small metal clusters in a nonconductive (BuO x
matrix leads to very large dielectric coefficients. As the (I) NBE

concentration of the metal clusters reaches the percolation threshold, M = Mo, W;
the dielectric constant increases dramatically. 2  Ar = 2,6-di-'propylbenzene

In the past, metal clusters have been synthesized by a variety of
techniques, including hydrosols, evaporation, zeolitic A tliu
encapsulation, laser ablation, and ion exchange/chemical reduction. tBu 93u
There are inherent difficulties involved in placing particles generated tBuCHO
by these techniques in a well-ordered array within a glassy matrix. + y Pd y
Without kinetic barriers, nanoclusters can aggregate into bulk
material. However, strong kinetic barriers, such as metal-polymercomplexes, prevent true metal cluster formation.

Microphase separated block copolymers provide a well-ordered PdACP Pd
matrix in which a kinetic restraint, in this case the glass transition
temperature, varies significantly between the two separate regions. 3

When one of the blocks contains a detachable complexed metal atom
in the repeat unit, and the other block has a significantly higher Tg, a Figure 2: Ring opening metathesis polymerization of a diblock
cluster can form within each microphase separated region without copolymer with a metal atom in one of the blocks.
the risk of aggregation. (See Figure 1.)

When static cast from toluene, block copolymers of either MTD
Matrx Poymeror NEE and pdACpN or PtMe39N microphase separate at relativelyF Mlow molecular weights. The microphase separation was

characterized with small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). SAXS showed no long-

Complex Polymer in range order within the plane of the cast film, and an interdomain
0 Spherical Microdomans spacing of 190 to 300 A, depending on the molecular weight of the

sample. Unlike TEM of hydrocarbon block copolymers, no
__Metal Cluster staining agent is necessary for TEM of these diblocks. The metal

atoms automatically stain the sample because of their greater electron
density. To date, spherical and lamellar morphologies have been

Figure 1: Metal clusters within polymer microdomans observed by TEM. A micrograph of a lamellar sample is shown in
Figure 3.

Microphase separated systems can be annealed and oriented into Cluster Formation
a well-ordered matrix. Monodisperse microdomains of metal- The Pd or Pt clusters can be generated by reduction through
containing polymers effectively restrict cluster size to a narrow exposure to hydrogen or UV radiation, respectively.5 For example,
range around the desired size. Because of these advantages, cluster heating a sample consisting of spherical microdomains of
formation within block copolymer microdomains is a potentially poly(PdAC N) in poly(MTD) at 100 C under 60 psig H2 leads to
useful method for synthesizing metal nanoclusters dispersed complete of cluster formation within the microdomarns within 38
throughout a nonconductive matrix, and for investigating the hours. The metal cluster formation was analyzed with wide angle x-
variation of optical and dielectric properties with cluster size. ray scattering (WAXS). Initially, there am no peaks at 20 values

greater than 250. After 18 hours of heating, the peaks
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lt fact that the Pd(I 11) scattering peak shape, intensity, and
location do not change upon several days of heating shows that the
poly(MTD) matrix, with a Tsof approximately 200C, is an effective
barrier to interdomain cluster aggregation. In the case of cluster
formation within a lamnellar sample, as shown In the ThM

nicrograph in Figure 4, intradomain cluster aggremation is still
osibq The size of the Pd clusters in ti micrograph range from

Th - le polymer domains are not visible because the staining
agent, the metal atoms, are no longer dispersed evenly throughout
one domain. However, the clusters appear to line up like a string of
pearls, suggesting that they remain within the original lamellar
domain.
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NONLINEAR OPTICAL PROPERTIES
OF LINEAR EPOXY POLYMERS 1.00-
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INTRODUCTION

The recent past has shown that the employment of poled
amorphous polymers has been a very promising step towards o0o.
the potential application for second harmonic generation and 200 400 600 800

electro-optical devices (1). Several approaches have been taken Wavelengih / nm
to enhance the poling-Induced nonlinear optical susceptibility Fig. 2: UV-visible absorption spectrum of BIsA-MSAT
and Its long term stability for example by preparing crosslinked (d = 0.15/um)
epoxy polymers (2) and also by using linear epoxy polymers
with specifically designed chromophores covalently attached to Furthermore, the polymers BisA-nFSAT were prepared to
the polymer backbone (3). In this paper we report on study the influence of a longer rod-like structure of the NLO
investigations of some nonlinear optical properties of a series active moieties on the stability of the poling-induced alignment.
of novel linear epoxy polymers. All polymers (a) investigated are amorphous with glass

transition temperatures of about 130'C. To achieve a higher
density of the NLO chromophores and thus an increase in the

". ---...- "-x--.magnitude of the macroscopic optical nonlinearity the polymer
N 0 0 (b) was synth~esized. It exhibits a clear amorphous structure

OH (OH xwith no tendency to form a liquid crystalline phase, and displays

a rather high glass transition temperature of ca. 160°C.

(a) EXPERIMENTAL

Films were prepared by spin coating from filtered solutions
on uncoated as well as ITO-coated quartz wafers. The film

A =SO2 Me BIsA-MSAT thicknesses were determined by a-step stylus profilometer

= S0 2 (CF2 )nF BIsA-nFSAT measurements and waveguiding experiments using a prism
A (n - 2, 6, 12 coupler (4). They ranged from 0.1 to 2.1 pm depending on the

concentration of the solutions. Larger film thicknesses of about
4 um were obtained by film casting from dilute solutions and
subsequent slow evaporation of the solvent. The dis, dvantage
of this film preparation technique was that the films were not
homogeneous in the overall thickness and tended to develope
cracks.

NJx To achieve a noncentrosymmetric structure the films were
x poled by applying an electric field at temperatures close to the

glass transition temperature. Corona discharge poling was

used because this technique tolerates defects and shorts in the
(b) samples in contrast to electrode poling where lower breakdown

field strengths occur in general.
The unpoled and poled films were characterized by means

A =S0 2 Me MSAT-MSAT of waveguiding experiments to measure the index of refraction
and its dispersion for in-plane and out-of-plane polarization
The nonlinear optical coefficients of the poled samples were

A determined from second harmonic generation measurements
employing a Nd-YAG laser with A = 1064 nm as the fundamental

Fig. : Molecular structures of the epoxy polymers wavelength, according to the procedures described previously

(5).
MATERIALS

These polymers consist of tolan groups providing an We will present experimental results on NLO properties.
extended n-system with attached pendant sulfonyl groups which induced alignment, and the relaxation characteristics as a
results In a desired blue-shift of the absorption (see Fig. 2) In function of temperature.
comparison to sImillar polymers with nitro groups (3).
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SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF MONOMERS AND It is known, that the presence of a polymeric

POLYMERS CONTAINING PHOTORESPONSIVE AZOBENZENE - matrix effects the photoresponsive behavior of

BASED SIDEGROUPS azobenzene compounds [61. Photochromic processes

in a solid matrix such as polymers generally
H. J. Haitjema, G. 0. R. Alberda v. Ekenstein proceed with considerable deviations from what

and Y. Y. Tan is expected from the behavior in solution. But

P. J. Werkman, A. J. Koldijk, T. S. Boer these effects are already rather well

understood. What we are interested in, is what

State University of Groningen happens to the photoresponsive behavior ( kine-

Nijenborgh 16, 9747 AG Groningen tics ) of the azobenzene chromophores in the

The Netherlands case of the existence of a special interaction

with the matrix. The type of these interactions
may be ionic interactions, or hydrogen bonding

The photochemical behavior of organic chromopho- ( formation of polymeric complexes ). The

res incorporated in polymeric materials is a monomers that we aimed to synthesize and

topic of considerable scientific interest with polymerize, are of the following type

numerous technological applications [1]. Light

can be used as a signal, which can change physi-

cal and chemical properties of molecules in an

on - off fashion . Photochromic molecules or RI

moieties play an important role in such systems, I
In which light Is absorbed that causes structu- CH 2  (CH- 2 nC-(O)- 2
ral changes, which leads to the subsequent 1I

effects ( i.e.: vision [2] ). These effects are 0

well known in biology and can explain the effect

of light in many biological processes. RI = H, C1 3  n = 0, 6 (11)

Recently these effects are also observed in

synthetic polymers both in solution and in the R2 = C02H, N(C1 3 (C 2Et, OCH 3 ) m = 0, 1

solid state [3 - 61.

The cis - trans isomerization of the azobenzene

chromophore is rather well investigated [8]. We expect that the kinetics of the photorespon-

This cis - trans isomerization can be used to sive behavior of the azobenzene groups with C02H

construct optical switches" with respect to or N(CH3)2 as end groups might deviate from

applications in optical (erasable) storage sys- normal kinetics on interaction with respectively

tems, or in display technology [5,7]. ( poly ) - base or ( poly I - acid type polymers

The reversible cis - trans Isomerization can be C in solution or in film ).
envisioned as follows

Preliminary experiments indicate that there are

effects that can be detected in case of the

presence of these Interactions.

-- N< Rl_2-- NN Sofar we have studied the thermal isomerization

\\N Q R2  A of azobenzene based compounds ( monomeric, poly-
2 m meric ) in solution with other end groups than

C02H or N(CH3)2. The results of the experiments

TRANS (E) A, dark c Z)comply with the results of similar experiments

published in literature. The thermal Isomeriza-
R2  tions follow normal first - order kinetics.

One typical feature of the azobenzene compounds

The isomerization is mainly dependent on Ai, A2 with C02H or N(CH3)2 end groups in solution

and the temperature (A). The isomerization (DMF) Is that they behave like azobenzene-
( trans -4 cis or cis - trans ) that Is induced based pit - indicators, like methylorange or

by irradiation at Ai or A2 , is called photo- methylred.

isomerization, while the isomerization caused by What the exact effect of this phenomenon will

relaxation of the cis - isomer ( thermodynami- be on the photoresponsive behavior, is yet to be

cally unstable ) in the dark to the trans - Investigated.

isomer ( thermodynamically stable ) is called

the thermal isomerization. It is this isomeri-

zation, that we are interested in.
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Synthesis
The preparation of the supported thin-film glasses was described in

detail in the previous communications 9.10. This synthetic route comprises,
Poling and Chemical-Binding of Glass-Embodied in principle, the hydrolysis of MTMS with stoichiometric quantity of water

Chromophores in Supported Sol-Gel Thin-Film in the presence of HCI as catalyst, followed by its polymerization to

Glasses for Second Harmonic Generation polymethylsiloxane (PMSO). The -5 min. reaction is followed by spin-
casting onto the support and curing for a few hours (at 60-700C) to a few
days (at room temperature). Samples for poling were freshly prepared and

Y. Haruvyt, J. Byers, and S.E. Webber cast before applying the poling field.
The Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry Poling

& Center for Polymer Research The set-up used for poling consisted of a "DC High Voltage
The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, 78712, USA. Insulation Tester" of Lanagan & Hoke Inc., capable of supplying up to 15

Introduction kV and 500 i.A. Gel samples, freshly cast on a metallic support, were

Second-harmonic generation (SHG) is facilitated by materials that placed a flat electrode which was grounded. The high voltage electrode was
combine a donor-acceptor (DA) molecular system which is conjugated via a tungsten rod ground to a sharp point and was placed at a distance of 0.5 to
hybrid x-molecular orbitals with a non-centrosymmetric distribution of 2 cm above the gel. The high voltage was increased gradually until reaching
hybridles -mole oritas proerthe maximum value without arcing. Typically the poling was carried out at
molecules i. The first property is characterized by a very high 14 kV and 5-10 IsA. The poling was continued until the surface of the gel

hyperpolarizability (.3) and exists in a wide variety of molecules 2. The appeared cured, as manifested by loss of gloss.
second characteristic can be attained, in principle, in one of two ways: either SHG Measurements
by using a pure enantiomer of chiral molecules or chiral crystals, or by a The set-up used for measurements of the SHG of the gel-embodied
non-centrosymmetric packing of symmetric donor-acceptor molecules poled molecules is shown in Figure 1. The beam from a mode-locked
which possess at least one asymmetric axis. Nd:YAG laser was incident at 60' from the surface normal and focused to a

Many attempts have been published to facilitate non- 0.1mm2 spot. Te pulsing rate was 76 MHz with a time profile per pulse
centrosymmetric packing of donor acceptor molecules and polymers. While of -100 ps fwhm. The average energy per pulse was 7M0. 1 m . The laser
most of these methods maintain the f'3st layers almost perfectly ordered, radiation was filtered from the outgoing beam using a cooled Ni(NO3)2
the ordering decreases with an increasing number of layers 3 and practical aqueous solution liquid filter and followed by a Coming color glass filter.
devices with substantial SHG are difficult to obtain. An alternative route is The second harmonic signal at 532 nm was then focussed into a glass fiber
to embody the SHG-active molecules in a host matrix and orient them to optic bundle and brought to the input slit of an Instruments, SA H-10
produce a non-centrosymmetric pattern. The most convenient route to monochromator with appropriate optical matching to the monochromator
generate this non-centrosymmetric ensemble of conjugated molecules is by f/number.
poling them with an intense electric-field 4-5. This must be done under The detection scheme used was a time resolved photon counting
conditions which allow sufficient molecular mobility to enable the desired method that allows separation of background noise and SHG signal. Photon
orientation. Poling must be followed by a decrease in the mobility in order counts from a cooled PMT (dark counts of 3 Hz) triggered a time-to-
to retain the non-centrosymmetric pattern after the electric field is removed, amplitude convener (TAC) start pulse. The stop pulse was obtained from a

The salient problem of SHG materials prepared by this method is fast photodiode triggered from the laser pulse. The output of the TAC is
the spontaneous random reorientation of the poled molecules. This so- proportional to the time difference between the start and stop pulse. This
called "relaxation" of the poled species occurs after the poling field is output from the TAC is then digitized by a Multichannel analyzer and a
removed and leads to a decay of the SHG properties within typical half- count added to the appropriate time channel. A time profile of the SHG
times of 1-10 days. The mechanism of this "relaxation" differs from one signal was thus obtained. An example profile is shown in Figure 2. The flat
system to another. In some cases the poled species were encaged in the noise background line was subtracted and the SHG pulse profile integrated
host-matrices but not chemically bound to them and thus, remained free to to obtain the desired data. Using this method counting rates of as little as 1
reorient 6. Others have poled species chemically bound to the host matrix as count per second result in high signal to noise ratios.
pendant groups of a polymeric backbone. Even so, the poled species could Results
still reorient via several rotation modes 7. Recently, the incorporation of a) Encaging Donor-Acceptor Molecules in PMSO Glass
donor-acceptor conjugated molecules into the backbone of epoxy-polymers Most of the chromophores used were only slightly soluble in the siloxane
was reported 8. In these studies, the prepolymers were simultaneously precursor, due to their po!ar nature. A typical reaction mixture was: Ig
subjected to the poling field and to temperatures high enough to induce MTMS, 0.2g HCI (10-2 M) and 2 mg of the chromophore. Upon heating
curing of these epoxies. The resultant polymers exhibited a fairly stable this stirred reaction mixture to 80 0 C, methanol was produced and complete
SHG, since most of the DA molecules were attached to the polymeric dissolution of all the ingredients occurred, yielding a clear solution (reaction
backbone via two bonds and were less mobile as a consequence. (0).

We have recently introduced a new fast sol-gel method for the
preparation of supported thin-film glasses, which are capable of encaging MeSi(OCH3 )3 + 1.5 H20 - p Me-Si(-O-)3 + 3 CH3 OH 1)
high concentrations of discrete guest molecules 910our sol-gel procedures 9.0, the hydrolysis andfocussd conhe seection, dicorration andgencagingt molecules isn polymerization are continued until a weight loss of ca. 500 mg (MeOH) is
focussed on the selection, incorporation and encaging of SHG molecules in attained and the viscous polymer is spin-cast.
these thin-films. The investigation of various combinations of simultaneous With less soluble chromophore such as DDS reprecipitation
poling, curing and chemical-binding of SHG molecules is discussed occurred following extensive loss of methanol. At this point the methanol
Materials concentration becomes too low to maintain dissolution, while the degree of

Methyltrimethoxysilane (MTMS), utilized as the sole monomer for polymerization is not high enough to encage the chromophores. This
the sol-gel preparations, and chlorotrimethylsi lane (CTMS), used for the problem was highly aggravated when we tried to achieve high loadings (5-

pou 15% w/w) of chromophores in the sol-gel recipes (which correspond to ca.
following SHG molecules with high 0 values were incorporated in the sol- 10-30% in the final glass). An additional observation was a decrease in the
gel matrices: 4,4' diaminodiphenylsulfone (DDS), p-nitroaniline (PNA) reaction rate. This can be attributed to the protonation of the amino group of

(3 = 35 x 10- 30 esu), and 4-amino-4'-nitroazodiphenyl (Disperse-Orange- the chromophore and loss of the catalyst . This problem was successfully
DO) were purchased from Aldrich (AR): and 4-dinethylamino-4'- overcome by modifying the reaction in several ways. The concentration of

HCI has to be increased in order to accommodate both protonation of the
nitrostilbene (DANS) (5 = 450 x 10. 30 esu) was purchased from Kodak amino-chromophore molecules and catalysis of the sol-gel reaction.
(AR). Sol-gel catalysts were hydrochloric acid (Baker, AR) and ltowever, this approach cannot be applied at high loadings of the
dimethylamine (Kodak, AR). All the materials were used without turther chrormophore: adding too much acid at the early stages of the polymenzanon
purification. SHG measurements to date have emphasized PNA-doped sol- results in the formation of a grainy polymer film rather than a viscous fluid.
gel glasses.



However we found that the regular acid concentration could be employed 1 Non-linear Optical Proernies of Organic and Polymer Mateiai,
and the reaction rate enhanced by elevating the temperature to 83-85 0C. Williams, D.J. Ed.: ACS Symposium Series 233, 1983
The appropriate amount of I M acid (ca. equimolar to the chromophore) was 2 Prasad, P.N.; Reinhardt, B.A. Chem. Mater. 1990,2, 660
added, while stirring the sol. When the methanol weight loss reached ca. 3 Swalen, J.D. 'Din Solid Films 1988, 1
35% of the monomer weight the resultant viscous liquid was cast onto the So, 197
support and spun. 4 Mortazavi, M.A.; Knoesen, A.; Kowel, S.T. J. Opt. Soc. Am. B. 1989,

Many chromophores have been introduced into polymeric matrices 6, 733
and poled in order to maintain a non-centrosymmetric chromophore array 5 Hampsch, H.L.; Torkelson, J.M.; Bethke, S.J.; Grubb, S.G. J. Appl.
with SHG properties. It is generally believed that post-poling relaxation Phys. 1990, 67, 1037
processes are the cause of SHG deterioration with time and therefore, 6 See references 4 and 5 for example.
chemical binding of the SHG molecules to the matrix while being poled is 7 Eich, M.; Sen, A.; Looser, H.; Bjorklund, G.C. Swalen. J.D.; Twieg,
extremely desirable. This is the situation for amino compounds incorporated R.; Yoon, D.Y. J Appl. Phys. 1989, !6, 2559
into a sol-gel glass, although we have not established that all amino groups 8 Eich, M.; Reck, B.; Yoon, D.Y.; Willson, C.G.; Bjorklund, G.C. J.
are covalently bound. Diamino molecules may be preferred for our goal
since they can become bound in two sides and hence, are less subjected to App!. Phys. 1989, 6, 3241
post-poling relaxation processes. Since the binding reaction is reversible, 9 Haruvy, Y.; Webber, S.E. Chem. Mater. (in press)
we have to provide appropriate conditions to drive it to the right: 1) to 1 0 Haruvy, Y., Heller, A.; Webber, S.E. "Supported Sol-Gel Thin-Film
separate the H from the Si-bound amine as soon as possible to impede Glasses Embodying Laser Dyes. II. Three Layer Waveguide Assemblies",
reopening of the bond ; 2) to ensure a water-lean environment to impede to be presented at the Sept. 3-6, 1991 SPIE Conference, Boston, MA
rehydrolysis of the Si-NH bond. The latter condition is inherent to all the 11 This effect is the subject of continuing investigation.
fast sol-gel recipes. 12 The rate of the sol-gel curing may be tuned by a combination of H20 and
b) SHG Measurements of PNA in sol-gel glasses HC1 contents and the temperature at which the pre-gel is formed.

The SHG behavior of PNA-Ioaded PMSO glasses is a complex 13 Trueblood, K.N.; Goldfish, E.; Donohue, .. Acta Cryst. 1961, 14,
function of sol-gel preparation conditions and poling. The clarity of these 1009
films depends on the PNA loading and the rate of curing. For example, for 14 Kurtz, S.K.; Perry, T.T. 1. Appl. Phys, 1968, 39, 3798
PNA contents greater than ca. 4 wt. % and thicker films (ca. 10-20 itm)
some turbidity is obvious, which we assume to be due to colloidal or
microcrystalline PNA. These films demonstrated SHG with or without -......................................---------------------------
corona poling. In fact in the central portion of the disk where the poling is Sample Section
strongest the SHG was often weaker than near the disk edge. We believe
this effect arises because the corona discharge has an accelerating effect on Focusing lens Steernng mirror Fiber optic bundle F/# matching lens:

the PMSO curing ratet 1. The tendency for precipitation or crystallization of
the PNA depends on the rate of cross-linking and/or methanol/water ratio 1064 nm
present in the PMSO glass (see reaction (1)). In films of this type the SHG
signal varied strongly across the face of the disk, presumably increasing Long pass filter---- Collecting lens
when the beam encountered a region with a higher density of crystallites. IR blocking filter
These films demonstrated little or no SHG when the PNA content was Cooled liquid cell
reduced to ca. 3 wt.% unless they were poled. For this loading the films
are clear to the eye and we presume that no colloids or crystallites are -Sample
present.

Thinner films (ca. 1-2 am) can be prepared by varying the H20 and .............................

HCI content in the sol-gel reaction and increasing the spinning rate during Figure 1 Optical Setup for SHG measurements
spin-casting. These films were prepared with ca. 3 wt. % of PNA and are
very clear and respond strongly to corona poling. In this case we believe
we have molecularly dispersed PNA and these molecules have been oriented
by the electric field. A thinner film has several effects: I) the electric field is - .
ca. l0x larger than the thicker films described above; 2) the rate of curing is - Figure 2.
modified since methanol escape is faster; 3) the effect of poling on sol-gel
curing may be different t 2. These films have a SIIG efficiency as large as
the thicker film despite the smaller amount of PNA and smaller path length
of the 1064 nm light through the glass. In all cases the strength of the SHG
signal is approximately 2 to 10 times stronger than a comparable powdered o
sample of urea and the 532 nm (green) light is easily visible to the naked
eye.

It seems peculiar that the higher loading samples exhibit SiG f
without poling since the crystal habit of PNA is reported to be o
centrosymmetric t3 . According to Kurtz and Perryt 4 the SHG efficiency of t I
a centrosymmetric powder should be zero. We speculate that incorporation
of PNA in these spun glasses induces a non-centrosymmetric aggregation.
These and related phenomena for other StIG molecules in these sol-gel
glasses will be reported. -
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During the addition the reaction mixture was cooled at 0 OC.
Model molecules with donor-acceptor The reaction mixture was stirred overnight at room

units intermediated by silicon chains temperature. One equivalent of the donor grignard reagent
solution was added dropwise to the reaction mixture which

DinX LHtia , Jeannet Brouwer, Rien Flipse was cooled at 0 OC. The reaction was stirred overnight at
and Georges Hadziioannou. room-temperature. After removing the solvent, diethylether

was added to the crude product. The salt was removed by
Laboratory of Polymer Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, filtration. The solution was washed 3 times with water. The
University of Groningen, Nijenborgh 16 , 9747 AG Groningen, organic layer was dried over MgSO4. The solvent was

The Netherlands. removed by evaporation, and after crystallization from
diethylether (- 20 OC) the product was isolated. Yield: FN2 -

In our research program we aim to synthesize materials 40%, CF3N2 - 50%. FN4 - 60%.
transparent in the visible spectrum and with high non-
linear optical (NLO) properties. The dye molecules we Results and Discussion.
decided to synthesize are end-capped with donor and The general synthetic method of these DA compounds is
acceptor groups, having the following general structure: presented in Scheme 1.

Me A-@ \ MgBr + C1SiMe2).,0 - A-- (SiM2),-Cl

I Si \ n=2,3,4 etc.

SXnMe MgBr
MeJ , A- (SiMc2).- - D

D and A are respectively an electron donor and acceptor
group. This kind of DA molecules are previously reported by
Mignani et al.lWe intent to introduce these dyes in a Scheme 1.
polymer matrix, either attached chemically or dispersed
physically. Here we present only the initial work on the dye This reaction can also be inversed.

synthesis and characterization. In this way we prepared the following three compounds:
In most compounds, previously reported 2, the donor and MeMe
acceptor groups are intermediated by a conjugated i -
system. For many applications e.g. frequency doubling of the Me2N--- ----Si-Si-a F (FN2)
fundamental wavelength of a 820 nm laser, complete MeMe

transparency in the visible is required.

We have chosen a silicon backbone, because of its good Me
transparency and (a-a*) conjugation through the Si-Si bonds, -- I4-
in order to obtain materials with high NLO properties. Me2N i)

The donor and acceptor groups will enhance the electron Me
transport through the silicon chain. The donor group can be
functionalized, in order to connect the "dye" to a polymer MeMe
matrix. With use of spectroscopic techniques like UV and Me2N- i-Si CF (CF3N2)
fluorescence we investigated the electronic properties of I I
these materials and the relation to their structure and NLO MeMe
properties.

We used fluor (F) and trifluoromethyl (CF3) as acceptors,
Experimental. because these groups give stable molecules. The abose
All reactions were carried out under an inert atmosphere of materials were characterized with spectroscopic techniques
argon or nitrogen. The solvents (THF and diethylether) were such as NMR (1H, 13C, 19 F, 29 Si), IR (CC14) UV and
distilled under nitrogen from LiAIH4 . The synthesis of the fluorescence. The crystal structures of molecules FN2 and
donor-acceptor compounds was carried out using the CF3N2 were determined with X-Ray. The phenyl groups are
standard Schlenk techniques. ordered trans towards each other, with a tetrahedral

dichlorosilane configuration of the silicon atoms.

1,2-dichlorotetramethyldisilane and 1.4-dichloro- The electronic properties of these materials were

octamethyltetrasilane were prepared following the investigated. Table I gives the absorption maxima of FN2.
procedure reported by Sakurai 3 . FN4, and CF3N2 and of their analog silicon compounds,

Grignard reagentia without donor and acceptor groups. We used solvents of

To a suspension of magnesium in freshly distilled TItF, a different polarity. The solvatochromic shifts of the

solution of 4-bromodimethylaminobenzcne or 4- absorption bands at maximum wavelength are very small

bromofluorobenzene in 175 ml freshly distilled TltF was (1-2 nm) ,when the solvent is changed from apolar

added dropwise. 4-trifluoromethylbenzene was dissolved in (cyclohexane) to polar (acetonitrile).

diethylether. After complete addition the mixture was When a methyl group on each silicon atom of
refluxed overnight and filtered. hexamethyldisilane is replaced by a phenyl group, Xma

Donor-acceptor compounds (DA) increases with about 30 nm. This band shifts also 30 nm
FN2, FN4, and CF3N2 (see next column) were synthesized with respect to the 11-A absorption band of benzene. The
using the following procedure: phenyl group effectively lengthens the conjugated system
One equivalent of the acceptor grignard reagent solution was and would therefore be expected to cause an increase in
added dropwise to a solution of I equivalent ot the kma,. The influence of the phenyl rings on the absorption
dichlorosilane in freshly distilled Til . maxima has been reported elsehere.4



With increasing chain length (from 2 to 4 silicon atoms) the We used solvents with different Af-values: 0.001
position of the maximum absorption band has a (cyclohexane); 0.166 (diethylether); 0.210 (THF); 0.304
bathochromic shift of 15 nm, caused by a longer conjugation (acetonitril).
length. If a phenyl group is substituted by a dimethylamino The slope is 30477 cm "1 . Thus Alt is found to be 27D. This
group at the para position, ?r.a, is observed at 272-274 nm value of Ap. is very large compared to other asymmetric
with a high molar absorptivity (c - 50000) 5 . We found also silanes8 . e.g.: Ph(SiMe 2 ) 2 Me has A1. = 4.3 D and other D-A
that FN2, FN4, and CF3N2 have a maximum absorption at molecules e.g. p-dimethylamino-p-nitrostilbene (DANS) has
about 273 nm. Consequently, the kind of substituent at the A= 24D6

second phenyl ring (H, F or CF3) and the increasing chain The fluorescence emission experiments led us to believe that
length have no influence on the position of ,max. The CF3N2 has a complete charge separation in the excited state.
absorption can be assigned to a local (x-x*) transition of the Prelimanary 3-measurements have been made and the
dimethylaminophenyl group. We do not observe Charge- results look promising. More detailed experiments are under
Transfer bands in the UV spectra, which means that the way.
energy needed for a local transition is lower than for a
direct Charge -Transfer from the donor to acceptor group. Conclusions.
We measured the emission spectra of FN2, FN4, and CF3N2 We synthesized materials with interesting spectroscopic
in four different solvents: cyclohexane, diethylether, THF, properties and promising NLO properties. By increasing the
and acetonitrile. The solvatochromic shifts of the CT chain length and using stronger acceptors we hope to obtain
emission bands are related to the change in dipole moment materials which will have high NLO properties. The relation
from ground to excited state, Ala, which can be calculated of 0-values to the spectroscopic and structural properties of
using the Lippert equation6 : •  the new DA molecules reported will be studied in the future.

vab-vfl = 2/hc (lae-lag) 2 /A 3 Af + c Acknowledgement.
This work was financially supported by the Dutch Ministry

Af = (D-I)/(2D+I) - (n2-1)/(2n2+l) of Economical Affairs, Innovation-oriented Research
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where Vab and vi are respectively the absorption and (IQP-PCBP, Project BP 108).
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dimethylaminophenyl ring. CF3N2 shows a second emission 4) Gilman, H.; Atwell, W.H.; Schwebke, G.L.,J. Organomet.
band with a large solvatochromic shift, which can be Chem., 2 (1964) 369.
assigned to a Charge-Transfer band (350 nm (cyclohexane); 5) Kelling, H., Z. Chem.,7 (1967) Vol. 6.
398 nm (diethylether); 445 nm (THF) and 518 nm 6) Lippert, E., Z. Elektrochem., 61 (1957) 962.
(acetonitrile). Figurel shows the plot of Vab-vfl vs 7) Onsager. L., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 58 (1936) 1486.
Af. 8) Sakurai, H.; Sugiyama, H. and Kira, M., 1. Phys. Chem., 94

(1990) 1837-43.

Table I: Maximum wavelengths (rmn) of di- and tetrasilanes in
cyclohexane and acetonitrile.

17

Compound solvent M&X C )Max f

Mt6Si2 c-hexane 201.4 3150
13 acetotit. 212.8 640

II Ph2Si2 c-hexane 205.7 18300 236.5 18000
acetonit. 213.0 11550 236.4 16650

; Ph2Si4 c-hexane 202.4 25900 250.8 21600
acetonit. 213.1 18500 250.7 21400

7.-
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 FN2 c-hexane 209.4 36400 272.0 29300

At acetonit. 214.2 19200 273.3 28100

FN4 c-hexane 220.0 24800 273.8 37000
Figure l: Solvatochromic effect of CF3N2. acetonit. 213.9 21900 274.7 29400

CF3N2 c-hexane 205.7 24400 272.8 27500
acetonit. 213 9 17500 273.6 23800

220-240 nm: shoulder)
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Novel Third order NLO Materials from 96% Quinoline endotherms between 120 and 150'C. These features

disappear on the second pass. In a melting point

Robert V. Honeychuck capillary this material forms a viscous black
Department of Chemistry, George Mason University, liquid gradually between 80 and 1001C. A melting
Fairfax, Virginia 22030, and Chemistry Division, endotherm was not evident in this range in either
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375 DSC pass. Material 2 is soluble in N,N-

dimethylformamide, quinoline, and dimethyl
Introduction sulfoxide, suggesting that if it is polymeric in

nature, it is not crosslinked.
Polymers have been formed from quinoline in the Quinoline (96%) is an excellent solvent for

presence of trimethyl boron, and ZnCl 2 and protonic poly(l,4-cyclohexylene carbonate) (3) above its
acids,2 and via glow discharge.

3 The formation of melting point of 50'C, and for synthetic
thin films by simple heating and evaporation of mesoporphyrin IX dimethyl ester (4a). The latter
quinoline has apparently not been investigated. We is a porphyrin with side chains containing only
present here a description of films formed by this alkyl groups, plus two ester functionalities. When
method from 96% quinoline and 96% quinoline an approximately 1:1 molar solution of 'he
containing solutes. polycarbonate and diester was heated in 96%

quinoline at 2000 C and subsequently evaporated at
Experimental 650C, a brown material resulted. This sample, Sa,

prepared on a microscope slide, was reflective,
Surface profiles were obtained on a Tencor hard, and flat. It ranged in clarity from

Alpha-Step 250 instrument. Infrared spectra were transparent at one end to cloudy in the middle to
done on KBr pellets using a Perkin-Elmer 1800 FTIR opaque at the other end.
machine. Proton NMR spectra were obtained on a The surface profile of a sample of 5a was
JEOL FX90Q instrument at 90 MHz, in CDCI3 unless obtained. It provides information about the
otherwise stated, and were referenced to internal flatness and thickness of the film, attributes
TMS. Thermal analyses were done in N2 on DuPont 951 important for optical studies. The thickness could
TGA or 910 DSC machines, using the Thermal Analyst not be determined from measurement at the edge of
2100 system. Third order nonlinear optical the film on the profilometer because the material
susceptibilities were measured at 1.064 Am using had a thick lip wider than 2 mm, the maximum
degenerate four wave mixing. The phase conjugate available probe travel. In addition, an attempt to
reflectivity of the polymer film 5a, solutions of determine the thickness by light microscopy
the precursor materials, and the solvents were (focusing on the top and bottom of the film) gave
measured relative to CS2 using apparatus and methods questionable results. Instead, a scratch was made
that were previously described.4  with a razor blade perpendicular to the direction

Poly(l,4-cyclohexylene carbonate) (3) of nominal of the profilometer probe travel. The scratch
molecular weiqht 600 was obtained from extends down to the glass, and some of the material
Polysciences, In,., Warrington, PA. The molecular removed appears as a positive peak. The profile
weight specified by Polysciences is meant to be exhibits a maximum surface variation normal to the
qualitative. The type of molecular weight is not surface of 0.10 Am, with the probe traveling
given, parallel to the surface a distance of 2 mm. The

scratch reveals the flat glass of the substrate, a
Results and Discussion commercial microscope slide. In a separate

experiment, the slide alone showed a maximum
When 96% quinoline (1, Fig. 1) is heated in air variation of 0.01 Am, and a scratch made the same

at 200*C for 3 days it darkens appreciably. The manner had a depth of 0.14 Am. Thus the scratch in
resulting solution can be evaporated on a glass the material in Fig. 2 represents primarily the
slide at 65°C to give a homogeneous thin film, 2, of thickness, 2.92 Am, of the organic film, determined
high optical quality. The infrared spectrum of 2 at the point of laser impingement (see below).
exhibits absorptions in the aliphatic C-H The infrared spectrum of 5a, taken in a KBr
stretching region as well as the aromatic region. pellet, shows primarily peaks associated with the
Aliphatic groups are present in the 'H NMR of the polycarbonate and the quinoline-derived material.
unheated 96% quinoline starting material. As the In particular, the crbonyl frequencies (Table 1)
quinoline solvent evaporates from the slides, indicate that the major contributor is 2.

alkylated species remain if they are less volatile.
The weight of material remaining after evaporation Table 1. Carbonyl stretching trequencies.'
was 2.8% of the starting weight, roughly
corresponding to the 4% of non-quirioline components cm
originally present.

The peak at 1724 cm ' and the broad absorption 4a i735
from 2500 to 3300 cm ' for 2 suggests that carboxyl 3 1739
groups are present, possibly from oxidation of 1 b
methyl groups. The possible intermediate in a 2 1724
rethyl to carboxyl transformation, an aldehyde, is 5a 1724
not present in the unheated starting material, as

evidenced by the lack of peaks in the 6 11.0-11.5 'All spectra taken in Kbr pellet:; on a Perkin-Elmer
region of the 'If NMR. 1800 FTIR. All int,,ni.iti :; ir( :;Ti2roq unless

The 'H NMR of 2 in DMSO-d, exhibit; the expected otherwise noted.
complex aromatic region from 6 -7 tc 9. In 'Quinoline (96%) ha-_: vely woik Ito-,1[.t I,ns at 1118
addition, a broad, low peak is visible between A and 1734 cm
2.25 and 2.40. This peak is not due to -n inpurity
in the DMSO-d., as a solvent blank show!;. The 'H NMR !,pe,-trum of nt, ! 5a ' nost

Thermogravimetric analysis indicate.; that 2 may easily understo-d by :'onpar ion w: h the !:- tra of
contain some uisubsttuted quinol ne, with on;et of the starting materials. The mo:;t prmi Iont teature
weight loss at 153'C. Qu inoline boil:; at 231. Th,, of the spectrum t .:;oporphyr in IX d: nethyl ester,
DSC of 2 on the first a ; vxlit'i hrc., 1wst t kore in , .in 'h-
order ondotherm at 119' f',l ] I -5'hI 1].



region. Theoretically there should be 6 singlets; of surface travel. The optical quality of the
in practice 4 peaks and 2 shoulders appear, samples formed from 96% quinoline alone is

entirely between 3.5 and 3.7 ppm. Poly(l,4- excellent, and variable from the quinoline/solute
cyclohexylene carbonate) shows peaks between 0.9 combinations. The third order nonlinear optical

and 2.0 ppm, and between 3.4 and 4.1 ppm. The properties of some of these materials have been
spectrum of 5a in the same solvent shows the examined. The response of the porphyrin-containing
guinoline-derived material at 2.4 ppm and between 6 materials may be due primarily to the porphyrins or

and 9 ppm, and the polycarbonate between 1 and 4 to the 96% quinoline-derived material; this awaits
ppm. The porphyrin methyls may contribute to the measurements of the 96% quinoline-derived material
3.4 to 3.7 ppm region. The entire spectrum is 2.
characterized by broad peaks except for the TMS and
residual CHC13 peaks. Acknowledgements

The appropriate thermal analysis studies were
done. Thermogravimetric analysis of the porphyrin The author gratefully acknowledges the support
alone indicates remarkable stability, with no of the ONT/DEW Hardened Materials Block Program at
weight loss at 378'C. The onset of decomposition NRL and the American Society for Engineering
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Poly(l,4-cyclohexylene carbonate) shows a Ryan Lindle of the NRL Optical Sciences Division,
gradual decrease in weight after melting at 50o. and Bruce D. Sartwell of the NRL Condensed Matter
This is probably associated with polymerization and and Radiation Sciences Division is greatly
subsequent boiling of cyclohexanediol (bp 2700C), appreciated.
and boiling of remaining polycarbonate of MW 600 at
3500. The product material (Sa) has a TGA which References
most closely resembles those of the polycarbonate
and the quinoline-derived material. The steepest 1. Smirnov, R.F.; Tikhomirov, B.I.; Bitsenko,
portion has an onset at 2480, near the boiling point M.I.; Yakubchik, A. I. Vysokomol. Soedin._
of quinoline and the melting point of the product Ser. A 1971, 13, 1618.
material. 2. Topchiev, D.A.; Popov, V.G.; Kabanov, V.A.;

The DSC of Sa on the first pass exhibits a broad Kargin, V.A. Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR. Ser. Khim.
endotherm centered at 610C followed by a strong 1964, 391.
exotherm with an onset at 1900C. In a melting point 3. Bradley, A.; Hammes, J.P. J. Electrochem. Soc.
apparatus, some of the material melts at 225-230

0 C, 1963, 110, 15.
forming a black solid in a black liquid. The 4. Shirk, J.S.; Lindle, J.R.; Bartoli, F.J.;
second DSC pass is essentially featureless, Hoffman, C.A.; Kafafi, Z.H.; Snow, A.W. Appl.
suggesting that polymerization may have occurred Phys. Lett. 1989, 55, 1287.
during the first pass. 5. Pouchert, C.J. "The Aldrich Library of NMR

The third order nonlinear optical Spectra," 2nd ed., Vol. 2, Aldrich Chemical
susceptibilities of some of these materials have Co., Milwaukee, 1983; 744D, 745A.
been measured at 1.064 pm. The results are given in 6. Phu Xuan, N.; Ferrier, J.-L.; Gazengel, J.;
Table 2. The X (3) for the polycarbonate-porphyrin- Rivoire, G. Opt. Comm. 1984, 51, 433.
quinoline polymer film (Sa) was substantially
larger than that of any of the components. Among
the polymer precursor materials, the X() for 96% 2WXC

quinoline was surprisingly large. It was about 4 o
times larger than that of the related molecule a- N
picoline6 and about half that of CS2 . The X(3 off
the porphyrin, 4a, in solution was
indistinguishable from that of the solvent; only an
upper limit for the molecular hyperpolarizability
of this material was found. /

Table 2. Nonlinear optical properties. NN

(xxx esu 0, cm < >, esuXxxxi _______ x____xx ____

4a' 3 X 10 4 <3 X 10"
58 6 X 10 "' 400 t1I,02C co2 11,

2 X 10'" <1 4

a. NI- 211'Third order optical susceptibility with all I'll

polarizations parallel.
'Absorption coefficient.
Third order hyperpolarizability with all
.)olarizations parallel.96

X 10 2 M solution in CHCI,. _____,,, ___

Conclusions 2c ,,C 6^C 56

Films from 96% quinoline and from 96% quinoline Fig. 1. Preparation of materials 2, 5a, and 5b.

4ith poly(l,4-cyclohexylene carbonate), nIeso-
3orphyrin IX dimethyl ester, and
3d(II)mesoporphyrin IX dimethyl enter have been
zast via heating and subsequent evaporation. Thn
films are approximately 3 ym thick, with a maximum

/ariation normal to the surface of 0.10 pm in 2 mm
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will not be repeated here. In summary, AICI 3 complexes of the
CUBIC NONLINEAR OPTICS OF POLYMER THIN FILMS. desired polymer composites were prepared in nitromethane, in a

5. WAVELENGTH DISPERSION OF THE X(3 ) OF glove-box under a nitrogen purge.
POLY(P-PHENYLENE BENZOBISTHIAZOLE) BASED

MOLECULAR COMPOSITES Thin films of the molecular composites of PBZT/nylon 66 and
PBZT/PTMHT were prepared by shearing thin films of their

Samson A. Jenekhe* and Michael F. Roberts solutions between two 1 mm thick optically flat silica substrates
Center for Photoinduced Charge Transfer (5 cm in diameter). The coatings on the silica substrates were
and Department of Chemical Engineering immersed in deionized water overnight to remove the aluminum

University of Rochester chloride. This was followed by drying in a vacuum oven at 60-70' C
Rochester, NY 14627-0166 for 12-16 hours. Composites prepared in this way were characterized

and by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermogravimetric
Herman Vanherzeele and Jeffrey S. Meth analysis (TGA), UV-Visible and FTIR spectroscopy, and optical and

DuPont Central Research & Development Department scanning electron microscopy, and were found to be uniform

P.O. Box 80356, Wilmington, DE 19880-0356 homogeneous, non-phase separated materials of the desired

Introduction. As originally conceived [1-5], a molecular composition [6c].

composite is a material system in which a high strength, high The electronic absorption spectra of thin films of PTMHT,
modulus, rigid-rod polymer is molecularly dispersed in the matrix of PBZT, and 1:1 PBZT:nylon 66, and 1:1 PBZT:PTMHT are shown in

a flexible-coil polymer. This concept of a molecular composite was Fg r , d 1:1 ato s in 111 p ot es ar e sho s in

introduced with the aim of obtaining materials with enhanced Fi1ue 1, where the ratios in the composites are mole ratios of
mecain cal properthesby imoobtaning matreinforcement of the polymer repeating units. The film thickness of these composites was
rigid-rod polymer, such as poly(l-phenylene benzobisthiazole) not measured and therefore their electronic spectra were normalized

(PBZT), with highly entangled flexible-coil materials [1-5]. relative to the Aax (437 nm) of the pure PBZT for comparison. The

Unfortunately, these attempts have been fraught with difficulties absorption bands of the pure conjugated polymer PBZT (203, 255,
of the molecular composites, for example: 437, and 468 nm) were retained in the composites. No absorptionassociated with processing oftemlclrcmoie, o xml- features were observed above 500 nm in the spectra of Figure 1.

low critical concentrations for phase separation [2,3a]; phase

separation during coagulation [3b]; and degradation of the The THG measurements of the magnitude of X(
3
) (-3urw,w W)

flexible-coil polymer in the concentrated acid solvents used [4]. of the PBZT/nylon 66 and PBZT/PTMHT composites and pure

Our primary interest in molecular composites is in developign components PBZT and PTMHT were made by using a previously

novel approaches to their processing [6] and in their nonlinear ontic described laser system [13 and THG procedure [7]. In the present

(NLO) properties [7]. We view the molecular composite MC) study the THG experiments were performed at a fundamental

concept as an important approach to tailor the NLO properties of wavelength of 0.8-2.4pm.

polymers. Molecular composites as third order NLO materials allow
the ready investigation of effects of composition, morphology, and Results and Discussion. Figure 2 shows the composition

intermolecular structure on both the third order optical susceptibility pendence o e o mpotesat (3) of PBZT/nylon 66

X(
3
) and linear optical properties such as optical loss (tx) and index of PBZT/PTMHT molecular composites at 1.9pm. The PBZT/nylon 66

composites show a linear dependence of X ( 3) with mole fraction of the
refraction (n). optically active component PBZT, as expected for a

three-dimensional isotropic material. The ±20% error in the X(3)
In this paper we will report our detailed study of the third value of each sample is due mostly to error in film thickness

order NLO properties of the molecular composites of the conjugated measurement since the repeatability of individual result for each
rigid-rod polymer PBZT with flexible-coil polyamides, nylon 66 and sample is ±5%. The composition-X(3) relationship for the
poly(trimethyl hexamethylene terephthalamide) (PTMHT), prepared PBZT PTMHT composites, shown in Figure 2, exhibit a nonlinear
using the novel approach of complexation mediated processing from dependence. The greater than lnear increase of y) 3) with mole
organic solvents [6]. We will discuss the wavelength dispersion of the fraction of PBZT in PBZT/PTMHT composites is attributed to a

X(3 ) of PBZT/nylon 66 and PBZT/PTMHT composites as partial ordering to the PBZT molecules by the PTMHT host matrix.

determined by picosecond third harmonic generation (THG) in the These results of the effects of the host matrix and composition on the
wavelength range 0.8-2.4pm. We will also discuss the composition x(I) of molecular composites are particularly interesting in that they

dependence of the nonresonant X(3) of these composites at 1.9pm. demonstrate that a suitable choice of the host matrix material can,

Although early measurements of the t( 3) of PBZT indicated through morphological control of the order of the guest NLO polymer,

that this polymer has a large third order optical nonlinearity [8,9], enhance the magnitude of y)3 )

there was a major inconsistency between the two reported values of In Figure 3 is shown the wavelength dispersion of the X( 3) of
X(3). Some of the possible sources for the one order of magnitude PBZT and its 1:1 composites with nylon 66 and PTMHT in the

difference between the reported X( 3) values of PBZT [8-10] include wavelengh range 0.8-2.4gm. The X(3) spectra of all three materials
optical quality of the films, possible protonation of the films by the exhibit a strong resonance feature that can be attributed to a
acidic processing solvents, poor estimate of the film thickness and multiphoton process. The peak position of this resonance in X(3),
index of refraction, and the difference in wavelength and measuring 1.3pm (-leV), suggests that it is a three-photon resonance with the
techniques. A recent study of the NLO properties of PBZT and first excited state which has a peak at 437 nm as seen from the
PBZT/Zyte composite [10] attempted to address some of these electronic spectra of Figure 1. The three-photon resonance enhanced
problems but acknowledged that possible residual acid in the films X(l) of the pure PBZT at 1.3,im is 8.31 ± 1.66xl0-' esu and that of
and hence protonation of the PBZT by the methanesulfonic acid the 1:1 PBZT/PTMHT and 1:1 PBZT/nylon 66 was -5.2x10- 1 and
solvent makes it difficult to attribute the recently measured X(t to -4.3xl0o- t esu, respectively.
the pure PBZ'r [10].

In a forthcoming paper [7b] we will use a theoretical model to
Experimental. The PBZT sample had an intrinsic viscosity of analyze and fit the Z)(3) data of PBZT and its molecular composites.

18 dl/g in MSA at 30"C and was kindly given to us by the Air Force
Materials Laboratory, Dayton, OH. Nylon 66 of intrinsic viscosity 1.0 Conclusions. Optical quality thin films of PBZT and its
dl/g was obtained from Polysciences Inc., Warrington, PA, and molecular composites with two flexible-coil polyamides, nylon 66 and
PTMHT of intrinsic viscosity 0.9 dl/g was obtained from Scientific PTMHT, have been prepared from their soluble Lewis acid-base
Polymer Products, Ontario, NY. (Both [it] values of the polyamides complexes in organic solvents and their third order nonlinear optical
were measured in m--cresol at 40'C). Nitromethane (99+%) and properties investigated by picosecond third harmonic generation in
Aluminum (III) Chloride (99.9%) (Aldrich) were used as received, the wavelength range 0.8-2.4pm. The composition-X( 3) relationship

was found to be linear in PBZT/nylon 66 composites and nonlinear in
Details of the complexation of these polymers and their the case of PBZT/PTMHT. The greater than linear X( 3) dependence

subsequent dissolution in organic solvents have been described in on mole fraction of P13ZT in PBZT/PTMHT composites was
detail elsewhere [6,11,121 and in a forthcoming publication [6c] and attributed to the host matrix induced ordering of the conjugated



pBZT molecules. From the measured X 3) spectra of the pure PBZT 1 PTMHT
and its molecular composites it was found that the cubic optical 2 P8ZT
sonlinearity was enhanced by a strong three-photon resonance with a 31:1 PBZT:Nylon 66
peak at 1.3im. These results confirm our belief that polymer based 41:1 PBZT:PTMHT

-olecular composites represent an important approach to the 4
optmization of cubic NLO materials for photonic applications and are
e cellent model systems for probing structure-X(3) relationships.
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE OPTO-ELECTRIC 7 ANF

PROPERTIES OF MOLECULES OF POTENTIAL USE 6-

IN PtIOTOACTIVE POLYMERS BY TIME RESOLVED

MICROWAVE CONDUCTIVITY (TRMC). 4- S DANF /

S.A. Jonker and J.M. Warnan 3-

IRI, Delft University of Technology, Mekelweg 15, 2629 JB ' 2

Delft, The Netherlands. I -

1. Introduction 0i i i

The recent interest in the nonlinear optical properties of organic mole- 0 50 10o 110 20

cules has necessitated a better understanding of their photophysical proper- as

ties. In particular the two state model for the molecular hyperpolarizability , 0, Figure ]: Transient nucrowave conductivity traces for solutions of campounds

predicts that this parameter, which is responsible for second harmonic gener- ANFand DANF in benzene

ation, is amongst other things, proportional to the difference in dipole mo-
ment of the first excited singlet state and ground state ()1. - p o). Information \,
about the dipole moment changes occurring on photoexcitation of molecules o

in dilute solution in non-polar solvents can be provided by the time-resolved

microwave conductivity (TRMC) method. A brief description of the TRMC- ANS DANS

technique and examples of its applications are given below.

1. Technique TABLEI: Estimates of the SI and TI lifetuim. the antersysien crossing efficiency 4is
and dipole moments of ground and excited state

A solution of ca 0.1 m M of the m olecule of interest is photoexcited by a anddipole___ _____of _pound_____ ______ ______

38 nm laser pulse of 5 ns FWHM and an intensity of ca lOmJ/cM2. Thetran- Compound Tst (isc
(a)  

PS0 Ps

sient change in microwave conductivity (dielectric loss) of the medium on () oDebe.
flash photolysis is monitored with nanosecond time resolution. This change is

related to the dipole moments of the photoexcited solute molecule in the ANF 1.9 0.65 5.4 20

ground and excited state, p0 and p. respectively, by DANF 3.6 0.08 6 23

(P2 +2 )2 ANS 2.5 0.08 5.1 18

Act= 0)( 2e) F((Yr) N. (I) BANS 2.9 0.03 6.6 24"Ir 2"k Ba T

In (1), k B is the Boltzmann constant; E is the relative dielectric constant on the basis of PT, = P S,

of the solvent; N. is the concentration of excited molecules; r r is the rotational 3.2 Alkoxy-cyano-biphenyl compounds. Figure 2 shows transient micr
relaxation time of the dipole and W is the radian microwave frequency. The wave conductivity traces for solutions of compounds IIOCNBP ansi NL
function F( wr) is the Debye relaxation term. Knowing the light intensity and PrOCNBP in benzene.
the optical characteristics of the solution, the concentration of the excited
state (N.) and hence the parameter (S.2 _ p02y)T can be determined 1 6o-

In addition, by measurement of the background dielectric loss of the solution so-
as a function of concentration of ground state molecules (NO the parameter
P02/ . can be determined from (2). lfthevalueofp0 isknown thenp .can be ,. - ?-custo Q / N

calculated from the two measurements assuming the relaxation time to be the o:!

same for the two states. The relaxation time can also be estimated. -

T, 
2 7 k BT (2)~ to-

0 - -- -
I- I; - I!

TRMC provides therefore identification and quantification of dipolar ex- 0 10 10 30 40 50 60

cited states and their kinetics. The technique is unique in that it can monitor .

both singlet and triplet excited states states at the same time. TRMC provides 6o-

in addition information on the motional freedom of chromophoric molecules. 50.

3. Results and Discussion 40-

3.1 Amino-Nitro compounds. Figure 1 shows transient microwave con- Cs .o - 0
ductivity traces for solutions of compounds ANF and DANF in benzene. 0

From this figure it is apparent that methylation of the anilino nitrogen strong- 20-

ly influences the molecular photophysics. The dimethylamino derivative -0-

DANF, clearly displays a short lived dipolar singlet component followed by a ,
much longer lived triplet signal. In the case of ANF, the triplet signal is seen to o - - I

be much larger indicating a considerably greater intersystem crossing effi- 0 o 30 40 0 40

ciency. Also the singlet lifetime determined from the fluorescence decay is n.

substantially increased by dimethyl substitution from 1.9 to 3.6 ns. Similar ef- FiR,.,2 T.ran,itmwros en c-, ,irv fror-,,,a,,no,, ,o/c,.r,,v,,, SAP$R%BP

fects but less pronounced are found for ANS and DMANS as is is shown by ,q'rp- pacrw) am/ i|(0CNHP (o,.er part) ,nbene AL,, k-, a-e theia-, k.d,otii

the parameters listed in Table I. ne hi (-t. ,,, ,eca.au, itiet - - and ,u~giut - -



As is evident from figure 2 the absolute magnitude and the form of the
transients observed for these two compounds are similar. Both are character-
ised by the formation of a, short lived dipolar singlet state with a lifetime of -I
ns and a long lived dipolar triplet state with a lifetime of > 500 ns. For p=ps,
4, is determined to be approximately 0.02. The photophysics of the by-
droxy-cyano-biphenyl chromophore would appear therefore to be very little
influenced by propylmethacrylate substitution at the hydroxy group in con-
bt to the marked effect of methyl substitution at an amino donor site men-
toned above.

Taking for the unsubstituted chromophore an S1 hiteime of 1.0 ns togeth-
er with a ground-state dipole moment of 4.8 D and a dipole relaxation time of
86 ps (determined from the ground state dielectric loss, Eqn. 2) results in a val-
ue of 12.4 D for the dipole moment of the S 1 state from the TRMC transient,
Le considerably lower than for the nitro-amino compounds. In view of the
apparent lack of change in the photophysics of the chromophoric units we
take the excited state dipole moment to be the same for the substituted com-
pound. Using this we can derive a value for the dipole relaxation time of Ill
ps for te propylmethacrylate derivative from the TRMC transients. This val-
ue is not significantly different to the 86 ps found for the unsubstituted chro-
mophoric unit. Because of the flexibility of the substiuents there is apparent-
ly little perturbation of the motional freedom of the hydroxy-cyanobiphenyl
unit.

Future research will focus on the photophysical properties and motional
freedom of the donor-acceptor chromophores attached to a polymer back-
bone.

References
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MACROMOLECULAR CHROMOPHORIC ASSEMBLIES WITH
ENFORCED POLARITY: INORGANIC AND HETEROCYCLIC Observation of second harmonic generation from this multilayer assembly
LINKAGES (1.064 gm fundamental) confirms that the layers are in fact polar

ordered, as was expected from the method and conditions of theirH.E. Katz, M.L. Schilling, C.E.D. Chidsey, T.M. Putvinski, W.L. Wilson, preparation. No second harmonic output was observed from layers of the
G.R. Scheller, W.T. Lavell. AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ centrosymmetric compound quaterthiophenediphosphonic acid, consistent
07974. with expectations that a polar chromophore is necessary for second

harmonic generation, and proving that the observed second harmonic
Research on noncrystalline second order nonlinear optical materials has output is not an artifact of the inorganic interlayers. Additional
focussed inceasingly on the magnitude and stability of the polar experiments in which input and detector polarizations were varied
orientation required of the active molecular subunits. Joining these indicated that both zz and zx tensor components contribute to the signal
subunits together in a head-to-tail fashion can lead to enhancements in
both qualities, since the orienting force might act cooperatively upon an
ensemble of subunits, and the motion required to randomize the
orientation of a polar aggregate is much less probable than for individual
molecules. Here, we describe two approaches to polar chromophore
aggregates. The first results in a thermally stable self-assembled
multilayer of polar azo dyes, while the second produces covalently head- Oligorners consisting of head-to-tail-linked, dipolar, pi-conjugated
to-tail-linked polar chromophores in which the molecular moments are monomers have been of interest as electrically iolable elements in
constrained to be highly additive, polymeric second order nonlinear optical materials. If these oligomers

could be made rigid and linear, they should be orientable by electric fields
I. Polar zirconium organophosphate self-assembled multilayers to give materials with larger polar order parameters than similar materials

containing corresponding monomers, because the oligomer dipole moment
Self assembly has already been considered for the construction of films would be the sum of all the constituent monomer moments, leading to an
with extensive polar order. t We have recently demonstrated a simpler enhanced orientational polarizability. The resulting orientation should be
method for polar multilayer self-assembly based on zirconium phosphate more stable than for small or nonrigid dipoles because of the large volume
layered structures. 2 These layers are robust and insoluble, and show no of matrix material that would have to move during orientational
evidence of deterioration in quality with the number of monolayers randomization.
deposited. Our three-step deposition method is a modification of the two-
step method developed by Mallouk 3 for preparing symmetrical We have reported semirigid polar oligomers based on piperazinamide
multilayers. A hydroxyl-terminated surface is first treated with POC 3 to linkers, 6 in which each segment may sweep out a 1100 cone angle with
give a phosphate-terminated surface. This is then treated with aqueous respect to its neighbor. Although the angle is rigorously defined, the
Zr(IV) to form a zirconium-terminated surface. Finally, the latter is dipolar additivity between segments is much less than it would be if the
treated with a hydroxy-organophosphonic acid to form a new hydroxyl- angle were closer to 1800, and the rotational freedom around the cone
terminated surface. We now extend this technique to construct multilayers leads to multiple conformations in oligomers larger than dimer. Here, we
from a hydroxy-phosphonic acid that contains a polar azo chromophore, 1. propose the 4-piperidinimino group, which combines a parallel divalent
Figure 1 illustrates the expected multilayer structure, which was expected imine acceptor with a 1,4-disubstituted six-membered ring donor, as a
to show substantial second-order nonlinear optical susceptibilities, novel link between dipolar segments, with the ultimate aim of

incorporating this linker in a polymer such as 2. So far, we haveSilicon and glass substrates were prepared for or anophosphonate synthesized bis chromophores 3 and 4, as well as single chromophores 5
deposition according to conditions optimized previously.f After oxidative and 6. We show via dipole moment measurements that the dipoles on
treatment with H 2 0 2 -H2 S0 4 solution (CAUTION: this reacts violently either side of the imine link are almost perfectly additive, ie. the bonds to
with organic material), the substrates were exposed to a solution of (3- the internal donor and acceptor supplied by the link, as well as the
aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (1% v:v) in anhydrous octane at reflux for principal moments of the segments, are virtually parallel.
10 min. The resulting 30-A-thick film provided an amino- terminated T d
surface that was phosphorylated with 0.2 M POCI3 and 0.2 M collidine in The dimeric chromophores were synthesized as shown in Figure 2-
acetonitrile at room temperature for 5-10 mmn. The phosphoramide- Compounds 5 and 6 were synthesized from the appropriate aldehydes andcyclohexylamine in toluene. The dipole moments of 3-7 determined interminated surfaces were washed with H20 and immersed in 5 mM dioxane solution from plots of dielectric constant vs. weight fraction of
aqueous ZrOCI 2 for 5 min; previous experiments have shown that the solute8 (linear correlation coefficients of >0.997) are 9.2, 10.6, 2.7, 4.8,
zirconation step is essentially instantaneous, and 6.88 D, respectively. Clearly, the dipole moments for models of the
Substrates with zirconated surfaces were immersed for 10 min in solutions segments of 3 add up to a value (9.5 D) that nearly equals the dipole
of 1.5 mM I (synthesized by azo-coupling of 4-aminophenylphosphonic moment of 2, and is within experimental error of that moment. Significant
acid to NN-bis(2-hydroxyethyl)aniline) in EtOH in capped jars heated additivity is also indicated for 4. Molecular modelling (MOPAC) predicts
just below the boiling point. This treatment was sufficient to obtain a phenylene-phenylene angle for 2 of 150-180', which is consistent with
maximum thickness. At room temperature, several hours were required for the observed additivity of the moments. The apparent additivities could
complete coverage. The hydroxyl end groups on the dyes were have been diminished slightly because the axis of the benzaldimine
phosphorylated and zirconated as described for the priming sequence, and chromophore moment is not entirely coincident with the 1,4-axis of the
the dye deposition was repeated, creating a multilayer. The thickness of phenylene unit, and small contributions from C-N single bonds may
the multilayer films on silicon was monitored by ellipsometry and UV-vis slightly influence the moments as well.
spectrometry. The thickness per layer, 16A, is slightly less than the We expect polymers with structures like 1 to be highly dipolar rigid rods,
theoretically predicted 20A based on the model in Figure 1. This by virtue of the significant dipole moment contributed by each segment
thickness was reproduced consistently from layer to layer. and the nearly perfect projection of the moments along the rigid rod axis

assured by the imino connector. Efforts to synthesize these polymers are
currently in progress.
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Synthesis, Poling and Optical Characterization of 1O N OH

Polyurethanes Bearing NLO-active Chromophores

P. Kitipichai. R. Laperuta, Jr., G.M. Korenowski and G. E. Wnek,
Department of Chemistry, Polymer Science and Engineering Program,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York 12180-3590, 1.
Gorodisher, 3M Science Research Laboratory, St. Paul, MN HN NH55144-1000.y

Introduction
la

Recently organic and polymeric materials have been of particular
interest due to their promising potential applications in optical information A mixture of 2 g (9.57 mmol) of N.N-Di(2-hydroxyethyl)-p
processing and telecommunications. 12 This interest has arisen from the aminobenzaldehyde, 8 0.96 g (9.57 rmol) of hydantoin and 3 drops of
promise of attractive combinations of optical, structural, and mechanical piperidine in 25 ml of ethanol was heated under reflux for 20 hours. The
propertie&. Organic and polymeric materials can exhibit considerably mixture was cooled and yellow product was collected and recrystallized
high optical damage thresholds and broad transparency ranges. In from water. Yellow crystals were obtained (m.p.239-40oC). UV:
addition, the ability to prepare numerous derivatives implies that
properties can be tuned to meet specific requirements. Because of their (EtOH) = 388nm. t H NMR (DMSO-d6): 8 vs. TMS: 6.69 (d), 7.43 (d):
processability into various forms, polymer seem particularly attractive for aromatics; 3.30-3.70 (m): methylene protons; 6.31(s): methine proton;
applications in nonlinear optics. 7.70(s), 10.41(s): Nit 4.80(s): OH.

Popular approaches for the generation of polymers exhibiting second 4(3-amino- i-orooanol)-3-[N.N-Di(2-hvdroxvethvl)anilinel-cvclobutene-
harmonic generation (SHG) include poling linear polymers3 or networks4  1.2-dione. lb.
containing dissolved, NLO-active chromaphores, or polymers to which
suitable chramophores have been covalently attached.5 We have
considered approaches for the preparation of polymer films capable of N
second harmonic generation where electric field poling of is carried out
during polymerization and film formation using monomers bearing
NLO-active chromophores. In previous preprint,6 we demonstrated this
idea with the simultaneous synthesis and poling of a polyurethane derived
firom N.N-bis-(2-hydroxyethyl)-p-nitroaniline and 1.6-disocyanato- H
hexane. Solidification to glassy thin films is complete within a few 0 N " O

-econds owing to the fast kinetics of isocyanate/alcohol reactions.

The present paper describes in more detail the synthesis and optical 0
characterization of some of these new polymers. The general approach is
.3aflined in Scheme 1. lb

C~bA solution of 8.89 g (49 mmol) of N.N-Di-(2-hydroxyethyl)amline
HO. " OH 01NCO llO1 Linear Polyurethanes in 49ml dichloromethane was added dropwise to the mixture of 3.68 g

+ or (24.5 mmol) 1.2-dichlorocyclobutenedione 9 and 3 ml (0.24.5 mmol) of
k! field on Crosslinked Polyurethanes boron trifluoride etherate in 15 ml of dichloromethane at 5-100C with

41 0stirring. After the addition was completed. the mixture was stirred for
(1) NCO another 4 hours at 5-10 0 C. The solvent was evaporated out and the

residual viscous liquid was poured into 150 ml of ice water containing 2
Scheme i drops of concentrated hydrochloric acid. An orange powder was

precipitated. The mixture was filtered and washed well with cold water.

The diols (1) are typically comprised of a bis-(2-hydroxyethyl)aniline The product was purified by column chromatography and recrystallizoed
moiety connected at the para position to acceptors such as itro, from chloroform. Orange crystals of 4-chloro-3-[NN-Di(2-
tricyanovinyl, p-nitroethenyl, cyclobutene dione, and imidazolidine dione. hydroxyethyl)anilinel-cyclobutene-1 ,2-dione were obtained
We note that these diols may also have utility as dyes in a variety of (m.p.136-80 C). 1H NMR (CD3CN-d 3 ): 8 vs. TMS: 8.05(d), 6.94(d):
step-growth polymers. We have prepared about twelve new diols bearing aromatics; 3.61-3.73(m): irethylene protons; 3.29(s): OH.
NLO-active chromophores, and the synthesis of one of these will be Next, a mixture of 0.295 g (1 mmol) of 4-chloro-3-[NN-Di(2-
descibed in detail later. A new triol capable of network formation during hydroxyethyl)aniline]-cyclobutene- 1,2-dione, 0.15 g (I mmol) of
polymerization and poling will also be described, and the stability of the 3-amino- l-propanol and 10 ml of absolute ethanol was heated under
SHG response from polyurethanes derived from the diol and trial will be reflux for 10 minutes. After cooling in an ice bath, the yellow product
compared. Pu recently proposed the use of the cyclobutene- dione moiety lb was separated and crystallized from absolute ethanol (yellow crystals.
as a promising new electron acceptor group," and the triol utilized in the
present study employs this acceptor along with an aniline donor. The m.p.198-90 C). UV: x(EtOH)=399nm. 'HNMR(DMS0-V: 8
diol we discuss below contains an imidazolidine dione as an acceptor, vs. TMS: 6.80(d), 7.83(d): aromatics; 1.76(m), 3.73(m), 3.43-3.69(m):
which to our knowledge has not been examined previously. The dial and methylene protons; 8.69(t): NH; 4.53(t), 4.80(t): OH.
triol were reacted with commercially available diisocyanates. in particular
2.4-toluene diisocyaate (TDI), in an electric field as outlined in Scheme Synthesis and oling of oolurethanes derived from la and Ib and TDI.
1. A corona generated at the tip of a sharp tungsten needle was used for An equimaolecular amount of diol and diisocyanate was dissolved in 10
poling. ml of distilled tetrahydrofuran (TEF). Ten drops of the solution were

deposited onto a 1 mm thick transparent microscope slide (Fisher.
Premium) coated on the opposite side with aluminium. The slide was

Experimental immediately placed 0.7 cm under a sharpened tungsten needle electrode

charged at 10 kV and the mixture was then heated at I 10°C for 20
5- f4-rN.N-Di(2-hvdroxvethvl)aminolbenzvlidenelimidazolidine-2.4-dio minutes. A bright yellow polymer film formed in a few seconds. The
nela, heat was then shut off and the polymer was allowed to cool to room

temperature and finally the electric field was terminated. The Al coating
was removed using dilute HCI. Polymer film thickness was measured
with a profilometer (Alpha-Step 200). and each sample yielded thickness
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values in the range of -I pm References and Notes
gecond harmonic eeneration (SHG) measurements. The second

hlrmaic generation (SHG) at 532 nm of the poled polyumthanes was 1. D. S. Chemla and J. Zyss ecLs.. Volinear QOtical Properties ofmaurd in transmission. The incident source was the 1064 nm Oryanic Molecules and Crystals, Academic Press, New York, 1987.
fundamwtal of a Q-switched DCR-2A Quanta-Ray Nd:YAG laser 2. D. J. Williams ed., Nonlinear Ogtical Proerties of Organic and
operating at a 10 Hz repetition rate and a 9 ns pulse duration. Polymeric Materials, ACS Symposium Series No. 233, 1983.In the SHG experiment the monchromatic, near Gaussian pump beam 3. K. D. Singer, J. E. Sohn, and S. J. Lalama, Appl. Phys. Lett.. 49.
with a diameter of 0.9 cm was immediately directed through a 248 (1986).Glan-Taylor polarizer to select linearly, vertically polarized light. A 10% 4. M. A. Hubbard, T. J. Marks, J. Yang, and G. K. Wong. Chem.
beamsplitter was employed before the polymer sample to direct a fraction Mater., . 167 (1989).of the beam into a stationary polycrystalline quartz reference. The 5. C. Ye. T. 1. Marks, J. Yang, and G. K. Wong, Macromolecules, 20.
collimated beam propagating through the beamsplitter was then incident 2322 (1987).on a 20 cm focal length lens which was positioned 20 cm in front of the 6. P. Kitipichai. R. LaPeruta. Jr., G. M. Korenowski, G. E. Wnek, I.0.2 m McPherson monochromator. Gorodisher and D. R. Uhlmann, Polym. Prepr., M, 176 (1989).The polymer sample were mounted on a rotation stage in between the 7. L. S. Pu, in Materials for Nonlinear Omics S. R. Marder, J. E. Sohnentrance Of the mochmmator and the lens, and rotated around a and G. D. Stocky, eds., ACS Symp. Ser. No. 455, ACS,horizontal axis at about I degree/sec. P-polarization was selected by Washington, Ch. 22 (1991).having die incident beam impinge perpendicularly to the horizontal 8. A. K Sen and C. C. Price, J. Org. Chem. 24. 125 (1959).
ntotim axis as the sample was rotated from an angle of incidence of +800 9. R-C De Selins. C. J. Fox, and R. C. Riordan, Tetrahedron Let.,
to -800. After the sample two IR absorbing Schott KG- I glass filters 781 (1970).and a polarizer were utilized to allow only the vertically polarized signal 10. J. Jerphagnon and S. K. Kurtz, J. Appl. Phys., 4.L 1667 (1970).through to mnonochromator entrance. 11. The film derived from triol lb is insoluble; films derived from diols

At the monochromator exit slit, the optical signal was detected by a will usually dissolve in common solvents.
cooled RCA c31034 photomultiplier tube. After preamplification, the . 0 -
signals from individual laser pulses were measured and digitized using a
Stanford Retsearch System gated integrator Model SR250 and Model
SR245 Computer Interface Module. The processed signals from the1
laser pulse weve then digitally stored.

Pulse to Pulse ar intensity variations were removed by monitoring
the SHG genmed in the quartz reference. The detection of the SHG
produced in the reference was the same as that for the sample's signal.

The refractive indices of the polymer film prepared from diol la and
TDI are 1.620 (532 nm) and 1.565 (1064 nm); those for the polymer
prepared from triol lb and TDI are 1.602 (532 nm) and 1.544 (1064 4
ini). These values were determined at the University of Lowell (Prof. S. _

K. Tripathy's laboratory).

SHG stability. The SHG intensity was measured as a function of time
after poling at room temperature. As a further test of the SHG stability,
the sample was heated to 100OC and the SHG intensity was monitored
continuously at a fixed angle (0 = 560). 0. -0 - .2 4-30 -,AO' -.1O -20 2,0 4 0 60 aO1

Results and Discussion AuM& o t = (d4-)

Figure 1 shows a Maker-fringe curve ( p-p measurement ) obtained EHi3ru1. Fringe pattern of crosslinked polyurethane prepared from lb
from a poled, crosslinked1 1 polyurethane prepared from lb and TDL and TDL
The second harmonic coefficient was calculated from the angular
dependence of the second harmonic (SH) intensity and the formalism of I?
Jerphagnon and Kurtz for uniaxial materials, assuming also that d31 = d24
=di5 = '/3d33.

3. 10 The SHG coefficient for the network polymer was 1t
determined to be d33 = 7.81x10-9 esu. The SH intensity of the poled
crosslinked polyurethane is extremely stable. For example, no relaxation
of SH intensity is observed even during one hour at 1000 C. The
polymer prepared from the diol la and TDI is less stable, experiencing .
slow decay of SH intensity over a six month period at room temperature
as shown in Figure 2. The d33 values obtained shortly after poling and - 8
6 months after poling are 8.74 x 10-9 and 6.03 x 10-9 esu, respectively.
The temporal response is somewhat better than those of other poled, *-7' -
linear polymers, and may be due to hydrogen bonding between urethane
and/or imidazolidine dione units assisting to retard depolarization. The T9 6. a
of this polymer is about 178 0C from differential scanning calorimetry.
The polymer is soluble in THF, arguing against crosslinking during
synthesis via allophanate formation or reactions at the imidazolidine
diaone.

In summary, we believe the in-situ poling and polymerization of diiso-cyanates and NLO-bearmg diols and triols represents a useful approach
for the synthesis of NLO-active polymer films having attractive optical 3
properties and temporal stability. 0 100 200
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OPTICAL FOUR-WAVE MIXING IN A SILVER COLLOID-POLYMER / 'N'
COMPOSITE °

R. LaPeruta, P. Kitipichal. G. E. Wnek, and G. M. -c, o0
Korenowski, Department of Chemistry, Rensselaer Polytechnic i-

Institute. Troy, New York 12180. /c_

INTRODUCTION In 10 ml of a silver colloidal solution (6 x 10
-6

volume fraction of silver). 1.5 mg of the tricyano monomer
Increasing interest in applications of nonlinear was dissolved. The water was removed by rotary evaporation

optical (NLO) processes has stimulated research aimed at over 30 minutes at 50 °C followed by vacuum drying at room
developing materials possessing large third optical temperature for 12 hours. The sample was dissolved in
nonlinearities. This focus on third order NLO materials Is
a direct result of the large number of different four-wave tetrahydrofuran and 0.05 g of additional tricyano monomermixig (WM) proesss wich can be xplite in was added to the solution. A stoichiometrically correctmixing (FWM} processes which can be exploited In

applications. One example of a FWM process is optical quantity of 1.6-dilsocyanotohexane (corresponding to 1:1

phase conjugation. Optical phase conjugation can be used ratio of monomers) was added to the resulting solution
to restore distorted optical wave fronts and has potential followed by vigorous stirring. Homogeneous mixtures of the

applications In laser amplification and laser fusion as two solutions were made using various relative
well as in optical image restoration, concentrations of the two In order to vary the silver

particle concentration in the resulting composite.
All FWM pr9cesses result from the third order NLO Approximately, I ml of a given mixture -.z placed on a BK-7

polarization, P 3 glass slide and the solvent was allowed to evaporate at
(3) (3) room temperature. The subsequent monomer mixes were heated

P = x :E E E (1) to 110 C to polymerize and form the composite via the123

The magnitude of P(3) in a given material Is directly following reaction
proportional to the product of the electric fields of the
Incident light waves. P Q is 1 proportioTl to the
third order NLO susceptibility, X . It is X which is 0 0
characteristic of the optical medium. oICH7NCo *C

In this paper. we undertake the first work on the -c

development of NLO composites constructed from noble metal
nanoparticles in NLW polymer hosts. As separate classes of C/cl
materials, both the organics and metal nanoparticles show --c"

promise as NLO materials. When combined to form /C\
composites, Interactions between the polymer host and c CN
entrapped metal nanoparticles can potentially be used to B; Demenerate Four-Wave Mixing
produce i_.ge optical nonlinearities. Tailoring the size The experimental arrangement for the phase conjugation
and shape of the metal particles to increase local fields measurements is shown in Figure Ia. The measurements were
internal to the composite and having charge transfer performed at the three wavelengths 532 um. 562 am and 570
Interactions between the polymer and metal particles are rim. The 532 na source was the second harmonic from a
several mechanisms by which an Increase in the nonlinear Quanta-Ray Q-Switched DCR-2A Nd:YAG laser operating at 1U
polarizabilitles can be achieved. We present the first Hz with a 6-7 ns pulse duration. The 562 and 570 nm lines
synthetic preparation of a polymer/silver nanoparticle were obtained from a Quantel TDL5O dye laser operating with
conosite, its characterization, and the measurement of Rhodamine 590. The dye laser was pumped with a Quantel
IxxxJ for degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) at selected Q-Switched YGS81C-20 Nd:YAG laser operating at 20 Hz. The
wavelengths, pulse duration of the dye laser was 6 ns. In the DFVM

experiment, the two pump beams were counterpropagat Ing and

EXPERIMENTAL the optical fields were coupled into the glass/thin film
composite wavegulde by 1 cm right angle prisms as shown In

A: Synthetic Preparations Figure lb. The probe beam was 6 off the pump beam axis.

Silver colloids were prepared by reduction of silver All incident beams were vertically polarized. The

ions with lithium borohydride. This preparation was a intensities of the two pump beams were varied from 2.83 x

slight variation of the method developed by Creighton et $l t02 to 8.74 x I0'3 eAcm s. The probe beam intensity was

(1979).' 1 hPs Involved the drop-wise addition of 33.33 ml varied from 1.42 x 10 to 4.37 x 1012 erg/cm
2
s. The phase

of I x I0 h M AgN03 solution over the course of 10 minutes conjugate signal beam was focused Into a 0.2 m McPherson
to 100 ml of a freshly prepared 2 x 0 -3 M LIBH4 solution monochromator with a 20 cm focal length lens. At thewhilecofstatly f irresly prepare2 solution monochromator exit slit. the optical signal was detected bywhile constantly stirring. The solution became faint
yellow In color upon the addition of the silver nitrate a calibrated and cooled RCA C31034 photomultiplier tube.

solution. The silver colloids have an absorbance maximum After preamplification. the signal from individual laser

at -397 nm corresponding to the surface plasmon resonance pulses was measured and digitized using a Standford

of the silver. Research System gated Integrator Model SR250 and Model
SR245 Computer Interface Module. The processed signals

The silver colloids were further characterized In from the laser pulses were then digitally stored.
terms of size and shape by transmission electron
microscopy. The average diameter of the silver sols used
in the polymer/colloid composite was determined from
transmission electron microscopy to be 11.46 ± 3.74 ns. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The colors of the polyurethane/silver nanoparticleA N.N-di-(2-hydroxyethyl)-p-tricyanoethylanilIute composite and the polyurethane polymer are very different.
monomer (tricyano) for the polyurethane preparation was The polymer is dark red-violet while the composite material
synthesized according to the following reaction is light yellow. UV-visible spectra for the polymer and

the6 polymer/silver composite, volume fraction of silver 5 x
10 . are shown In Figure 2.
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Degenerate four-wave mixing measurements were made on polymer sample. This is Indicative of greater electron

thin films of this polymer/composite material (volume density In the aromatic rings In the polyurethane/silver

fraction of silver -5 x 106). These measurements were nanoparticle composite In comparison to the polyurethane.
In the composite material, cyano groups are apparently

performed In the thin film waveguide arrangemen prty interacting with the silver nanoparticles. The result Is
described. Table 1 lists values of X "I at the the reduction of the electron withdrawing capabilities of
wavelengths of 532 rim, 562 rim, and 570 nm which were the cyano groups.
obtfined from these measurements. To extract a value of

ix 1, the intensity of the signal beam in the four-wave In addition, FTIR spectra of the polymer versus themixing experiment was measured and a reflectivity JR) wasInadtoFIspcrofteoleresu th
ixi e xperiment. as eaed andy a reflectivty I"Iby3) composite show a decrease in the strength of the free CnN

determined. This reflectivity is related to X by stretching band (-2250 cm
-1
) for the composite indicating

Equation 2. fewer free cyano functional groups. This additional
1evidence points to chemisorption of the polymer to the( z3)l2 2

R (2xw)/cn (8x/cn) L I I (2) silver particles and existence of Interactions betweenIf b these two components of the composite.

-, the reflectivity, is the ratio of signal power to In summary, the first of a new class of polymer/noble
incident probe power and I( and Ib are the intensities of metal nanoparticle composite materials was synthesized and
the forward and backward pump light beams, respectively. L characterized. With respect to DFWH, this composite
is the optical path length through the composite. From exhibits a larger Ix I than that measured for either of
power dependence studies, the value of n In Equation (I) Its component parts alone. Interactions between the
was determined to be 2. polymer functional groups and the entrapped metal particles

e 31 are believed to be the origin of the increase in optical
The maximum value measured, i J = (3.65 t 1.09) x nonlinearity.

,10
"  

(esu). was at 532 ru and was appreciably larger than

Ix'I measured for a silver colloidal solution. At 532
no, a sol solution containing an approximately equal volume ACKNOVLEDGiEDITS
fraction of silver nanoparticles that found in the G. E. Wnek wishes to thank DARPA for support of this
comrsite yielded a magnitude of xx I (0.963 t 0.503) x work. C. H. Korenowaki thanks the DARPA funded
io (esu). Optoelectronics Technology Center and the Office of Naval

Research for their support.

In comparing the composite to silver nanoparticles n
water, It Is not known whether the larger value of 1;t REMENCES

for the composite is the result of polymer/metal particle
interactions. It Is possible that this increase in W31I 1. J. A. Creighton. C. G. Blatchford and M. G.
Is from an additional nonlinearity from the polyurethane. Albrecht, J. Chem. Soc. Faraday 1I 75, 790 (1979).
MW measurements were also performed on polyurethane 2. J. T. Remillard and D. G. Steel, Opt. Lett. 13, 30
films. No DF W signals were observed. This lack of a DFWH (1988).
signal could be the result of several factors. One 3. F. Farha and R. T. Iwamoto, Inorg. Chom. 4. 844
possible factor is that DFWM signals could have been (1965).
absorbed by the polymer. A second possibility is that the
Dolymer may possess a small Ix';3  with respect to DFWH.

The extent to which Rlymer/silver nanoparticle
.nteractions contribute to Ix 1 of the composite Is not
leterained at this time. Evidence was found, however, (b)
that indicates strong interactions exist between the
functional groups of the polymer and the silver particles.
This evidence Implies that these interactions are s
potentially responsible for an Increase In the optical
Wonlinearity of the composite. (S

- - -
In the composite preparation, the diol bearing a

tricyanovinyl moiety of the polymer was introduced to the Fig. 1. Experimental arr.ngament for phase conjugation.
silver colloidal solution. It was observed that the BSbeaplitter), Hsimrror), S(smaple), 55 

7 (giea
tricyano monomer stabilized the silver nanoparticles. sub*strate). and k(waeeector). Subscripts f. b, p and pc
Without the monomer, the silver particles agglomerate and correspond to the foreard pump, backward p.p, probe and

Precipitate over time. Also. during evaporation of a sol phase conjugate light beams. respectively. (a Is a top

Slution, particle agglomeration was observable. However, view and M is a side 1e.
-11th the addition of the monomer, there was no evidence
that the silver particles were agglomerating.

Rammn spectra of the tricyano monomer in a sol
bolution showed a vibrational Raman band at -530 cm t

.
'his band is assigned to a Ag-cyano stretching mode 3 

and
6Ldicates the tricyano monomer is chemisorbed to the silver
m noparticles. This also suggests that other strong
nterfacial Interactions (such as charge transfer) between
-he polymer and silver nanoparticles can exist. 1i 0

In the composite. it appears that the polymer Is 562 . 0 791 t 0 276
trongly interacting with the entrapped silver a S
U-lparticles through the cyano functional group. Solution 300 400 500 660 700 570 n- 0 $16 , 0 P5

"M studies show absorptions by the aromatic ring protons wevi..gfb (-l)
Of the tricyanovinyl moiety, are slightly shifted upfield Fig. 2. iJV-Vis of (&l composite
for the composite with respect to those observed for the and (WI poiylrethane.
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Novel Photoactive Liquid Crystal Polymers radical polymerisation of the appropriate

C.H.Lege., M.J.Whitcombe., A.Gilbert. and monomers as descr be9 elsewhere [7 and 8]. This

G.R.Mitchell. copolymer with R :R=9:1 exhibited a nematic
ppase with T 1=66"C and T 25"C. The chromophore,Polymer Science Centre,Rca unegersio

University of Reading, R , can undergo E-Z ikomerisation about the
Whiteknights, ethyleni bond. Films (ca. 18pm thickness) were

Reading RG6 2AF., prepared on both surface treated and untreated
U.K. glass slide substrates. The copolymer was melted

between the substrate and a glass cover slip

1. Introduction. (thickness ca. 0.1mm) followed by pressing in a
clamp. The phase behaviour of these prepared

The liquid crystalline state is copolymer films was evaluated using conventional

characterised by long-range orientational thermo-optic procedures. Wavelength selective

correlations of molecular groups which are irradiation of these films was achieved using a

usually described in terms of an order 150W Xe arc lamp incorporating an infrared
parameter, S. A wide variety of optical filter and a grating monochromator together with

phenomena, such as changes in refractive index, a variable temperature stage which allowed in-

may be induced in liquid crystalline materials, situ irradiation [9]. Spatial selectivity in
either through variation in S or by manipulation irradiation was achieved through the use of

of the director n. In addition to the well known masks.elcti admanei efct kon nnonlinear Films prepared as outlined above were
electric and magnetic effects known in nlierirradiated using a narrow band (40nm) of
optics these induced changes may come about via wavelengths centred on 340nm for 30mm to
photochromic units which are mixed in with the aveeZhsoereston. Fg r 10sow t
mesogen: Upon irradiation at an appropriate achieve E-Z isomerisation. Figure I shows the

wavelength it is possible for some photochromic change in transmitted light, as a function of

molecules to undergo a shape change via temperature, passing through the sample in the

isomerisation. This change can disrupt the local polarising microscope. The sample was viewed so

ordering of the liquid crystalline units and that half of the area represented the irradiated

consequently change the properties of the part of the sample and the other half the

material. By combining both units into a polymer unirradiated. From this graph we can see that

it is possible to utilise polymeric properties, two transitions are present, due to each of the

such as their processability and glass irradiated and unirradiated areas, and shows a

transition, whilst maintaining the liquid depression in the transition temperature of

crystalline properties of the low molar mass -3C. Analysis of UV-VIS curves taken from

analogues, solutions of irradiated and unirradiated films

In this report we present some novel liquid leads to the result that under the irradiation

crystalline copolymers in which we are able to conditions specified the film is optically

manipulate the order parameter S and the pumped to 36%E isomer (film initially contained

director q through selective irradiation with 100%E).

light. In particular we are able to photoinduce As a result of the depression in T! it is

an isothermal phase transition from the possible to hold a film which has irrada *Ied and

orientationally ordered liquid crystalline state unirradiated areas at a temperature, T (Figure

(0<S<1) to the isotropic phase where S=0 in I), such that we can observe areas of isotropic

copolymer I whilst in copolymer 2 we are able to and liquid crystalline material. This gives the

change the direction of n with respect to some potential for storage of data into the film. By

initial predefined orientation. Photocontrol of selection of an appropriate mask which can be

both S and n has been reported recently for laid on the film, areas of film may be defined

polymeric liquid crystal systems [1-6]. In as irradiated or unirradiated. Then by heating

essence all of these reports utilise the the film to T it is possible to read out the

possibility of optically pumped geometric data with either polarised or unpolarised light

isomerisation in which the structural effects of as a contrast image of liquid crystalline and

isomerisation have been exploited rather than isotropic phases. The image can then be frozen

directly using the photochromic properties. In into the film by quenching to below the glass

such liquid crystalline systems the photoactive transition [8].

units may be present as a small fraction of the
total material. 2.2. Azobenzene Syste

The changes in S and n for the copolymers
studied occur due to photoinduced isomerisation The copolymer 2 was prepared by a similar
of the photoactive units (E-Z isomerisation). In route to that described fqr the Naphthyl system.

copolymer 1 the chromophore unit is non- This copolymer with R':R =9:1 exhibited a

mesogenic in nature and photoisomerisation nematic phase with T,=77C and T=24C. The

results in a depression of T as a direct chromophore, R, can undergo E-Z istmerisationreaboutsthe nitrogensoubleobond.sFilmsrwer

consequence of a change in S. in copolymer 2, about the nitrogen double bond. Films were
however, the chromophore is mesogenic. In this prepared in the same way as for the Naphthyl
case the isomerisation results in a rotation of system using surface treated glass slides to
cth e soeipoativresunits inge rottin n. define an initial orientation for the copolymer.
the mesogenic/photoactive units (change in n). The sample was annealed at 65"C to fully develop

2. Results the surface alignment, and irradiated with the
polarisation state of the beam set parallel to

2.1. Naphthyl System the surface alignment of the film for 30min with
the wavelength centred on 350nm. Thermo-optic

The copolymer I was prepared by free analysis of the film using the polarising
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microscope revealed there to be no depression in 2 M.Eich and J.H.Wendorf, Makromol. Chem.

the transition temperature due to irradiation. Rapid Commun., 1987, 8,467.

However there was still contrast between the 3 K.Anderle, R.Birenheide, M.Eich and
unirradiated and irradiated areas due to a J.H.Wendorf, Makromol. Chem. Rapid Commun.,
change in orientation of the irradiated area 1989,10,477.
with respect to the initial alignment direction. 4 T.Ikeds, S.Horiuchi, D.B.Karanjit,

Analysis, similar to that of copolymer 1, of UV- S.Kurihara and S.Tazuke, Macromolecules,
VIS curves taken from solutions of irradiated 1990,23,36.
and unirradiated films lead to the result that 5 T.Ikeda, S.Horiuchi, D.B.Karanjit,
the film had been pumped to 9%E isomer (film S.Kurihara and S.Tazuke, Macromolecules,
initially contained 100%E). 1990,23,42.

As a result of the orientation change it is 6 T.Ikeda, D.B.Karanjit, S.Kurihara and
possible to store data into the film. Irradiated S.Tazuke, Macromolecules, 1990,23,3938.
areas can be distinguished from unirradiated 7 M.J.Whitcombe, A.Gilbert and G.R.Mitchell,
areas by use of a polarised beam. Viewed by the Br. Polym. J., 1990,23,77.
eye under unpolarised light it is not possible 8 C.H.Legge, M.J.Whitcombe, A.Gilbert and

to distinguish between irradiated and G.R.Mitchell, J. Mater. Chem., 1991,1,303.

unirradiated areas in contrast to the case for 9 C.H.Legge and G.R.Mitchell, J. Phys. D.,

a stored image in copolymer 2 submitted.

3. Discussion
Acknowledgements.

In copolymer 1 (with a non-mesogenic
Naphthyl chromophore) the photoinduced phase This work was supported by the Science and

transition occurs as a result of a composition Engineering Research Council (U.K.) through the
change in the photoactive units, although it is Materials for the 21st Century Initiative and a
expected that the coupling within the liquid studentship to C.H.L.
crystalline phase will lead to some
amplification of the effects of such
compositional changes. Clearly reducing the
stability of the liquid crystalline phase will
enhance the possibility of photoinduced effects
since the required energy change will be
reduced. So in copolymer 1 a change in S isC -

achieved on photoisomerisation via a non-
mesogenic chromophore unit. This change results 1

in a reduced transition temperature, Tol, of the
copolymer. Because we are observing a change in
S it was found unneccessary to prepare the film
upon a surface aligned glass substrate;
untreated glass gave similar results. In
contrast, for copolymer 2 (with a mesogenic
Azobenzene chromophore), the role of the'] ',

isomerisation is to reorient the
aesogenic/chromophore units. The necessity for II

appropriate polarisation of the incident UV -
light, in comparison to the Naphthyl system, is
required in order for any effect to be achieved.
When this is achieved the result is that ,,

although the units have been realigned along
some other direction the chromophore (which is
mesogenic) has not reduced the stability of the 2

liquid crystalline phase, giving no deprescion
in the transition temperature.

These two copolymers, different only by the
small amount of chromophore present, give rise I7
to two different photochromic effects each
requiring different methods of introduction and
detection off. The mesogenic chromophore

requires an initial well defined alignment in
the film and polarised light (both for ... .
irradiation and readout) in order for the
photoisomerisation to be detectable. The non-
mesogenic chromophore, on the other hand 60 65 70

requires only UV light of an appropriate T P t.' C)

wavelength in order to achieve a detectable
change. Fig.1 Intensity of transmitted light through the

4. References. copolymer 1 film in a polarising microscopi

versus temperature on heating at 2"C/min.

represents a temperature at which it is possible
I M.Eich and J.H.Wendorf, Makromol. Chem. to view the irradiated portion of the film in

Rapid Commun., 1987, 8,59. the isotropic state and the unirradiated potion

in the liquid crystalline state.
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Synthesis of Block Copolymers of Poly(styrene) and (step2)
Ply(arylate) and their optical properties

by PS-OH(p) (PS-NH 2 ). HO -OH +

Hiroshi Ohishi Shinji InabaMasanao Kawabe, and - 3H,

Masao Klmura
R&D Laboratories-i ,Nippon Steel Corporation Ce(OH), 0 H__0) H -
1618 Ida, Nakahara-ku, Kawasaki 211 Japan C 1 C '/- 6H3

1 .Introduction n t
Since the optical information storage systems such as Laser

Vision, Compact Disk and Magnetic Optical Disk are Because reactivity of carboxylic groups of PS-COOH is much
developing quickly, interest in polymers suitable for optical inferior to that of chloroformyl groups of Isophthaloyl
applications has grown enormously dichloride (IPCOCI)/Terephthaloyl dichloride(TPCOCI),

Poly(arylate)(PAr), a poly(ester) from bispheno-A (BPA) and carboxylic groups have to be changed into more reactive
mixture of terephtalic acid/isophthalic acid (1:1 mol. ratio), is a groups before polycondensation. In the step1 they were
high performance polymer which has high thermal resistance, coupled with excess BPA or 4,4'diaminodiphenyl ether(DAPE)
impact strength and optical transparency. However, PAr shows by direct condensation method with triphenylphosphine and
poor processability because of its high melt viscosity, and what hexachloroethane(2), and phenolic hydro-oxidal terminated PS
is worse for optical applications, PAr generates positive (PS-OH(p)) or amino terminated PS (PS-NH2) were prepared.
intrinsic birefrigence during the processing such as injection In the step2 PS-b-PAr were synthesized by solution
molding and extrusion, with the retained orientation of polycondensation method with calcium hydroxide(3).
molecules after the cooling.

On the other hand, poly(styrene)(PS) has high optical 2-2)Synthesis of PS-b-PAr using PS-OH(a)
transparency and negative brefrigence, so birefrigence would
be reduced by blending PAr and PS(1). However, in the (stepi)
blends of PS and PAr, the size control of phase within 1pm, IO (Et)-N

which is the focused laser spot diameter of optical drive PS-OH (a) - cioc L-COCI - PS-COCI

apparatus, is difficult because of their poor compatibility.
Therefore chemical bondings would be required between PS (step2)
and PAr molecules.

The purpose of this report is to propose new synthetic PS.COCI + HO- CH---- \-OH PS-OOC C
methods of block copolymers(PS-b-PAr) of PS and PAr and to \_- --- .. c--

introduce their optical properties.

2.Experiments Ca(OH), - -
1)Synthesis of functional macromers of PS

Two kinds of functional macromers of PS were synthesized
by radical polymerization using functional azo-radical initiators.
One was the carboxyl terminated PS(PS-COOH), synthesized Because alcoholic hydro-oxidal groups are inferior to phenolic
at 363K using 4,4'Azobis(4-cyanovaleric acid) (ACVA). hydro-oxidal groups in reactivity, in the step1 PS-OH(a) were
Another was the alcoholic hydro-oxidal terminated PS(PS- reacted with excess IPCOCIITPCOCI with triethylamine(4) and
OH(a)), polymerized at 383K using chloroformyl terminated PS (PS-COCI) were synthesized. The
2,2'Azobis[2(hydroxymethyl)- propionitrile] (AHMPN). In both step2 was the same as 2-1).
synthetic processes the initiators were continuously added to
the reactor during polymerization. 3)Characterization of PS macromers and PS-b-PAr

Molecular weight distributions of PS macromers and PS-b-
-l- NH PAr were measured by Gel Permeation Chromatography

:PS-COOH (GPC) , calibrated by mono molecular weight distribution PS,
[0 In esti° H  made by WatersCorp. Functionalities of PS-COOH were

t estimated by neutralize titration and those of PS-OH(a) Were
calculated by NMR measurement of PS-OH(a) silyrated by

r H trimethylchlorosilane. The formation of PS-b-PAr was confirmed
HC=CH2 AHMPN HO---C-C R-OH by NMR measurement using the materials of which unreacted

:PS-OH(a) PS were excluded by Soxhlet's extracting using cyclohexane

(3trfor 26hr.

2)Synthesis of PS-b-PAr 4)Measurement of birefrigence of PS-b-PAr
PS-b-PAr were prepared by the following reaction 100pm films of PS-b-PAr were casted from tetracloroethane

processes. solution, and drawn from 1r% to 50% at 483K.Birefigences of
2-1)Synthesis of PS-b-PAr using PS-COOH drawn films were measured by a polarized microscope
(stepS HO CHjyO" ( ) - using white light source.

CHO - (5)Determination of melt viscosity of PS-b-PAr

Ph3 P, C,ci6  Viscosities of PS-b-PA were estimated by a flow tester
PS-OH(p) (PS-NH,) at 513K.
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3.Results and discussion Express, 4 193(1983)
5)M.Kawabe, M.Kimura, Polym. Prep. Jpn. Vol.27 No2

1)Synthesis of PS macromer 312(1988)
As it is extremely important to control molecular weight 6)H.Miyashita, G.Aoki, H.Saito and T.Inoue, Polym. Prep. Jpn.

distribution, we had reported to add functional chain transfer ., 3539(1989)
reactors such as succinic aid peroxide is effective(5).However, 10oo 1°°°° - - - - -
it turned out that molecular weight distribution could be
controlled without any chain transfer reactors by adding the
initiators continuously at the adjusted conversion(fig.1). The -

number of functional groups of PS macromers were from 1.2 to "
2.5 per one macromer molecule. 10=

2)Synthesis of PS-b-PAr
From NMR analysis, two kinds of proton peaks were observed
one was attributable to PS and another to PAr(fig.2).

Transparent PS-b-PAr films were prepared by both 2-1) and 1 1
2-2). In these reaction processes PS-b-PAr were synthesized at 0o 20 4 0 60 a0 100 0 2004006008001000

the room temperature and the ordinary pressure and reactive
ratios of PS macromers were higher than 85%. Concentration or ACVA(S) Concentration or AHMPN(%)

Fig.1 Relationship between Concentration of ACVA (AHMPN)
and Mn and Mw of PS-COOH(PS-OH).

3)Birefgences of PS-b-PAr Mw;weight avrage molecular weught.

Birefdgences of 50% drawn films, of which PS-composition
were from 40% to 60%. were about 1/100 lower than that of
PAr, although the birefrigences of block polymers containing P
30%PS were not low(fig.3). Therefore from 40% to 60% PS-
composition would be required for optical applications.

As differences between stress relaxation times of PS and
PAr have a great influence on the birefrigences (6), the
relationship between micro phase structures and birefrigences
of PS-b-PAr has been studied now. .

4)Melt viscosity of PS-b-PAr L .

The m elt viscosities of PS-b-PAr decreased as PS- . . . _. _ -. .. ,I-

composition increased(fig.4). When PS-composition was 50%. PS-b-PAr --- - -=-'

the melt viscosity of PS-b-PAr became about 1/1000 lower Fig.2 NMR measurement of PS-b-PAr
than that of PAr. Although in the case of PAr the injection 0 was attributable to PS, 0 to PAr
temperature must be higher than 600K because of its high
viscosity, to get transparent moldings was difficult owing to 10
their heat decompositions. As viscosity of PS-b-PAr, whose PAr ,0
PS-cvmposition was 50%, was low enough even at 513K, I
they could be injection molded at 513K, and transparent 1 ,0'
moldings would be easily obtained. !Z
4.Summary -

New synthesis methods of transparent PS-b-PAr using . 40
functional macromers of PS were proposed at the room Z- -- -

temperature and the ordinal pressure; reactive ratios of PS
were higher than 85%. .o-° ,. . . - --

The birefrigences of 50% drawn films of PS-b-PAr and melt
viscosities of PS-b-PAr were measured; the birefrigences of
PS-b-PAr were about 1/100 less than that of PAr, when PS- .ooi - - .. . .. .
composition were from 40 to 50%. The melt viscosities of PS-b- 0 1 0 20 30 40 50 60

PAr decreased as PS-composition increased. When PS- Dra.inlt Ratio(%) Fig.4 Relationship between PS-Composition

composition was 50%, it was about 1/1000 lower than that of Fig.3 Relationship between Drawing and Melt Viscosities of PS-b-PAr(Mw-
PAr. Ratio and Birefrigences of PAr 100000). Temperature;513K, Shear
Because of their low birefrigences and melt viscosities PS-b- and PS-b-PAr. Shear Rato 5(/sec). Melt viscosities

PAr would be suitable material, !or optical applications. The number is PS-Composiion. were estimated by the followeing
formula.
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CUBIC NONLINEAR OPTICS OF POLYMER THIN FILMS. The intrinsic viscosity of PEMB and POTB in methanesulfonic
4. STRUCTURE-x(3) RELATIONSHIPS IN POLYANILINES acid at 40"C was 1.63 and 0.72 dL/g, respectively, which are typical

AND DERIVATIVES of high molecular weight polyanilines [8]. The oxidation state, l-y,
by can %eestimated from the relative intensities of the infrared

John A. Osaheni and Samson A. Jenekhe* absorption bands at ~1600 cm-1 (quinoid) and -1500 cm-1 (benzenoid)
Center for Photoinduced Charge Transfer [9]. Using this approach, we have estimated the 1-y in the PEMB
and Department of Chemical Engineering and POTB thin films to be -0.44 and -0.42, respectively.

University of Rochester
Rochester, NY 14627-0166 The thin films for the third harmonic generation (THG)

and experiments were prepared by spin-coating of
Herman Vanherzeele and Jeffrey S. Meth N-Methyl-l-pyrrolidone (NMP) solutions of the polymers onto

DuPont Central Research & Development Department optically flat fused silica substrates (5 cm in diameter). The thickness
P.O. Box 80356, Wilmington, DE 19880-0356 of the PEMB and POTB films was typically 27 nm and 58 nm,

respectively. The electronic absorption spectra of thin films of PEMB
Introduction. Our current interest in understanding the and POTB are shown in Figure 1. The electronic spectra indicate a

structure-property relationships in conjugated polymers as electronic, blue shift of the spectrum of POTB relative to that of PEMB in
optical, and nonlinear optical materials has led us to a systematic accord with previous observations [10,11]. On the other hand,
investigation of the structure-x( (3 relationships in different classes of 2-methoxy substitution on the p-phenylene rings causes the
polymers [1]. Polyanilines represent a versatile family of polymers electronic spectrum (not shown) to red shift relative to 2-methyl
with interesting electronic, linear optical, and electrochemical substitution in POTB as expected because of the stronger electron
properties which can be varied by addition or removal of electrons or releasing effect of OCH3 than CH3.
protons on the polymer backbone and through derivatization of the
p-phenylene rings [2-3]. The THG experiments were performed by using a picosecond

laser system which is continuously tunable in the range 0.6 - 4.0 jm

In order to study the structure-x( 3) relationships in [12]. The detailed THG procedure for the measurement of the
polyanilines I, the oxidation state l-y, can be varied from the fully third-order optical susceptibility X 3) (-3v;u,i,.) with this laser
reduced (l-y=0) polyleucoemeraldine base to the fully oxidized system has also been described in detail elsewhere [la-ld]. The THG
(1-y--l) polypernigraniline base. ALso, the p-phenylene ings that experiments were performed at a fundamental wavelength of

alternate with the nitrogens in the polymer ackone can e 0.9-2.4pm. The reported x 5) values are average values, corrected

derivatized with different substituents (R, R) as in Ta - e. for absorption at the third hamonic wavelength, and obtained

Furthermore, the measured X 3' of the polyamlines can also be relative to the x 3 for fused silica (2.8x104 esu at 1.9m) [13]. The

compared to or contrasted with the known nonlinear optical error for the reported x( 3) values is -20% and is due mostly to theproperties of other p-phenylene ring polymers such as error in film thickness measurement. The repeatability of individual

poly(p-phenylene vinylene) [4] and those of other qinoid ring results for eachmaterial is v5%.

polymers [5].

In this paper, we report our picosecond third harmonic
generation investigation of the wavelength dependent xa 3) of spin

coated thin films of polyaniline and its derivatives, Ia - Id, in their vdo e

emeralinee forms i-y0.5). We will focus our discussion here su" b POTB

mainly on polyemeraldine base (PEMB, Ia) and poly(o-toluidine) n

base (POTB, Ib). The complete results for the other derivatives will
be presented.

2o a

R1  R b

E~NH---N ~N- -

R2

1 240 340 40 540 640 740 840 940 1040 1140

Ia R I = R 2 = H (PEMB) WAVELENGTH, X (nm)

Tb R 1 = CH3 , R2 = H (POTB) Figure 1 Electronic absorption spectra of thin films of PEMB and

Ic R 1 = OCH3 , R 2 = H (PMAB) POTB.

Id R1 =SO3 H , R 2 = H (PSAB)
Ie R I = R 2 = OCH3  (PDMAB)

Results and Discussion. Figure 2 shows the wavelength
dispersion of the X)(---3urw,w) of P EMB and POTB thin films in
the wavelength range 0.9-2.4pm. From the X( 3) spectra, we see that

Exneriinental. Polyemeraldine salt (hydrTuchloride) (PEMS) the cubic optical nonlinearity of these polyanilines is large and
was prepared by the chemical oxidation of aniline with ammonium compare favorably with the reported X( 3) of some conjugated
persulfate in IM HCI in air using the literature method [6] and was polymers [4]. The observed resonance feature in the X( 3) spectra of
subsequently converted to the emeraldine base form (PEMB) by Figure 2 are attributed to multiphoton processes since the electronic
stirring it in 0.1M NH 4OH solution. Using a similar approach, absorption spectra of the polymers in Figure I did not exhibit any
poly(o-toluidine) [71, poly(2-methoxyaniline), and absorption features in the 0.9-3.0An region. The resonance peak
poly(2,5-dmethoxy aniline) were prepared by chemical oxidation of position in the X(3 ) spectra of PEMB and POTB at ~l.8,an suggests
o-toluidine, 2-methoxyaniline, and 2,5--dimethoxyaniline, that the peak is due to three-photon resonance.
respectively.
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40] Conclusions. We have investigated the third-order nonlinear

35 - PEMB optical properties of polyanilines and derivatives by picosecond third
harmonic generation in the wavelength range 0.9-2.4/an in an effort

3 - POTB to establish the structure-x(3) relationships for this class of

polymers. Our results show that the optical nonlinearities of the
polyanilines are large and compare favorably with other conjugated

25- polymers. For example, the three-photon enhanced X () of PEMB

S 20and POTB at 1.83jan was found to be 3.73x10- 11 and 1.8x10-"1 esu,
2 respectively. The results suggest a strong dependence of the optical
1 nonlinearities on both the oxidation state and the derivation of the
15 Ip-phenylene rings of polyanilines.
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OPTO-ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES AND pare the outcome with 1 exp"

SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION BY 0-BOND 3.1 1)e of 0
SEPARATED DONOR-ACCEPTOR MOLECULES Comparison of the second-harmonic intensities measured with a known

sample (quartz) allowed calculation of the innerproduct of the ground state
W. Schuddebm, B. Krijnen, J.W. Verhoeven, dipole moment pg and the molecular hyprpolarizability (p exp) and with

Laboratory of Organic Chemistry, University of Amsterdam, Nieuwe knowledge of pg we could extract 13exp as compiled in Table 1.
Achtergracht 129, 1018 WS Amsterdam, The Netherlands Ground state dipole moments of the molecules I and 2 were calulated emplo-

EGJ. Staring, G.LJ.A. Rikken, ying the SCF-NIO semi-empirical AMI method as described in ref. 131.
Philips Research Laboratories, PO Box 80000, 5600 JA, Eindhoven,

The Netherlands 3.2 Determination of 0i,,
From absorption and X-ray diffraction measurements Krijnen et al. [4, 51

H. Oevering concluded that for molecules like I and 2 significant electronic interaction
DSM Research, PO Box 18, 6061 MD, Geleen, The Netherlands between the chromophores occurs via the intervening a-bonds. As discussed

S.A. Jonker earlier, this interaction manifests itself in the long wavelength absorption
IRI, Del? University of Technology, Mekelweg 15, 2629JB Delft, (and the corresponding emission) of these compounds (see Fig.2), which

The Neherlands demonstrate that in spite of the lack of direct 7t-conjugative interaction
between the donor and acceptor sites a low lying intramolecular charge trans-
fer state is available, a feature generally considered to be essential for second

1. Introduction order nonlinear optical properties.
Until now it has been well established that structures which incorporate an ,0o
electron rich donor group and an electron deficient acceptor group,
interconnected by a conjugated it-system, in general give rise to large __W

molecular second order effects (e.g. 4-nitroaniline has a prototype molecular
stmucture [11). The contribution (13ct) of the important low lying charge trans- - ',
fer state (resultng in a large change in dipole moment upon excitation to the /
first excited state as well as in a high oscillator strength for the corresponding
electronic transition [21) to the molecular hyperpolarizability is descibed ,,'°-
using a simple two level model (eqn 1), where it has been assumed that 'ge
and Agge have the same direction (one dimensional model): E

47t: ir g2 [00 0__ _ _ _ _

Oct =AIwge 1 2 '2 0 2 (1) 250 350 450 550 650
( ) _ 4 _I I Wavclength (am)

Figure 2: Electronic absorption (-) and emission (---) spectra of 2 in n-hesane.
It can be shown that very efficient molecules are those with a large transition
dipole moment (p g)and a large difference between ground and excited state It was shown by Krijnen et al. 14,51, that through bond interaction is
dipole moments (1 ge). The factor between square brackets is the so called optimized fo! an axial orientation of the phenyl group in systems like I and 2.
dipersion factor, where o is the absorption angular velocity and w the Evidently such an axial orientation is more highly populated in the tropane
excitation angular velocity, derivative 2, where the additional bridging ethylidene unit sterically
We now report the results of a study on the nonlinear optical properties of destabilizes the equatorial orientation of the phenyl group, than in 1. This
bichromophoric molecules I and 2 (see Fig. 1) [3]. These molecules consist of difference in conformation has been demonstrated to result in stronger charge
a phenyl substituted nitrogen electron donor and an electronegatively transfer absorptio- of the tropane derivative and now also may be inferred to
substituted ethylene acceptor interconnected by a saturated hydrocarbon unit be related to the higher 1P value. It is therefore of interest to investigate the
which, classically speaking, isolates the chromophores from each other. applicability of the two level model underlying eqn (1) for estimating the CT

contribution to the molecular hyperpolarizability of I and 2.
2. Experimental For the evaluation of Oct, knowledge of the change in dipole moment of the
The syntheses and photophysical measurements of compounds 1 and 2 have molecules between their electronic ground state (pa g) and their electronically
been described elsewhere [4,51. Electric field induced second harmonic excited state (pe) is required and also the transition dipole moment pge"
generation on polymethylmethacrylate films, containing typically 1% wt of Caculation of Alage
the compounds under study, at a fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm was The present compounds display a very large solvatochromism of their
measured under constant corona-poling (ca. 1.2 MV/cm). fluorescence and a minor solvatochromism of the absorption. This is typical

CN CN for charge transfer systems with a small dipole moment in the ground state
C CN , /. (lg) and a large dipole moment in the emissive excited state We). It has been

shown 16,71 that treating the molecular dipole as a point dipole and the solvent
as a continuous dielectricum, the change in dipole moment between ground

N Nand excited state (Ap ge = pe-pg in Debye) can be derived from the
solvatochromic shifts o the absorption and emission frequencies (va res. tf
,incm- )via:

CH, Va- tf = const + 2 (f-f) (pe-lag)2/hcp31 (2)

Figure 1: Structures of ) and 2
In eqn (2) f and f are parameters related to the solvent static dielectric constant

(e) and refractive index (n) as f = (E- )/(2f + 1) and f (n I 2n 2h 1). while p
3. Results and discussion (in A) represents the effective r'dius of the solvent cavity occupied by the
To check the validity of the two level model we have to calculate ct and com- molecule.
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by plotting the difference of the fluorescence and absorption 4. Conclusions
wies versus the solvent parameters (f-f) a linear correlation should be We have demonstrated that molecules in which donor and acceptor are
,iotr tie slopes of these correlations Aj opt can then be calculated if connected by a saturated a-bond system (D-a-A) can exhibit efficient second
kown. The results compiled in Table I shlow that upon excitation the harmonic generation, probably as a result of through bond interaction. It
morment for the present systems increases by 16.5±0.5 Debye units. should be noted that a similar mechanism has been proposed earlier to explain

SHG by the mono N-oxide of diazabicyclooctane 1101, for which, however,
Measuremnents no 0 value appeas to have been determined. The l value now estimated for 2

:r to obtain an independent check of the viability of the changes in dipo- is comparable to D-7T-A molecules such as p-nitroaniline. In the context of a
rents thus obtained, we have also performed some preliminary measu- two-level model, it is evident that the present D-a-A systems derive their
ts with the time resolved conductivity (TRMC) technique f8], which a]- remarkably large molecular hyperpolarizability mainly from a high value of
iect observation of the formation and decay of (di)polar species in non- A4ge, corresponding to complete charge separation in the excited state as
rsolvents. The following relationship between the conductivity and the opposed to virtually none in the ground state. For fully conjugated systems of

in dipole moment exists: comparable size Apge is expected to be less, due to significant mixing of the
charge-transfer state into the ground state. On the other hand, however, the

- (E + 2)2 (3) transition dipole moment, P ge, for a 7-conjugated system will in general be
A=- Tr 27kBT larger, implying a trade-off between AP ge and l ge as a function of the

electronic interaction between donor and acceptor sites.
(3), k is the Boltzmann constant; E is the relative dielectric constant of At the moment it is hard to say what degree of electronic interaction will

nt •pandp are respectively the dipole moment of the excited state establish optimum conditions for achieving high molecular hyperpolarizabi-
round state o the molecule; N. is the concentration of excited lity and it is therefore of considerable interest to investigate systems in which
ules; "r is the rotational relaxation time of the dipole and u) is the radian the interaction is systematically varied between the extremes presented by
wave frequency. 7The function F (tit) is the Debye relaxation term. pure 7-conjugation and mere through-sigma-bond interaction.
ing the light intensity and the optical characteristics of the solution, the
atration of the S 1 state (N. ) and hence the paraneter (u e 2 -p 2)hr can be References
sined.

ri be sn from Table 1 the values determined from the CT fluorescence I11 iF. Nicoud adR.TwiegmnNolmarOpic.lP otOrgacMolecukesad
with the solvent polarity show excellent agreement with the results Crysals.Vol. I.edsDS.Chemh and JZyss (Academic Press, New York 1987) p. 227

Lhe TRMC measurements. 12] DJ. Williams. Angew. Chem. 96,637 (1984).

131 W. Scbuddeboom. B. Kijnea. J.W." hoeven. F.GJ. Staring,
aOn Of ge G.U.A. Rikken ad H. Oevermg, Chem Phys, Lett. , accepted for pubication

scillator strength (F) of the charge transfer transition (see Table 1) was
ated from the absorption spectra via eqn. (4): 141 B. Kripen, H.B. Beverloo, J.W. Verhoeven, CA. Reiss. K. Goubstz and D. Hajdefnjk.

J. Am. Chem. Soc. 111,4433(1989).

F= 4.3 10-9 Emax Av 1/,2  (4) [51 B. Kijnn, Thesis, UnversityofAmste-am Amsterdama.(1990).

161 E. Lipprt.Z Elektrochem. 61,962(isz7,.
E max is the maximum molar absorption coefficient and Av 1/2 is the 17] P. Suppa, I Photochem. Photobtol. 50.293 (1990).
q (in cm-), which then can be related to the transition dipole moment [81 M.P. de Hu and J.M. W Cn. Phvs. 73.35-53(1982).
n (5): 191 P. Pasan. F. Rob and JW. Verhoeven, J. Am. Chem. Soc.. 104.5127 (1987).

F = 4.7 1029 vm lu gel2  (5) [101 a. P. Mihailovic, P. Bassoul Rnd J. Simon. Chem. Phys. Lett. 141.462 (1987).

b. J. Simon, P. Bassoul and S. Norvez, New J. Chem. 13.13 (1989).
Vmax is the maximum of the charge transfer absorption band (in cm - I)

ge is the transition dipole moment.
alculated t values are compared with the experimental molecular
polarizabilities in Table I Oct is seen to account for a major component
,thus substantiating the hypothesis that the hyperpolarizability of the

systems is mainly governed by the presence of the through-bond
led charge transfer interaction. We have shown before [4,9], that the CT
ion of systems such as those presented here derive part of its intensity
oupling to higher (locaLy) excited states, implying that a simple two
model cannot be expected to describe quantitatively the

Polarizability connected to this transition.

1: Absorption mawium v.a. (cm-1), molar exinction (c in Lmol-lan -1), half-
(Avl2 in cm_1

) and oscillator strength F of the intramolecular charge transfer
ma of l and 2 (in n-hetane 20

0
C), AM! calculated ground state dipole moment

41). &PrellCr in ground state dipole moment and first excited state dipole moment,

xsndfin bath absolaOn and emmision u'fis ig pt (eqn 2) and TWMC measure-
(bene) ,i 1g andfinally the a eqn (1) caklawd CTeonibution ofthe
War h3IP larizebility P. (in 10

3 0
su) and the experimental hyperpolarizebility

M 103esu) detelmined from the elearcfield induced second harmonic genera-

w Act employing AMI calculated ground state dipole moments.

If, Avlt2 F pgAMI~4) Apg,'0 VgM ct 0,,

.9.41 2970 2749 0.057 4.1 16.1 16.8 3.7 6.4

8.09 6390 3119 0.115 3.4 16.0 17.0 9.1 26.7
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Side Chain Copolymers for Third Order where ns and nR are the refractive indices of the sample and the reference (100
Nonlinear Optical Applications Wm of carbon disulphide), LS and LR the lengths of the sample and reference,

respectively; oiS the absorption coefficient of the sample, and CS and CR the
James R. Sounik, Robert A. Norwood, Jacquelyn Popolo, Douglas Holcomb sample and reference DFWM signals for low pump intensities. The ratio CS/CR

Robert L. Mitchell Technical Center was averaged for low pur intensities and the error in this procedure is estimated
Hoechst Celanese Corporation to give an uncertainty in X(3) of 10%.

86 Morris Ave, Sumntit, New Jersey 07901
In the present case nS = 1.44 (anomalous dispersion), nR = 1 6246, LR = 100
LS = 2 jro. xsLs = 2.02. and CS/CR = 20.2. Using the literature value for X... of
CS 2 at 532 nm (= 6.8 x 10-13 esu), we find that X x for the SiPcJMMA 10:90

Organic polymeric materials have received much attention for applications in bisacrylate copolymer is 7.7 x 10.1 esu, however we stress that this is only

nonlinear optical devices. Most recent work has focused on the electro-optic accurate for pump intensities such that the nonlinearity is unsaturated; at higherm(3)

applications of glassy polymeric materials in optical waveguide devices whereas intensities the measured x..xx diminishes, approaching 10-
1 esu Figure 4B

the development of all optical waveguide deviccs has suffered from the lack of illustrates that while the phase conjugate signal of CS 2 increases with power

highly active materials which can be easily processed [1-3]. There have been a following a monotonic polynormial. that of the copolymer begins to saturate at a
number of reports in the literature on the (

3) activity of porphyrin derivatives, fairly low intensity, indicating significant excited state population effects at this

namely letrabenzporphyrins, phthalocyanines and naphthalocyanines, that show point. At low intensities, the majority of the response of the silicon

relatively high third order nonlinear optical responses. These molecules are phthalocyanine copolymer can primarily be attributed to ultrafast electronic
planar x-conjugated systems that have sharp absorption bands in the visible and hyperpolarizabilities and fast decay from excited states, as demonstrated in
near infrared and exhibit excellent thermal and chenical stabilities. Most studies Figure 4A where the time resolved DFWM response of the copolymer is
have examined these dyes in solution [4-61, sublimed thin films [7,81 or in compared to that of CS 2 . The origin of the residual response is being

Langmuir Blodgett thin films [7,9]. Some silicon phthalocyanines have been investigated and could result from either one- or iwo-photon absorption effects
made into siloxane copolymers that show high third order susceptibilities [10,111.
It would be desirable to develop materials containing these types of porphyrin Exoementa

derivatives that show high activity as well as processability sirmilar to those
polymeric materials being developed for electro-optic applications. Here we Methods of Analysis. Instrumentation: NMR spectra were obtained on

present the chemistry and nonlinear optical properties of a series of silicon either a Varian XL200 spectrometer, and chemical shifts were reported in ppm

phthalocyanine methylmethacrylate copolymers prepared by the modification of downfield relative to letramethylsilane. All NMR samples were solutioned in

the central silicon atom. CDCI 3 unless noted otherwise. Polymer molecular weights were determined on a
Waters 201 GPC equipped with a Waters 410 RI and a Viscotek Model 100

Results and Discussion differential viscosity detector, and the mobile phase was letrahydroturan.
Molecular weights were calculated from a Universal calibration curve. Thermal

Polymer Chemistry. The synthesis of the diacrylate silicon phthalocyanine analysis was done using a DuPont 9900-910 Thermal Analyzer. Melting points

monomer (1) follows directly from dihydroxysilicon phthalocyanine, figure 1. were obtained on a Met-Temp II capillary meting point apparatus and are
Since the monomer is a crosslinking agent, concentrations above 15 percent of uncorrected.
the phthalocyanine monomer by weight in the copolymer showed gel formation
or gave intractable solids. Copolymers of lower concentrations gave materials that BIs(3-methacryloxypropyidlmethylslloxy) silicon phthalocyanine

were easily isolated. Synthesis of the monoacrylate silicon phthalocyanine (1). A mixture of dihydroxysilicon phthalocyanine (2.10 g) [12], 3-methacryloxy-

monomer requires the synthesis first of the symmetrically substituted silicon propykiimethylchlorosilane (3.09 g) and distilled dried pyndine (75 mL) was stirred

phthaocyanine followed by the hydrolysis of one of the nonreactive groups to at 50° C for 48 hours. The chorosilane was distilled under vacuum prior to use.
give the hydroxy silicon phthz.'ocyanine. This complound c.tn then be reacted to The r-xtu:e w.s filtered and tt.- filtrate was di!uted with a 1:1 e.anoltwater

give the unsymmetrically substituted monoacrylate, figure 2. Copolymerizations solution (100 mL). The solid was isolated, washed with methanol (50 mL),
with methylmethacrylate were carried out in chlorobenzene using AIBN as the vacuum dried (rt, 12 hr) and weighed (2.96 g, 86%): MP 170-1720 C; IR (Nujol)

radical initiator. Concentrations from I to 10 percent by weight of the silicon 1714 (s, C=O), 1336 (s), 1250 (m, SiCH 3 ), 1158 (s), 1123 (s), 1081 (s), 1044 (s,

phthalocyanine monomer have so far been made for both the mono and Si-O-Si). 736 (s); 1H NMR 5 9.65 (m, Pc-H), 8.34 (m. Pc-H), 5.75 (s, C=CH). 5.41

diacrylate monomers. Table 1 shows typical composition and molecular weight (s, C=CH), 2.73 (t, y-CH2), 1.73 (s, CH 3), -0.95 (m, P-CH 2), -2.23 (m, rx-CH 2),

data obtained for these types of copolymers. The glass transition temperatures -2.84 (s, SiCH3).
are slightly higher than that of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and the molecular
weights range from 40,000 to 300,000. Bls(trl-n-hexyfstoxy) silicon phfhatocyanlne (2). A mixture of tri-n-

hexylsilanol (14.9 g), sodium methoxide (2.67 g) and absolute ethanol (50 mL)
These copolymers can be easily formed into micron thick thin films by spin coaling was reduced to an oil under vacuum. This oil was added to a mixture of
from cyclohexanone or o-xylene and can be compression molded into millimeter dichlorosilicon phthalocyanine (15.10 g) and distilled dried 1.2.4-trimethyl-
thick disks. In all cases, the strong 0 band absorption remains very similar to the benzene (70 mL). The resulting suspension was refluxed for 1 hr and was filtered

absorptions found in solution for the monomers, figure 3. This is unlike the data hot (whatman #54). The filtrate was allowed to cool (12 hr) and was diluted with

seen for guest/host materials of phthalocyanines in PMMA which show limited methanol (350 mL). The solid was isolated by filtration, washed with methanol
solubility of the dye in the polymer and shifts and broadening of the absorption (100 mL), vacuum dried (room temp., 12 hr) and weighed (22.06 g, 79%): MP

bands. These copolymers show low absorption at wavelengths higher than 800 175- C (Lit [12] 1750 C); IR (Nujol) 1525 (s). 1325 (s), 1125(s), 1080 (s), 1038 (s,
nm and can give thin films which may be used for waveguide devices at these Si-O-S), 725 (s).
wavelengths.

Hydroxy(tri-n-hexylsloxy) silicon phthalocyanine (3). This procedure

Nonlinear Optical Characterization. Degenerate four wave mixing is a modification of a procedure described by Batzel [13j. A mixture of (2) (15.05

(DFWM) in the conventional phase-conjugate geometry was used to perform the g), trichloroacetic acid (6.27 g) and distilled dried toluene I120 mL) was refluxed

measurements on thin film samples of the copolymers spin-coated onto glass for 1 hr. The resulting solution was concentrated under vacuum and was then
slides. The laser pulses used for the experiment were 5-6 psec tong, 598 nm added to a mixture of 5:1 pyridine/water (60 mL) and was stirred for 2 hr at 620 C.
wavelength, repetition rate of 10 Hz, and maximm individual pulse energies at The suspension formed was concentrated under vacuum and diluted with
the sample on the order of 10-20 tJJ. The diagonal component of the third order methanol (100 mL). The solid was isolated by filtration, washed with methanol

nonlinear susceptibility X.(3) is measured by studying the intensity dependence (100 mL), dried under vacuum (room temp, 12 hr) and weighed (945 g, 84%): IR

of the phase conjugate signal as a function of input laser intensity. One expects (Nujol) 3500 (w. OH), 1340 (s), 1125 (s), 1037 (m, Si-O-Si), 740 (s).

that the signal should go as the cube of the intensity input to the apparatus, but
this will only hold for unsaturated nonlinearities. The following expression, (3-methacryloxypropyldlmethylslloxy)(tr-n-hexylslloxy) silicon

appropriate for thin film samples, was used to determine X(3): , 'thalocyanine (4). A mixture of (3) (4 43 g), 3-methacryloxypropydimethyl-
chlorostane (3.43 g). tri-n-butylamne (2 88 g) and distilled dried toluene (100

. (L)2(LR aCsLs mL) was stirred at room temperature for 48 hr The solution was concentrated

(3) - n ( s undervacuum and was diluted wilh methanol The solid was isolated by filtration,

n2 - )dried under vacuum (rl, 12 hr) and weighed (4 30 g 80%) MP 120' C: IR (Nujol)
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1714(S.,C-0). 1336 (s). 1250 (in, SiGH3 ). 1158 (s). 1123 (s), 1081 (S). 1044 (S.
;i-0Si). 736 (s): 1 H NMR 8 9-66 (in. PC-H), 8.34 (mn. Pc-Hl), 5.75 (s, C=CH2). 5.41 ~ -. cl .~.

S. C-CH2). 2.74 (1, -CH2, C3 chain), 1.74 (s, CH3). 0.79 (in, c-CH2), 0.67 (1, c ~ NJ NOS,(C^I,

1.27 (in. K-H2.C6 Chain), -2.27 (m, a-CH 2 , Qa chain), -2.43 (m, a-CH 2 . C6 :?_

;hain), -2.84 (s. SiCH3). N N

:opolyiner Synthesis, General Methods. A general method was used for (2) S) 6 ~)
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QUANTITATIVE STUDY OF MOLECULAR ORIENTATION OF HEMICYANINE formal technical paper which will be submitted to Langmuir
LANGMUIR-BLODGETT FILMS BY FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED for publication.

SPECTROSCOPY AND SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. The results of the FTIR and SHG are
W-F. A. Su', T. Kurata, H. Nobutoki and H. Koezuka discussed separately as follows.

FTIR Measurement. In the transmission spectra of FTIR, the
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation electric field vector is parallel to the film surface, so

Materials and Electronic Devices Laboratory the infrared radiation only probes the vibrations having
Japan 661 components of their transition moments in the plane of the

film. On the other hand, the electric field vector
*Westinghouse Electric Corporation perpendicular to the sample surface is enhanced in the RA

Science and Technology Center spectroscopy, so that the infrared radiation selectively

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15235 probes those vibrations that have components of their
transition moments normal to the film. Therefore, the
functional group orientation of the film molecule can be

INTRODUCTION. The Langmuix-Blodgett (LB) technique has the evaluated by comparing the transmission spectra to the RA
ability to organize molecules into highly ordered monolayers spectra.

4 ' 13,
4

and to manipulate a multilayer film toward a desired A series of nonpolarized and polarized infrared
architecture. By this technique specific physical and transmission spectra of LB films was measured. Those
chemical properties of materials can be easily controlled, spectra had tne same peak height which was independent of
compared with other techniques such as vacuum evaporation, infrared beam polarizations, so the distribution of
The LB technique has the potential for fabricating next hemicyanine molecules is in-plane isotropic. Figure 3 shows
generation novel devices operating at an extremely small polarized infrared transmission and RA spectra of a
scale for information processing, transmission and storage.1  multilayer film consisting of five hemicyanine monolayers.
The structure of assembled LB films needs to be The absorption bands assignments are summarized in Table I.

quantitatively evaluated in order to understand the In the transmission spectrum, both the symmetric CH2
relationship between molecular orientation and the stretching band (2850 cm-) and the antisymmetric CH2
characteristics of a specific device, stretching band (2918 cm-') are stronger than those in the

Among the various analytical methods applicable to thin RA spectrum. The transition moments of the antisymmetric
organized films, such as LB films, FTIR provides the most and the symmetric CE2 stretching bands are perpendicular to
convenient and useful way. In particular, several attempts the long alkyl chain axis, so the alkyl chain axis is
have been made to apply infrared reflection absorption (A) considered to be approximately aligned along the surface
spectroscopy to molecular orientation analysis.2,S  Chollet normal. This conclusion is further supported by the fact
et al. had quantitatively analyzed the structure of thin that the symmetric CG3 stretching band (2871 cm

-') was
films by comparing peak intensities of RA spectra with those observed only in the RA spectrum. The splitting for the CH2
of transmission spectra.2 However, they had assumed that scissoring band can be used as a criterion in distinguishing
the enhancement factor for the RA spectra on a metal surface the lateral packing of the alkyl chains.14 In our case the
was virtually independent of wavenumber. Recently this CH2 scissoring band of the hemicyanine LB film appears as a
analytical method has been further improved by Takenaka et singlet at 1470 cm-1 in the transmission spectrum. Thus,
al.' They calculated infrared intensities and enhancement the alkyl chains of the hemicyanine dye LB film are
factors using the rather rigorous optic-al formalism for the considered t be in a hexagonal subcell packing where each
multilayer films developed by Hansen.6  chain freely rotates around its alkyl long axis." This

The detection of second harmonic generation (SHG) gives conclusion means that the alkyl chain is in-plane isotropic.
another powerful tool to investigate the moltcular In the case of the in-plane aromatic ring (C=C)
orientation in LB films. The SHG signals can be observed stretching band, the absorption was shown to be much
even from a single monolayer on a substrate.6 The stronger in the RA spectrum than in the transmission
amphiphilic hemicyanine dye (Figure 1) has attracted much spectrum, indicating that this transition moment is directed
attention as an organic nonlinear material because of its away from the substrate normal. The evaluation of the
large molecular hyperpolarizability. Girling et al. had hemicyanine chromophore orientation requires the knowledge
first reported that hemicyanine dye LB films had generated of the relationship between the transition moment direction
large SHG.7 "1 From the analysis of SHG data, the tilt angle and the chromophore molecular axis. This consideration will
of the hemicyanine dye chromophore was calculated, although be discussed later.
the tilt angle of the long alkyl chain could not be Because the molecular orientation of the hemicyanine LB
estimated.7 ' Many studies using the SHG technique have film is considered to be uniaxially distributed around the
been conducted for hemicyanine dye LB films to determine the surface normal, the quantitative evaluation of each
molecular configuration as described above. -11 On the functional group orientation of the hemicyanine in the LB
other hand, little work using the FTIR method has been films can be conducted according to Takenaka et al. 4," 4

conducted for hemicyanine dye LB films. Stroeve et al.13 They suggested that the orientation of the transition moment
reported the molecular orientation of hemicyanine using of the specific vibration could be evaluated by equation
FTIR. Two types of samples were studied: Z-type multilayer (1), assuming the uniaxial distribution of the transition
hemicyanine LB films and alternate layers of hemicyanine and moment around the surface normal z with the angle #.
arachidic acid LB films. By comparing the peak intensities AT 2
of transmission spectra with those of BA spectra 2i(1)
qualitatively, they concluded that the orientation of AR 2mzcos2# _ mxsin2#
hemicyanine was closer to normal when it was interleaved
with arachidic acid.

In this paper, we report the quantitative evaluation of The film surface is the xy-plane, and infrared beam
the molecular orientation of hemicyanine LB films by FTIR incidence in the RA measurements is in the xz-plane. AT and
spectroscopy for the alkyl chain and the chromophore Al are the absorbances of the specific band in the
individually. We also show that a SHG Maker fringe method transmission and BA spectra, respectively. The m, and a,
is very useful in the investigation of molecular are the enhancement factors along the z and x axes of the RA
orientation, intensity to the transmission intensity. The values of m

and m. can be estimated by comparing the calculated
BIPEIMBNTAL. A Kyowa Kaimen Kagaku Model HBM-AP Langmuir absorbances of transmission and RA spectra using Hansen's
trough was employed for hemicyanine LB film fabrication, formulas.5  Those values, whose calculation procedure was
The water subphase contained CaCl2 and NaHCO8 (pH=6.0) and described in Ref. 4, depend on the complex refractive
was maintained at 20"C. All the infrared spectra were indices of the film and the substrate, the thickness of the
measured by JOEL JIR-100 FTIR spectrometer equipped with a film, the infrared light incident angle in the BA
MCT detector. A Q-switched Nd: YAG laser (Quantel YG-571, measurements and the infrared wavelength. Our LB film
1.06 pm, 10 Hz repetition, FWHM lOnsec) was utilized for SEG
Maker fringe measurements (Figure 2). More detailed
experimental descriptions are going to be presented in a
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samples can be regarded as a 3-phase plane-bounded system according to Kleinman symmetry.1
7 18 The effective nonlinear

both for the transmission and the RA measurements. For the optical coefficient is expressed by the product of nonlinear

transmission measurement where the incident angle is zero, optical coefficient d and projection factor p(O) as shown in

the system is air/LB film/Ca? 2. The known values, the following equations (3) and (4), for P-P and S-P

m1(air)=1.O and n3(CaF 2)=l.415, were used as refractive 
polarizations, neglecting the local field factor:

indices for the first phase and the third phase,

respectively. For the RA measurements, the system is air/LB d x p(O)=dg5 sin39.3d31cos26 sin
6 

(P-P polarization) (3)

film/silver; n1(Ag)--0.62 25.li was used as the complex

refractive index of the third phase, a silver layer.
16 

The d x p(8)=d, sin6 (S-P polarization) (4)

incident angle for our RA measurements was set to be 80".

The refractive index of the second phase, a 5-monolayer LB where 0 is the incident angle of the fundamental wave.

film, was assumed to be 1.50, the same as that of stearic Coefficients d33 and d, can be calculated from the

acid 
, 
because the effect of the hemicyanine chromophore on above equations using a quartz glass as a reference. In

the refractive index should be small in the infrared region, order to evaluate the chromophore tilt angle, #, and the
that is far from the characteristic absorption band of the molecular hyperpolarizability f, a simple distribution model
chromophore in the visible region. The observed thickness was applied. 9 The model 7arries the following assumptions:
of LB film by X-ray diffraction was 15.7nm. Table II shows (1) the molecule has one main component of P and the
the tilt angles of each transition moment determined for molecular axis is consistent with the direction of the main
three specific bands, and also the calculated enhancement component of P, (2) the molecular axis is inclined at an
factor. The wavenumbers of the absorption bands in the RA angle # to the surface normal with random azimuthal angle.
spectra varied slightly from the corresponding wavenumbers These assumptions are rational for our systems which have
in the transmission ones due to anomalous dispersion in the only two independent nonlinear optical coefficients and are
real part of the refractive index originating from each in-plane isotropic. In this model the nonlinear optical
absorption. However, these differences were not very large, coefficients are expressed as the following equations:
swe used the wavenumber of the absorption band in the 3 1 1 2
transmission spectra to calculate tilt angles. d 3(CX.zz) Npcos 0 (5) d3 1 (=1 x)= Nsin2cos (6)

The tilt angles of the transition moments of the
intisymmetric and symmetric CH2 stretching band have been where N is the number of molecular density, which was
:alculated to be 72" and 75, respectively using equation calculated from the monolayer thickness (31.3X) and the
1i)(Table II). We called them a and P. The directions of monolayer molecular area (33.1A'). Using the above
,he transition moments of the antisymmetric and the equations, the estimated molecular hyperpolarizability, ,

ymmetric 0i82 stretching bands and the long alkyl chain axis is 63 x 10
-

l 
s 
esu and the molecular tilt angle, #, is 44

tre perpendicular to each other. The tilt angle of the The estimated P value is of the same order as the
,lkyl chain axis from the surface normal, 7, can be reported value, that is 43".,16 The estimation of
:valuated by the following orthogonal relationship among a, molecular hyperpolarizability, P, included many unreliable
Iand 7: factors, for example: the local field factor was neglected

in this case. Thus, it is difficult to compare those values
cos

2 
a + cos

2 
p + cos2 = (2) obtained in other experiments. However, the tilt angle

y substituting a = 72" and P = 75" into equation (2), the value is reliable, because its determination does not depend
ilt angle of the alkyl chain axis was calculated as 24*. on the local field factor. The determined tilt angle, 44",

The tilt angle of the transition moment of the aromatic is consistent with the tilt angle of the hemicyanine
ing was calculated to be 43" using equation (1). To chromophore, which is estimated to be 43* from FTIR
onfirm the chromophore tilt angle of the hemicyanine dye, measurements.
he relationship between the transition moment and the
bromophore molecular axis should be made clear, as CONCLUSION. The molecular orientation of hemicyanine LB
reviously described. Thus, vibrational analysis has been films was studied quantitatively by FTIR spectroscopy. The
-rried out for a model molecule (p-methyl aniline). The tilt angles of the alkyl chain and of the chromophore were
irection of the transition moment of the aromatic ring found to be 24" and 43", respectively. The SHC Maker fringe
ibration mode of the model molecule was determined using C- measurement is very sensitive and can probe the molecular
atrix. The MNDO molecular orbital method was used to orientation of one monolayer. The tilt angle of molecular
ptimise the molecular structure.

i  
The results have shown hyperpolarizability, that is, the chromophore axis, was

hat vibrational fre uency resulting from the aromatic ring estimated to be 44" using a simple distribution model
b-C and was 1659 m- , which is close to the measured value analysis. The SHG result supports the FTIR evaluation. By

1589 ca
-
'), and the direction of its transition moment lies using two methods, the molecular orientation of LB film can

ompletely along the molecular axis. These results indicate be measured with precision and accuracy.
hat the direction of the aromatic ring transition moment of
smicyanine is in an agreement with the direction of the ACKINOWLBDBMBNTS. We would like to thank Dr. A. Tsumura and
emicyanine chromophore axis. Mr. I. Karino for their valuable help and discussions.

From the estimated tilt angles (Table II), the molecular
onfiguration of the hemicyanine LB film is illustrated in IEFBRBCBS.
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These observations indicate that the nonlinear optical
,larisation has no components in the film plane and is in-
Lane isotropic. The LB films, therefore, have only two
dependent tensor components of nonlinear optical
'efficient, that is, d&S and ds, (= d32 = d24 d)
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INTERNAL ELECTRIC FIELD AND DYE ORIENTATION IN u = Eiyt/kT (3)

PVDF/PMMA BLEND C = (k T Ap)/(h c p ) (4)

p1 : dipole moment of DANS in the ground state, k:

gaoto Tsutsumi, Yoshiaki Ueda and Tsuyoshi Kiyotsukuri Boltzmann's constant, T: absolute temperature. Ap: the

Department of Polymer Science & Engineering difference between the dipole moments in the excited state
Kyoto Institute of Technology and in the ground state. h: Planck's constant, c: the speeo

Matsugasaki, Sakyoku, Kyoto 606, JAPAN of light.

The first and second derivatives of A(vO)/v were

introduction evaluated as a function of v to determine the value v1 , for
Hill et al.

1 
recently demonstrated that the internal which the right hand side of equation (1) was zero. When

electric field Ei created by the preferentially oriented ){A(v,0)/v1/Vv 
= 

(C/2) 
2
{A(v.O)/v)/v

2
, a value of (1-f) was

polar crystals of the copolymer of vinylidene fluoride and chosen to make the spectra of the poled and unpoled samples

trifluoroethylene (VDF-TrFE copolymer) can orient polar intersect at vo, i.e., A(v1.E)/{(1-f)v1}=A(v.,O)/v. Having
molecules which dissolve in the amorphous region of the normalized the curves at vN, the difference in absorbance

copolymer. Using guest molecules which have non-linear between the two spectra at several other values of v were

optical (NLO) properties, they showed that such poled copol- then determined, the derivatives were evaluated at the

yser films exhibit second harmonic generation (SHG) arising corresponding values of v as required for equation (1) and
from the oriented NLO molecules. Tsutsumi et al.

21 
have the quantity [G(u)/(1-G(u))] was evaluated from a linear

also studied Ei created between the 0-crystallite dipoles of least squares fit. From G(u) and equation (2), a value of u
the VDF-TrFE copolymer using the electrochromic peak shift was obtained from which Ei was evaluated.
of dye dissolved in the copolymer. The degree of orientation F of dye to the direction of

Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and polymethylmethacryl- electric field (to the sample thickness) was estimated as
ate (PHKA) blends have known to be compatible in all blend follows. Modified dichroic ratio D of (I/IL)F/(Ig/Ii.)

0 
was

ratios.S
1 

Furthermore there are a few reports on 8-crystal- measured, tilting the sample film, where I, and Ij. are the
lite formation in a melt-quenched PVDF/PMMA blend at some absorbances parallel to and perpendicular to the tilting
blend ratio.

4)5  
axis, respectively. and superscripts of P and 0 mean poled

We measured Ei created between the 8-crystallite di- and unpoled. Then F was estimated using the conventional
poles of O-PVDF in PVDF/PMMA (80/20) blend with the same equation of F=(1-D)/(I+2D) with D extrapolated to the tilt-
procedure applied to the VDF-TrFE copolymer

2) 
and estimated ing angle of 90".

the orientation of dyes by Ei from the dichroic ratio of
dye. In this study, we report the effects of Ei on thermal Results and Discission
aging and annealing and the orientation of dye by Ei. Figure 1 shows the effect of poling on the absorption

spectrum of the dissolved DANS. It is apparent that the
Experimental poling causes the slight shift of maximum peak in spectrum

PVDF (Kureha, KF-polymer, M 141,000, , = 64,000) to longer wavelength, which shows the electronic state of
and PMKA (Mitsubishi Rayon. Acrypett-VHK, M, = 168,000. M, DANS dissolved in the amorphous region is subject to the
x98,400) were used. 4-Dimethylamino-4'-nitrostilbene (DANS) strong internal electric field created between the P-PVDF
from Eastman Kodak Co. was crystallized from amyl alcohol, crystallite dipoles. The decrease of absorption intensity

The polymers were mechanically melt blended at 200"C by poling is mainly due to the reorientation (alignment) of
and films were melt-pressed between 50 pm thick films of DANS to the internal field. After normalizing the poled
Uplex (Ube Industry, Japan) on a heated press to a thickness DANS spectrum using the procedure described in the section
between 40 to 70 pim. The molted films were quenched into of Data Analysis, internal electric field was calculated.
liquid nitrogen. Figure 2 shows the plots of Ei and C, after the poled

The solute probe DANS was introduced by soaking the sample film was stored at room temperature for the indicated
polymer films in n-propyl alcohol solutins saturated with aging time. The poling was carried out to apply a constant
DAMS at the boiling point of the alcohol (97"C) for 4 h field of 0.5 MV/cm at 80"C for lh in the nitrogen atmos-
followed by drying overnight at room temperatuze in vacuum. phere. Ei decayed in the several hours after poling and
The concentration of DANS in the blend was 5.0 - 6.5 mmol/l. almost leveled off in a few days. Ei of 1.3 MV/cm immedi-

The blend films were poled by applying a constant volt- ately after poling leveled off to ca. 1.0 MV/cm. It is
age for I h at 80*C in the nitrogen atmosphere to aluminum noted that Ei is twice larger than the poling field of 0.5
electrodes which had been evaporated onto opposing surfaces MV/cm. C,,,, also decayed and leveled off in the same man-
of the films. Pyroelectric response was determined by ner. Decrease of Ei in the initial several hours is due to
measuring the current generated upon heating and cooling the the accumulation of ionic countercharges at crystal-amor-
poled film at a measured rate, usually 0.1 - 0.8'C/min in phous interface described below or the loss of the instable
the vicinity of 30"C. charges induced under high field poling. 

1

UV-visible spectra of the films were measured on a Table I shows El and C as well as F values, compared
Shimadzu model UV-2101PC spectrophotometer and measured with the corresponding results of VDF-TrFE copolymer. VDF-
spectra data were stored in a computer for analysis. TrFE copolymer was poled at room temperature. Although Eils

of both systems are almost the same, C py and F of PVDF/PMMA
Data Analysis are smaller than those of VDF-TrFE copolymer. The differ-

£! was calculated using the equation of ence of both CP1t0 and F is ascribed to the difference of
./C{fA,)A(v)E)/v)-A(v]0)/ =G(u)/ -G(u)] mobility of dye in the amorphous region due to the differ-

I f-3CA(v,)/v)/2v + 1(.5C42JA(,0)/v)/ 2  
() ence of glass transition temperature of both systems.

where Higher applied field produced higher Ei and C . probably1 pyre
G(u) - I - 3coth(u)/u + 3/u

2  
(2) because of the achievement of higher ordered state of O-PVDF
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crystallite dipoles.
Figure 3 shows Ei and Cpyro after the poled film is 0.6 I I

annealed for two hours each at successively higher tempera-

tures. C monotonically decreases with increasing anneal-
ing temperature, whereas the decreased E; up to 60"C changes
to increasing until it falls down again above 90C. The -:Before poling

{3-. fter poling
WAXS results did not show any significant change of crystal- 

0.4

lite structure, crystallite size and crystallinity. Thus

the decrease of Ei and C with increasing annealing temper-
ature is ascribed to the relaxation of the aligned crystal- C

lite dipoles. The increase of Ei after annealing to the

vicinity of 90"C is attributed to the loss of the accumulat- r 0.2
ed ionic countercharges. The slight increase of Ei after
heating to the vicinity of 80"C was measured in the VDF-TrFE

copolymer. and it was explained by the loss of the localized
F" ion at crystal-amorphous interface which is generated
during high field poling). Thus PVDF/PMMA blend is also 0
considered to generate F_ ion under high field poling, which 250 350 450 550 650 750
is localized at the interface, and the loss of the localized Wavelength (nm)
F" ion is responsible to the increase of Ei. Figure . Absorption spectra of DANS in PVDF/PMA before an,

The effect of the difference of the crystal form on Ei  Figur 1 o in Ptra fid i PV/M
was studied. A melt and slowly cooled PVDF/PMMA film shows after poling. Poling field is 0.8 MV/cm.
the crystal form of type II (a-PVDF). The result of Ei and
Cpym are also listed in Table 1. It is clear that Ei created 1.5- 0.9
by a-PVDF crystallite dipoles is smaller than that by O-PVDF 5

one, which is consistent with the results of Cpyr0. The
smaller net dipole moment of a-crystallite phase is respon-

sible to the smaller values of Ei and C . o_pyr 1.0 o o-
0-

Conclusion u

It was found that the O-PVDF crystallite dipoles in the U 0

PVDF/PMMA blend create the strong internal electric field
which aligns the dye semipermanently. Further this blend -
has the good optical quality of almost not scattering light 0.51 0.3CL

in the visible region. These properties will guarantee this
blend as one of the candidate of the SHG material.
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Table 1. Results of Ei and Cpyr0 and F

Ei yro - A..

EC YF
(MV/cm) (nC/m2K)

0 I0
PVDF/PMMA (0-form) 1.9 - 2.0 0.35 - 0.5 0.01 - 0.02 20 bO to0 140
VDF-TrFE Copolymer 2.0 1.3 0.05 - 0.1 Annealing temp. it)
PVDF/PMMA (a-form) 0.56 - 0.7 0.13 - 0.17

Figure 3. Dependence of E, and C on annealing temperature

pyro
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Introduction. The conjugated aromatic polyazomethines are
thermally stable film- and fiber-forming materials that exhibit good 2g. P1 - P2 - H, P3 - OH (PHOPI)

mechanical strength, thermotropic liquid crystallinity, and lyotropic
liquid cstallinity in concentrated sulfuric or methanesulfonic acid
-1 AlIthough these features of the aromatic polyazomethines have N Cl - -

(- investigated for many years 1-3, the detailed structure and
solid state properties of this class of polymers have not been studied
because of their general insolubility except in strong concentrated

acids in which they rapidly degrade due to the hydrolysis of the Schiff

base (-CH=N-). We recently reported the preparation of soluble 2
complexes of a series of conjugated aromatic polyazomethines and 2
their solution processing to optical quality thin films suitable for 2a. R I - CH3, A 2 -H (PPI/PMPl)
characterization of linear optical, nonlinear optical, and electronic
properties of the polymers [4]. Here, we will report on our study of 2b. R- - H, R2 I OCH 3 (PPl/PMOPI)
the third-order nonlinear optical properties of a series of
homopolymers and random copolymers of the conjugated aromatic
polyawomethines. under vacuum to afford an orange powder (3.25 g, 92% yield). IH

NMR of PMOPI: 4.50, 8.20, and 9.60 ppm
Our interest in these aromatic Schiff base polymers as

third-order nonlinear optical materials is based in part on their Thin films of the polymers were prepared on optically flat
unique structure and their relationship to other p-phenylene fused silica substrates (5 cm in diameter) from either soluble GaCI 3
polymers. The conjugated aromatic polyazomethines are isoelectronic complexes in nitromethane or di-m-cresylphosphate (DCP)
with poly(p-phenylene vinylene) and derivatives whose electronic complexes in m-cresol [4). Figure 1 shows the electronic absorption
structure and nonlinear optical properties have been widely spectrum of the parent aromatic polyazomethine, la (PPI). This
investigted [5-]. For example, films of PPV and its 2,5-dimethoxy electronic spectrum shows that PPI absorbs in the visible with A..ax at
derivative have a X1 (), measured by third harmonic generation, of 405 nm and an optical bar,1gap (Eg) of 2.r0 eV. 2,5--dimethoxy
7.8xlO-12 and 5.4x10"- eS|, respectively, at 1.8i pAm '7]. highlv substitution of every other p-phenylene ring in PPI significantly red
oriented PPV films have a X(

3 ) of 1.5x10 -1 0 Csu at 1.85pm [91. shifts the electronic absorption spectrum as observed in Figure 1 for
Similarly large third order optical nonlinearities can be expected in the spectrum of PMOPI (ld). The A.ax and E, of PMOPI are 450
conjugated aromatic polyazomethines. On the basis of the nm and 2.34 eV, respectively. Other substitutions in the aromatic
theoretically predicted anharmonicity effect on X3) [101, the aromatic polyazomethines produced expected variation in the linear optical
polyazomethines might be expected to have larger optical properties A.a. and Eg. The polymer 1g, for example, has a A.a and
nonlinearities compared to their corresponding vinylene-linked Eg values of 494 nm and 2.07 eV, respectively.
polymers due to the anharmoniaty arising from a nitrogen replacing
one CH in vinylene links.

We have synthesized and prepared thin films of a series of
homopolymers I and random copolymers 2 in order to investigate the
structure-X(3 relationships in this class of conjugated polymers.
Tis paper reports our picosecond third harmonic generation 1;1
measurement of X(s) and its wavelength dispersion in selected
members of 1 and 2. Trends in the structure--( 3 ) correlations for all
the homopolymers and random copolymers will be presented.

Experimental. All the monomers used, whether synthesized or 1. P
purchased, were rigorously purified prior to polymerization. All the 2 PMOPI

polymers were prepared by the solution polymerization of aromatic
diamines with aromatic dialdehydes. Details of the synthesis and
characterization of the polymers are described elsewhere [41. The
following are typical synthetic procedures. Conolvmer PP1/PMPI
(2a): This copolymer was prepared by solution polymerization of
1.0677 g (8.74 mmol) 2-methyl-l,4-phenylenediamine 0 9453 g (8.74 1
mmol) 1,4-phenylenediamine and 2.3450 g ?17.48 mmol) - - _
terephthaldehyde in the presence of 1 g LiCI in a 50 mL 1:1
HMPA/NMP solution at room temperature. After purification and 250 350 450 550 650 750 650

vacuum drying the yield was 3.647 g (98%). 1H NMR of PPI/PMPI: Wavelength. X(nm)
(CD3N0 2 /GaCI,) 2.80, 8.10, 8.30, 8.70, 9.70, and 9.83 ppm. Wenh n

(ld). 1.4339 g (13.26 mmol) 1,4-phenlenediamine was reacted with
2 .? 2 4 g (13.26 mmol) 2,-imethoxyterephthaldehyde in 40 ml 1:1 Figure 1 Electronic absorption spectra of thin films of PPI and
HMPAJNMP and 0.8 g LiCI under nitrogen purge at room PMOPI.
temperature. After 48 hrs polymerization time, the polymer was
precipitated, washed repeatedly with water and methanol and dried
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The third harmonic generation (THG) measurements of the about the same as in PPI but significantly less than in PMOPI
magnitude of X( ) (-3c,,,w,,w) were made by using a picosecond laser These results suggest that an important structural factor, other thaz
system continuously tunable in the range 0.6-4.0 uim [11] and electron delocalization, is also at play in the magnitude of the cubi,
following the procedure previously described [12]. The THG optical nonlinearities of the polymers. The effects of other rin1
experiments in the present study were performed at a fundamental substituents and substitution patterns and random copolymerizatioL
wavelength of 0.9--2.4Ain. The reported X

(
3) values are average on the cubic nonlinear optics of conjugated aromatic polyazomethine

values, corrected for absorption at the third harmonic wavelength, will be presented.
and obtained relative to the X( 3) for fused silica (2.8x10"4 esu at
1.9/n) [131. The error for the reported X

( 3) values is ±20% due Conclusions. We have prepared optical quality thin films of a
mostly to the error in film thickness measurement. The repeatability series of homopolymers and copolymers of aromatic polyazomethineE
of individual results for each sample was ±5%. and investigated their cubic nonlinear optical properties by picosecond

third harmonic generation in the wavelength range 0.9-2.4jm in order
Results and Discussion. The wavelength dispersion of the to understand the underlying structure-X( 3) relationships. The

magnitude of the third order susceptibility X( 3 ) (-3vwws, ) of PPI results shown that the magnitude of the third order optical
and PMOPI thin films in the wavelength range 0.9-2.4gm is shown in susceptibility of the conjugated aromatic polyazomethines, aL

Figure 2. The nonresonant X
(

3) values for PPI and PMOPI were measured by THG, was about 10
-
L

2 to 10- 11 esu off-resonance and
-2x10 - t2 and -lx10"- esu, respectively, at 2 pm wavelength. The about 10-11 to 10-10 esu with three-photon resonance enhancement. In

magnitude of the nonresonant cubic optical nonlinearity of PMOPI is some series of the polymers r(3) was observed to increase with
a factor of 5 larger than that of the parent aromatic polyazomethine, increasing electron delocalization as measured by A.na and E9.
PPI. This enhancement of the nonresonant third order optical However, it was found that this relationship does not hold in some
properties of PPI by dimethoxy substitution can be explained by the members of the conjugated polymers I and 2.

rneater electron delocalization in PMOPI as evidenced by its smaller
andgap. Acknowledgment. Work at the University of Rochester was

supported by the New York State Science and Technology
Foundation, Amoco Foundation, and National Science Foundation
(Grant CHE-88I--0024).
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In the X ( 3) spectrum of PHOPI, two resonance peaks were
observed and similar in line shape to the two peaks observed in the
electronic absorption spectrum of the polymer. The nonresonant X( 3)

of PHOPI was ~2x10-12 esu at 2.4tam which is the same as the
unsubstituted parent polymer PPI. The three-photon resonance
enhanced X(3) increased by a factor of only -5 above the nonresonant
value. The observed nonresonant and resonant optical nonlinearities L

of PHOPI are very surprising when compared to those of PPI and
PMOPI. Since the electron delocalization in PHOPI, as measured by '.
the Aax and Eg values, is greater than in PPI and PMOPI, it was .

anticipated that the magnitude of X(3) in PHOPI will also be larger.
Instead, it was observed that the optical nonlinearity in PHOPI is
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